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Arletty and Jean Harlow: 
A Comparative Analysis of Two Film Stars of the 1930s 
Abstract 
Stardom is an important mechanism through which both national identity and 
gender norms are articulated. By adopting a comparative approach, this thesis investigates 
the intersections between film stardom, femininity and nationality in two different national 
contexts: 1930s France and 1930s America. Focusing on two particular case studies, 
Arletty (1898-1992) and Jean Harlow (1911-1937), I aim to explore the ways in which 
these two stars were cast in relation to the contemporaneous modem woman type. These 
two case studies reinforce the argument put forward by The Modem Girl Around the 
World Research Group that the modem woman cultural trope of the interwar era was not a 
purely American phenomenon but, rather, a type that appeared prominently and 
simultaneously in many different cultures and which had common features globally. 1 
Arletty and Harlow were both aligned with attributes associated with the modem 
woman type in their films and promotional texts. The star texts produced for both stars 
tended to locate their "modernness" in terms of their sexualities and their relationship to 
fashion and consumer culture. In Arletty's case, however, her status as a modem woman 
was also intertwined with intellectual curiosity and an independent lifestyle. Taking into 
consideration the representations of Harlow and Arletty across a range of texts (including 
films, promotional portraits, film stills, fan magazine features, newspaper articles and press 
kits), this project teases out the complexities of the modem woman trope in both the 
American and French contexts. The modem woman, a figure which called into question 
previously accepted gender norms, had tremendous potential to inspire, excite, scandalize 
and titillate. I investigate the ways in which Arletty and Harlow's personae incited all of 
these reactions by exploring the attempts of the French and Hollywood classical film 
industries to both celebrate and contain these two modem women. 
As well as being cast as modem women, the personae of both stars were also 
shaped in relation to specific ideals of nationality. As I shall explain, their embodiments of 
1 Alys Eve Weinbaum, Lynn M. Thomas, Priti Ramamurthy, Uta G. Poiger and Madeleine Yuedong, eds., 
The Modern Girl Around the World: Consumption, Modernity, and Globalization, (Duke University Press: 
Durham/London, 2008), 1-2. 
;1 
lll 
national ideals of femininity both support and contradict their status as modern women. In 
focusing upon two stars who emerged out of two different cultural and industry contexts, 
while also taking into account the specificity of the historical moment as a significant 
factor in shaping star personae, I hope to present a nuanced description of the functions 
and meaning of film stardom. 
·., 
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Arletty et Jean Harlow : 
Analyse comparee de deux stars des annees 1930 
Resume 
Les stars sont d'importants vecteurs d'expression de l'identite nationale et des 
normes sexuees. En adoptant une approche comparative, cette these explore !'articulation 
entre star, identite feminine et identite nationale dans deux contextes nationaux 
specifiques: la France des annees 1930 et l'Amerique des annees 1930. Elle s'attache a 
deux exemples particuliers, Arletty (1898-1992) et Jean Harlow (1911-1937) afin 
d'explorer comment ces deux stars sont construites et employees en relation avec le type, 
contemporain, de la « femme modeme ». L' etude de ces deux cas confirme les hypotheses 
avancees par le Modern Girl Around the World Research Group selon lesquelles le trope 
culturel de la « femme moderne » dans l'entre-deux-guerres n'etait pas un phenomene 
exclusivement americain, mais un type apparu de maniere significative et simultane dans 
differentes cultures et qui presentait, a l' echelle mondiale, des traits communs. 1 
Arletty et Harlow sont toutes deux associees a des attributs caracteristiques de la 
femme moderne, aussi bien dans leurs films que dans les discours promotionnels. Les 
discours produits sur les deux stars tendent a situer leur modemite dans leur sexualite et 
leur relation a la mode et a la culture de consommation. Toutefois, dans le cas d' Arletty, 
son statut de femme modeme est aussi inextricablement lie a sa curiosite intellectuelle et a 
son style de vie independant. En prenant en compte les representations de Harlow et 
d' Arletty circulant a travers toute une gamme de discours - films, portraits promotionnels, 
photographies, fan magazines et revues populaires, articles de presse et dossiers de 
presse -, cette these demele la complexite du trope de la femme modeme dans les 
contextes americain et frarn;ais. La femme modeme, parce qu' elle etait une figure qui 
remettait en question les normes sexuees traditionnelles, etait une extraordinaire source 
d'inspiration, d'excitation, de scandale, et d'emoustillement. De quelles fa~ons les 
personae d' Arletty et de Harlow ont-elles provoque ces differentes reactions ? C'est ce 
qu'on examine ici en etudiant comment les industries cinematographiques fran~aise et 
1 Alys Eve Weinbaum, Lynn M. Thomas, Priti Ramamurthy, Uta G. Poiger and Madeleine Yuedong, eds., 
The Modern Girl Around the World: Consumption, Modernity, and Globalization, (Duke University Press: 
Durham/Londres, 2008), 1-2. 
.., 
V 
hollywoodienne classiques ont cherche a la fois a celebrer et a contenir ces deux femmes 
modernes. 
En meme temps que ces deux stars sont presentees comme des femmes modernes, 
leur persona est aussi modelee par des ideaux nationaux specifiques. Comme nous le 
montrons, la maniere dont elles incarnent des ideaux nationaux de feminite renforce et 
contredit leur statut de femme moderne. Ainsi, l' etude approfondie de deux stars qui 
emergent dans des contextes culturels et industriels differents permet a la fois de cerner 
l'importance decisive d'un moment historique dans la fabrication d'une persona de star, et 
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Far more than men, women [film stars] were the vessels of men's 
and women's fantasies and the barometers of changing fashion. 
Like two-way mirrors linking the immediate past with the 
immediate future, women in the movies reflected, perpetuated, and 
in some respects offered innovations on the roles of women in 
society. 1 
Molly Haskell, From Reverence to Rape: The Treatment of Women 
in the Movies, 12. 
1 
During the turbulent interwar years female film stars in both France and the United 
States functioned as representatives of the changing times. The images and personae of 
film stars both echoed the social changes that were occurring, and added momentum to 
these changes through their functions as role models/ideals. In their embodiments of the 
figure of the modern woman, Arletty (1898-1992) and Jean Harlow (1911-1937) looked to 
the future by suggesting liberated and active forms of femininity, as well as reflecting ( and 
deflecting) social anxieties about this new type of femininity by harking back to the past. 
In a recent study of the "Modern Girl" phenomenon, the Modern Girl Around the World 
Research Group have described the modern woman as being associated with a familiar 
iconography that included "bobbed hair, painted lips, provocative clothing, elongated body, 
and an open, easy smile." 2 Harlow and Arletty possessed all of these physical 
characteristics. This is apparent in a promotional portrait of a chic and slender Arletty 
dressed all in black and wearmg a short bob (fig. A.I). Similarly, a promotional 
photograph of a carefree Harlow driving her car (fig. A.2) resembles Tamara de 
Lempicka's famous 1929 self-portrait of herself as modern woman (My Portrait, fig. 
A.3). 3 Both images depict self-assured blonde women driving alone in their cars. 
1 Molly Haskell, From Reverence to Rape: The Treatment of Women in the Movies (Chicago/London: 
University of Chicago Press, 1987), 12. Although Haskell has been criticized by later work produced in the 
field of feminist film theory for lacking a theoretical framework, the attention she pays to social and film 
history and the connections of particular constructions of femininity to specific historical moments has been 
an important influence on this thesis. 
2 Alys EveWeinbaum, Lynn M. Thomas, Priti Ramamurthy, Uta G. Poiger and Madeleine Yuedong, eds., 
The Modern Girl Around the World: Consumption, Modernity, and Globalization, (Duke University Press: 
Durham/London, 2008), 2. 
3 Tamara de Lempicka was an Art Deco artist who, like Arletty, positioned herself in relation to the modem 
woman type and was part of the Parisian art world. For more on de Lempicka, see Paula Birnbaum, "Painting 
the Perverse: Tamara de Lempicka and the Modem Woman Artist," in The Modern Woman Revisited: Paris 
Figure A.I Figure A.2 
Promotional portrait of Arletty. "Candid" photograph of Jean Harlow, c. 1932. 
'1 'y -y -.-- A ... ,.. '( "< I>- ,. ~ ..:.. ;. ,< I:,. 
Figure A.3 
Tamara de Lempicka, My Portrait, 1929, oil on panel, 
private collection. Reproduced in Alain Blondel, 
Ingried Brugger, Tag Gronberg and Phillip King, eds., 
Tamara de Lempicka: Art Deco Icon (London: Royal 








Furthermore, these two stars were attributed with "modern" personality traits, both in their 
screen roles and the promotional texts that constituted their off-screen personae. This 
thesis explores how Harlow's and Arletty's modernness was located, celebrated, controlled 
and contained across their star texts of the 193 Os, while also teasing out some of the ways 
in which this aspect of modernness intersected with their embodiments of their respective 
nationalities. 4 
In adopting a comparative approach, I aim to simultaneously illustrate the 
specificities of both Classical Hollywood and classical French stardom, and to demonstrate 
the modern woman as a larger global trend. The Modern Girl Around the World Research 
Group have argued that, rather than being a predominantly American phenomenon ( as has 
often been assumed), the modem girl was a prominent cultural trope in many different 
countries around the world during the interwar years. These international modem girl 
figures were labelled "flappers," "gan;onnes," "moga," "modeng xiaojie," "schoolgirls," 
"kallege ladki," "vamps," and "neue Frauen."5 The promotional photograph of Harlow in 
Hollywood (fig. A.2), which recalls the Polish artist Tamara de Lempicka's painting of 
herself as a modem girl, which was painted in Paris as a magazine cover for the German 
magazine Die Dame, supports this idea that the modem girl was part of a larger cultural 
movement that was global in nature.6 I have chosen to refer to the type as the "modem 
woman," rather than retaining the "modem girl" label adopted by the The Modem Girl 
Around the World Research Group, because Arletty and Harlow were women and they 
possessed womanly as well as girlish qualities (especially Arletty, who was thirteen years 
older than Harlow). 
The reader may wonder as to why I have chosen these particular two stars in my 
analysis of the intersections between femininity, nationality and stardom in the contexts of 
France and the United States. On a superficial level, Arletty and Harlow appear to be polar 
opposites. Arletty has dark hair, while Harlow is a platinum blonde. Arletty is lanky and 
skinny, while Harlow is curvaceous. Harlow had wide popular appeal and was consistently 
used by her studio as a box-office draw, while Arletty was associated with the "artistic" 
Between the Wars, ed. Whitney Chadwick and Tirza True Latimer (New Jersey/London: Rutgers University 
Press, 2003), 95-108; and Alain Blondel, "Tamara de Lempicka: An Introduction," in Tamara de Lempicka: 
Art Deco Icon, ed. Alain Blondel, Ingried Brugger, Tag Gronberg and Phillip King (London: Royal 
Academy of Arts, 2004 ), 17-29. 
4 I have chosen to use the word "modernness," as opposed to the word "modernity," because "modernity" is 
a loaded word in the field of Cultural Studies, and it generally is used to refer to the overall state of society, 
rather than the specific attributes of an individual. 
5 Weinbaum, Thomas, Ramamurthy, Poiger and Yuedong, The Modern Girl, I. 
6 Birnbaum, "Painting the Perverse," 95. 
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movement of Poetic Realism and in her off-screen persona represented an intellectual 
alternative to the more popular stars of the 1930s. In my preliminary research for this 
project, however, I discovered that Harlow and Arletty were more similar than they first 
appeared. I had compiled lists of Hollywood stars and French stars whose personae were 
inflected in some way by the modern woman trope (the list of French stars was not long 
due to the fact that, as I shall argue in chapter five, most French stars of the thirties were 
more conventionally and romantically feminine rather than modern). While considering 
the stars on my lists, I found that Arletty and Harlow share some significant similarities: 
both were associated with working class identities, both were held up as consumer culture 
ideals through their associations with fashion, and both were known for their overt 
sexualities, both in the types of roles that they played on-screen (both played "distasteful" 
women such as prostitutes, cabaret performers and kept women) and in their often 
scandalous off-screen publicity. These commonalities are significant because a working 
class identity (informality of manners and slang, as well as her status as a working woman), 
an emphasis on and fear of unrestrained female sexuality, and the liberal use of consumer 
commodities are all characteristic features of the modern woman stereotype as it existed in 
the interwar years. While Arletty was more of a vedette (or celebrity) than an A-list star 
until after her role in Hotel du Nord (Marcel Carne) in 1938, she was the French star of the 
1930s who was most consistently aligned with the modern woman type both on and off-
screen, in contradistinction to her contemporaries in the French cinema, who tended to 
represent ladylike, bourgeois ideals of femininity. 
Another reason for choosing these two stars is that while Arletty and Harlow are 
both retrospectively considered as representative of their nationalities, their respective 
national cinemas, and the state of society during the interwar era, there has been very little 
scholarly work produced on either star. There exist many popular biographies devoted to 
Harlow, yet her career and persona have not been explored by Film Studies scholars. 
Currently, the only scholarly attention that she has received, other than a few paragraphs in 
overviews of women in Hollywood in the 1930s such as Molly Haskell's and Marjorie 
Rosen's books, is some slight mention in genre-focused work for her role in the canonical 
gangster film, The Public Enemy (William A. Wellman, 1931 ). 7 The Public Enemy is 
representative of the gangster film genre but not representative of Harlow's career. This 
7 Haskell, From Reverence to Rape; Marjorie Rosen, Popcorn Venus: Women, Movies and the American 
Dream (New York: Avon Books, 1973); and Thomas Schatz, Hollywood Genres: Formulas, Filmmaking 
and the Studio System (New York/Boston: McGraw-Hill, 1981), 86-90. 
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situation is in spite of a growing scholarly interest in Hollywood stars of the 1930s - Bette 
Davis, Joan Crawford, Katharine Hepburn, Mae West, Greta Garbo and Marlene Dietrich 
have all been relatively well discussed.8 Given that Jean Harlow was one of Hollywood's 
most consistently popular stars during the thirties, this neglect is not warranted. Similarly, 
several popular biographies have been produced on Arletty, yet she has received little 
scholarly attention, outside of studies on Poetic Realism as a style.9 
My analysis of the interplay between specifically national types or ideals and the 
modem woman trope across Arletty's and Harlow's star personae takes into consideration 
the cumulative nature of star personae. This thesis focuses on select film texts, as well as 
promotional material including film stills, glamour portraits, pin-up photographs, "candid" 
shots, fan magazine features and newspaper articles. 1° Chapters two and five are devoted 
to the promotional personae of Harlow and Arletty respectively, while chapters three, four, 
six and seven focus on particular film texts starring each actress. I have chosen to precede 
the two film analysis chapters on each star with the chapters that provide overviews of 
each of their promotional personae, as I will be referring back to the promotional texts in 
the film analysis chapters. In paying close attention to both films and promotional texts, I 
aim to tease out the complex interactions between films and publicity in building star 
personae and in shaping the directions that the narratives built around stars take. 
8 See, for example, Cathy Klapart, "The Star as Market Strategy: Bette Davis in Another Light," The 
American Film Industry, ed. Tino Balio (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1985), 3 51-76; Maria La 
Place, "Bette Davis and the Ideal of Consumption: A Look at Now Voyager," Wide Angle 6, no. 4 (1985): 
34-43; Charlotte Herzog and Jane Gaines, "'Puffed Sleeves Before Tea-Time': Joan Crawford, Adrian and 
Women Audiences," in Stardom: Industry of Desire, ed. Christine Gledhill (London/New York: Routledge, 
1991), 74-91; Janet Thumim, "'Miss Hepburn Is Humanized': The Star Persona of Katharine Hepburn," 
Feminist Review, no. 24 (1986): 71-102; Andrew Britton, Katharine Hepburn: Star as Feminist (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 2004); Marybeth Hamilton, "Mae West Live: SEX, The Drag, and 1920s 
Broadway," TDR 36, no. 4 (1992): 82-100; Ramona Curry, Too Much of a Good Thing: Mae West as 
Cultural Icon (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1996); Melinda Szaloky, '"As You Desire Me': 
Reading 'The Divine Garbo' through Movement, Silence and the Sublime," Film History 18, no. 2 (2006), 
196-208; Lucy Fischer, "Film Melodrama: Greta Garbo as Art Deco Icon," Designing Women (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 2003), 91-122; Gaylyn Studlar, In the Realm of Pleasure: Von Sternberg, 
Dietrich, and the Masochistic Aesthetic (New York: Columbia University Press, 1988); and Joseph 
Loewenstein and Lynne Tatlock "The Marshall Plan at the Movies: Marlene Dietrich and Her Incarnations," 
The German Quarterly 65, no. 3/4 (1992): 429-42. 
9 See, for example, Dudley Andrew, Mists of Regret: Culture and Sensibility in Classic French Film 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1995); and Edward Baron Turk, Child of Paradise: Marcel Carne 
and the Golden Age of French Cinema (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1989). Keith Reader has 
written an essay on Arletty's star persona, yet he focuses primarily on the films that she made between 1938 
and 1945, after the beginning of her association with Poetric Realism. See Reader, '"Mon cul est 
intersexuel?': Arletty's performance of Gender," in Gender and French Cinema, ed. Alex Hughes and James 
S. Williams (Oxford/New York: Berg, 2001), 63-76. 
10 I have only been able to date many of these promotional photographs tentatively as, due the ephemeral 
nature of these materials during the classical era, the Hollywood and French studios made little attempt to 
catalogue promotional photographs, or to record the details of their production. Furthermore, these images 
were widely circulated, in an unsystematic manner. 
. ·, 
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As a means of situating my analysis within greater debates on the place and 
functions of stars during the classical era, I have included an initial chapter that 
investigates the predominant ways in which film scholars have conceptualised stars. 
Chapter one presents an overview of the various ways that film stars have been understood 
by scholars working in the field of star studies, who have tended to focus either on the 
social/cultural functions of stars, or on stars as products of industries. Both the 
social/cultural and the industry approaches to stars are crucial to this project. My topic is 
concerned with the social significance of Harlow's and Arletty' s star images in 193 Os 
America and France, as well as the ways in which the conventions and strategies of the 
French and Hollywood classical industries influenced their personae. 
Chapter two, the chapter devoted to Harlow's publicity, looks at how some of the 
Classical Hollywood conventions for the presentation of female stars shaped her 
promotional persona. I also examine the effects of the particular strategy that MGM 
adopted with Harlow of presenting her as both sexual and innocent/wholesome. I discuss 
some of the iconographical and narrative tropes of Classical Hollywood female stardom 
and the specific ways in which these were employed in Harlow's case. This chapter also 
gives a sense of the larger shape of Harlow's career, focusing on the ways in which the 
contemporaneous debates about female sexuality were played out across her extensive 
studio-produced promotional persona. 
Chapter three is a textual analysis of Red-Headed Woman (Jack Conway, 1932). I 
have chosen this particular film because, as well as being reflective of early 1930s ideas 
about femininity, Red-Headed Woman was an important film in Harlow's career. Red-
Headed Woman was the first film that Harlow produced under contract to MGM. This film, 
and the signing of her MGM contract, marked her transition from a moderately popular 
star under contract to Howard Hughes, to a major box office draw who was worthy of the 
full MGM glamour treatment. 11 Red-Headed Woman is the first film in which the elements 
of sexiness and innocence - which would come to be the predominant characteristics of 
her star persona as her association with MGM continued - are successfully drawn together. 
In particular, this chapter explores Harlow's modem woman/working girl character's 
relationship to the new consumer culture of the interwar era. Chapter four, a second 
chapter devoted to the textual analysis of Harlow's films, examines Personal Property 
11 Red-Headed Woman was a box-office success, as the Variety "Picture Grosses" suggest. For example, The 
Lyric Theatre in Cincinnati reported that the film was experiencing "tremendous" success, and The State 
Theatre in Minneapolis reported "storming box office from outset, feminine trade being particularly in 




(W.S. Van Dyke, 1937) and Saratoga (Jack Conway, 1937). These films were chosen 
because they are the last two films that Harlow made. These later Harlow films suggest 
that her modern screen persona evolved as she began to mature, an evolution that was also 
in keeping with America's changing moral climate towards the end of the thirties. This 
chapter looks at the ways in which MGM attempted to effect a change towards 
respectability in Harlow's persona towards the end of her life, without completely 
disavowing her "modern" attributes that had proven successful. 
Chapter five moves from Harlow to Arletty. This chapter presents an introduction 
to the nature of Arletty' s career during the 193 Os, focusing on her promotional persona. 
Here I explore Arletty's relationship to some of the typical tropes of female stardom that 
recurred in the French fan magazines. The types of femininity that typically featured in the 
French fan magazines of the thirties were heavily influenced by conventional bourgeois 
notions of femininity, and Arletty was able to position herself as distinct from these by 
cultivating for herself a thoroughly modern, and working class, off-screen persona. 
Chapter six considers Un chien qui rapporte (Jean Choux, 1931) and the ways in 
which Arletty's modern off-screen persona was dealt with by the filmmakers and 
contained by French filmic conventions. The film navigates the conflicting perspectives on 
the modern woman that were then current, expressing an ambivalence as to whether the 
new woman should be celebrated or condemned. This particular film was selected because 
it was the first film for which Arletty received top billing as a leading actress. Another 
reason for choosing this film is that it articulates views on the modern woman that were 
specific to the early years of the 1930s in France, in particular a seeming optimism and 
permissiveness regarding Arletty's modern woman. Chapter seven examines Hotel du 
Nord, a film that was released nearly seven years after Un chien qui rapporte. In part 
because France was entering troubled times, this film lacks the celebratory aspect. In this 
chapter I consider the changes that were instigated across Arletty' s star persona by this 
film, which represents the beginning of her association with Poetic Realism and Marcel 
Carne. Hotel du Nord is an important film in Arletty's career as it marks her transition 
from vedette to major star and box-office draw. After the release of this film, her presence 
in the media intensified and the salary she could command per film grew five times 
larger. 12 




Chapter eight addresses some of the similarities and differences between Arletty's 
and Harlow's personae to which the earlier chapters have hinted. This chapter offers a 
broader look at how Arletty and Harlow are suggestive of larger trends regarding the 
functions and manifestations of the modem woman type in 1930s America and France, as 
well as the treatment of women and stars in the Hollywood and French contexts. Outlines 
of the chronology and shape of these two actresses' careers are also available in the 
timelines, which are included as appendices to this thesis. These timelines sketch out 
important events that occurred in the lives and careers of these two actresses, focusing 
primarily on the 1930s. 
Although much of the scholarship that has discussed the figure of the modem 
woman or her varied incarnations have focused on the "roaring twenties," the thirties merit 
further study. 13 As Harlow's and Arletty's modem personae suggest, the modem woman 
type remained prominent throughout the thirties. The type did not disappear after the 
Depression/la crise; it simply began to be influenced by a new set of pressures. Although 
the Depression brought about a damping of the hedonistic and optimistic spirit of the 
twenties, as well as restricting women's access to work and money, Arletty and Harlow 
continued to shock and thrill with their modern appearances, their seemingly unrestrained 
sexualities and their rebellious behaviour that subverted traditional bourgeois norms of 
femininity. The chapters that follow explore the attempts by the Hollywood and French 
film studios and directors who were responsible for producing Harlow's and Arletty's star 
images, as well as the press associated with these industries, to mediate between the 
differing and conflicted perspectives that were circulating on the modern woman during 
this decade. 
13 Scholarship that focuses on the modern woman stereotype as it was disseminated in the 1920s includes: 
Mary Louise Roberts, Civilization without Sexes: Reconstructing Gender in Postwar France, 1917-1927 
(Chicago/London: University of Chicago Press, 1994 ); Paula S. Fass, The Damned and the Beautiful: 
American Youth in the 1920s (Oxford/New York: Oxford University Press, 1979); Joshua Zeitz, Flapper: A 
Madcap Story of Sex, Style, Celebrity, and the Women who Made America Modern (New York: Crown 
Publishers, 2006); Marsha Orgeron, "Making 'It' in Hollywood: Clara Bow, Fandom and Consumer 
Culture," Cinema Journal 42, no. 4 (2003): 81; Sara Ross, '"Good Little Bad Girls': Controversy and the 
Flapper Comedienne," Film History 13, no. 4 (2001): 409-23. 
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Chapter One 
Understanding Film Stardom 
Stardom is not simply a contemporary phenomenon. Various manifestations of 
fame and celebrity have been observed in societies as temporally distant as ancient Greece 
and imperial Rome. 1 Yet in spite of the presence of star figures across historical periods 
and the increasingly felt presence of celebrities in today's world, stardom remains a 
phenomenon that is difficult to conceptualise. Within the growing field of star studies, no 
consensus has been reached on the exact reasons for the existence of celebrity figures. 
Much of this work that has attempted to make sense of stardom has slanted towards a 
focus either on the social/cultural function of stars, or on stars as products of industries. I 
contend that a fuller more nuanced description of the genesis, function and meaning of 
cinematic stars can be achieved through an understanding of the phenomenon that 
combines both approaches while also taking into account the specificity of the historical 
moment in a particular star's career. Both the cultural and the industry approaches to stars 
have yielded a range of valuable insights and these shall cumulatively inform my study. 
The Industry Approach 
Those scholars that look to the film industry to explain the existence of stars focus 
upon stars as commercial products. Maureen Orth, for example, sees stardom as a 
consequence of industry. Commentating on the contemporary nature of celebrity, Orth 
proposes the concept of the "Celebrity-Industrial Complex," which she describes as being 
1 Francesco Alberoni, "The Powerless Elite: Theory and Sociological Research on the Phenomenon of the 
Stars," in Sociology of Mass Communications, ed. Denis McQuail (London: Penguin, 1972), 76. For a more 
in-depth discussion of early manifestations of stardom see also Leo Braudy, The Frenzy of Renown: Fame 
and its History (New York: Oxford University Press, 1986). Braudy discusses fame as it existed in Roman 
society and early Christian religions, as well as the construction of literary figures in relation to a "fame of 
the wise." 
Much has also been produced arguing for film stardom as a logical progression from nineteenth century 
forms of stardom such as the theatre and the music hall. See, for example, Janet Staiger, "Seeing Stars," in 
Stardom: Industry of Des ire, ed. Christine Gledhill (London/New York: Routledge, 1991 ), 8; and David 
Cavicchi, "Listeners, Entertainments, and the Origins of Music Fandom in Nineteenth-Century America," in 
Fandom: Identities and Communities in a Mediated World, ed. Jonathan Gray, Comel Sandvoss and C. Lee 
Harrington (New York: New York University Press, 2007), 239. 
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constituted by two components: "the media monster that creates the reality we think we 
see, and the people who thrive or perish there."2 Orth's Celebrity-Industrial Complex, 
which is posited as an explanation for contemporary western society's growing obsession 
with celebrity, is characterised by a mutually beneficial relationship between media 
corporations and celebrities. Orth claims that the Celebrity-Industrial Complex fuels itself 
because celebrities continually seek fame, and media corporations continually endeavour 
to profit from the use of celebrities in branding. Although Orth's model focuses on the late 
twentieth century, the commodification of stars is not a new occurrence. Charles Eckert 
has described the ways in which businesses selling cosmetics, fashions, furniture, cars and 
household appliances, among other consumer goods, used stars to sell products in "tie-up" 
arrangements with the Classical Hollywood studios. 3 This arrangement also benefited the 
studios, who valued the free publicity. 
Star studies scholars have also tied the initial origins of film stardom to business 
motivations, by arguing that the first film stars only appeared after the studios had 
developed an organised system for marketing stars. For Richard DeCordova, the decision 
made by the film studios to release information on the off-screen lives of film actors is a 
crucial step in the emergence of the phenomenon of the film star. DeCordova discusses the 
treatment of film actors by early American studios such as the Edison Company, Biograph, 
Kalem, Vitagraph, Famous Players and Imp, as well as the French studio Pathe. He 
observes that in the first decades of cinema, there were no film stars in the contemporary 
sense, there were only "picture personalities. "4 Picture personalities were film actors 
whose personae as celebrities were shaped solely by their previous film roles and the 
publicity surrounding their performances in these roles.5 This early reliance on screen roles 
in the construction of celebrity drew from the established theatre star system. For example, 
Joshua Reynolds' famous portrait of the stage actress Sarah Siddons, Sarah Siddons as The 
Tragic Muse (1784/9), depicts not Sarah Siddons herself, but Sarah Siddons as The Tragic 
Muse. DeCordova argues that film stardom, as we now understand it, did not begin to 
emerge until 1913 or 1914. While the persona of the picture personality was the sum of all 
of their appearances in films ("in short, a professional existence"), around 1913 studios 
2 Maureen Orth, The Importance of Being Famous: Behind the Scenes of the Celebrity-Industrial Complex 
(New York: Henry Holt and Company, 2004), 19-20. 
3 Charles Eckert. "The Carole Lombard in Macy's Window," in Stardom: Industry of Desire, ed. Christine 
Gledhill (London/New York: Routledge, 1991), 32. 
4 Richard DeCordova, Picture Personalities: The Emergence of the Star System in America (Urbana: 
University of Illinois Press, 2001), 28. 




began to publicize the off-screen lives of the actors. Consequently, the new form of film 
stardom emerged as type of celebrity that is built upon a mixture of on-screen personae 
and information circulated on the stars' off-screen lives.6 DeCordova suggests that an 
important reason why the studios decided to release information about the off-screen lives 
of their actors was that this was part of a business strategy designed to keep the public 
going back to the cinema to see more of a star's films. The continual revelation of new 
information about a star fostered the idea that, in contrast to the static persona of the 
picture personality, a star's persona was always changing and developing and thus it was 
necessary to regularly follow a star in the press and see their films to keep up to date. 7 
The 1910 Florence Lawrence publicity stunt has been widely accepted by scholars 
of star studies as an important event in catalysing the trend for marketing actors as stars. 
Lawrence's studio, Imp, released fictional stories of her death in a streetcar accident to the 
press as a hoax in order to increase interest in her upcoming films. 8 Gorham Kindem has 
claimed that prior to this hoax the studios had been reluctant to release the names of their 
film actors to the public as they feared that this would result in pressure to raise actor 
salaries.9 He suggests that, as a result of this event, studios began to realize the potential 
economic value of stars as a means of "reducing product uncertainty and differentiating 
competitive movie products."10 
These studies on the emergence of film stardom as an industry are useful as they 
facilitate an understanding of how the Classical Hollywood star system developed as a 
business model. Also, they underscore the deliberate strategising of the studios and the fact 
that decisions made by the studios were often financially motivated. For the purposes of 
this project, however, it is too simplistic to consider stars purely and simply as commercial 
products. In neglecting the specificities of cultural context in which film stars first 
appeared, these histories of the development of the star system present incomplete histories. 
They focus on how the studios used actors for commercial gain and do not address the 
reasons why the business strategies adopted by the early twentieth century film studios 
were successful at this particular time. Why were masses of people willing to pay to see 
the stars that the studios produced and marketed? 
6 DeCordova, Picture Personalities, 92-114. 
7 DeCordova, Picture Personalities, 113-14. 
8 See, for example, Gorham Kindem, The American Movie Industry: The Business of Motion Pictures 
(Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 1982), 79-93; and Samantha Barbas, Movie Crazy: Fans, 
Stars and the Cult of Celebrity (New York: Palgrave, 2001), 19-21. 
9 Kindem, The American Movie Industry, 80. 
1° Kindem, The American Movie Industry, 82. 
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Samantha Barbas has called into question the thesis put forward by DeCordova, 
Kindem and others, which argues that the film stardom only emerged as consequence of 
the studios' business-minded decision to market their actors. 11 Barbas frames her argument 
on the emergence of film stardom differently, arguing that while the crucial role played by 
the film studios in perpetuating celebrity cannot be underestimated, the studios did not 
invent the film star in a premeditated manner as a business strategy. Rather than positing 
the business motivations of the film studios as the sole catalyzing force, she argues that the 
film studios simply responded to and took advantage of a social climate that was 
favourable towards the marketing of celebrity. Barbas explains that the influence of a 
growing mass and consumer culture from early in the twentieth century had led to an 
increased interest in, and redefinition of, the concept of "personality." The word 
"personality" had previously been used to describe a set of character traits. However, over 
the first decades of the twentieth century this term increasingly began to be used to 
describe a charismatic individual. This was a consequence of the rise of consumer 
culture - in particular the heavily advertised advent of a plethora of commodities of beauty 
that promised to change an individual's appearance and social personality. 12 This new 
social concept of personality would become a significant feature of both star texts and fan 
discourse. 
Barbas' explores how the early and Classical Hollywood star systems catered to 
and were shaped by fans, arguing that the fans and the studios were equally instrumental in 
the development of the institution of film stardom. In this way, her position is at odds with 
those studies that present the studios as the only determining influences. Barbas suggests 
that the studios decided to begin releasing the names of their actors and publicise their 
personae because of the significant amount of mail they received from fans from 1908, 
asking for the names of film actors, as well as other personal details such as eye colour, 
age and marital status. 13 She notes that later, once the Classical Hollywood star system had 
become established, the Hollywood studios continued to use fan-mail, along with other 
mechanisms such as fan magazine questionnaires and feedback forms at preview 
screenings, to ensure that the star images they were producing remained in touch with fan 
tastes and the changing social climate. 14 Barbas' study considers stars in relation to the 
structure of the film industry as well as taking into consideration the impact of social 
11 See also Staiger, "Seeing Stars." 
12 Barbas, Movie Crazy, 36-7. 
13 Barbas, Movie Crazy, 16-18. 
14 Barbas, Movie Crazy, 135-41. 
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change on this industry, rather than considering the industry or culture alone as 
determining the form a star's persona adopts. In this respect, her book presents a good 
example of the successful blending of the industry and cultural approaches. 
Other scholars approaching stardom from an industry perspective have presented 
specific case studies of the marketing of particular stars by particular studios. These 
studies shift the focus from the broad focus on the systems that were in place for managing 
stars, to the origins and development of one particular star persona within the star system. 
Cathy Klapart, for example, investigates the systems that Classical Hollywood had in place 
for the construction and promotion of stars through a close analysis of the changes that 
occurred in Bette Davis' star persona during the thirties. 15 Her analysis suggests that the 
Classical Hollywood star system allowed for a continuous exchange between industry and 
culture. Klapart looks to the relationships between the Classical Hollywood star system 
and the fans that this system catered to in order to understand why a dramatic change 
occurred in Davis' image between 1932 and 1935, from her initial marketing as a 
"platinum blonde coquette" to her later incarnation as a "sexually aggressive seductress, a 
destroyer of men."16 
Of particular importance was the Classical Hollywood studios' practice of casting a 
star in a number of different types of roles and gauging the public response to each role 
through various forms of feedback. These included fan-mail (which the studios monitored 
carefully), fan letters sent to the fan magazines, sneak preview screenings, exhibitor 
preferences and audience surveys or ballots. 17 In her early Warner Brothers films Davis 
had experienced moderate success as a coquette type before the studio tried casting her in 
relation to a new type, the aggressive and destructive vamp, in Of Human Bondage (John 
Cromwell, 1934). While the response of critics and the public to her early ingenue roles 
had been lukewarm, the audience response to her changed persona in Of Human Bondage 
expressed through the studio's methods of feedback was ecstatic. Thus Warner Brothers 
realised that the "correct match between narrative role and actor had now been found." 18 
The studio continued to cast Davis in vamp roles - Bordertown (Archie Mayo, 1935) and 
Dangerous (Alfred E. Green, 1935) are early examples - to which audiences also reacted 
positively. Once the sexually aggressive vamp had been revealed to be a marketable role 
15 Cathy Klapart, "The Star as Market Strategy: Bette Davis in Another Light," in The American Film 
Industry, ed. Tino Balio (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1985), 351-76. 
16 Klapart, "The Star as Market Strategy," 351. 
17 Klapart, "The Star as Market Strategy," 255. 
18 Klapart, "The Star as Market Strategy," 257. 
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for Davis, her advertising and publicity (which had previously presented her as pretty and 
demure, in keeping with her ingenue roles) then had to be manipulated to support this type. 
Her promotional photographs became less reliant on the iconography of glamour and 
passive availability to an objectifying gaze and instead began to depict Davis as a "tough" 
woman, adopting more aggressive poses. 19 Klapart's article is useful because it illustrates 
the adeptness of the Classical Hollywood industry at producing stars that sold to the 
masses. It also reveals the studio system's integration of mechanisms of change, which 
allowed the studios to remain closely in touch with the social climate by remedying 
unsuccessful attempts at marketing star images in accordance with feedback from the 
public. 
Martine Danan is another scholar who has focused closely on one particular star 
image in order to explore the workings of the Classical Hollywood star system as an 
industry. Like Klapart, Danan's analysis focuses on the ways in which the business savvy 
Classical Hollywood studios strove to produce star images that were in touch with the 
culture (or cultures) that they hoped would consume these images. Danan's discussion of 
the use and promotion of Maurice Chevalier, the famous French music-hall star, by 
Paramount argues that the international publicity campaigns built around Chevalier by 
Paramount were part of a larger attempt by the studio to ensure its continued dominance of 
the international market with the corning of sound.20 In the silent era the Hollywood 
studios had easily been able to produce stars who appealed simultaneously to international 
and domestic audiences. With the corning of sound, however, language became a barrier 
and the studios were forced to seek alternative strategies to ensure that their films and stars 
retained this dual appeal. Pararnount's strategy was to publicize Chevalier heavily in both 
the US and France, employing different marketing strategies in the publicity intended for 
each country. The studio aimed simultaneously to endear his exoticism and "continental 
sophistication" to the American public and to inspire the French public to support "one of 
their own."21 As well as the portraits accentuating his exotic difference that were produced 
for circulation in America, the studio devised a promotional campaign specifically for 
France. On the occasion of his departure, a "hero's send-off' was staged in France, 
followed by a welcome ceremony on his arrival in Hollywood to the sound of the French 
19 Klapart, "The Star as Market Strategy," 263. 
20 Martine Danan, "The Studio, the Star and International Audiences: Paramount and Chevalier," in Journeys 
of Desire: European Actors in Hollywood, ed. Alastair Phillips and Ginette Vincendeau (London: BFI 
Publishing, 2006), 53. 
21 Danan, "The Studio, the Star and International Audiences," 53-4. 
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national anthem.22 Short newsreels depicting Chevalier "discovering American attractions" 
were also circulated in Europe.23 This strategy worked well. Paramount's promotion of 
Chevalier as an international star brought the studio significant economic success, and by 
1931 he was established as Hollywood's number one male film star.24 
Case studies on the marketing of individual stars within the French industry are 
less common. This is partly because star studies has not been embraced by French film 
scholars as enthusiastically as it has been by Anglo-American scholars.25 The primary 
reason that this subject has not been well studied, however, is that France did not have a 
organised studio system and thus lacked Hollywood's sophisticated structure for the 
prolific production of star personae, as Colin Crisp has pointed out.26 Due to a tendency to 
focus on the director as the most important creative force, the case studies that have been 
produced on specific French actors have tended to focus on the place of the star in film 
texts, rather than the significance of industry practices and business strategies, in shaping 
star personae. Examples are Raphaelle Moine's work on Jacqueline Delubac, Gwenaelle 
Le Gras' work on Michel Simon and Ginette Vincendeau's work on Jean Gabin.27 
Detailed accounts of the strategies employed by studios in the marketing of a 
particular star, such as the work of Danan and Klapart, are illuminating in terms of my 
project because they highlight the adaptability of the Classical Hollywood studios to 
cultural change, rather than focusing on the studios as businesses existing outside of 
history and culture. While they delve more into industry than culture, these studies 
recognise that the two elements are intertwined. This work suggests that the Hollywood 
studios made extensive efforts to remain aware of the cultures within which they felt they 
could market their films, and to ensure that the images of their stars evolved in such a way 
as to reflect cultural trends and changes in a positive manner. This approach of closely 
examining the persona of one star is also advantageous because it enables the writer to 
elucidate how star images change over time in keeping with industry strategies and cultural 
changes. The full and detailed description of individual star images in all their complexity 
22 Danan, "The Studio, the Star and International Audiences," 55. 
23 Danan, "The Studio, the Star and International Audiences," 53. 
24 Danan, "The Studio, the Star and International Audiences," 54. 
25 French scholar Ginette Vincendeau has initiated research into the place of stars in the French classical 
industry; however, she publishes primarily in English. See Vincendeau, Stars and Stardom in French 
Cinema (London/New York: Continuum, 2000). 
26 Colin Crisp, The Classic French Cinema, 1930-1960 (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1993), xii. 
27 Raphaelle Moine, "Faut-il eposer Jacqueline Delubac?" Doublejeu 3 (2006): 69-84; Ginette Vincendeau, 
Stars and Stardom in French Cinema (London/New York: Continuum, 2000), 59-81; and Gwenaelle Le Gras, 
Michel Simon: !'art de la disgrace (Paris: Broche, 2010). 
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is valuable. Industry-focused scholarship, unless it includes specific case studies, runs the 
risk of reducing stars to formulas. Although stardom is highly reliant on formulas, these 
formulas are applied in such a way as to enable a high degree of variation and 
personalisation, as Klapart and Danan illustrate. The various industries and systems that 
create and circulate star images aim to produce individuals who appear to be charismatic 
and unique. 28 In light of this, the individual and highly nuanced nature of star personae 
should not be ignored. 
Overviews of the Classical Hollywood Star System 
While this project focuses closely on the complexities of two individual star 
personae, the scholarly texts that have considered stardom from an industry perspective by 
providing surveys of the classical French or Hollywood star systems in their entirety also 
inform my work. It is necessary to understand the larger workings of the French and 
Hollywood classical star systems in order to understand individual stars as components of 
these systems. Furthermore, it is not possible to articulate the impact of a specific 
historical moment on a film star's image, without considering the nature and organisation 
of the film industry at that period in time. In particular, a significant body of work has been 
produced on the Classical Hollywood star system. This thesis systematically draws upon 
this body of work in order to demonstrate the various positions occupied by Harlow in the 
larger industry in which she was an employee and a product. 
Scholars including Barbas, Paul McDonald and Richard Maltby have investigated 
the place of stars within the larger structure of the Classical Hollywood studio system, 
which was in place from the late twenties through the 1950s. 29 As these studies 
demonstrate, the star was an integral component in the vertically integrated functioning of 
the Classical Hollywood studios as businesses, playing an important role in the production, 
distribution and exhibition phases. On the level of production, films were structured 
around star actors as star vehicles. On the level of distribution, stars and star names 
28 On stars and charisma, see Francesco Alberoni, "The Powerless Elite: Theory and Sociological Research 
on the Phenomenon of the Stars," in Sociology of Mass Communications, ed. Denis McQuail (London: 
Penguin, 1972), 75-7. 
29 Barbas, Movie Crazy; Paul McDonald, The Star System: Hollywood's Production of Popular Identities 
(London/New York: Wallflower, 2005); Robert Sennett, Hollywood Hoopla: Creating Stars and Selling 
Movies in the Golden Age of Hollywood (J.J.ew York: Billboard Books, 1998); and Richard Maltby, 






featured prominently in publicity for new films. On the level of exhibition, the studios 
were able to charge exhibitors higher prices for films that featured a star who had already 
proven successful, and, in turn, the exhibitors could expect that the star would increase box 
office receipts.30 Given the important role played by stars in all three phases of vertical 
integration, the Classical Hollywood studios were invested in the systematic production of 
stars as business assets. As McDonald has shown, the studios were eager to have a large 
and diverse "stable" of stars under contract. 31 McDonald explains that the Classical 
Hollywood studios actively and continually sought new stars, with each studio employing 
talent scouts, whose job was to search theatres, night-clubs, burlesque shows and 
vaudeville performances for potential film stars. 32 The performances of actors in foreign 
films were also closely followed by the studios. After having sourced a potential star, the 
talent scout would then arrange screen tests for the hopeful actor or actress. 
If the studio head was satisfied with the results, the performer would then be asked 
to sign a contract binding them to the studio.33 As McDonald notes, these contracts were 
very restrictive, with all clauses having been written to benefit the studio rather than the 
actor. 34 Seven-year contracts were not uncommon, and although the studio could choose 
to terminate an actor's contract at yearly "options," it was very difficult for a star to get out 
of their contract with a studio, or even to negotiate its terms, after having signed the 
contract. 35 The contracts required actors to make a high number of films per year and 
typically stipulated that they be paid weekly rather than allowing them to receive any 
percentage of the net profits. 36 In addition, the stars of the studio era had very little control 
over their own images or course of their careers. As McDonald discusses, if a star 
disagreed with the studio about their screen roles or publicity, they could be suspended 
without pay, with the studio adding the time spent under suspension onto the end of their 
contract. 37 
After signing the contract, actors were then encompassed in the studios' elaborate 
systems for constructing and maintaining the appeal of star images. Often actors' names 
3° Klapart, "The Star as Market Strategy," 354. 
31 McDonald, The Star System, 42. On the studios continual search for "new faces," see also Emanuel Levy, 
48. "The Democratic Elite: America's Movie Stars," Qualitative Sociology 12, no. 1 (1989): 29-54. 
32 McDonald, The Star System, 42-3. 
33 McDonald, The Star System, 43. 
34 McDonald, The Star System, 43, 59-62. 
35 McDonald, The Star System, 43. Gorham Kindem also conceptualises these studio contracts as 
exploitative. See Kindem, The American Movie Industry, 84. 
36 Kindem, The American Movie Industry, 84. 
37 McDonald, The Star System, 60. 
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were changed and they were also physically made-over and given instructions on fashion, 
cosmetics and skin-care.38 This physical transformation was accompanied by instruction 
organised by the studio in subjects such as speech and diction, drama, singing, dancing, 
etiquette, movement, fencing, horse riding and languages, which were designed to ensure 
that actors appeared as dynamic and interesting individuals onscreen and in their 
publicity. 39 
The studios then endeavoured to establish their contracted actors as stars through a 
combination of films and promotion. McDonald has observed that new actors were 
typically "tested" in small roles or B-pictures. 40 The actors then graduated to more 
important roles if the feedback received from critics and audiences was positive. Once 
established as a star, stars were utilized in "star vehicles," a type of film that Richard 
Maltby describes as "a movie constructed around the appeal of one of more particular stars 
and sold on that basis," which "was bound to have a set of conventional ingredients, much 
like a genre."41 
Concurrently with their screen roles, the studios worked to enhance the celebrity of 
their stars through publicity that was directed at the public and also to film exhibitors. This 
included radio skits and interviews, advertising for films and consumer commodities, 
personal appearances, fan-mail, newspapers and features in specialist trade/exhibitor 
publications and the movie fan magazines. The circulation of the star's image through all 
of these channels was overseen by the studios' publicity departments. The majority of the 
content published in the movie fan magazines was scripted or overseen by the studio 
publicity departments. Maltby has noted that by the late 1930s there were about 20 
different movie fan magazines dedicated to the circulation of star images in circulation in 
the United States, with circulations of between 200,000 and one million. 42 Even the 
general press, which presented itself as unaffiliated with the Hollywood studios, was 
incorporated into the studio promotional machine. McDonald explains that the studios had 
established correspondents at the major newspapers, to whom they would send press kits 
and studio sanctioned news on their stars, and, furthermore, the studios habitually 
38 McDonald, The Star System, 43. 
39 McDonald, The Star System, 43. 
40 McDonald, The Star System, 43. 
41 Maltby, Hollywood Cinema, 89. 
42 Maltby, Hollywood Cinema, 89. 
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"planted" news on their stars in the press, with the idea being that this news would appear 
not to be affiliated with the studio.43 
The scholarship on the use of stars within the Classical Hollywood studio system 
reveals that, at this time, stars were intrinsic to the very structure of the Hollywood 
industry and that this industry devoted numerous resources to managing stars. These 
studies highlight the ways in which stars were actively sought, manufactured and 
circulated by the industry in a deliberate and calculated manner. They also reveal that the 
Classical Hollywood studios were characterized by a complex system, which enabled the 
circulation of rich and multifaceted star personae. 
Overviews of the Place of Stars in the French Classical Industry 
The treatment of stars by the classical French industry has not been as well studied. 
In this thesis I aim to contribute to remedying this by following in the path of Ginette 
Vincendeau, one of the first scholars to assert that French stars merit sustained scholarly 
attention. The French and Hollywood classical cinemas were roughly contemporary. In his 
study of the French film industry's classical era, in which he briefly considers stardom as a 
constituent part of the industry, Colin Crisp defines the French classical period as lasting 
from 1929, until the end of the 1950s.44 Crisp and Vincendeau have explored some of the 
ways in which the various industry practices for producing and circulating stars differed 
from or resembled those of Hollywood. Crisp and Vincendeau's approaches differ because 
they disagree on the question of whether or not the classical French industry had a star 
system. 
In his book, The Classic French Cinema, 1930-1960, Crisp argues that France 
lacked a star system, stating 
The relative absence of a star system in France is due primarily to 
the distinctive nature of its production system and to the less 
developed form of capitalism of which that in turn is a symptom. A 
fully developed star system requires a conjunction of textual, 
industrial and socioeconomic factors which simply did not exist in 
France.45 
43 McDonald, The Star System, 53. 
44 Crisp, The Classic French Cinema, xi. 
45 Crisp, The Classic French Cinema, 225. A decade later, Crisp published a new book, focusing on the 
impact of myth, genre and convention in the French classical cinema, in which he devotes one chapter to the 
analysis of actors and actresses as they appear in the French fan magazines. However, while he does 
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He suggests that France's "artisanal mode of production" meant that stars could not be 
produced and merchandised the way that they were in Hollywood. 46 During the classical 
era, French stars were not contracted to particular studios as were Hollywood stars. 
Rather, stars made a series of individual deals with producers. Pathe and Gaumont had 
earlier experimented with developing their own "stock systems" of contracted stars; 
however, both studios went into decline and then withdrew from production by the mid-
1930s. 47 Elizabeth Grottle Strebel has observed that of the 157 French films made during 
1932, twenty of the films had been produced by Gaumont and twenty-three of them had 
been produced by Pathe; by 193 5 the 115 films made were produced by 83 different 
companies. 48 Crisp argues that this fragmented and discontinuous production system 
meant that "mythic" personae could not be generated for stars in the same way that they 
were in Hollywood.49 
Furthermore, Crisp claims that the French industry of the classical era did not 
endeavour to create fan-bases for its stars: there were no fan-mail departments or fan 
clubs. He states that the various production companies did not put particular effort into 
publicising films in relation to stars seeing they "had no vested interest in the 
merchandising of actors and actresses as stars" due to the fact that the actors were not 
their legal property.so Therefore any publicity would not reflect directly on their company 
and could, in fact, benefit other companies.s1 He argues that the organisation of the 
classical French industry was not conducive to the building consistent personae for actors 
from film to film. 
Although Crisp's point that French star personae lacked the organised consistency 
of Hollywood personae has merit, his argument that the classical French industry did not 
endeavour to create and merchandise stars as mythic personae overstates the case. 
Although the French industry did not have a system for producing and circulating stars 
that was as sophisticated as Hollywood's, archival research reveals that the publicity 
acknowledge the centrality of fan magazines to the industry in this book, he remains unconvinced that France 
had a star system. He states that he refers to actors and actresses as stars only "for simplicity," as "they were 
not stellar in the Hollywood sense." See Colin Crisp, "The Stars in Their (Dis)courses: 'Anemic Dreams" 
and "Poetry for Pallid People'?", Genre, Myth and Convention in the French Cinema: 1929-1939 (Indiana: 
Indiana University Press, 2002), 246-78. 
46 Crisp, The Classic French Cinema, 226. 
47 Elizabeth Grottle Strebel, "French Cinema and the Popular Front," Journal of Contemporary History 12, 
no. 3 (1977): 501. 
48 Grottle Strebel, "French Cinema and the Popular Front," 501. 
49 Crisp, The Classic French Cinema, 225. 
5° Crisp, The Classic French Cinema, 225. 






materials circulated for individual films did habitually rely on the public's familiarly with 
established and consistent star personae in their exploitation of star names for 
promotional purposes. As was the case in Hollywood, images of the faces of stars tended 
to dominate film posters, accompanied by their names in large print. During this era, 
plaquettes de presentation or press kits were also produced in liaison with the production 
companies and sent out to exhibitors before the release of a film. These were similar to 
Classical Hollywood press kits, and included biographies and glossy portraits of the 
film's stars, plot summaries, anecdotes from the shooting of the film and advice on 
publicity gimmicks that exhibitors could use to publicise the film and its star performers. 
A large collection of press kits from the classical era can be found archived in the 
Departement des Arts du spectacle at the Bibliotheque nationale de France. While Crisp 
believes that French stars were not typically publicized in terms of a continuous, mythic 
persona, these press kits often presented stars in a manner that posited their performances 
in a given film as part of a larger cumulative star persona. The Le Jour se !eve (Daybreak) 
press kit, for example, mentions Arletty's reputation as a comedian, but promises that the 
audience can expect proof of her versatility and acting abilities in this film, in which her 
dramatic performance will be similar to her acclaimed performance in her last film, Hotel 
du Nord. 52 Another example is the biography of Arletty included in the Fric-Frac press 
kit, which draws upon her persona as representative of the working class, already well 
established in the fan magazines. 53 
As Ginette Vincendeau points out, there existed many publications that were 
devoted to disseminating French star personae. These included illustrated current events 
magazines and newspapers such as Excelsior (founded in 1910) and Confessions 
(founded in 1936), women's magazines such as Marie-Claire (founded in 1937) and 
Femina (founded in 1901), and specialist movie fan magazines such as Cinemagazine 
(1921-1935), Mon-Cine (1922-1937), Cinemiroir (1922-1953), Cinemonde (1928-1971), 
Pour vous and Mon Film (1924-1967).54 Although these publications were not fed by the 
film production companies in the same systematic way that the American publications 
52 Le lour se !eve plaquette de presentation (file 4- ICO- CIN- 10162, Bibliotheque nationale de France). 
53 Fric-Frac plaquette de presentation (file 4- ICO- CIN- 10144, Bibliotheque nationale de France.) 
54 Vincendeau, Stars and Stardom in French Cinema, 15. For more on the French fan magazines, see also 
Genevieve Sellier, "Le Courrier des lecteurs de Cinemonde dans !es annees 50: la naissance d'une cinephilie 
au feminin," in Le Cinema au prisme des rapports de sexe, ed. Noel Burch and Genevieve Sellier (Paris: 
Librairie Philosophique, 2009), 67-90; and the Paris Bibliotheque du Film's catalogue of periodicals: 
http:/1195.115.141.14/expert/rep_perio/francais/alpha/alphal.html (accessed June 27, 2010). 
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were by the Hollywood studios, these magazines did work to build star personae that 
were larger and more complex than an actor's performance in a given film. 
Vincendeau counters Crisp's assertation that the classical French industry was not 
organized in terms of stars. As well as noting the role of newspapers and magazines in 
marketing star images, she observes that stars were crucial determining factors in the 
production process. Vincendeau argues that most French films contain stars who organise 
the "narrative hierarchy and economy" of the film. 55 She conceives of stars as 
valuable commodities for the film industry, determining the 
projects that get made, dominating their identity and, and often 
their making, and playing a key role in promotion and exhibition. 56 
Pointing out the important roles played by stars in the production and marketing of films, 
as well as the prominence of star figures in French culture, Vincendeau argues that France 
did have a successful star system.57 Vincendeau's argument that the French classical 
industry was influenced by a star system is arguably more convincing than Crisp's 
argument that the industry was not organised in relation to a star system. Although 
Crisp's study focuses solely on the systems of film production (and thus he neglects to 
mention avenues of publicity such as the fan magazines and the plaquettes de 
presentation), Vincendeau takes into consideration the ways in which the industry used 
stars in the distribution and marketing of films, as well as in film production. This project 
aims to achieve a similar balance between attention to films and consideration of 
promotional materials in this thesis. 
The Cultural Approach 
Taking a different perspective to the scholarship discussed above which focuses 
upon stars as products of industries, other scholars have chosen to investigate stars as 
cultural products. While scholars looking at stardom from the perspective of industry have 
linked the emergence of the first stars to business decisions made by the film studios, 
scholars working from the cultural perspective have explored social factors that might 
explain why stars came into existence. For example, the idea that stars emerged as a 
substitute for organised religion and became increasingly pervasive throughout the 
55 Vincendeau, Stars and Stardom, 1. 
56 Vincendeau, Stars and Stardom, 11. 
57 Vincendeau, Stars and Stardom, 39. 
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twentieth century as Western society became more secular has been well discussed. 58 
Edgar Morin has noted that stars are habitually presented as divine, god-like ideals in the 
narratives and visual texts that build their personae, and Jackie Stacey has observed that 
some movie fans form an intense attachment to a particular star that is akin to religious 
worship.59 
Some of the specific social functions that star studies scholars have attributed to 
stars tie in with this notion that stars fulfil a need that was previously fulfilled by religion. 
It has been argued, for example, that an important social function of stars is the 
reinforcement of normative behaviour. Francesco Alberoni has described stars as objects 
of reference for the public in the sense that stars exist as "members of the community 
whom all can evaluate, love or criticize."60 Similarly, John Ellis has noted that stars are 
often used as a kind of "moral barometer" by the press. He explains that newspapers 
habitually use stars as vehicles for the discussion of sexual and familial issues.61 In these 
ways, stars facilitate discussions about morality and enable the evaluation of normative 
behaviour. The popular discourses that situate stars in relation to a "moral barometer" 
occupy a significant place in society because they send messages to the public regarding 
which behaviours are and are not socially sanctioned. In addition, these discourses assist in 
constructing the large and diverse public as a community with shared values in a similar 
manner to religion. 
While Alberoni's and Ellis' ideas relating to stars and the evaluation of morals 
suggests that stars do not present ideals in the sense that they do not always reflect socially 
sanctioned behaviours (there could be no "barometer" if their behaviour was always ideal), 
other scholars have argued that the primary social function of stars is to reinforce social 
norms by example. In contrast to Alberoni and Ellis, who see stars as offering models of 
how to behave and how not to behave, scholars such as Richard Dyer and Jackie Stacey 
consider stars as offering ideal models of how to behave. 62 It would seem that both 
perspectives are relevant to discussions about the social functions of stars during the 1930s 
as Arletty and Harlow were both held up as embodying current ideals of femininity, while 
58 See, for example, Steve Bruce, God is Dead: Secularization in the West (Oxford and Malden: Blackwell 
Publishers, 2002). 
59 Edgar Morin, The Stars (New York: Grove Press, 1960), 33; and Jackie Stacey, Star Gazing: Hollywood 
Cinema and Female Spectatorship (London/New York: Routledge, 1994), 143. 
60 Alberoni, "The Powerless Elite," 85. 
61 John Ellis, Visible Fictions (London/New York: Routledge, 1994), 95-6. 
62 Richard Dyer, Stars (London: BFI, 1998); and Jackie Stacey, Star Gazing: Hollywood Cinema and Female 
Spectatorship (London/New York: Routledge, 1994). 
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the more threatening aspects of their modem woman personae also provoked gossip and 
scandal. While the Classical Hollywood studios endeavoured to construct their stars as 
idealized beings and typically required their stars to sign "morality clauses" which meant 
that they could be severely punished by the studio if they did associate themselves with 
scandal, some degree of containable scandal was believed to be good publicity.63 For this 
reason, the Hollywood fan magazines habitually included gossip about the love affairs of 
their stars, which had been approved by the studio heads and planted by studio publicity 
departments with a view to titillating readers. 64 Furthermore, in spite of the morality 
clauses that aimed to contain scandal, certain stars of the era - including Harlow and Clara 
Bow - did embroil themselves in major scandals, which the studios were unable to control 
and which did shape their star personae. 65 Likewise, while the French fan magazines were 
invested in presenting stars as ideals and tended to be significantly less interested in gossip 
than the Hollywood magazines, Arletty did manage to provoke scandal with her 
outspokenness and her willingness to disrobe onscreen.66 
One of the best known scholars to have written on the role of stars as social ideals 
1s Richard Dyer. Dyer, an important pioneer in the field of star studies, initiated the 
scholarly discussion about stars in his influential book, Stars (1979). Dyer's concept of 
stars as ideals is linked with the role of stars in reinforcing ideology. He discusses the 
ways in which "stars reinforce aspects of ideology[ ... ] by repeating, reproducing or 
reconciling them."67 Dyer suggests that stars support ideology by reinforcing values that 
are under threat and resolving conflicts in ideology. He explains that star texts can do this 
in several ways: through the displacement of values, by suppressing one half of the 
contradiction, or by effecting a 'magic' reconciliation of the seemingly contradictory 
elements (such as Marilyn Monroe's "magical synthesis" of sexiness and innocence).68 
Dyer's insights about contradiction are of particular relevance to this thesis given that ( as I 
63 For a discussion of the how the studio "morality clauses" worked see David Stenn' s discussion of Clara 
Bow's contract. Stenn, Clara Bow: Runnin' Wild (New York: Cooper Square Press, 2000), 71-2. 
64 Andrea Weiss, "A Queer Feeling When I Look at You: Hollywood Stars and Lesbian Spectatorship in the 
1930s," in Stardom: Industry of Desire, ed. Christine Gledhill (London/New York: Routledge, 2000), 283-
99. Weiss argues for the importance of gossip for lesbian subcultures and suggests the Hollywood studios 
sometimes deliberately implied sexual ambivalence in certain star texts in order to titillate and cater to a 
wider audience. 
65 I will go into more detail about Harlow's relationship to scandal later. On Clara Bow and scandal see 
Stenn, Clara Bow: Runnin' Wild, 77-152. 
66 It may have been that the French fan magazines contained less gossip because the French studios lacked 
publicity departments to create studio-sanctioned gossip and, as Ginette Vincendeau has noted, the French 
industry has historically been respectful of celebrities' right to privacy. See Vincendeau, Stars and Stardom, 
15. 
67 Dyer, Stars, 27. 
68 Dyer, Stars, 26. 
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shall explain in more detail in the subsequent chapters) both Arletty's and Harlow's 
personae were characterised by a high degree of contradiction: Harlow was both risque and 
innocent, Arletty embodied both the modern woman and a supposedly "timeless" 
femininity, Harlow was held up as both a model of the domestic ideal and an example of 
the modern woman's rejection of this ideal, Arletty was rough and working class yet 
synonymous with elegance and haute couture. Nonetheless, both of these were successful 
personae. Dyer observes that charisma is a mechanism through which such productive 
contradictions can be achieved. Charisma serves to legitimate the values personified by a 
star, even if these values are contradictory or in crisis.69 Dyer uses Marilyn Monroe as an 
example to illustrate his concept of charisma, explaining that her "charisma" as a star can 
be read as a "condensation" of the debates about sexuality, in the sense that "she seemed to 
'be' the very tensions that ran through the ideological life of 50s America."70 Thus, by 
engaging the notion of charisma, Monroe's persona presents the status quo as positive. 
Jackie Stacey is another scholar who considers stars as presenting ideas, although 
she c1~~s so from the perspective of individual identification rather than ideology at large. 
While Dyer concerns himself with the larger social and semiotic function of stars in 
reproducing ideals and reinforcing the status quo, Stacey's audience research orientated 
study looks at the varied ways in which individual fans and audience members use stars as 
ideals. Stacey approaches the question of the role of the film star in society by analysing 
the relationship between stars and the psyche of the socialized individual. Drawing upon 
350 survey responses sent to Stacey by British women who regularly went to the cinema 
during the Second World War, she investigates the complex ways in which women relate 
to female Hollywood stars. She delineates a range of spectator/star relations, which she 
divides these into two categories: "cinematic identificatory fantasies" (forms of 
identification that are linked to the context of the movie theatre) and "extra-cinematic 
identificatory practices" (forms of identification that extend outside of the cinematic 
context).71 All of the forms of identification that Stacey describes involve some type of 
idealisation of the star. This is in keeping with her argument that one of the primary roles 
of stars is to serve a normative function. 72 
The cinematic identificatory fantasies include "devotion," "adoration," "worship," 
"transcendence" and "aspiration and worship." Devotion is defined as an intense juvenile 
69 Dyer, Stars, 30-2. 
70 Dyer, Stars, 31. 
71 Stacey, Star Gazing, 159. 
72 Stacey, Star Gazing, 152. 
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passion for the screen image of a favourite female star, which often involves multiple 
viewings of a star's films, and which can be seen as akin to a schoolgirl "crush."73 Stacey 
mentions that the use of the word "crush" by her female respondents may have homoerotic 
connotations, yet this form of attachment is differentiated from heterosexual attraction by 
her respondents who perceive it to be "immature and lacking the seriousness of adult, 
heterosexual love." 74 Adoration occurs when devotion continues into adulthood. 
Significantly the women who describe lasting attachments to particular stars tend to shape 
their accounts in relation to the romance narrative as a convention in western culture -
although the women are careful to establish that the attraction they felt was not a sexual 
one (husbands and children are cited).75 Worship is described by Stacey as a fantasy that is 
distinct from adoration and devotion in that the language of religion is employed instead of 
the language of love. She observes that, within this sort of discourse, stars are 
conceptualised as goddesses who belong to a higher plane of existence. 76 Stacey defines 
transcendence as a "pleasure in imagining [ oneself] taking on the roles and identities of the 
stars whilst in the cinema."77 Transcendence involves a fantasy of "becoming one" with 
the ideal represented by the star during their performance of a particular role. 78 In 
contradistinction, the pleasures of aspiration and inspiration are defined not in terms of the 
temporary illusion of being the star/character, but instead in relation to the spectator's wish 
to be more like the character played by the star and the admiration of the positive qualities 
that she embodies. Stacey claims that in their on-screen roles female stars offer female 
spectators role-models and fantasies not only of beauty, but also of ability and 
confidence. 79 
The extra-cinematic identificatory practices include "pretending," "resembling," 
"imitating," and "copying." Stacey describes pretending as a form of identification that is 
manifested in childhood games during which the participants pretend to be film stars. 
Pretending "does not simply involve the privatised imagination of individual spectators 
[ ... ] but also involves the participation of other spectators in the collective fantasy 
games."80 In contrast, resembling does not involve pretending to be something one is not. 
73 Stacey, Star Gazing, 138. 
74 Stacey, Star Gazing, 138. 
75 Stacey, Star Gazing, 140-41. 
76 Stacey, Star Gazing, 142-43. 
77 Stacey, Star Gazing, 145. 
78 Stacey, Star Gazing, 146. 
79 Stacey, Star Gazing, 152-54. 
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Instead the practice is based on "selecting something which establishes a link between the 
star and the self based on a pre-existing par of the spectator's identity which bears a 
resemblance to the star."81 Some of the likenesses through which Stacey's participants 
highlight their resemblance to stars include shared birthdays, physical similarities and 
mutual personality traits. Copying and imitation also differ from resemblance because they 
are processes of identification that are based on creating resemblance between the 
individual and the star rather than accentuating a pre-existing resemblance. Although 
Stacey notes that imitation and copying are similar practices, she distinguishes between the 
imitation of behaviour and the copying of appearances. Imitation involves the spectator 
taking on some of the particular characteristics that a star exhibited in a particular film (as 
opposed to pretending as the adoption of the whole star persona). 82 This includes the 
replication of aspects such as the star's gestures or her speech as well as the imitation of 
song and dance performances or scenarios from the star's films. In the case of copying, the 
spectator's transformation takes place on the level of appearance, through replicating a 
star's hairstyle or purchasing commodities such as clothing or makeup in order to increase 
their likeness to the star. 83 Stacey describes both imitation and copying as practices 
through which "the spectator attempts to close the gap between her own image and her 
ideal image, by trying to produce a new image, more like her ideal."84 
Stacey's discussion is illuminating because it considers the many nuanced levels 
upon which stars can function as social ideals. The plurality of different forms of 
identification that she sets out suggests that, along with acting as ideals of normative 
behaviour, stars serve a number of other purposes in the functioning of contemporary 
society, including facilitating interaction between individuals and providing escapism and 
emotional comfort. Stacey's study demonstrates the potential usefulness of audience 
research methods for star studies. 85 In focusing on a specific historical period and 
geographic location, as well as a clearly defined audience, she avoids presenting an 
ahistorical perspective as have many scholars who have investigated the cultural 
81 Stacey, Star Gazing, 161. 
82 Stacey, Star Gazing, 164. 
83 Stacey, Star Gazing, 167. 
84 Stacey, Star Gazing, 167. 
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significance of stars includes Dyer's later work on the reception of Judy Garland by gay males from 1950 to 
1969, and Charles Winick's essay on the responses of young heroin addicts to Frank Sinatra's persona in 
Otto Preminger's anti-drug film, The Man with the Golden Arm (1955). See Richard Dyer, Heavenly Bodies: 
Film Stars and Society (London/New York: Routledge, 2004), 137-91; and Charles Winick, "Tendency 
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significance of stars, including Dyer, Alberoni, Morin and Ellis. These studies have 
yielded valuable insights on the issue of why stars are so prominent in contemporary 
society; however, they tend to conceptualise society as static. For example, the semiotic 
approach adopted by Dyer in Stars conceptualizes stardom as something endemic to 
culture, broadly defined, and thus he does not delve into the susceptibility of culture to 
change or the historically-specific strategising of the industries responsible for the 
manufacturing of star images. Although Stars is about the place of stars in society, Dyer 
does not attempt to locate stars in history. The book includes examples from across a large 
expanse of time, from the first film stars, through to the stars that were contemporaneous at 
the time of writing (the 1970s); however, he does not consider the numerous ways in 
which society changed over that time. Furthermore, he tends to cast western culture as 
homogenous. He does not address the differences between different western cultures, even 
though he does discuss some non-Hollywood actors (including Jeanne Moreau and Brigitte 
Bardot), in spite of a general bias towards Hollywood stars. 
This study aims to introduce a more historical and culturally specific perspective 
by focusing on the 1930s as a specific historical period, and by providing a comparison of 
two specific geographic and cultural locations, France and the United States. I will not, 
however, be adopting the audience research method as Stacey does, due to the difficulties 
of combining this method with an historical approach. Interviewees who remember the 
1930s are becoming increasingly difficult to find and, in any case, the reliability of written 
or interview responses given eighty years later is debatable. Aside from the general 
fallibility of memory, I am interested in a specific historical moment and it is difficult to 
remember a star's persona as it existed during one particular decade without the memory 
of their subsequent career or contemporary readings of the star intruding on the memory. 
Furthermore, the audience studies method is not well suited to my project, which aims to 
investigate the ways in which the French and Hollywood industries negotiated cultural 
change, because their emphasis is on the agency of the audience/respondent, rather than 
the deliberate strategies through which the industries hoped to shape the public's responses 
to various star texts. 
Since Dyer published Stars, a broad overview of the functions of film stars in 
society, the field of star studies has grown substantially and various scholars have 
produced studies locating stars in culture from more historically and culturally specific 
perspectives. Of particular relevance to this study is the work that explores the effects on 





termed the "modern girl," the "modern woman," the femme modern, the garc;onne, and the 
"new woman") that raged during the two World Wars. 
The Influence of the Modern Woman on Star Images 
The modern woman was a recurrent cultural trope during the interwar years, which 
reflected the changing conceptions of femininity after the First World War. As the Modern 
Girl Around the World Research Group has argued in their recent book, the modern 
woman type was interconnected with consumer culture. 86 Although commentators have 
debated whether the nature of the emancipation sought by the interwar modern woman was 
sexual, economic, political, or simply an apolitical pursuit of pleasure, it has been agreed 
that she presented a threat to conventional values in the sense that she appeared to 
disregard her roles as dutiful daughter, wife and mother. 87 As well as being perceived as a 
threat, the modern woman figure had tremendous potential to inspire, excite and titillate. 88 
Scholars have analysed the figure of the modern woman in terms of the influence of this 
trope on films and stardom/celebrity, as well as in relation to its wider cultural resonance. 
Both approaches are relevant to this thesis. 
In the 1970s Marjorie Rosen (Popcorn Venus: Women, Movies and The American 
Dream, 1973) and Molly Haskell (From Reverence to Rape: The Treatment of Women in 
the Movies, 1974) produced important pioneering work relating to the subject of the 
representation of the modern woman in film during the interwar era. 89 Although both 
Rosen and Haskell are more interested in the range of feminine types that were 
characteristic of films of the twenties and thirties than the modern woman type in 
particular, their interest in the historical specificity of feminine stereotypes has been 
influential. Both Rosen's and Haskell's books are structured by decade, including chapters 
86 Alys EveWeinbaum, Lynn M. Thomas, Priti Ramamurthy, Uta G. Poiger and Madeleine Yuedong, eds., 
The Modern Girl Around the World: Consumption, Modernity, and Globalization, (Duke University Press: 
Durham/London, 2008). 
87 Weinbaum, Thomas, Ramamurthy, Poiger and Yuedong, The Modern Girl, l. 
88 On the modem girl's potential to inspire see Christine Bard's discussion of the "gar9onne" fashion trend 
and the ways that it was adopted by French women in Les Garr;onnes: Modes etfantasmes des anneesfolles 
(Paris: Flammarion, 1998). On her potential to titillate see Sara Ross's discussion of the ways in which the 
risque aspects of the modem woman were used in publicity to entice the public to see Hollywood films in 
'"Good Little Bad Girls': Controversy and the Flapper Comedienne," Film History 13, no. 4 (2001): 409-10. 
89 Marjorie Rosen, Popcorn Venus: Women, Movies and the American Dream (New York: Avon Books, 
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devoted to the treatment of women onscreen in each of the decades spanning the teens 
through the 1960s. In her chapter devoted to the thirties, Rosen discusses a number of the 
female stereotypes that recur in films of this decade, which intersect with the modem 
woman trope. These include: Joan Crawford's "resourceful heroine," the "career-girl" 
often played by Bette Davis, the "sleuth" often played by Myrna Loy, the "female 
undercover agent" often played by Garbo and Dietrich, the vamp/femme fatale type 
associated with Garbo and Dietrich, the "con-girl" played by Joan Blondell, the "feisty 
editor-reporter" embodied by Rosalind Russell and Loretta Young, as well as the fun, sexy 
blond embodied by Jean Harlow, Mae West, Ginger Rogers, Alice Faye, Constance 
Bennett and Carole Lombard. 90 Similarly, Haskell identifies a range of 1930s female 
stereotypes that relate to the modem woman, which include: "sensualists without guilt" 
(embodied by Dietrich and Mae West), the "working woman" (embodied by Rosalind 
Russell, Joan Crawford and Jean Arthur), "sex queens" (embodied by Harlow and Mae 
West), the "European woman" (which was often conflated with the vamp), the "gold-
digger" (embodied by Harlow, Joan Blondell and Kay Francis) and the witty/intelligent 
screwball heroine (Harlow, Katharine Hepburn and Rosalind Russell). 91 Both Haskell and 
Rosen discuss the influence of specific historical events of the thirties in forming these 
types, including the Depression, debates over contraception, successes of females in sports 
and aviation and the concerns commonly voiced by contemporaneous commentators about 
the growing independence of women. Although Haskell and Rosen have been criticized by 
later feminist film theorists for lacking a theoretical framework, the historical dimension of 
their work has remained a vital touchstone for subsequent discussions of women and film 
that seek to avoid the universalising tendencies that characterise, for example, psycho-
analytic perspectives.92 As such, their work constitutes an important reference for this 
project. 
Also of particular usefulness to this project are those studies that, like this thesis, 
explore the attempts - either by directors or film studios - to negotiate the various 
perspectives that played out across the modem woman debate. Tyler Stovall, for example, 
considers how the modem woman type is projected across the screen persona of Josephine 
Baker, focusing on three films that Baker made in France: La Sirene des tropiques (Henri 
Etievant and Mario Nalpas, 1927), Zouzou (Marc Allegret, 1934), and Princesse Tam-Tam 
90 Rosen, Popcorn Venus, 139-97. 
91 Haskell, From Reverence to Rape, 90-152. 
92 On the criticisms that this work lacks a strong theoretical framework, see Sue Thornham ed., Feminist 




(Edmond T. Greville, 1935).93 Stovell explains that in the pro-natalist climate of interwar 
France, the figure of the modern woman was viewed as "nothing less than an enemy of 
society."94 Baker's films are suggestive of the cultural conflict caused by the modern 
woman as they reflect both positive and negative responses to the type. Stovall argues that 
the films celebrate Baker's frantic dancing and modern, fashionable manner of dress; yet 
they repeatedly present her characters' romantic failures as a consequence of her identity 
as a modern woman.95 Stovall points out that in all three films Baker's assertive characters 
lose their love interests to passive women, who represent more conventional forms of 
femininity. 
Stovall also notes that Baker's race is a significant factor in her characters' loss of 
their love interests to other women. 96 In these films, her identity as both a modern woman 
and a representative of the colonial "native concubine," another type of femininity that was 
the source of much concern in France during the interwar years, meant that Baker was 
doubly threatening. Consequently, she simply could not be assimilated into society and the 
status quo.97 The casting of the modern woman as "foreign" or "ethnic" was common 
during the interwar era, especially in texts that addressed the aspects of the type that were 
perceived to be threatening or negative. For example, in Hollywood the Swedish Greta 
Garbo was able to consistently embody independent women in both her screen roles and 
her off-screen publicity, as was the German Marlene Dietrich. 98 Another example of an 
actress who was cast in the same mould as Dietrich and Garbo as an independent and sexy 
"decadent European" is the Russian Anna Sten.99 Diane Negra has observed that foreign 
actresses in Hollywood such as Dietrich and Garbo typically appeared in films that adopt 
the form of "negative object lessons."100 Their films are cautionary tales in which these 
93 Tyler Stovall, "The New Woman and the New Empire: Josephine Baker and Changing Views of 
Femininity in Interwar France," Scholar & Feminist Online 6.1-6.2 (2007/2008). 
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actresses' strongly defined independence and sexuality prove to be destructive either to 
themselves or to those males who dare to succumb to them. 
Another scholar who has explored the influence of the social conflict surrounding 
the modern woman on a single star persona is Marsha Orgeron, who focuses on Clara Bow. 
Bow was an important predecessor to Harlow. Orgeron argues that the version of the 
modem woman that emerged in the 1920s was different from earlier incarnations of the 
New Woman in two ways: she was now typically working class instead of bourgeois, and 
her sexual behaviour was much more visible and subject to debate. 101 Orgeron suggests 
that Clara Bow was representative of this new stereotype of the modem woman. Bow was 
characterised as working class in a string of films that cast her as a shop-girl, as well as in 
her biographical materials, which repeatedly cited her poor, Brooklyn upbringing and her 
lack of education. 102 She presented a sexualized version of the modem woman due to her 
association with scandal as well as her tendency for appearing on-screen and in publicity 
images in states of undress. 103 Bow's modem woman was also closely aligned with an 
ethos of consumerism. In her most famous film, It (Clarence C Badger, 1927), Bow's 
character supports herself by working in a department store, and Orgeron argues that her 
aggressive pursuit of her wealthy boss is tied to "her longing to be recognized by and 
within consumer culture."104 Furthermore, Bow's modern "It Girl" persona was presented 
as an "imitatable commodity," in publicity that gave details about her hair colour (as a 
result of which, red henna sales tripled), and her favourite clothing styles and perfumes. 105 
Yet, in spite of Bow' s surface modernness, Orgeron ultimately concludes that 
The New Woman of the 1920s-with her bobbed hair, flamboyant 
attire, and working-girl sensibilities - was still very much beholden 
to the sexual strictures of the dominant culture. 106 
Bow's persona was still impacted by old-fashioned ideas about feminine virtuousness. 
This is suggested by the great lengths that Paramount went to in attempt to conceal the 
scandals that Bow was associated with, as well as the way in which her flapper characters 
were habitually contained by the films' narratives. 107 For example, her films habitually 
included moral endings, and in It her flapper character is characterised as a chaste virgin. 
101 Marsha Orgeron, "Making 'It' in Hollywood: Clara Bow, Fandom and Consumer Culture," Cinema 
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The moralizing tendencies of films of the 1920s that depicted modern 
women/flappers have also been discussed by Sara Ross. She argues that producers of 
"flapper films" sought "a balance between 'spice' and acceptability."108 Ross notes that 
although the sensationalist promotional materials produced for these films promised 
recklessness and daring, the films themselves routinely included various "narrative 
correctives," which had an effect of subduing the flapper characters' "bad" behaviour by 
establishing that they were actually virtuous girls. 109 In depicting hints of liberated 
behaviour while carefully containing such behaviour, the studios were able to cater to 
differing public viewpoints on the modern woman and satisfy the censors. Drawing 
examples from the films of Colleen Moore and Clara Bow, Ross explains that the 
inclusion of a moral ending, a blending of sexuality and innocence, and the employment of 
a comedic/satirical mode in order to negate the subversiveness of the flapper were all 
common ways of compensating for a character's bad behaviour. 
The work of Stovall, Orgeron and Ross is useful in terms of the approach pursued 
in this project because it suggests the degree to which producers and directors were aware 
of the flux of ideas on femininity that characterised the interwar years, and reveals that 
they actively attempted to cater to the opposing sides of the debate. Furthermore, the 
method of closely focusing on an individual star persona by analysing a range of texts that 
built this persona is helpful in teasing out the opposing and contradictory perspectives that 
were circulating on the modern woman. Such analysis reveals that stereotypes do not 
function in a sustained manner. 
Nonetheless, a comparative dimension is also important in understanding the 
modern woman as this was certainly not an isolated phenomenon. As an image and 
stereotype, the modern woman was extremely widespread. As well as being produced by 
various film industries, she was a prominent figure in advertising for a range of 
commodities, art, press articles and cartoons, magazine fiction and novels. In this respect, 
it is productive to engage in comparison in order to avoid casting an individual star as an 
isolated instance of the modern woman. Comparison enables one to establish to what 
degree a star was typical in her modernness and to understand the various different ways in 
which modernness was located as an individualizing factor in specific star personae. 
The Modern Girl Around the World project exemplifies the value of the 
comparative approach. While scholars such as Kathy Peiss and Lois Banner have 
108 Ross, '"Good Little Bad Girls,"' 411. 
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considered the modern woman who utilised consumer culture to set herself apart from 
previous forms of femininity as an American phenomenon, The Modern Girl Around the 
World project calls this assumption into question by suggesting that the modern woman 
type was an acutely felt presence in a number of different national contexts. 110 Their book 
includes a range of essays that consider the modern woman multimedia trope as it was 
articulated in the United States, Germany, China, South Africa, France, India, The Soviet 
Union, Australia and Japan. They observe that although these modern women were called 
by a variety of different names (including "flappers," "gan;:onnes," "moga," "modeng 
xiaojie," "schoolgirls," "kallege ladki," "vamps," and "neue Frauen"), all of these figures 
shared a certain iconography and had in common an ability to unsettle conventional 
notions of femininity .111 They argue that 
This discovery of the near simultaneous appearance of Modern 
Girls around the world complicates widely accepted histories of 
commercial capitalism, consumption, and visual culture that 
presume the dissemination of 'modernity' from Europe and North 
America to the rest of the world in the post-World War II period. 112 
The essays that constitute the Modern Girl project, which each focus upon how the modern 
woman type was manifested in a particular national context, reveal that both global and 
national forces were significant in shaping the various nationally specific forms of the 
modem woman. 
This thesis aims to further investigate The Modern Girl Around the World 
Research Group's idea of the modern woman as a stereotype that was acted upon by both 
global and national influences by comparing the respective positions of the modern woman 
in France and the United States, as suggested by the various images and commentaries 
circulated on Arletty and Harlow. In choosing to base my comparison around two stars, 
rather than a wide selection of different modern woman figures as The Modern Girl 
Around the World Research Group does, I hope to elucidate the complex ( and often 
contradictory) ways in which the modern woman debate was played out across single star 
personae, while also giving a sense of the international nature of the fervent debates about 
femininity that took place during the interwar years. In addition, by considering the fluxes 
that occurred in these two star personae over a period of ten years, I aim to tease out the 
110 Peiss, Kathy. Hope in a Jar: The Making of America's Beauty Culture (New York: Metropolitan Book, 
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ways in which the modern woman stereotype evolved along with social changes that 
occurred on a national and international scale. 
Conclusion 
In 1998, Paul McDonald suggested a need for more comparative work in the field 
of star studies. He points out 
The star image approach, reading the meaning of a single star in 
isolation, has tended to lose sight of the ways in which the meaning 
or professional power of one star are conditional upon a system of 
differences and likenesses between stars and other performers. 113 
Indeed, it is difficult to gain a full sense of a star's personae by analysing the image of a 
single star in isolation, without taking into consideration their relationship to their 
contemporaries. Yet the comparative analysis of stars carries a risk of simplifying or 
negating the complexities and fluxes that characterise individual star personae - especially 
when it is necessary to draw comparisons between a large selection of stars. Thus, in 
analysing just two star personae in comparison, this project aspires to combine the benefits 
of both the comparative and individual star image approaches. 
Comparison across nationalities and cultures, such as that in which The Modern 
Girl Around the World project engages from a larger Cultural Studies perspective, has not 
yet been carried out in a sustained manner within the field of star studies. 114 The field of 
star studies has not yet sufficiently delved into the similarities and differences in terms of 
how stars have been treated by different cultures and national film industries as the great 
majority of the work produced focuses on one particular national context (with most of the 
work being on Hollywood/American stars). Ginette Vincendeau does draw some 
comparisons between French stardom and Hollywood stardom in the first chapter of Stars 
and Stardom in French Cinema, but ultimately her book is about the French industry and 
she does not discuss Hollywood stars in any detail. 115 Journeys of Desire: European 
Actors in Hollywood (edited by Alastair Phillips and Ginette Vincendeau), a collection of 
113 Paul McDonald, "Reconceptualising Stardom," introduction to Stars, by Richard Dyer (London: BFI, 
1998), 200, 
114 While The Modem Girl Around the World project does mention some celebrity figures, this book does 
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essays on the Hollywood careers of stars and actors from a range of European countries, 
posits Hollywood and the various European film industries as interconnected rather than 
conceptualising them as completely separate and umelated. 116 Nevertheless, the focus of 
this book is Hollywood cinema. 
In 2009, Noel Burch produced a pioneering attempt at delving into this line of 
enquiry, devoting a chapter of Le Cinema au prisme des rapports de sexe ( a book that he 
co-authored with Genevieve Sellier) to a comparison of the on-screen persona of Katharine 
Hepburn with that of French star Edwige Feuillere. 117 Burch observes that the personae of 
both stars are suggestive of a latent feminism; however, this is played out differently in 
each star's films of the late thirties and early forties. 118 He observes that while Hepburn's 
characters eschew demonstrations of sexuality/sensuality, Feuillere's characters realise and 
make use of their sexual power over men. 119 Burch argues that this reflects larger cultural 
values, namely American Puritanism as opposed to France's more liberal attitude to 
sexuality. 120 Burch recognises that his chapter is not a comprehensive comparison of 
French and Hollywood stardom; he hopes, rather, "simply to spark a more serious interest" 
in the comparative study of the relationships between society and gender in these two 
national contexts. 121 In presenting a sustained and detailed comparison of my two chosen 
stars, this thesis aims to develop further the comparative approach to star studies. In doing 
so, I aim to articulate the intersections between culture, industry and stardom in two 
different national contexts, at a specific - and highly fraught - historical moment. 
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"The Girl of Tomorrow Who Has Arrived Today": 1 The Career 
and Promotional Persona of Jean Harlow 
Jean Harlow's cumulative star persona is characterised by interplay of two distinct 
and predominant elements: an overt sexiness and a wholesome girlishness. These two 
aspects of her persona are played out across a range of her star texts, which include films, 
as well as reviewers' responses to these films, photographic promotional images (pin-up 
photographs, "candid" shots and glamour portraits), and the newspaper and fan magazine 
features written on her off-screen activities. The plethora of texts that describe and depict 
Harlow vary in the degree to which they emphasize or celebrate each of these two aspects. 
These fluctuations occur across the different genres of star text, as well as within these 
genres. Thus, the discourses of sexiness and girlishness are inflected inconsistently across 
her larger star persona. This inconsistency reflects the conflicted manner in which 1930s 
America viewed female sexuality. 
During this decade, competing ideas about sexuality were being circulated in 
American society. The 1920s had been characterised by a desire to break away from 
lingering Victorian and puritanical sexual norms. This led to increased sexual freedom and 
"rigorous experimentation," although not, as it is often assumed, a sudden rise in 
promiscuity.2 John D'Emilio and Estelle B. Freedman have argued that 
One reason [ ... ] why the twenties have loomed as such a critical 
turning point is that patterns of behaviour and sexual norms 
formerly associated with other groups of the population had, by 
then, spread to the white middle class.3 
The social and moral climate of the thirties fostered both a continuation of this increased 
sexual freedom as well as a rejection of it. 
Americans continued to embrace sexuality in many ways. The number of women 
leaving the home to attend college and/or enter the workforce had increased steadily from 
1 James A. Whitchel, "The Girl Who Changed The Stars," Silverscreen, May 1932, 22. 
2 Paula S. Fass, The Damned and the Beautiful: American Youth in the 1920s (Oxford/New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1979), 262. See also John D'Emilio and Estelle B. Freedman, Intimate Matters: A History 
of Sexuality in America (New York: Harper & Row, 1988), 233-4; and Joshua Zeitz, Flapper: A Madcap 
Story of Sex, Style, Celebrity, and the Women who Made America Modern (New York: Crown Publishers, 
2006). 
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the tum of the century through the 1920s, and in the 1930s the proportion of women 
entering the workforce remained the same as the previous decade (in particular, clerical 
positions, waitressing, work in department stores and paid domestic work were seen as 
appropriate types of employment for women).4 The increased number of women in the 
workforce meant that women became more independent than the women of preceding 
decades. This movement of women outside of the domestic sphere also opened up what 
Emilio and Freedman have described as "new opportunities for nonprocreative, nonmarital 
forms of sexual behaviour."5 
By 1940, every state except Massachusetts and Connecticut had legalized the 
dissemination of birth control information, facilitating higher rates of non-procreative sex 
and pre-marital intercourse. 6 A 1938 study of 1,364 college students carried out by 
Dorothy Dunbar Bromley and Florence Haxton Britten revealed that half of the male 
students and a quarter of the female students had had pre-marital sex.7 In Katharine 
Bement Davis' 1929 medical study, in which she surveyed two different sets of 500 
married women, the rate of pre-marital sex is somewhat lower, with 9.4% of the first group 
of women and 4.8% of the second group of women having engaged in sexual relations 
before marriage.8 Both surveys, however, reveal that the women who were engaging in 
pre-marital sex were generally doing so with their fiances and this sexual activity was 
expected by both partners to lead to marriage.9 The contemporary ritual of "dating" had 
also emerged in the 1920s (as opposed to the previous traditions of "courting" and 
"gentlemen callers," which required that the young couple be supervised). 10 The new ritual 
of dating granted young people of the opposite sex freedom to meet and mingle 
unchaperoned in the public sphere for the first time, enjoying new forms of recreation such 
as the cinema and dance halls, as well as outings in automobiles. These new dating rituals 
remained in place during the 1930s. 
4 Lois W. Banner, Women in Modern America: A Brief History (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 
1974), 187; and Linda Mizejewski, Ziegfeld Girl: Image and Jeon in Culture and Cinema (Durham/London: 
Duke University Press, 1999), 72-3. 
5 D'Emilio and Freedman, Intimate Matters, 173. 
6 Banner, Women in Modern America, 195. 
7 Dorothy Dunbar Bromley and Florence Haxton Britten, Youth and Sex: A Study of 1300 College Students 
(New York, 1938), 3, 5, quoted in Susan Ware, Holding Their Own: American Women in the 1930s (Boston: 
Twayne Publishers, 1982), 63. 
8 Katherine Bement Davis, Factors in the Sex Life of Twenty-Two Hundred Women (London: Harper, 1929), 
xix. 
9 Ware, Holding Their Own, 63; Davis, Factors in the Sex Life, 20; and Banner, Women in Modern America, 
195. 
'° Fass, The Damned and the Beautiful, 263; and D'Emilio and Freedman, Intimate Matters, 240. 
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In addition, the erotic progressively entered the public sphere across the 1920s and 
1930s as Americans became less reticent about discussing sex and acknowledging the 
existence of female sexuality. This is suggested by the prominence of Freudianism in the 
published discourse of these decades as well as the publication of books that aimed to 
educate the reader about female sexuality such as Katharine Bement Davis' study, Factors 
in the Sex Life a/Twenty-Two Hundred Women (1929) and the "marital sex manuals" that 
were written for the general public. 11 These marital sex manuals often advocated the 
"companionate marriage": an ideal of marriage that hinged on the idea that both members 
of the couple could expect erotic enjoyment from the marriage, in addition to a spiritual 
union. 12 From the 1920s, the advent of the beauty pageant, the growth of the makeup 
industry, and revealing fashions (including evening dresses that were backless or cut above 
the knee, as well as skimpy swimsuits and exercise wear) were influential in popularising a 
consumer sexuality, and functioned to encourage women to position themselves as 
sexualised objects. 13 
Yet while Americans of the 1930s continued to benefit from the increased sexual 
freedoms advocated during the 1920s, during the Depression years they also became less 
optimistic about sexuality as the exuberance of the twenties was dampened by a sense of 
gloominess. 14 Lois W. Banner has observed that "[t]he 1930s witnessed the demise of 
America's so-called flaming youth. Concerned about jobs and housing, people began to 
lose interest in rebellion and the new moral standards." 15 Commentators of the thirties 
frequently posited the Depression as a consequence of the hedonism and moral decay of 
the previous decade. 16 During the uncertain Depression years a desire to return to 
conventional values was frequently asserted and women were called upon to embrace their 
domestic role above all else. As I shall discuss in more detail in chapter four, the domestic 
ideal was employed with great frequency in order to pressure women not to work in order 
11 Jessamyn Neuhaus, "The Importance of Being Orgasmic: Sexuality, Gender, and Marital Sex Manuals in 
the United States, 1920-1963," Journal of the History of Sexuality 9, no. 4 (2000), 447-73; D'Emilio and 
Freedman, Intimate Matters, 171-3, 226; and Davis, Factors in the Sex Life. 
12 Neuhaus, "The Importance of Being Orgasmic," 447-73; and D'Emilio and Freedman, Intimate Matters, 
241. 
13 Lois W. Banner, American Beauty (Chicago/London: University of Chicago Press, 1984), 264; and Kelly 
Schrum, Some Wore Bobby Sox: The Emergence of Teenage Girls' Culture 1920-1945 (New York: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2004), 71. 
14 D'Emilio and Freedman, Intimate Matters, 242. 
15 Banner, Women in Modern America, 195. 
16 Banner, Women in Modern America, 186; and Wendy Kline, Building a Better Race: Gender, Sexuality 





to save much-needed jobs for men. 17 Furthermore, many women sought stability and 
security through marriage in the years following the Depression. 18 Although debates about 
birth control remained prominent in the public arena, the issue was now more often 
focused on regulating the poor than on enabling female independence. 19 Significantly, a 
return to earlier, more restrictive fashions of clothing is also perceptible in the 1930s. 
Hemlines were lowered, corsetry reappeared in the form of the girdle and other figure-
moulding undergarments, and the "new" concept of an elegant, voluptuous femininity that 
replaced the boyish feminine ideal of the twenties drew from Victorian models.20 
The Hollywood industry and star system were greatly influenced by these 
fluctuations. The studios did deliberately construct their stars as "sex symbols," and they 
experienced great success selling stars and films by titillating the public with sexual 
suggestiveness. Yet, following a series of scandals that prematurely ended the careers of 
several popular stars during the twenties, studio executives became paranoid about the 
possibility that their stars might associate themselves with genuine scandal or moral 
degeneracy and thus cut their careers short.21 Some of the most notorious of 1920s star 
scandals include the Fatty Arbuckle trial, the implication that Mary Miles Minter and 
Mable Normand were involved in the murder of William Desmond Taylor, and Wallace 
Reid's death by drug overdose. 22 After these scandals the Hollywood studios began 
including "morality clauses" in star contracts.23 
In addition, although the pre-Code films that frequently presented risque depictions 
of unrestrained female sexuality were very profitable, the fact that the Production Code 
was able to be enforced in 1934 suggests that there was a strong current of conservatism in 
1930s America and reveals that Catholicism was still a major force in American society.24 
17 Ellen Wiley Todd, The "New Woman" Revised: Painting and Gender Politics on Fourteenth Street 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993), 179-224. See also, chap. 4, 93-4. 
18 "Divorces Slump, too, and Depresh Blamed," Variety, June 28, 1932, 1. See also Banner, Women in 
Modern America, 186-7, 196. 
19 D'Emilio and Freedman, Intimate Matters, 242. 
20 Banner, Women in Modern America, 197-8; and Banner, American Beauty, 5. See also Ware, Holding 
Their Own, xvii-xviii. 
21 Samantha Barbas, Movie Crazy: Fans, Stars and the Cult of Celebrity (New York: Palgrave, 2001), 73. 
22 Barbas, Movie Crazy, 73. 
23 David Stenn, Clara Bow: Runnin' Wild (New York: Cooper Square Press, 2000), 71-2. 
24 Harlow's pre-Code films exemplify the profitability ofrisque stories. For example, one New York theatre 
manager reported to Variety that Red Dust (Victor Flemming, 1932) is "plenty hot and notices are helping 
with the sex angle. Biggest opening house has had in months." "Picture Grosses," Variety, November 8, 
1932, 9. 
For more on the events that led to the Hollywood industry's adoption of the Production Code, see Mark A. 
Vieira, Sin in Soft Focus: Pre-Code Hollywood (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1999). 
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One of the reasons that the Hollywood industry was forced to adopt the Production Code 
was that rural America felt that Hollywood movies did not represent American values.25 In 
the years leading up to the industry's decision to adhere to the Code, films had been 
censored by state censorship boards based in eight different states (Florida, Kansas, 
Maryland, Massachusetts, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania and Virginia).26 This censorship 
system had cost the studios a significant amount of money because some state censorship 
boards proved to be more conservative than others; therefore, they were required to 
provide new and tailor-made prints, which were altered according to the different cuts 
made by each state censorship board.27 Kansas, Maryland and Ohio were particularly 
conservative, making many cuts, while the New York censors made fewer cuts.28 The 
Hollywood industry came to perceive the Production Code as desirable because it enabled 
censorship to happen within the industry, meaning that the studios had more control over 
the ways in which their films were cut, and that state censors could no longer render their 
films incoherent.29 The inconsistencies between the state censorship boards, however, 
imply that, as well as a general confusion about sexual norms felt on a national level, 
dramatic fluctuations in perspective were also apparent across the different regions of the 
United States during the 1930s. This diversity of viewpoints persists in the United States 
today, with the two coasts tending to be less conservative than the Midwest and the South. 
The conflicting tastes of America's movie-going public and the Hollywood industry's 
sensitivity to them suggest that the decade was characterised by a widespread instability of 
moral values and sexual mores. 
Harlow's Films and their Associated Commentaries 
The vacillating discourses on gender and sexuality are played out overtly in 
Harlow's films. Her films consistently struggle to reconcile the wholesome and sexy 
aspects of her star persona. The quality of blatant, unabashed sexuality repeatedly 
attributed to her as a star proves to be a problematic feature in the film narratives in which 
25 See Camille Paglia, interviewed in Thou Shalt Not: Sex, Sin and Censorship in Pre-Code Hollywood, 
Warner Bros. Entertainment and Turner Classic Movies, 2008. 
26 Vieira, Sin in Soft Focus, 8. 
27 Mick La Salle, Complicated Women: Sex and Power in Pre-Code Hollywood (J:J.ew York: Thomas Dunne 
Books/St. Martin's Press, 2000), 62. 
28 Vieira, Sin in Soft Focus, 12-13; and La Salle, Complicated Women, 62. 
29 Vieira, Sin in Soft Focus, 16-18. 
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she is placed. Typically, Harlow's films either cast her as a negative, morally reprehensible 
type (and thus portray her sexuality as destructive and condemnable), or depict her 
sexuality as a force that must eventually be neutralised by monogamy, marriage and 
respectability in order for her to acquire the happy ending. At the beginning of her career 
the first kind of narrative dominates, with her films gravitating toward the second type of 
narrative more frequently as her career progresses. 
Early Career 
From October 1929 until March 1932 Harlow was contracted to Howard Hughes' 
Caddo Company. 30 During these early years of her career she was cast as a morally 
dubious woman, possessing a destructive sexuality in most of her film roles. Under 
contract to Hughes she graduated from working as an extra and began to emerge as a 
leading lady. Her first starring role eventuated when she was hired by Hughes to replace 
Swedish actress Greta Nisson as the female lead of Hell's Angels (Howard Hughes, 1930) 
while the film was being re-shot as a sound film. 31 In the film (in which she utters the 
infamous line, "Would you be shocked if I put on something more comfortable?") she 
plays a crass, utterly unsympathetic vamp who romances two pilot brothers before 
abandoning them both for another man. In the majority of the films she made subsequently 
under her contract with the Caddo Company she is either cast again as a vamp (Iron Man 
[Tod Browning, 1931] and Goldie [Benjamin Stoloff, 1931 ]), or as a gangster's moll (The 
Secret Six [George W. Hill, 1931], The Public Enemy [William A. Wellman, 1931] and 
The Beast of the City [Charles Brabin, 1932]). A New York Times reporter, discussing 
Harlow's career in early 1932, notes that "Miss Harlow has specialized on the screen in 
distasteful women. "32 
Interestingly, in Three Wise Girls (William Beaudine, 193 2), another of the eight 
films she starred in while contracted to Hughes, she is off-cast as a good girl (this is 
emphasized in comparison to the characterization of Mae Clarke as her less virtuous 
friend). Reviewers of the film, unaccustomed to seeing Harlow represented in this manner, 
30 David Stenn, Bombshell: The Life and Death of Jean Harlow (New York/London: Doubleday, 1993), 43, 
73. 
31 "Who's Who on the Screen," New York Times, July 3, 1932, X2; Stenn, Bombshell, 37-8; and Irving 
Shulman, Harlow: An Intimate Biography (San Francisco: Mercury House, 1989), 90-92. 





uniformly panned her performance in this role. A Variety reviewer, for example, states that 
Harlow "does her best to suggest the innocent young thing and does better than might be 
expected, but she fails to be convincing. "33 The refusal of reviewers during Harlow's early 
career to accept her as a good girl due to her steadfast association with "distasteful 
women" characters is suggestive of the difficulties associated with reconciling the qualities 
of sexiness and wholesomeness in 1930s America. 
Harlow was very convincing in her initial "distasteful woman" roles. In fact she 
may have been too convincing, as the overwhelming critical resistance that she attracted 
during this early stage of her career suggests. Reviews of Harlow's films printed during 
her early career tend either to focus solely on her appearance or to adopt a negative 
perspective. For example, a New York Daily Mirror review of Platinum Blonde (Frank 
Capra, 1931) is cynical about Harlow's limited role in the film, making note of the fact 
that "Jean Harlow flaunts the famous Harlow figure."34 Similarly, The New York Herald 
Tribune reviewer of Iron Man grudgingly admits that her "her artificial qualities fit her 
present role perfectly."35 A New York Times reviewer of the same film states "[i]t is 
unfortunate that Jean Harlow, whose virtues as an actress are limited to her blonde beauty, 
has to carry a good share of the picture. "36 These reviews highlight the importance of her 
immodestly sexy appearance in the articulation of her excessively and destructively sexual 
onscreen persona. Other reviews present scathing opinions of her acting abilities. A New 
York Times reviewer of Public Enemy, for example, asserts that "[t]he acting throughout is 
interesting, with the exception of Jean Harlow, who essays the role of a gangster's 
mistress."37 In another review, the New York Herald Tribune reviewer of Iron Man 
observes that "[t]he treacherous wife is played by Jean Harlow, of Hell's Angels, who is 
not one of this department's favorite actresses."38 Similarly, the New York Times reviewer 
claims that "so soon as the producer forgets Helen, the flaxen-haired creature, and takes to 
the war, his film is absorbing and exciting."39 Although these reviewers frame their dislike 
33 Three Wise Girls review, Variety, February 9, 1932, 19. 
34 Bland Johaneson, New York Daily Mirror review of Platinum Blonde, reprinted in Michael Conway and 
Mark Ricci, eds., The Films of Jean Harlow (New York: The Citadel Press, 1965), 59. 
35 Richard Watts Jr., New York Herald Tribune review of Iron Man, reprinted in Conway and Ricci, The 
Films of Jean Harlow, 45. 
36 Andre Sennwald, New York Times review of Iron Man, reprinted in Conway and Ricci, The Films of Jean 
Harlow, 45. 
37 Mordaunt Hall, New York Times review of Public Enemy, reprinted in Conway and Ricci, The Films of 
Jean Harlow, 48. 
38 Richard Watts Jr., New York Herald Tribune review of Iron Man, reprinted in Conway and Ricci, The 
Films of Jean Harlow, 45. 




for Harlow in terms of her lack of acting ability, a degree of conflation between character 
and actor exists in all of these reviews. This indicates that the resentment with which these 
reviewers responded to Harlow may have in fact been a misdirected aversion to the highly 
sexualized "distasteful woman" characters that formed her persona. The characters 
embodied by Harlow in her early career, which include a series of treacherously unfaithful 
wives, promiscuous gold-diggers, gangster's molls and kept women of the demimonde, are 
found by reviewers to be "distasteful" types because they are threatening in their refusal to 
obey conventional gender norms: these women use their sexuality freely to get what they 
want at the expense of male characters. 
Screwball Comedy 
In March 1932 Harlow signed with MGM, a move that changed the direction in 
which her career was headed. 40 Although in Red-Headed Woman (Jack Conway, 1932), 
the first film that MGM chose for their newly contracted star, she again plays a vamp, 
from early in her contract MGM endeavoured to render her "distasteful" characters (and by 
association, her larger star persona) as more sympathetic and less threatening. One way in 
which MGM achieved this was by utilising Harlow in screwball comedies and other types 
of comedy-inflected films. As Sara Ross has noted, the adoption of a comedic or satirical 
mode was a common strategy used in Hollywood from the 1920s to enable the depiction of 
female sexuality on-screen by encouraging viewers to laugh at female sexuality rather than 
taking it seriously or feeling threatened by its destructiveness.41 Harlow's performance in 
Red-Headed Woman, a popular and critical success, focused on her sexy appearance while 
also revealing her aptitude for comedy. While Harlow's character in this film is a vamp, as 
I shall elaborate in chapter three, the type is softened and humanized through the adoption 
of a comedic mode. In contrast to her earlier films, in which her sexual behaviour (which 
the films condemn) results in the eventual dramatic downfall or demise of the male 
characters with which she has been involved and/or the ruin of the destructive female 
herself, Red-Headed Woman, and all of the films that she made subsequently, grant her a 
happy ending in which any chaos caused by her unruly behaviour has been resolved. As 
Air Battles," New York Times, August 24, 1930, X5. 
40 Stenn, Bombshell, 73-4. 




the central female in the comedy formula rather than a sketchily developed supporting role 
as a vamp/gangsters moll, Harlow presents a figure that viewers are invited to laugh at and 
relate to, rather than be wary of. Thus, in her MGM films, her sexuality is rendered less 
threatening. 
A number of the films that Harlow made for MGM belong to the screwball comedy 
genre. These include Red Dust (Victor Fleming, 1932), Bombshell (Victor Fleming, 1933), 
The Girl from Missouri (Jack Conway, 1934), China Seas (Tay Garnett, 1935), Wife vs. 
Secretary (Clarence Brown, 1936), Libeled Lady (Jack Conway, 1936), Personal Property 
(W.S. Van Dyke, 1937), and Saratoga (Jack Conway, 1937). In all of these films Harlow 
is, to some degree, characterized as an "unruly woman," a character trope that Kathleen 
Rowe has observed to be a feature of the Classical Hollywood screwball comedy genre. 
Rowe argues that Classical Hollywood screwball comedies offer female characters a high 
degree of spunkiness and freedom. Yet, as Rowe suggests, this sense of agency is but 
temporary as these women must be reined in by patriarchy by the end of the film, and 
agree to change their behaviour, thus accepting "the terms of heterosexuality - the 
subjugation of female by male."42 The version of this formula that MGM specifically 
catered to Harlow's image suggests that deep down her characters have been good girls all 
along, only they are required to explicitly commit themselves to monogamy (in her pre-
Code screwballs) or marriage (in her post-Code screwball) with the right man, to make 
their goodness socially legitimate. She is often cast as a type that Mick La Salle describes 
as "the good-hearted slut," or, as one of her contemporaneous reviewers more politely 
termed it, the "golden-haired gold-digger with a heart of gold."43 This type retains aspects 
of the unrestrained sexuality that was a feature of Harlow's previous roles, although this 
must now be happily contained by the film's final scene. Furthermore, because of her kind 
nature, the gold-digger with a heart of gold no longer represents a dangerous or predatory 
sexuality. When contrasted with her earlier film characters, who were typically gold-
diggers or vamps without hearts, it can be seen that MGM's employment of this type in 
Harlow's casting represented a significant break from her early career. 
The 1932 film Red Dust presents an early manifestation of the type in Harlow's 
career. In fact, in this film Harlow plays a prostitute with a heart of gold, a popular type in 
1930s Hollywood, which the gold-digger with a heart of gold drew heavily from. The 
42 Kathleen Rowe, The Unruly Woman: Genders and the Genres of Laughter (Austin: University of Texas 
Press, 1995), 112. 
43 La Salle, Complicated Women, 131; and Irene Thirer, New York Post review of Personal Property, 
reprinted in Conway and Ricci, The Films of Jean Harlow, 153. 




prostitute with a heart of gold type could be either comic or tragic, and was embodied, for 
example, by Mae West as the "best woman who ever walked the streets" in She Done Him 
Wrong (Lowell Sherman, 1933), Joan Crawford in Rain (Lewis Milestone, 1932), Mae 
Clarke in Waterloo Bridge (James Whale, 1931 ), Greta Garbo in Camille (George Cukor, 
1936), and Ona Munson in Gone with the Wind (Victor Fleming, 1939). In Red Dust 
Harlow plays Vantine, a tough, wise-cracking prostitute who shocks the other residents of 
the shack she inhabits in an Indo-Chinese plantation with her openness about sexual 
matters and insistence on bathing naked in the wooden barrel that they use as a tub. Yet 
she proves to be a kind friend to all the characters, from Barbara (Mary Astor), her 
sophisticated and upper class rival for the affections of Denis (Clark Gable), to the simple-
minded servant boy. Vantine proves that she has a maternal/wifely side when she selflessly 
nurses her former lover, Denis, back to health after Barbara shoots him. He then realises 
that he prefers the frankly sexual and kind-hearted Vantine to the repressed and 
hypocritical Barbara, and the audience is encouraged to share his evaluation. They become 
a couple and are left to enjoy their romantic bliss after the repressed Barbara and her 
equally stuffy husband leave the plantation. This film was a commercial and critical 
success. A Time Magazine review, which is typical of the critical response to the film, 
praises Harlow's performance, suggesting that her "effortless vulgarity, humor, and 
slovenliness make a noteworthy characterization. "44 
Harlow is cast similarly in China Seas (193 5), a film that recycles many aspects of 
the successful Red Dust (1932) formula. Once again Harlow is paired with Gable. Instead 
of a plantation in Indo-China, this film is set on the high seas somewhere between Hong 
Kong and Singapore. The exotic settings of both films perhaps assist in justifying the 
immodest sexualities of Harlow's characters. Due to the implementation of the Production 
Code, however, the later film insists on the eventual marriage of the central couple and is 
more subtle in its representation of Harlow's character, China Doll, as a prostitute. In 
China Seas she is presented as Gable's character's crass former mistress - her means of 
earning a living is not revealed. Again she is a good buddy to Gable's character, Captain 
Alan Gaskell. She looks out for his best interests and addresses him frankly in tough-
talking exchanges rather than utilising sentimentality or seduction, and again they firmly 
achieve happy monogamy at the end when he chooses Harlow over her upper-class 
romantic rival and proposes marriage. 
44 Time Magazine review of Red Dust, reprinted in Conway and Ricci, The Films of Jean Harlow, 79. 
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In these two films Harlow's natural, unrestrained sexuality is a positive attribute, as 
it is simply another aspect of her characters' openness and honesty. This is particularly 
apparent when Harlow is compared to the affected and repressed upper class women with 
whom she competes for Gable's affections in both films. These films emphasize Harlow's 
sexuality as effortless and natural rather than contrived seductiveness. For example, in Red 
Dust a generous amount of her nude body is revealed while she goes about her daily ritual 
of cleaning herself in a barrel (see figs. 2.1 and 2.2) and in China Seas she happens to get 
drenched by a wave while wearing a clingy satin evening dress. Both films also delight in 
her witty, sexually suggestive dialogue. Nonetheless her sexuality must be channelled 
through hetero-romantic monogamy in order to make it truly acceptable ("marriage will 
slow you down plenty," Captain Gaskell promises in his proposal). 
These films present the virile Gable and the unashamedly sexual Harlow's 
relationship as reflecting the notion of the "companionate marriage" that was popular 
during the 1930s. Theirs is a sexually satisfying relationship that is based on friendship, 
and mutual respect, as well as sexual compatibility. The "companionate marriage" was at 
the time quite a revolutionary concept in terms of the gender relations that it advocated 
because it placed equal importance on male and female sexual pleasure.45 Harlow is a 
rarity amongst Hollywood's female stars of the 1930s, in that several of her characters (her 
characters in these two films with Gable in particular) are strongly suggested to enjoy sex. 
In Red Dust she invites Gable to keep her company in her bedroom, and in China Seas she 
and Gable playfully frolic as she sits on his lap. While sex features prominently in pre-
Code films, it is seldom shown as a source of enjoyment for women. In many cases female 
characters use sex as a weapon to harm men to their own gain, but they are not depicted as 
deriving any erotic pleasure from the experience (for example, Barbara Stanwyk in Baby 
Face [Alfred E. Green, 1933], Norma Shearer in The Divorcee [Robert Z. Leonard, 1930], 
and Harlow's early vamp roles). In another variation of the sex-as-destructive theme, sex is 
presented as leading to destruction for the women themselves (Mae Clarke in Waterloo 
Bridge [James Whale, 1931], Garbo in Love [Edmund Goulding, 1927], Marlene Dietich 
in Morocco [Josef von Sternberg, 1930]). In many films love, not sex, is the female 
protagonist's primary interest (see, for example, the films of Greta Garbo). While Mae 
West did claim loudly to enjoy sex, in her films sex is more of a means of achieving dirty 
jokes than a genuine source of pleasure for her characters. In these films with Gable, 
45 Christina Simmons, "Companionate Marriage and the Lesbian Threat," Frontiers 4, no. 3 (1979): 54-9. 
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however, Harlow's characters are shown to enjoy a healthy sex life and sexual appetite 
without suffering negative consequences. 
Other screwball comedies starring Harlow utilize the "golden-haired gold-digger 
with a heart of gold" character type as a means of articulating the screwball theme of 
mistaken identity. In Bombshell, The Girl from Missouri, and Wife vs. Secretary Harlow's 
character is perceived by other characters to be a morally dubious gold-digger type, but the 
films go to great lengths to establish that she is virtuous in spite of her reputation. In this 
way, these films downplay Harlow's reputation as a sexually liberated woman. In 
Bombshell, a film that is presented as autobiographical and which draws self-reflexively 
from narratives circulated on Harlow's own life, she plays Lola, a Hollywood actress. 
Lola's name is frequently associated with scandal in the gossip columns, while in actuality 
she is a good girl who wants nothing more than to be married and adopt a baby. 
Throughout the film she seeks love and stability, which she ends up finding with her old 
friend and publicity agent, Space (Lee Tracey). 
In Wife vs. Secretary Harlow plays Whitey, a sexy but devoted secretary to Van 
(Clark Gable). Her life is complicated when her boyfriend, Dave (James Stewart), and 
Van's wife, Linda (Myrna Loy), become convinced that Whitey is having an affair with 
her boss. Linda bases this assumption primarily on Whitey's sexy appearance when, as it 
turns out, she is simply being a good employee and working overtime. This issue of 
mistaken identity is resolved by the end of the film and both couples reconcile. 
Similarly, in The Girl from Missouri, Harlow plays Eadie, a virtuous chorus girl 
who wishes to escape this job by marrying a wealthy man. She happens to fall in love with 
T.R. Paige Jr. (Franchot Tone), the son of a rich man. Their relationship is jeopardized 
when Paige Junior's politician father frames Eadie as a promiscuous, immoral woman in 
an elaborate newspaper publicity stunt designed to dissuade his son from marrying a 
chorus girl who he perceives to be nothing but a gold-digger. Eventually, however, Paige 
Junior realises that he has been scammed and returns to Eadie. Throughout the film Eadie 
retains both her virtuousness and her virginity (it is telling that the film was released in the 
UK under the title JOO Per Cent Pure), and she ends up marrying for love as well as 
money.46 In all three of these films the true virtuousness of Harlow's character becomes 
apparent to all by the end of the film and to reinforce this, all three films end with a 
promise of marital happiness. 
46 I 00% Pure was also an alternate title for the film, which was used while the film was in production. See 
"Jean Harlow," Modern Screen, July 1934, 51. · 
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The gold-digger with a heart of gold type was a model that influenced Harlow's 
persona for much of her career from the beginning of her association with MGM. These 
screwballs were some of her most successful and critically acclaimed films. From the 
release of Red-Headed Woman, critics began to regard Harlow more positively. 47 
Reviewers who had previously responded scathingly to her early film performances began 
to change their minds about her acting abilities following MGM's re-imagining of 
Harlow's sexy screen persona. Richard Watts Jr., for example, reviewing Red Dust for the 
New York Herald Tribune, observed that "[t]he fragrantly blonde Miss Harlow, who 
hitherto has attracted but intermittent enthusiasm from this captious department, 
immediately becomes one of its favorites by her performance in Red Dust. "48 This was an 
abrupt turnaround on the part of the film critics, who would continue to praise Harlow's 
skills as a comedian for the rest of her career. A reviewer of Bombshell, for example, 
gushes about her "gift for an amalgamation of sophisticated sex comedy with a curiously 
honest innocence which is the secret of her individuality."49 Likewise, a reviewer of 
Libelled Lady asserts that screwball comedy is Harlow's "proper metier."50 
Romantic Melodrama 
The gold-digger with a heart of gold type also inflects Harlow's characterisation in 
a number of films that she made that do not belong to the screwball geme. Hold Your Man 
(Sam Wood, 1933), Reckless (Victor Fleming, 1935) and Suzy (George Fitzmaurice, 1936) 
are romantic melodramas that contain comedic elements. In these films Harlow plays 
characters with dubious jobs and reputations, who are nonetheless presented as good girls 
at heart. In Hold Your Man she plays the girlfriend of a con-man (the pair use her sexual 
allure to trick men into parting with their money), in Reckless she plays a famous 
47 The following reviews, for example, praise Harlow's performance in the film. "Across the Tracks," New 
York Times, July 1, 1932, 19; Lucius Beebe, New York Herald Tribune review of Red-Headed Woman, 
reprinted in Conway and Ricci, The Films of Jean Harlow, 72; Irene Thirer, New York Daily News review of 
Red-Headed Woman, reprinted in Conway and Ricci, The Films of Jean Harlow, 73; and Bland Johaneson, 
New York Daily Mirror review of Red-Headed Woman, reprinted in Conway and Ricci, The Films of Jean 
Harlow, 73. 
48 Richard Watts Jr., New York Herald Tribune review of Red Dust, reprinted in Conway and Ricci, The 
Films of Jean Harlow, 79. 
49 Richard Watts Jr., New York Herald Tribune review of Bombshell, reprinted in Conway and Ricci, The 
Films of Jean Harlow, 95. 






Broadway singer and former chorus girl, and in Suzy she again plays a chorus girl. 
Harlow's gold-digger with a heart of gold characters were often chorus girls. As Linda 
Mizejewski has argued, the chorus girl occupied a "liminal status" in American society 
during the first three decades of the twentieth century.51 Discussing the Ziegfeld Girl 
phenomenon, she observes that in spite of Ziegfeld's attempts to cater the images of his 
high class chorus girls to respectable bourgeois tastes, they remained associated with 
raciness and impropriety in the public imagination (in great part because of their continued 
alignment with scandal and tragedy in the media).52 
In all of the melodramas mentioned above, the unrestrained sexuality attributed to 
Harlow's "gold-digger with a heart of gold" characters results in her victimisation. In Hold 
Your Man, her character, Ruby, ends up in a women's prison when one of her con-man 
boyfriend's schemes goes wrong and they accidentally kill one of the men they had been 
swindling. She has a baby while in prison and, because she has not heard any word from 
her boyfriend (Gable), it seems she is going to have to raise the child alone. Yet eventually 
her boyfriend comes out of hiding and the couple convince the prison priest to marry them. 
In the last scene Ruby is shown with her child and her husband, having finished her term 
in prison. Having atoned for her sins with her suffering and imprisonment, the gold-digger 
with a heart of gold emerges a wife and mother. 
Reckless too casts Harlow as a mother. In the film her character's husband 
(Franchot Tone) shoots himself, having been made to regret his decision to marry a former 
chorus girl by his bourgeois friends and family. After her husband's death she has his baby 
and has no choice but to return to the stage to support her child. She is then persecuted by 
the media for her assumed involvement in her husband's death. At the end, however, her 
agent (William Powell), who has loved her all along, proposes to her and her nuclear 
family becomes complete. 
In Suzy, a World War I melodrama, Harlow plays the victimized title character. 
Suzy is a poor chorus girl who falls in love with and marries Terry, a man who is not 
wealthy but is able to adequately support her. Yet the night of their wedding she believes 
that she witnesses her husband's murder and, afraid of being accused of killing him 
because of her dubious reputation as a chorus girl, she flees to France. There she falls for 
and soon marries Andre, a wealthy playboy, who makes her miserable by openly carrying 
out an affair with another woman while leaving her at home to take care of his elderly 
51 Mizejewski, Ziegfeld Girl, 16-17. 




father (which Suzy does this with characteristic good cheer). Eventually Terry shows up 
alive and accuses Suzy of being a deceitful gold-digger. Conveniently, however, Andre 
dies in a plane crash and Suzy is able to reconcile with her first husband. 
Although, as is the case with her screwball roles, these characters do eventually 
attain some sort of happy ending as a reward for their "hearts of gold," they evoke a 
significant amount of pathos before achieving it. These films not only express a desire to 
transform the gold-digger with a heart of gold into a good wife and mother/care-giver, they 
do this by victimising her and punishing her for her unashamed sexuality. In this respect, 
these melodramas express a more severe perspective on sexuality than Harlow's 
screwballs do. The transformation that these characters experience within these melodrama 
narratives reflects the trend towards respectability that occurred in Harlow's career after 
she signed with MGM. Significantly, the good wife and mother that her characters become 
in these films is diametrically opposed to the vamp/"distasteful woman" type that Harlow 
embodied at the beginning of her career. These films represent extreme attempts to soften 
the gold-digger with a heart of gold, thus making the type sympathetic and palatable even 
for conservative audiences. 
Reviewers, however, were reluctant to accept Harlow as a victim. An example of 
this perspective is presented by a reviewer of Hold Your Man, who observes that "Miss 
Harlow is good in the beginning" yet "later, in the subdued poor-caught-creature exhibit, 
she seems miscast."53 As this review suggests, the contrast between the gold-digger with a 
heart of gold type with which Harlow is associated in the beginning of these melodramas 
and the suffering wife/mother that she becomes by the end is articulated awkwardly, 
giving a sense that these types are completely different characters (hence, Harlow is 
perceived to be "miscast" at the ending of Hold Your Man, but not the beginning). It seems 
that these films, which heighten Harlow's virtuousness through focusing on her status as 
victim, stretch the limits of credibility. Reviewers of Harlow's films exhibit a continued 
inability to conceive of her as too virtuous ( expressed from the release of Three Wise Girls 
in 1932), given the centrality of the quality of risque sexuality across her star image. Yet, 
as the negative response to her initial vamp and gangster's moll characters suggests, 
reviewers were not willing to accept her as too blatantly and unapologetically sexual either . 
53 Maurgeurit Tazelaar, New York Herald Tribune review of Hold Your Man, reprinted in Conway and Ricci, 
The Films of Jean Harlow, 86. See also Richard Watts Jr., New York Herald Tribune review of Suzy, 
reprinted in Conway and Ricci, The Films of Jean Harlow, 143; Irene Thirer, New York Post review of Suzy, 
reprinted in Conway and Ricci, The Films of Jean Harlow, 143; and Frank S. Nugent, "Sardonic Comedy Is 
'Libelled Lady' at the Capitol," New York Times, October 31, 1936, 24. 
51 
Based on the reviewers' responses to her films, it seems that the gold-digger with a heart 
of gold character type, as it was articulated in her screwball comedies, functioned as the 
most successful means of negotiating and managing the complex balance between these 
two elements in a satisfying manner. 
The relationship between the on-screen and off-screen personae of stars is complex 
and nuanced, and clearly audiences were not expected to believe that Harlow was exactly 
like the characters that she played on screen (for example, the prostitute in Red Dust). 
Nonetheless, the negative responses by reviewers to Harlow when her virtuousness 
stretches the limits of credibility on-screen (in light of her earlier film roles and her off-
screen persona), suggests that in the Classical Hollywood era viewers did expect stars to 
embody roles that were thematically consistent with their larger personae. The mythic 
personae of stars are created through the repeated assertion of a limited number of 
essential qualities across many texts, which include both films and publicity. The Classical 
Hollywood studios were also able to create stars as brands in this way, by deliberately and 
repeatedly typing a star in relation to select themes across many films and publicity texts, 
with the written and visual texts circulated on Hollywood stars being almost exclusively 
studio-produced. Thus star vehicles, films which are structured around the specifics of a 
particular star's persona, are shaped by both the off-screen persona of a star and their 
previous film roles. The degree to which publicity and screen roles were intertwined 
during the classical Hollywood era is exemplified by "foreign" stars Greta Garbo and 
Marlene Dietrich, who, once established as Hollywood stars, could be nothing but exotic 
and decadent on or off-screen. 54 Another example is Bette Davis, whose off-screen 
persona (as I noted earlier) changed from "platinum blonde coquette" towards a more 
aggressive and assured type after Warner Brothers realised that she was more successful 
on-screen as a vamp/bitch than as an ingenue type. 55 In Harlow's case, her on-screen roles 
and off-screen publicity were quite explicitly aligned, as the heavy-handed employment of 
biographical elements in Bombshell and Girl.from Missouri suggests. Harlow herself was a 
girl from Missouri, and the very biographical Bombshell contains numerous references to 
Harlow's off-screen life and previous film roles - in one scene her film star character even 
prepares to bathe in a barrel in a scene with Clark Gable, just as Harlow had done in Red 
Dust. The intertwined nature of film roles and off-screen publicity during the Classical 
54 I explore the representation of foreign stars more fully in my Master's thesis. See Ellen Pullar, "Anna Sten: 
Forgotten Star," (Master's Thesis, University ofOtago, 2007). 
55 Cathy Klapart, "The Star as Market Strategy: Bette Davis in Another Light," in The American Film 




Hollywood era is suggested by Harlow's photographic and written publicity texts, which 
tend to re-assert the characteristics of innocence and sexuality that she was known for on-
screen, although they employ different strategies for doing this. 
Photographic Images 
Pin-ups 
The many pin-up or "cheesecake" photographs in which Harlow appears celebrate 
her sexuality more freely than her films do. In her pin-ups she is depicted as 
unproblematically embodying both wholesomeness and sexiness. This category of 
promotional photograph is able to celebrate both aspects simultaneously by presenting 
Harlow as embodying "healthy" sexuality. The emergence of a fledgling gay subculture in 
America's urban centres during the twenties and thirties had resulted in attempts to define 
heterosexuality more clearly.56 One strategy that was often employed in order to present 
homosexuality and heterosexuality as distinct was the alignment of certain acceptable 
forms of heterosexuality with the notion of "healthy" sexuality, versus homosexuality as 
"perversion." Furthermore, drawing upon pre-existing ethnic prejudices, the press and 
sociologists of the era frequently expressed concern about the sexual practices of 
America's working class Southern and Eastern European immigrants, compelling the 
media to assert American sexual practices as comparatively "healthy."57 
A number of media and texts of the era endeavoured to present American 
femininity as synonymous with "healthy" sexuality. Linda Mizejewski has explored the 
marketing of the Ziegfeld Follies Girls vis-a-vis the slogan "The Glorified American 
Girl."58 This slogan became the show's official theme in 1922.59 Although the Follies 
performances revolved around the sexualised display of bevies of scantily clad girls, in 
publicising his Follies Girls as "native" Americans, whose great-grand parents had been 
56 Mizejewski, Ziegfeld Girl, 87; and Andrea Weiss, "A Queer Feeling When I Look at You: Lesbian 
Spectatorship in the 1930s," in Stardom: Industry of Desire, ed. Christine Gledhill (London/New York: 
Routledge, 2000), 288. See also George Chauncey's discussion of the heighted popularity of gay performers 
in New York night clubs and theatres during the 1920s and 1930s, Gay New York: Gender, Urban Culture 
and the Making of the Gay World, 1890-1940 (New York: Basic Books, 1994), 291-99. 
57 Wiley Todd, The "New Woman" Revised, 208. 
58 Mizejewski, Ziegfeld Girl, 2. 
59 Mizejewski, Ziegfeld Girl, 111. 
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born in the United States, Ziegfeld aimed to present them as possessing respectable, non-
threatening sexualities in order to attract middle and upper class audiences.60 Similarly, 
Lois Banner argues that the Miss America beauty pageant, which had been inaugurated in 
1921 "seemed to enshrine the 'bathing beauty,' with her proud display of a semi-nude 
body, as a central symbol of American women."61 The swimsuit competition emphasized 
the competition's erotic element, yet the Miss Americas chosen were not necessarily 
singularly beautiful, rather they were attractive women with even features who were seen 
to be representative of wholesome, young American womanhood. 62 The pin-up 
photographs and paintings that were popular during the thirties portray their models as 
possessing a similar wholesome, American sexuality. As Thomas B. Hess states, pin-up 
girls were required to be 
the healthy American cheerleader type - button-nosed, wide-eyed, 
long-legged, with ample hips and breasts, and above all with the 
open, friendly smile that discloses perfect, even, white teeth. Then 
there is the costume and pose. These must be inviting but not 
seducing; affectionate but not passionate, revealing by suggestion 
while concealing in fact. 63 
This type of wholesome but sexy all-American pin-up girl was a familiar presence 
m 1930s popular culture. She appeared in the cheesecake photographs the Hollywood 
studios circulated of their female stars, as well as the pin-up art that decorated calendars, 
magazine covers and advertisements by painters and illustrators such as Peter Driben, 
James Montgomery Flagg, Laurette and Irene Patten, Bradshaw Crandell, George Petty 
(who painted the famous Petty Girl pin-ups for Esquire magazine) and Alberto Vargas 
(who also painted pin-up girls for Hollywood and Ziegfeld promotional materials).64 
Harlow posed for a large number of pin-up photographs throughout her Hollywood 
career. In 1929, when she was 17 and still playing bit parts in Hollywood, Harlow had 
posed for a risque series of nude photographs for Edward Bower Hesser, in which she 
appears frolicking outdoors, insufficiently covered by a sheer scarf. 65 These racy 
photographs were not widely circulated to the public. Yet, even if Harlow's fans had not 
60 Mizejewski, Ziegfeld Girl, 6. 
61 Banner, American Beauty, 249. 
62 Banner, American Beauty, 268-9. 
63 Thomas B. Hess, "Pinup and Icon," in Woman as Sex Object: Studies in Erotic Art, 1730-1970, ed. Linda 
Nochlin and Thomas B. Hess (London: Penguin Books, 1973), 227. 
64 Reid Stewart Austin, Alberto Vargas: Works from the Max Vargas Collection (London: Aurum Press, 
2006), 10-34. See Charles G. Martignette and Louis K. Meisel, The Great American Pin-Up (London/Los 
Angeles: Taschen, 2002) for a catalogue of some of the pin-up paintings of this era. 
65 Stenn, Bombshell, 32. 
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Figures 2.3 and 2.4 
Pin-up photographs of Jean Harlow. Courtesy of the Margaret Herrick Library, Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences . 
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Pin-up photograph of Jean Harlow. 
Figure 2.5 
Pin-up photograph of Jean 
Harlow. Courtesy of Jerry 






seen the photos, it is likely that they were aware of their existence, given that in the 
coverage of her divorce from her first husband, Charles McGrew, the press gleefully 
reported McGrew's court testimony that that he had objected to her posing for "indecent" 
photographs.66 The nude photographs indicate that unashamed sexuality was a crucial 
aspect of her persona from the beginning of her career. 
The multitude of pin-up photographs that Harlow posed for subsequently were less 
provocative as they portrayed her only semi-nude and incorporated sexuality and 
wholesomeness in equal measure. During her career, a large number of pin-up photographs 
were circulated depicting Harlow posing outside in swimsuits, or wearing skimpy dancing 
or exercise attire or negligees. These photographs of Harlow posing in a swimsuit (figs. 2.3, 
2.4 and 2.5) and a dancing leotard (fig. 2.6) are typical of the many pin-ups in which 
Harlow appeared. In each of these images she revels in her own sexuality and near-naked 
body, inviting the viewer to objectify her, all the while flashing her perfect teeth in a 
wholesome grin. These images follow the conventions of the pin-up genre by self-
consciously positing their celebrity subject in proximity to the beholder and depicting her 
as the object of an external gaze, to which she responds with a welcoming smile. The tight, 
revealing costumes are designed to highlight her physical attributes, as are her poses. In 
one (fig. 2.3) Harlow swings backwards towards the sparkling water of a swimming pool, 
her head thrown back in abandon, revealing her bare neck, shoulders and cleavage to their 
best advantage. The photograph adopts a high-angle perspective, which enables the viewer 
to look straight down her swimsuit at her breasts. A similar image (fig. 2.4) once again 
features Harlow "spontaneously" posing in a swimming pool. She is posed with her hands 
on her hips (a pose that highlights her breasts and waist) as she fixes the beholder with a 
welcoming smile. The high-angle perspective again places the beholder in proximity with 
Harlow by inviting them to imagine that they are standing on the edge of the swimming 
pool, looking down at Harlow. This image is slightly racier as her nipples are faintly 
visible through her wet, white swimsuit. In another swimsuit shot (fig. 2.5), Harlow wears 
stiletto heels, which contribute to the eroticism of the image and lengthen her centrally 
displayed legs. She perches on a brick wall in a garden, happily basking in the sun. She 
learns forward to clasp her knees in a pose that elongates her legs while tightening her 
stomach, showcasing her shapely curves. The dance pose that she adopts in a third image 
(fig. 2.6) is similarly contrived to display Harlow's body, emphasizing her small waist, 
66 "Accuses Film Actress," New York Times, August 5, 1930, 22. 
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long legs, and breasts unrestrained by a brassiere. The poses are contrived to accentuate 
Harlow's embodiment of the "modem" or ideal figure of the 1930s. In contrast to the 
1920s ideal, which was boyish and without curves, Harlow is both slender (but not skinny) 
and voluptuous. The images are composed to highlight the round curves of her breasts and 
hips, while also drawing attention to her small waist, which is further nipped in by her 
tightly belted dancing costume and swimsuits. 
Yet although these are contrived poses, the photographs play up the concept of 
"naturalness." Not only is Harlow natural and wholesome in appearance with her smiles, 
perfect skin, playful poses and subtle make-up, the visual and iconographical elements of 
the photographs themselves are composed in order to express spontaneity. In opposition to 
the dramatic chiaroscuro of her glamour portraits, the pin-ups rely heavily on natural 
source lighting and do not reveal themselves has having used any additional lighting. The 
images in which Harlow is posed in water or in a garden draw from the established art 
historical tradition of depicting women in their natural (naked) state in nature, which 
predates pin-up photography. Examples include Edouard Manet's Le Dejeuner sur l'herbe 
(1863), and Pierre-Auguste Renoir's The Bathers (1887) and Nude in a Landscape (1883). 
Furthermore, in the backgrounds of some of these pin-ups, visually distracting elements of 
the pre-existing mise-en-scene are visible (a neighbouring house in fig. 2.5 and chairs in 
fig. 2.6). In this respect, these "natural" images lack the premeditated gloss and glamour of 
her glamour portraits. The sparse use of props also contributes to a sense of spontaneity. 
While many pin-up images utilise fetishized props or objects that are symbolic of a sensual 
playfulness (such as telephones, skates, bows and arrows, abbreviated cowgirl costumes 
and umbrellas) to further their erotic impact, the Harlow pin-ups use few props, giving a 
sense that she is posing with whatever objects she happened to have in her possession the 
day the photographs were taken. In figures 2.3 and 2.6, her poses also suggest a sense of 
movement that obscures the fact that they are poses. Figure 2.3 gives a sense that she is in 
the process of falling backwards into the swimming pool and in figure 2.6 Harlow is 
presented as if in mid-dance routine. 
In her pin-ups Harlow is very sexualised and very accessible. She presents herself 
as cheerfully available to serve the visual pleasure of all viewers. She retains, however, her 
wholesome, happy and healthy American-ness. The degree to which Harlow was presented 
as emblematic of "healthy" sexuality in her pin-ups is reinforced by the the fan magazines' 
frequent use of these images to illustrate interviews in which Harlow talks about healthy 
living or exercise. For example, Screen Book captions one of her pin-ups with the 
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following Harlow quotation: "When health is of such great importance, movie stars cannot 
afford to bum the candle at both ends. It's no wonder visitors think us provincial!"67 
These images, as well as a plethora of similar pin-ups, cast Harlow as the cute girl-
next-door. Other American actresses of the decade were also known for their pin-up 
photographs. Lana Turner, for example was tagged "The Sweater Girl" in 1938, and Anna 
Sheridan was known as "The Oomph Girl" from the mid-thirties.68 It is difficult, however, 
to imagine foreign stars such as Greta Garbo or Marlene Dietrich, mysterious, distant 
goddesses who represented decidedly less "healthy" forms of sexuality, being presented to 
the viewer in this manner. Thus it can be seen that, in keeping with the conventions of the 
pin-up geme, in these images Harlow's "healthy" sexuality is contingent on her American-
ness. 
"Candid" Shots 
The "candid" photographs circulated of Harlow also present her as a wholesome 
all-American girl, but these images tend to do so by positioning her either as childlike or a 
as a young housewife, thus largely negating her sexuality. As I shall discuss in more detail 
in chapter four, a good portion of these images highlight Harlow's domesticity by 
depicting her in her home, cooking, sewing, giving a tour of the house, and generally 
adopting the roles of housewife and hostess.69 An equally large portion of the "candid" 
portraits align Harlow with home and family by presenting a girlish and submissive 
Harlow, who is posited as an ideal daughter or a docile, youthful wife. "Candid" 
photographs are of particular interest to star studies scholars because they claim to express 
their celebrity subjects' "real" personalities, and present themselves as unmediated 
snapshots even though they are in fact highly contrived.70 The "candid" photographs 
featuring Harlow function to separate the "real" Harlow from her racy film roles and her 
association with scandal by presenting her as wholesome, demure and domesticated. 
Harlow lived with her mother for long periods between her three marriages and the 
multiple "candid" photos taken of the two women together present them as sharing a 
67 Ben Maddox, "The One Star Who Has No Enemies," Screen Book 12, no.6 (July 1934): 39. 
68 Martignette and Meisel, The Great American Pin-Up, 43. 
69 See chap. 4, 98-102. 






"Candid" photograph of Jean 
Harlow and her mother. Courtesy of 
the Margaret Herrick Library, 
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and 
Sciences. 
A "candid" promotional photograph of Jean Harlow with (from left) her mother (Jean Bello), Marino 
Bello (her stepfather) and Harold Rossen (her third husband). Courtesy of the Margaret Herrick 
Librarv. Academv of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. 
Figure 2.9 
A "candid" promotional photograph of Jean Harlow and Harold Rossen. 
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Figure 2.10 
"Candid" photograph of Jean Harlow and one of her pet dogs. Courtesy of the 
Margaret Herrick Library, Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. 







strong bond. 71 Significantly, the fan magazmes focused on the relationship between 
Harlow and her mother throughout her career. Harlow's mother, when talking to the fan 
magazines, had a habit of only ever referring to her as "The Baby" or "My Baby," "Baby" 
being one of Harlow's nicknames.72 Harlow was also apt to talk about her devotion to her 
mother in interviews. Modern Screen, for example, remarks that "every day is Mother's 
Day for this generous girl."73 One "candid" photograph (fig. 2.7) depicts Harlow and her 
mother, Jean Bello, embracing. The family resemblance is reinforced by the two women's 
similarity in dress (both wear simple white dresses) and their mirroring of each other's 
facial expressions. The two women are made-up in the same manner and the hair is the 
same shade of platinum blonde. Although their likeness is striking in this image, Mrs 
Bello's hairstyle marks her as older (she wears her hair tied back from her face), just as the 
cutesy, girlish bow that Harlow wears in her own hair clearly establishes her as the 
daughter. In her modest white dress, with a ribbon in her hair, Harlow looks the part of the 
good, virginal daughter. Another photograph (fig. 2.8) also defines Harlow in terms of the 
position she occupies in her family. Here Harlow is depicted posing with her mother, her 
stepfather (Marino Bello) and her third husband (Harold Rossen). The photograph, which 
adopts the conventions of family portraiture, clearly positions Harlow as a wife and 
daughter. Mr Bello is placed centrally at the back, with his outstretched arms protectively 
encompassing the family, reinforcing his position as the patriarchal head of the family. His 
wife leans submissively against him and Harlow, the child and by far the youngest person 
in the photo, is seated underneath them, occupying the bottom half of the image. Rossen 
mirrors Harlow's pose in a manner that visually establishes them as husband and wife. A 
photograph from the same series (fig. 2.9), which is similar to a number of the photographs 
circulated of Harlow with her second or third husbands, depicts Harlow and Rossen as a 
loving, happily married couple. Rossen protectively places his arm around her, while she 
tilts her body towards him and grins, presumably enjoying married bliss. 
More photos, taken of Harlow engaging in leisure activities, were constructed to 
reveal the playful, girlish aspect of her persona that is also a feature of her pin-ups; only in 
these images she is not sexualized. These include the photographs circulated of Harlow 
wearing casual clothes as she girlishly plays with her pets (fig. 2.10, for example). This 
image, in which Harlow appears particularly girlish in a natural makeup and a fluffy, 
71 Stenn, Bombshell, 157-8. 
72 See, for example, "The Private Life of Jean Harlow," Liberty, December 12, 1933, 20; and Ruth Biery, 
"Her Mother's Failure Brought Harlow Fame," Modern Screen, November 1935, 26-7, 64-5. 
73 "Jean Harlow," Modern Screen, July 1934, 51. 
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shapeless sweater, functions to cement her imagined position as daughter within an ideal 
nuclear family. Other photographs of the "candid" genre depict Harlow smartly dressed in 
crisp cotton dresses, beaming with joy as she plays social outdoor sports including tennis 
and golf (see fig. 2.11). Such photographs reinforce the notion of Harlow as wholesome 
and playful by accentuating her social nature and aptitude for popular American diversions . 
Perhaps one reason that MGM insisted on presenting Harlow as girlish was her age. 
Although female film stars did tend to be quite young during the 1930s, Harlow was 
particularly young. She had been working in Hollywood since she was seventeen, and 
Hell's Angels, her first film as a leading lady, was released when she was only 19.74 It had 
not been uncommon for girlish teenagers to establish themselves as leading ladies during 
the 1920s, a decade obsessed with youth. This is exemplified by the annual W AMP AS 
Baby Stars awards that took place throughout this decade, a well publicized yearly 
ceremony in which the thirteen most promising young ( often teenaged) potential stars were 
chosen out of all of the young women who had recently begun acting in Hollywood. 75 This 
ceremony fizzled out after 1930. During the thirties, a more elegant, womanly type of star 
came into vogue. Many of the major Hollywood stars of the 1930s arrived in Hollywood in 
their early to mid twenties and became established as stars in their mid to late twenties. 
Claudette Colbert appeared in her first film at 23, as did Bette Davis. Katharine Hepburn 
was 25 when she made her Hollywood debut and Jeannette Macdonald was 26. While the 
1920s had been very youth orientated, the Hollywood star system of the 1930s enabled 
actresses to be leading ladies into their thirties and occasionally even their forties -
Dietrich started out in Hollywood at 29, and Mae West made her first film at 41. There 
were, however, some successful adolescent stars during the thirties. Judy Garland and 
Deanna Durbin are notable examples. Yet, these two stars tended to be cast as 
children/young adults both onscreen and in their publicity, in contrast to Harlow, who 
played highly sexualized womanly roles on-screen, yet appeared as girlish in various of 
her publicity texts. 
The "candid" photographs, which position Harlow as girlish and demure and which 
prefer to contain her within the domestic sphere, seem to be an attempt by MGM to 
obscure the actuality of Harlow's off-screen life. In spite of her strong association with 
domesticity and family life in these images, Harlow was unable to find lasting happiness in 
74 On Harlow's early roles as an extra and eventually a supporting actress see Stenn, Bombshell, 28-39. 
75 Roy Liebman, The WAMPAS Baby Stars: A Biographical Dictionary, 1922-1934 (Jefferson, North 











marriage, although she was married three times. She was divorced twice (from Charles 
McGrew and Harold Rossen, after short intervals of marriage) and her second husband, 
Paul Bern, committed suicide just two months after their marriage.76 Her racy screen roles, 
as well as her tendency to associate herself with scandal (which I shall discuss further 
shortly), meant that such images depicting the "real" Harlow as wholesome and girlish 
were required to neutralise the decidedly unwholesome sexuality that she represented in 
other star texts. 
Glamour Portraits 
In contrast to the "candid" photographs, Harlow's glamour portraits present her as 
an ideal of feminine beauty and sophistication. The Harlow that appears in this genre of 
photograph is a womanly Harlow - they contain little suggestion of girlish wholesomeness. 
Although the aim of these photographs is to construct her as an ideal of feminine 
attractiveness, the glamour portraits do not present her as sexually accessible as do her pin-
ups. Instead these images use various mechanisms to posit distance between Harlow and 
her beholder and therefore they represent a more subdued and contained sexuality. 
In one glossy glamour portrait (fig. 2.12) Harlow is costumed in a pale, shimmery 
satin dress, which visually echoes her platinum blonde curls and reveals her perfectly 
white shoulders. She is heavily made-up in a manner that accentuates the manicured 
beauty of her lips, eyelashes and eyebrows. She wears a serious, even aloof, facial 
expression and refuses to meet the beholder's gaze. In this photograph, Harlow is 
positioned in front of a blank, dark photographic backdrop, which contrasts with the 
flawless whiteness of her skin. This blank, undefined setting also contributes an element of 
mystery to the image - she appears as if she is the sole occupant of some otherworldly 
realm. In another glamour portrait (fig. 2.13) Harlow poses theatrically while gazing off to 
the left of the picture plane, again refusing to directly engage with the viewer. Again she is 
immaculately made-up and posed against a non-descript photographic studio background, 
and she wears an elegant black evening dress, matching high-heels and shimmering 
earrings. In both images Harlow's pose, expression and the dramatic contrasts of the 













chiaroscuro lighting in which she is bathed work as explicitly theatrical elements rather 
than aiming to be naturalistic or recognisable as belonging to daily experience. 
In these two photographs Harlow is positioned as idealised but remote. In fact her 
idealised, excessively glamorous appearance contributes to her remoteness from the 
beholder. While in her pin-ups and "candid" photographs Harlow incarnates the friendly 
girl-next-door, this aloof, glamorized Harlow resembles a type of femininity that most fans 
were not likely to encounter in real life ( especially not during the Depression). 
Furthermore, although the Classical Hollywood glamour portrait genre of photography did 
privilege the beauty of the face (in keeping with classical notions of portraiture), these 
types of photographs tend to obscure individualizing, personalising traits of their celebrity 
in subjects in favour of a generalized concept of ideal beauty. The face presented is formed 
by the prevailing trends of makeup (which could be caked on thickly in this decade when 
black and white photography was predominant). Distinguishing traits of the body such as 
large hands, scars and freckles, were carefully retouched by the photographer or hidden by 
makeup, costumes or clever camera angles. Glamour portraits are invested in the depiction 
of star persona in its purest form in the sense that rather in than revealing their subjects 
"true" selves, as "candid" photographs claim to do, such images depict their subjects, 
glamorously costumed, coiffed and made-up, adopting the role of charismatic "film star." 
In these photographs of Harlow as an extremely glamorous film star, she is posited as 
distant and unattainable. Through employing various methods of idealization and 
distanciation, Harlow's glamour portraits contribute to her aura as a film star who occupies 
a separate plane of existence to the general public. 
It is significant that in her glamour portraits Harlow succeeds in presenting herself 
as a glamorous, sophisticated creature yet her working class screen characters repeatedly 
fail in their attempts to do this. In keeping with her frequent characterisation as a gold-
digger with a heart of gold, a character type associated with working class origins, 
Harlow's film characters are often presented as gaudy and unconvincing when they 
attempt to be elegant in their finery (as I shall discuss in more depth next chapter, 
Harlow's character's attempts to use masquerade to assimilate into the upper class in Red-
Headed Woman). On-screen Harlow's gold-digger with a heart of gold appears better 
suited to simpler, less overtly expensive costumes such as the floral printed sundress that 
she wears in Red Dust. Therefore the glamour portraits, which do not evoke the 
intertwined discourses of wholesomeness and naturalness as many of her other types of 






may be that one of the functions of these glamour portraits was to separate Harlow the 
glamorous star from her screen roles as working class characters and "distasteful" women. 
Narratives on Harlow's Off-Screen Life 
The written fan magazine features are invested in sharing information on Harlow's 
off-screen life, as opposed to distantiation, and therefore they present Harlow-the-movie-
star in a different light. The fan magazine features that narrate Harlow's off-screen life 
alternate between relishing the scandal provoked by her umestrained sexuality, and 
attempting to contain this sexuality and control scandal by portraying Harlow as an 
innocent victim. Concerned about the potential destructive effects of scandal on star 
careers, MGM were invested in presenting Harlow as wholesome and morally upright off-
screen. For this reason, many fan magazine features tend to imagine Harlow in a similar 
way to her pin-up and "candid" photographs, as a good wholesome girl-next-door type, 
possessing a non-destructive sexuality. The fabricated story of Harlow's "discovery" 
circulated to the press by MGM reflects the studio's concern with aligning her with 
wholesomeness. The story claims that her career as a star began after she was spotted in a 
Kansas City soda shop by a film director who happened to be walking by and was "struck 
by the unusual white-gold quality of her hair" as she sipped on an ice cream soda, unaware 
that she was being watched. 77 The narrative of accidental discovery, the quaintness of the 
story's soda shop setting, the suggestion of a natural, innocent blondness, and the linking 
of Harlow to her Kansas City hometown all evoke Harlow as an innocent, all-American 
girl. Other snippets of information revealed by the fan magazines relating to Harlow's 
"real," off-screen life such as her close relationship with her mother and her love of babies 
and animals contribute to this sense of innocence. 78 
MGM, however, was also aware that Harlow's "sex appeal" was a crucial 
component in her success; hence the frequent casting of her in saucy film roles that 
required her to appear in various states of undress.79 The fan magazines, in conjunction 
with the MGM publicity department, repeatedly endeavoured to titillate their readers by 
77 "Who's Who on the Screen," New York Times, July 3, 1932, X2. 
78 Caroline S. Hoyt, "As Harlow Sees Herself," Modern Screen, February 1937, 40-41, 84-5; and "The 
Authentic Story of My Life by Jean Harlow," New Movie Magazine, September 1934, quoted in Stenn, 
Bombshell, 18. 
79 Walter Ramsey, "The True Story of Jean Harlow," undated Modern Screen clipping, Lincoln Quarberg 









producing features on Harlow that were tinted with sexual suggestiveness. For example, a 
1933 Photoplay gossip column discloses that Harlow has a "crush" on and has been 
pursuing Jay Whidden, the orchestra leader at the Los Angeles Miramar Hotel. 80 Other 
articles narrate with excitement the tale of sixteen-year-old Harlow's whirlwind elopement 
with the wealthy heir Charles Fremont McGrew, which ended in divorce two years later. 81 
Furthermore, throughout her career Harlow was apt to embroil herself in scandals 
that the studio could not entirely control. For example, the nude photographs that she had 
posed for before she was a star were discussed in national newspapers during the early 
thirties, after McGrew cited them in the divorce case. 82 In 1933, the press speculated 
whether Harlow was the reason that boxer Max Baer's wife was divorcing him. 83 Her third 
marriage to Hal Rossen - a spontaneous elopement followed by an equally hasty divorce -
also provoked much gossip. 84 Yet, perhaps the most potentially career damaging scandal 
with which Harlow was associated was the suicide of her second husband, Paul Bern. In 
193 2, Bern shot himself in the home he shared with Harlow, causing a media frenzy. The 
press deliberated over the meaning of an ambiguous suicide note that Bern had let for 
Harlow. The media speculation that some sort of marital discord had motivated Bern to kill 
himself, or that perhaps his death was really murder rather than suicide, functioned to 
associate Harlow with notions of dangerous sexuality, in keeping with her early vamp and 
gangster's moll screen roles. 85 
The MGM studio executives were aware that the media frenzy surrounding Bern's 
death could damage Harlow's career, and therefore engaged measures to skew the 
representation of the event in the media. Harlow biographers, who have investigated the 
details of the case, have argued that Louise B. Mayer and various members of the MGM 
publicity department were called to the death scene to search for and destroy potential 
incriminating evidence before the police were notified.86 Whether or not this is true, MGM 
80 Gossip column, Photoplay, February 1933, 38. 
81 Walter Ramsey, "The True Story of Jean Harlow," undated Modern Screen clipping, Lincoln Quarberg 
Collection, (Folder 82 "Jean Harlow Clippings," Margaret Herrick Library); and "The Private Life of Jean 
Harlow," Liberty, December 12, 1933, 20-24. 
82 "Accuses Film Actress," New York Times, August 5, 1930, 22. 
83 Rachel Benson, "How Long Will Hollywood Protect Harlow?" Modern Screen, August 1934, 77. 
84 See, for example, Rachel Benson, "How Long Will Hollywood Protect Harlow?" Modern Screen, August 
1934, 77. 
85 See, for example, Rachel Benson, "How Long Will Hollywood Protect Harlow?" Modern Screen, August 
1934, 77; "Widow is Mystified by Bern's Suicide," New York Times, September 7, 1932, 1, 8; and "Paul 
Bern a Suicide," New York Times, September 6, 1932, 1, 9. 
86 For a detailed discussion of the circumstances of Bern's death and its construction in the media see Stenn, 
"Who Killed Paul Bern?", Bombshell, 105-35. See also, Irving Shulman, Harlow: An Intimate Biography 
(San Francisco: Mercury House, 1989), 163-6. 
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certainly did employ extensive damage control measures with the press. The studio 
publicity department immediately issued features to all of the major fan magazines and the 
newspapers nationwide, encouraging the public to regard Harlow as an innocent, suffering 
victim, rather than a culprit. 87 Movie Classic, for example, reported that Harlow was 
grieving and suicidal at the loss of her husband. The article implores readers to sympathise 
with her, stating: 
as if this tragedy were not enough, Jean Harlow's career is 
threatened, ironically enough, from within. Amazing as it is, it 
seems that many moviegoers have associated poor Jean with the 
roles she has been called upon to play - identified her more closely 
than any other actress has been identified with screen roles. 88 
Similarly, Screenbook reported admiringly that Harlow was bravely carrying on her work 
at the studio in spite of her obvious emotional distress.89 
After the scandal over Bern's death had blown over, this strategy of casting Harlow 
as a victim was reemployed every time gossip and scandal threatened to bring her into 
disrepute. For example, one interviewer explained that the innocent, "sheltered" Harlow 
seemed to attract scandal by accident because she is "only a kid and woefully ignorant of 
the world."90 She is also frequently portrayed as victim of her screen persona. In 1934, for 
example, Modern Screen, printed an article, supposedly written from Harlow's point of 
view, which was entitled "Stop Gossiping About Me!" The article, which articulates the 
theme of mistaken identity in a similar way to Harlow's screwball comedies, includes the 
following passage: 
For a while I had the idea that as screen Jean Harlow, I had to 
expect a certain amount of gossip about that screen Jean Harlow. I 
considered it the price to pay for the screen character I portrayed. 
But that is over. From now on, I am declaring war on malicious, 
fantastic stories which are circulating about me. I shall explain the 
truth at every opportunity. I am tired of being lied about. 91 
In a distinct strategy, one Silverscreen writer emphasized Harlow's wholesomeness, 
while also justifying her seemingly scandalous sexuality, by positing the modern woman 
trope as a means of reconciling these two elements. In 1932 ( at the beginning of Harlow's 
association with MGM), Silverscreen observed that 
87 See, for example, "The Private Life of Jean Harlow," Liberty, December 12, 1933, 20-24; A.M. Rochlen, 
"Jean Frantic: Nearly Takes Own Life on Balcony," LA Examiner, September 7, 1932; and "Widow is 
Mystified by Bern's Suicide," 1, 8. 
88 Dorothy Calhoun, "Jean Harlow-Tortured by Tragedy," Movie Classic, November 1932, 66, 71. 
89 "Jean Harlow Carries On," Screenbook, December 1932, 15, 48. 
90 "The Private Life ofJean Harlow," Liberty, December 12, 1933, 21. 
91 Dorothy Manners, "Stop Gossiping About Me!" Modern Screen, June 1934, 26. 
Harlow is the girl of tomorrow who has arrived today. She is 
neither premature with her presence nor too advanced in her 
actions, yet she is so decidedly ahead of her nearest competitor 
comparisons are futile. She is, off screen, what every motion 
picture producer has tried to conceive on his screen - the ultra 
modem woman.92 
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The writer goes on to explain that as a modem woman, Harlow, the "little girl from 
Kansas," possesses "a youthful naivete that may be changed into an appalling 
sophistication." 93 This writer does acknowledge that Harlow's sexuality may seem 
shocking ("appalling") to some members of the public. Yet his argument is that her 
sexuality does not detract from her wholesomeness, it is simply a marker of the coming of 
a new, more sexualized ideal of femininity, of which Harlow is a herald. 
Conclusion 
Jean Harlow's sexualized star persona is reflective of the increasing sexualisation 
of the Hollywood star throughout the twentieth century, as well as the increasing 
sexualisation of the American woman through consumer commodities of beauty. This is 
apparent when Harlow is compared to the "America's Sweetheart" of the previous 
generation, Mary Pickford, who was persistently cast as a young, virginal girl.94 However, 
in spite of the dramatic change apparent between Pickford and Harlow's personae, analysis 
of the representation of the themes of sexuality and wholesomeness across and within the 
different genres of star text depicting Harlow reveals that during the 1930s America 
continued to conceptualize female sexuality in a fraught, confused and inconsistent manner. 
Harlow's various star texts reveal a complex interplay of a range of tensions and 
dichotomies, which include: sexual availability/desirability versus domesticity, glamour 
versus naturalness, aggressive sexuality versus submissiveness, healthy versus destructive 
sexuality, and girlishness versus womanhood. This suggests that the elements of sexuality 
and wholesomeness were simply not reconcilable during the 1930s. In Heavenly Bodies: 
Film Stars and Society, Richard Dyer observed that Americans of the 1950s willingly 
accepted Marilyn Monroe's persona as a seamless amalgam of sexuality and innocence (he 
argues that this was in great part due to the circulation of the Playboy notion of sex without 
92 James A. Whitchel, "The Girl Who Changed The Stars," Silverscreen, May 1932, 22. 
93 James A. Whitchel, "The Girl Who Changed The Stars," Silverscreen, May 1932, 50. 




guilt).95 In Harlow's texts, however, her sexuality was a lot more troublesome, clashing 
frequently with her alleged wholesomeness. Many of her star texts vacillate widely 
between the two extremes. Harlow represented an early manifestation of the sexualisation 
of the American female star, but her persona is not able to reconcile the attributes of 
sexuality, innocence and American-ness as Monroe's does. 
Nonetheless, Harlow's extremely contradictory sexy but innocent star persona was 
very successful. On some level, the inconsistency that characterised her star persona may 
have been deliberate. The contradictory appearance of the themes of wholesomeness and 
sexuality across her star texts is in keeping with the Classical Hollywood studios' attempts 
to strategically to cater to the largest and broadest audience possible. 96 The fluid 
employment of the dichotomies listed above across Harlow's larger star image may have 
been a means of cultivating a deliberate polysemy so that her image might appeal to a 
diversity of audiences. Through various strategies and mechanisms, her star image 
addresses both males and females, encompasses the differing perspectives that existed 
across different regions of the United States, and caters to both sides of the generation gap 
that existed between those Americans who grew up before the relatively liberated moral 
climate of the 1920s and those who grew up during or after it. Her star persona as 
disseminated by MGM invites beholders to focus on either her innocence or her sexuality, 
according to their own social backgrounds and moral perspectives. 
95 Richard Dyer, Heavenly Bodies: Film Stars and Society (London/New York: Routledge, 2004), 17-63. See 
also, Richard Dyer, Stars (London: BFI, 1998), 26-7. 
96 The Classical Hollywood studios did adopt strategies to order to broaden the appeal of their products to 
diverse audiences and subcultures. Andrea Weiss, for example, has explored how the Classical Hollywood 
studios deliberately constructed the images of certain stars (including Garbo, Dietrich and Katharine 







Jean Harlow, Consumer Culture and the Construction of 
"Personality" in Red-Headed Woman 
66 
Red-Headed Woman (Jack Conway, 1932), the first of fourteen films that Jean 
Harlow made under her contract with MGM, played an important role in establishing her 
as one of the industry's biggest stars. Harlow plays Lil Andrews, the film's enterprising, 
gold-digging protagonist. Red-Headed Woman presents Lil as a curious amalgamation of 
the two predominant elements of Harlow's larger star persona discussed in the previous 
chapter: a girlish, down-to-earth all-American-ness, and an unabashed sexiness. These two 
qualities are attributed to Lil/Harlow through the film's characterisation of her in terms of 
a seemingly unlikely combination of two contradictory and ethnically defined types: the 
all-American girl and the vamp/dangerous woman. A third type, the platinum blonde 
bombshell, a recurrent character type in the work of Anita Loos, also features as a trope 
that combines elements associated with each of these two opposing types. It is not unusual 
for stars to represent opposing values across their cumulative star images. Harlow's 
representation of several contradictory character types in her embodiment of a single film 
character, however, is somewhat more unusual. Lil/Harlow's fluid embodiment of these 
three different stereotypes of femininity can be explained when the film is considered in 
relation to the new consumer culture discourses of the era - in particular, the discussions 
around the concept of "personality" as a cultivated quality that the rise of consumer culture 
catalysed during the 1920s and 1930s.1 In light of this new consumer culture concept of 
personality, the film can be read as suggesting that deep down Lil/Harlow is a nice girl and 
the vamp type is artifice. 
Scholars including Warren I. Susman and Samantha Barbas have observed that a 
new concept of "personality" emerged as a widely discussed topic amongst American 
scholars, self-help writers and journalists during the first two decades of the twentieth 
century, and increased in cultural resonance along with the development of the Classical 
1 More more on the rise of consumer culture, and, in particular how this influenced Hollywood's use of 
fashion and clothing, see Sarah Berry, Screen Style: Fashion and Femininity in 1930s Hollywood 
(London/Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2000). 
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Hollywood studio system.2 In the commentaries that were produced during the twenties 
and thirties, the term "personality" had two different meanings. As Barbas explains, it 
could be used to describe "the sum total or dominant quality of an individual's traits" (for 
example, "he has an outgoing personality").3 Or it could be used "as a description by itself 
for a particular set of characteristics: charm, attractiveness, magnetism" (Clara Bow, in It 
[Clarence C Badger, 1927], for example ).4 In contrast to nineteenth century notions of 
personality, which had revolved around the ideas of character, morality and sincerity, the 
new concept of personality as synthetic advocated self-representation through the 
extensive cultivation of an individual's image and appearance.5 This represented what 
Barbas has described as "a shift from depth to surface."6 In the twenties and thirties 
"personality," became a purchasable and exceptionally desirable attribute, as can be seen 
in Vanity Fair advertisements of the era, which used the concept of "personality" to sell a 
range of products from ginger ale, to chocolates, to cars.7 
This obsession with, and redefinition of, the concept of personality has been 
perceived by scholars as a response to the rapid expansion of consumer culture in the 
United States between 1910 and 1930.8 Barbas suggests that 
In a mobile mass society, in which faces and first impressions 
mattered more than ever, a stylish, charismatic appearance, [it was] 
claimed, held the key to prosperity and social success. The 
individual with personality stood out from the crowd because she 
had created a striking public persona, one that had made an 
unforgettable impression on those around her. 9 
As Kathy Peiss has argued, the cosmetics industry, which emerged as a mass industry 
during the early 1920s, perpetuated this idea that through superficial alterations women 
could change the face and persona that they presented to the world. 10 While during the 
nineteenth century the wearing of "paint" had been associated with prostitutes and 
"women of questionable morality," by the beginning of the 1920s makeup was widely 
2 Samantha Barbas, Movie Crazy: Fans, Stars and the Cult of Celebrity (New York: Palgrave, 2001), 36; and 
Warren I. Susman, Culture as History: The Transformation of American Society in the Twentieth Century 
(Washington/London: Smithsonian Institute Press, 2003), 271-86. 
3 Barbas, Movie Crazy, 42. 
4 Barbas, Movie Crazy, 42. 
5 Barbas, Movie Crazy, 37. 
6 Barbas, Movie Crazy, 43. 
7 See, for example, "Advertisements," Vanity Fair, December 1931, 89; and "Advertisements," Vanity Fair, 
September 1930, 91. 
8 Barbas, Movie Crazy, 36. 
9 Barbas, Movie Crazy, 36. 








Jean Harlow in a promotional still for Red-Headed Woman (MGM, 1932). Courtesy of the Margaret 
Herrick Library, Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. 
.. 
Figure 3.2 








believed to be acceptable and the growing makeup industry made an extensive range of 
commodities of beauty available catering to women of all social classes. 11 Significantly, 
movie stars were figures who were often cited as models of individuals who possessed 
personality. They were marketed as such in advertising and endorsements that promised 
that the public could buy the qualities possessed by the star in purchasing certain beauty 
products and other consumer goods. 12 
Performing the Vamp 
In Red-Headed Woman, Lil's attempts at cultivating "personality" involve her 
explicit construction of her own image in relation to the well established cultural and 
cinematic trope of the vamp. The film's heavy-handed engagement of the vamp type is 
suggested by the promotional stills circulated for the film, which present Harlow looking 
uncharacteristically exotic. The stills (fig. 3.1, for example) resemble promotional images 
of "foreign" stars Greta Garbo and Marlene Dietrich more than they do any of Harlow's 
other publicity texts. In these images, she is draped in ostrich feathers. She wears long 
false eyelashes, and is heavily made-up with dark, glossy lipstick and smoky eye-shadow. 
Her pointed fingernails graze her cheek as she rests her chin on one hand and fixes the 
beholder with a predatory gaze. 
In the film, the work that Lil puts into transforming herself into a vamp is 
foregrounded in a number of scenes that depict her alteration of her physical appearance. 
The film showcases the possibilities of personal transformation offered by the modem 
beauty and fashion industries. This is in keeping with the concept of the "makeover," 
which was often promoted in the Hollywood fan magazines, often as a promotional tie-up 
with cosmetics companies. 13 Sarah Berry notes that these "makeover" features encourage 
the reader to continually experiment with new looks and buy new beauty commodities: 
"constant self-transformation is [ ... ] described as a source of pleasure rather than just a 
means to an end."14 A number of scenes in Red-Headed Woman take place in hair dressing 
salons and beauty shops, or depict Lil transforming herself by changing in and out of 
fashionable new clothes. For example, in one scene Lil visits the beauty shop where her 
11 Peiss, Hope in a Jar, 4, 48. 
12 Barbas, Movie Crazy, 36. 
13 Berry, Screen Style, 105-7. 







A hairdresser removes the towel to reveal Lil's new red hair. Screen capture from Red-Headed Woman, 
MGM, 1932. 
Figure 3.5 






Lil sets her plan in action by placing a newspaper photograph of her boss in her garter. Screen capture 
from Red-Headed Woman, MGM, 1932 . 
'\ 
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friend, Sal (Una Merkel), works for a makeover. She carries out a lengthy conversation 
with her friend while dressed in a robe with her hair turbaned in a towel, her face 
comically smeared with a thick face mask, as Sal goes about the process of beautifying her 
(figs. 3.2 and 3.3). This scene reinforces Lil's concern with maintaining her appearance in 
accordance with the type of personality that she has chosen for herself. In depicting Lil in 
the process of being beautified, the scene also reveals the artifice of her performance as a 
vamp. The makeup containers, hair formulas, curling irons and other devices of beauty 
scattered around the mise-en-scene function to demystify Lil's beauty. In this way, the film 
reveals that Lil's sexuality is something that she has to work at rather than a dangerous, 
incomprehensible and uncontrollable force, as is the sexuality possessed by real vamps of 
the cinema. 
Her initial endeavours to transform her appearance, as well as her motivations for 
doing so, are effectively portrayed in the film's opening montage. Lil is introduced bare-
shouldered, reclining in a chair in a hairdressing salon as a hairdresser removes the towel 
from her newly dyed red hair (fig. 3.4). She admires her reflection in a hand mirror, before 
sarcastically commenting "so gentlemen prefer blondes do they? Yes they do." The next 
shot presents Lil trying on a scandalously transparent dress in a clothing store. She asks the 
shop assistant whether she can see through the dress and when the assistant apologetically 
replies that she can, Lil gleefully agrees to buy it (fig. 3.5). The final shots of the montage 
are a series of close-ups of Lil's thigh encased in fishnet stockings held up by a lacy garter, 
under which she places a cut-out photo of her boss (fig. 3.6). Lil's voice can be heard from 
off-screen as she exclaims "The boss' picture. Well, it will get me more there than it will 
hanging on the wall!" This line of dialogue immediately clues the audience in on Lil's 
plans to seduce her wealthy boss as the reason for her self-representation as a vamp type. 
Lil's aspirations to wealth and social status, which are developed in more depth in later 
scenes, are in keeping with Barbas' argument that the adoption of a manufactured 
persomi.lity was believed to be crucial in achieving "prosperity and social success."15 
After the opening montage, the plot develops along the trajectory typically 
associated with vamp characters, which charts the vamp's seduction, use and disposal of 
multiple men and the destruction caused by her activities. The plot develops as follows. Lil, 
a working class gold-digger, lives in the small town of Wrenwood and is determined to 
integrate herself into the country club set. She dumps her bootlegger boyfriend and begins 
15 Barbas, Movie Crazy, 36. 
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aggressively pursuing her affluent boss, Bill (Chester Morris), who is happily married to 
his kind-hearted wife, Irene (Leila Hyams). Bill endeavours to fend off Lil's advances (he 
even slaps her) in attempt to save his marriage, but Lil doggedly persists and eventually he 
submits to her. Consequently, Irene divorces Bill. Immediately Lil convinces Bill to marry 
her and goes about attempting to gain the affections of his rich friends, who remain loyal 
to Irene. As a result Lil and Bill are both ostracized. Lil soon realises that Bill's elderly 
colleague and family friend, Gaerste (Hemy Stephenson), is richer than her husband and 
higher in the social hierarchy, so she seduces him as well. While living as Gaerstre's 
mistress in New York, Lil also begins an affair with Gaerste's chauffeur, Albert (Charles 
Boyer). Bill finds out about Lil's affairs after hiring a detective and then shares his 
findings with Gaerste. By this point Lil has destroyed the professional relationship 
between the two men and tarnished both of their reputations. After Gaerste evicts her, Lil 
attempts to return to Bill in Wrenwood, unaware that Bill knows about her unfaithfulness. 
On arriving at their home, she discovers that Bill and Irene have reconciled. She shoots 
and injures Bill while attempting to prevent the happy couple from leaving together. In a 
final scene, which takes place in Paris two years later, Lil is shown receiving a trophy as 
the owner of a winning racehorse. She and her newest conquest, a rich, elderly Frenchman 
are chauffeured home by her lover, Albert. 
As this brief plot summary suggests, Lil is a selfish and unsympathetic character, 
due to her continued attempts to position herself as a vamp. A Variety review of the film 
sums up Harlow's character as a "home wrecker, a vicious vamp and a destroyer of 
peace."16 The dramatic wording of this description reflects the excessiveness of the film's 
characterization of Lil as a vamp, an excess that functions to reveal her performance as a 
masquerade. This is also in keeping with the argument put forward by scholars such as 
Virginia Mae Allen and Bram Dijkstra, that the vamp originally came into existence in 
popular culture as a necessarily negative stereotype, whose negative attributes served the 
function of illustrating the dangers of female independence. 17 In her overview of the 
development of the femme fatale type in nineteenth century poetry and painting, Allen 
argues that, as an expression of male anxieties, the femme fatale "acquired all her major 
attributes" and appeared with great frequency concurrently with the female emancipation 
16 "Red-Headed Woman," Variety, July 5, 1932, 14. 
17 Virginia Mae Allen, The Femme Fatale: A Study of the Early Development of the Concept in Mid-
nineteenth Century Poetry and Painting (Anna Arbor: Microfilms International, 1982), 321-2; Allen, The 
Femme Fatale: Erotic Jeon (New York: The Whitston Publishing Company, 1983), 186; and Bram Dijkstra, 





movement and the birth control campaigns that took place at the end of the nineteenth 
century and the beginning of the twentieth century. 18 A New York Times commentary 
published while the film was in production addresses the traditional function of the vamp 
as a limited construct, a character with whom viewers are not encouraged to identify. 
Chapin Hall reports 
[ ... ] the fear of the average star is that she will suffer from an 
unsympathetic part is just so much cream in Miss Harlow's coffee. 
She says that wives don't like her anyway - professionally speaking, 
of course - and even if she played the orphan in "Daddy Long 
Legs," they would still suspect her. So why not "Red Headed 
Woman"? 19 
The press commentaries on the film suggest that Lil was perceived as an unusually 
damning type of role for a major star to play. A Variety reporter, reviewing the film after 
its release, also notes the excessiveness of the vamp type represented in the film, stating 
that the film presents a "curious blending of bluntness and subtlety. Some of the 'vamping' 
sequences, and there are plenty of them, are torrid."20 Interestingly, the Variety review 
notes that Lil's "vamping" only happens in particular sequences, reinforcing the idea that 
"vamping" is a performance for Lil. 
In its extremity, the vamp character adopted by Lil in her fashioning of personality 
harks back to earlier manifestations of the vamp, and thus represents an old-fashioned 
version of the type. Marjorie Rosen has outlined some substantial changes that took place 
in the depiction of the vamp from its first emergence in Hollywood cinema in 1915, 
through the 1920s and 1930s. She discusses the emergence of Theda Bara as Hollywood's 
first vamp in 1915, a vamp who embodied "still-primitive but enticing notions of depravity 
and wanton lust."21 With her dangerously insatiable sexuality and abundant exoticism (an 
artificial foreignness that was carefully constructed by her studio), Bara resembled a 
vampire more than she resembled any woman that one could expect to encounter in real 
life.22 Rosen argues that Bara "was sex, blatant and overt and so far removed from reality 
that she could not possibly be a threat to audiences."23 Eventually, however, Bara came to 
be an object of ridicule and her 1920s successors (including Nita Naldi, Lya de Putti and 
18 Allen, The Femme Fatale, 321-2. 
19 Chapin Hall, "Glimmerings From the Cinema Citadel," New York Times, May 1, 1932, X3. 
20 "Red-Headed Woman," Variety, July 5, 1932, 14. 
21 Marjorie Rosen, Popcorn Venus: Women, Movies and the American Dream (New York: Avon Books, 
1973), 60. 
22 Rosen, Popcorn Venus, 60. 
23 Rosen, Popcorn Venus, 60. 
Figure 3.7 
Edvard Munch, The Vampire, 1893-4, oil on canvas, Munch-museet, Oslo. Reproduced in Klaus 
Albrecht-Schro Dder and Antonia Hoerschelmann, eds., Edvard Munch: Theme and Variation 
(Ostfildern-Ruit: Hatje-Cantz, 2003), 196. 
Figure 3.8 
Edvard Munch, Ashes, 1894, oil on canvas, Nasjonalgalleriet, Oslo. Reproduced in Bente Torjusen, 
Words and Images of Edvard Munch (London: Thames and Hudson, 1989), 104. 
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Pola Negri) were characterised as more human vamps, in more modulated portrayals of the 
stereotype. 24 The type was further softened in the late 1920s and 1930s with the 
appearance of Greta Garbo and Marlene Dietrich as "divinely untouchable" and 
otherworldly vamps.25 Garbo, in particular, humanised the type by conveying a "soulful, 
hurting fragility. "26 
Garbo's vamps were typically repentant vamps, who were nonetheless required to 
suffer - or even die - as punishment for their destructiveness. In Mysterious Lady (Fred 
Niblo, 1928) and Mata Hari (George Fitzmaurice, 1931 ), among other films, Garbo plays 
vamps who are convinced through the power of love to change their destructive behaviour. 
This new formula of the repentant vamp was also adopted in the films of other exotic 
Hollywood stars of the 1930s, testifying to Garbo's influence in transforming the type 
during this decade. Dietrich, for example, plays repentant vamps who are softened by love 
in Morocco (Josef von Sternberg, 1930) and Dishonoured (von Sternberg, 1931). The 
Russian actress, Anna Sten, was also cast as a repentant vamp in her highly publicised first 
Hollywood film, Nana (Dorothy Arzner, 1934). Harlow's character in Red-Headed 
Woman, however, is not repentant like the new vamps, and neither is she punished for her 
behaviour. She does not express any feelings of guilt for the destruction she has wrought, 
and she continues her heartless use of men for her own benefit until the final scene, which 
depicts her having achieved a financially lucrative sexual/romantic alliance with a 
ridiculously geriatric Frenchman. Harlow's Lil has more in common with the dated Theda 
Bara version of the type than the Garbo-esque vamp. Furthermore, in opposition to Garbo 
and Dietrich's more sophisticated and intelligent methods, the film repeatedly draws 
attention to Harlow's character's crude, umefined/uncontained sexuality. An example is 
the scene in which Bill plans to end his relationship with Lil but she seduces by locking 
him in her bedroom and then hiding the key in her cleavage. In this respect she is more 
aggressively predatory than Garbo and Dietrich. 
As well as evoking Hollywood's early vamps on a narrative level, the film also 
characterises Lil in relation to the iconography associated with the even earlier pre-
cinematic redheaded vamps that were popular subjects in art history, dating back as far as 
Titian. While the early vamps of the cinema were dark-haired and sultry (possibly due to 
the constraints of black and white cinematography), there exists a long tradition of 
24 Rosen, Popcorn Venus, 61. 
25 Rosen, Popcorn Venus, 169. 
26 Rosen, Popcorn Venus, 171. 
Figure 3.9 







Dante Gabriel Rossetti, Lady Lilith, 1864-
8, oil on canvas, Delaware Art Museum. 
Reproduced in Lisa Tickner, Dante 
Gabriel Rossetti (London: Tate Publishing, 
2003), 51. 
Lil positioned within the visual milieu of the nineteenth century femme fatale. 
Screen capture from Red-Headed Woman, MGM, 1932. 
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depictions of the redheaded vamp in painting. Although the artworks which feature the 
figure of the redheaded vamp or seductress are too numerous to list here, some examples 
include: Titian's sixteenth century painting of a redheaded Salome (an archetypal femme 
fatale) carrying the head of John the Baptist, Dante Gabriel Rossetti's Pre-Raphaelite 
painting of the uncontrollable Lady Lilith (1864-8, fig. 3 .10), and Edvard Munch's sensual 
but dangerous (or even deadly) redheads that feature in his paintings, The Vampire (1893-4, 
fig. 3.7) and Ashes (1894, fig. 3.8). Allen has discussed some of the reoccurring pictorial 
elements associated with the femme fatale in nineteenth century painting. These include 
flowing hair (which threatens to ensnare men like a magic net), a heavy-lidded gaze, pallor 
and a long, full throat.27 In the film Harlow possesses all of these features (see fig. 3.9). 
Her hair is a particularly important iconographical and thematic component in the film's 
presentation of her as a vamp. Although the film is black and white, and thus the vivid 
colour of Harlow's red wig is muted, Lil's red hair is intrinsic to her characterisation. The 
publicity materials for the film highlight her red hair, which is rendered in garishly bright 
ink, and many of the images circulated base their colour schemes around the colour red 
(fig. 3.9). Bill's nickname for Lil is "Red" and in one scene Lil and Gaestre dance to the 
"Red-Headed Woman" theme song at a nightclub. In the early 1930s, the glamour portrait 
photographer Clarence Sinclair Bull had developed a technique that involved adding an 
additional light source to light Harlow's head from above and behind in order to make her 
platinum blonde hair shine ("Harlow's halo").28 A similar lighting technique is adopted at 
various instances throughout Red-Headed Woman, functioning to emphasize Harlow's 
wavy, red hair. 
In addition, the first shot of the film to appear following the opening credits recalls 
Dante Gabriel Rossetti's painting, Lady Lilith (1864-8, fig. 3.10), in iconography. Lilith 
herself is a vamp type, being Adam's devious and uncontrollable first wife in Talmudic 
and Assyrian legends.29 Rossetti's painting of Lilith was intended to represent carnal love 
in contrast to the painting he worked on concurrently, Sibylla Palmifera (1866-7), which 
represented spiritual love.30 Lady Lilith depicts Lilith seated at her dresser, admiring her 
own reflection in a hand mirror as she brushes her long, wavy red hair. Like Lilith (note 
also the similarity in names), Lil appears sitting in a hair salon chair as she appraises her 
new flowing red tresses in a hand mirror (fig. 3.11). Both women have the flowing hair, 
27 Allen, The Femme Fatale, 11-13. 
28 John Gross, "The Man Who Shot Garbo," New York Times, December 17, 1989, BR9. 
29 Lisa Tickner, Dante Gabriel Rossetti (London: Tate Publishing, 2003), 50. 
30 Tickner, Dante Gabriel Rossetti, 50. 
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heavy-lidded gaze and pale, exposed throat that Allen identifies as typifying the type. In 
both instances a strategic arrangement of female body for the viewer's admiration is 
perceptible. Both the film and the painting position the women's bodies diagonally across 
the picture plane, giving the impression that the women are lying down ( a posture denoting 
sexual availability) even though in actuality they are seated, albeit languidly, in chairs. Lil 
and Lilith's pale necks and shoulders are both revealed. Their bodies are draped in thin, 
flowing material that almost, but not quite, reveals their breasts. This fabric, in Harlow's 
case, seems to be nothing more than a flimsy silk scarf. This is a completely impractical 
garment to wear to a hair salon, but it does suggest that the filmmakers were more 
concerned with locating Lil within the visual milieu of the redheaded vamp of art history 
than portraying a scenario that would be realistic to audiences of the era. The art historical 
associations were not lost on audiences. Rose Pelswick, reviewing the film for The Journal 
comments that Harlow is "more attractive with her newly assumed Titian tresses."31 A 
reviewer for The News also linked Harlow's red hair with Titian.32 
The alignment of Lil with the outdated vamp types of nineteenth century and 
earlier painting, as well as the old-fashioned vamps of silent cinema, emphasizes 
Harlow/Lil's association with the type as masquerade. Because the stereotypes drawn upon 
are not current they show themselves up as stereotypes instead of functioning to serve 
naturalism and thus her performance of personality does not seem convincing. The 
obviousness of the characterisation of Lil in relation to a type was perceived by several of 
the film's contemporaneous reviewers. For example, the New York Times Herald Tribune 
review of the film states that much of "the pleasure of the first audience of the picture was 
derived from appreciation of Miss Harlow's satirical characterization of a feminine 
type. "33 Another reviewer asserts that "Harlow gives a splendid performance, making the 
picture more of a character study of a woman who trades on her physical charms than a 
narrative romance."34 
The nineteenth century femme fatale and the cinematic vamp of the early twentieth 
century were both typically characterised as exotic, foreign women. As Janet Staiger has 
31 Rose Pelswick, "Jean Harlow Gives Vivid Study ofa Girl Who Brazenly Capitalizes Sex Appeal," The 
Journal, July 1, 1932, Red-Headed Woman, clippings microfiche (Margaret Herrick Library). 
32 "A Titian Jean Harlow does Fine Work," The News, July 1, 1932, Red-Headed Woman, clippings 
microfiche (Margaret Herrick Library). 
33 Lucius Beebe, New York Times Herald Tribune review of Red-Headed Woman, reprinted in Michael 
Conway and Mark Ricci, eds., The Films of Jean Harlow (New York: The Citadel Press, 1965), 72. 
34 "A Titian Jean Harlow does Fine Work," The News, July 1, 1932, Red-Headed Woman, clippings 
microfiche (Margaret Herrick Library). 
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observed, the foreign vamp was "a parasite woman who could feed off the solid stock of 
America, destroying the vital future it should have. "35 This aspect of exoticism, which also 
functioned to position the type as remote from ordinary experience, meant that vamp roles 
and personae were usually embodied by foreign actresses. 36 This was true from the teens, 
when a fictional exotic biography and Arabian ethnicity were fabricated for the American 
Bara, through the 1930s, when the vamp was the most popular of the limited range of 
personae available to foreign actresses working in Hollywood during the early years of 
sound cinema.37 When utilized in relation to foreign stars of this era, the vamp type 
inevitably presented the foreign woman as decadent and - especially in the case of the 
newer, Garbo-esque vamp - it often entailed the victimisation of the ethnic female. Thus 
the type functioned to articulate xenophobic as well as misogynistic ideologies. 
The use of a particularly American actress, whose character is presented as an all-
American girl in many respects, contributes to a sense of Lil/Harlow's performance of a 
vamp character as jarring, highlighting the masquerade aspect. Interestingly, newspaper 
articles circulated during the pre-production stage reported that MGM had purchased the 
rights to the novel Red-Headed Woman (Katharine Brush, 1931) with the intent of using 
the story as a vehicle for Garbo.38 The unusual representation of a decidedly American 
vamp in Red-Headed Woman suggests that American stars could also play vamp roles in 
the relatively morally and sexually liberal pre-Code industry, but the association of young 
American femininity with destructiveness was nonetheless an uncomfortable one when it 
was made. More often, American actresses of this era played women who presented an 
appearance of being sexually liberated, yet whose sexuality was ultimately containable and 
non-threatening. Some American female protagonists of romantic comedies and dramas 
toyed with romantic and sexual exploration as part of their quests for independence, yet the 
endings of these films ultimately contained them within the home and heteronormativity. 
Examples include Harlow's "gold-digger with a heart of gold" characters, which I have 
discussed in chapter two.39 Another example is Norma Shearer's character in The Divorcee 
35 Janet Staiger, Bad Women: Regulating Sexuality in Early American Cinema (Minneapolis/London: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1995), 147. 
36 Allen, The Femme Fatale: A Study of the Early Development, 9; and Rosen, Popcorn Venus, 60. 
37 Christian Viviani, "The 'Foreign Woman' in Classical Hollywood Cinema," in Journies of Desire: 
European Actors in Hollywood, ed. Alastair Phillips and Ginette Vincendeau (London: BFI Publishing, 
2006), 98-9. 
38 "Red-Headed Woman," Hollywood Reporter, August 5, 1931, 3, quoted in Patricia King Hanson, ed., The 
American Film Institute Catalogue: Feature Films 1931-1940, Entries M-Z (Berkeley/Los Angeles/Oxford: 
University of California Press, 1993), 1758. 
39 See chap. 2, 44-51. 
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(Robert Z. Leonard, 1930). Shearer's Jerry engages in an extra-marital affair in order to 
"settle the score" after discovering that her husband has been unfaithful. However, the 
affair is consistently presented as emotionally destructive for the female character and 
wholly against her nature, and eventually she returns to her husband. Mick LaSalle has 
argued that even Mae West, one of the most seemingly risque American stars of the 
decade, embodied a "benign promiscuity" because she presented a burlesque of female 
sexuality and because a woman who openly practiced such rampant promiscuity simply 
could not exist in American society at the time.4° Furthermore, unlike Harlow's Lil, West's 
characters do not set out to cause destruction. It is likely that the suggestion that Harlow, 
an American woman, could possess the vamp's unrestrained and highly dangerous 
sexuality and "feed off the solid stock of America" would have been perceived as more 
unsettling than West's light-hearted promiscuity. 
During the pre-Code era, the Hollywood industry habitually employed various 
strategies to ameliorate or soften the behaviour of any subversive American vamps who 
were presented on film. One technique that was commonly utilized involved the attribution 
of a foreign ethnicity to the American actress. For example, before she became established 
as the "perfect wife" after the adoption of the Production Code, Myrna Loy was typed as 
an Oriental or South American temptress in several films. Examples include The Mask of 
Fu Manchu (Charles Brabin, 1932), Ile of Escape (Howard Bretherton, 1930), Rogue of the 
Rio Grande (Spencer Gordon Bennet, 1930) and Cock o' the Walk (Walter Lang and Roy 
William Neill, 1930). Nevertheless, her off-screen publicity affirmed that in spite of these 
exotic roles, Loy was all-American girl from Montana, who had had a strong Presbyterian 
upbringing.41 Call Her Savage (John Francis Dillon, 1932), a film staring Clara Bow that 
adopts some aspects of the vamp type, goes even further in associating non-Anglo-
American femininity with sexual wantonness. Bow's character, Nasa, takes up vamping 
because, amongst a series of other "misfortunes," it is revealed at the end of the film that 
her character's father was an Indian. Thus Bow's character's newly discovered ethnicity is 
presented as the explanation for her destructive behaviour. 
Red-Headed Woman adopts a different strategy. Instead of implying that Lil is in 
some respect foreign, the film justifies her behaviour by explicitly asserting her American-
ness on many occasions. In this way, the vamp aspects of her character are presented as 
40 Mick La Salle, Complicated Women: Sex and Power in Pre-Code Hollywood (New York: Thomas Dunne 
Books/St. Martin's Press, 2000), 153. 
41 Gladys Hall, "The Truth About Myrna Loy," Modern Screen, reprinted in Martin Levin, The Great 
Hollywood Fan Magazines (New York: Arbor House, 1970), 134-5, 209-10. 
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artifice. The film asserts Lil's American-ness by concurrently portraying her as possessing 
traits that recognisably belong to the stereotype of the all-American girl. In doing so the 
film tempers the threat that she represents as a vamp by inferring that underneath her act, 
Lil is just a harmless American girl. This is in keeping with the playful experimentation 
involving the appropriation of superficial aspects of ethnicity that was encouraged by 
consumer culture during the thirties. For example, Kathy Peiss has noted the use of 
stereotypes of ethnicity and nationality in the marketing of makeup during the late twenties 
and early thirties. She cites a 1929 Armand campaign that posits the "Cleopatra Type," the 
"Godiva Type," and the "Cherie Type" ("she brings the boulevards of Paris to America," 
the advertisement exclaims), among others, as appealing foreign types into which 
American women could transform themselves by using Armand beauty products. Peiss 
argues that during this era "ethnicity, defined as style, could, like makeup, be easily 
applied and washed off."42 Similarly, Lucy Fisher has discussed the eagerness of American 
women and girls to adopt Garbo's mannerisms and "look," including her exotic headwear 
such as the turban that she wore in As You Desire Me (George Fitzmaurice, 1932).43 
Department stores and speciality Cinema Fashions stores, which sold imitations of the 
ethnic clothing Garbo wore on screen, enabled American women to purchase elements of 
Garbo's exoticism.44 Yet their performances of the vamp did not go beyond the superficial 
level of appearance - presumably these women did not aspire to imitate the destructive 
behaviour of her characters. Although the adoption of certain markers of ethnicity had 
become fashionable, ideas borrowed from the discourses of nativism and eugenics, which 
claimed American heritage as Anglo-Saxon, were also being widely circulated at this 
time.45 In light of this, it was important that the distinction between American-ness and 
foreignness remained clearly defined. Thus it was crucial that beholders were aware that 
the exoticness presented was only a performance, and that the affected ethnicity was able 
to be washed away along with the makeup. Lil's masquerade as a vamp is presented as an 
imitation of a similarly superficial nature to these other borrowings of ethnicity that were 
encouraged in consumer culture during the 1930s. Although she does enthusiastically 
adopt the actions and the appearance of a vamp, her performance of the type is negated by 
other scenes that reveal her as a simple all-American girl type. 
42 Peiss, Hope in a Jar, 149. 
43 Lucy Fischer, Designing Women (New York: Columbia University Press, 2003), 114-5. 
44 Fischer, Designing Women, 114-5. 






Lil and Albert alight from a fairground ride. Screen capture from Red-Headed Woman, MGM, 1932 . 
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Figure 3.13 








Lil and Albert catch a kiss behind Gaestre's back. Screen capture from Red-Headed Woman, MGM, 1932. 
() 
Figure 3.16 
Lil and Albert cuddle in the car. Screen capture from Red-Headed Woman, MGM, 1932. 
I> 
Figure 3.17 
Lil and Albert choose food at a diner. Screen capture from Red-Headed Woman, MGM, 1932. 
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Lil as All-American Girl 
The film's simultaneous evocation of the two types as a means of discrediting Lil 
as a "real" vamp is demonstrated most clearly in the scene when Bill (Lil's husband) 
shows Gaestre (her lover) the photographs that he has hired a private detective to take of 
Lil. The photos confirm that Lil has had extra-marital affairs with both Gaestre and 
Gaestre's chauffer, Albert. While the scene is designed to reveal Lil's deceptive behaviour, 
the photos taken by the detective of Lil's activities depict a smiling, laughing and 
demurely costumed Lil (with her current love, a poor French chauffer) engaging in a series 
of wholesome, stereotypically American activities. These include the couple alighting 
from a fairground ride (fig. 3.12), riding on a merry-go-round (fig. 3.13), sunbathing on 
the beach (fig. 3.14), cuddling in a car (figs. 3.15 and 3.16), and choosing food at a diner 
(fig. 3.17). In dramatic contrast to the revealing or gaudy clothes she wears throughout 
much of the film, here Lil is costumed in girlish clothing including a candy-striped dress, 
frilly white ankle socks and a basic, modestly fitting, black swimsuit with a white band 
across the top. In their chosen settings and their tone, the photographs reflect the work of 
American Scene painters such as Reginald Marsh, who in the 1930s aimed to document 
everyday life in America.46 In Marsh's paintings, platinum blonde, Harlow-esque secretary 
and chorus girl types recur as embodiments of the regular American girl, rejoicing in the 
urban bustle of New York City. Some of his preferred settings for his scenes of everyday 
American life include Coney Island amusement park and beach, cinema lobbies, streets 
and shop windows and dance halls. Swinging Carousel ( 1931) for example, depicts a 
number of gaily dressed young women and their male companions riding on a fairground 
ride. The candid photographs of Lil also recall the wide range of "candid" publicity 
depicting Harlow's own off-screen life produced with the intention of reassuring the public 
that despite her risque on-screen persona, Harlow is a wholesome American girl after all. 47 
Just as her publicity texts repeatedly suggest that Harlow is a good girl off-screen, the 
photographs of Lil, which were taken when she believed herself to be unobserved, suggest 
that in her private life she is not a vamp at all. The photographs suggest that vamping is 
something that Lil does when she is "on the job" (with wealthy men, attempting to secure 
46 Matthew Baigell, The American Scene: American Painting of the 1930s (New York/Washington: Praeger 
Publishers, 1974), 18. 












her place in the upper class) while she actually enJoys engagmg in more wholesome 
pleasures in her free time. 
Lil is also positioned in an iconically American location of the 1930s in an early 
scene in which she meets her friend Sal at a soda shop, their local hangout, before 
beginning her vamping. Significantly this setting recalls the official story of Harlow's 
discovery while enjoying an ice-cream soda that was circulated to the public by MGM.48 
In their insistence on placing the American star within a range of recognisably American 
locations Red-Headed Woman evokes the all-American girl aspect of Harlow's larger star 
persona and ensures that the viewer does not forget Lil's capacity for healthy social 
interaction. 
It is in these informal, stereotypically American public spaces that Lil appears most 
at home. This is consistent with the film's positioning of her as representative of working 
class American femininity. Lil is depicted at the beginning of the film living an unrefined, 
working class existence. She is romantically involved with a bootlegger, shares a small 
apartment with Sal, works full-time as a secretary and has a habit of spitting on the 
sidewalk. Unsatisfied with her current lifestyle, her desire to belong to the upper class is 
reinforced throughout the film as her motivation for reinventing herself in relation to the 
vamp persona. "Listen Sally, I made up my mind a long time ago, I'm not going to spend 
my whole life on the wrong side of the tracks," she tells her friend. Eventually Lil achieves 
her goal of marrying into the upper class, but her crassness consistently belies her lower 
class origins. Lil continually buys expensive clothing and accessories, but unlike the vamp 
model with which she wishes to align herself, she is unable to present herself as elegant in 
these clothes. This is exemplified in a scene that takes place soon after her marriage to Bill, 
when Lil sets out to the beauty salon where Sal works to show off her new clothes. She 
proudly drives her convertible down the street with an oversized dog at her side while 
passers-by stare bewilderedly at her attire (fig. 3.18). Brass band music booms on the 
soundtrack, comically reflecting Lil's sense of self-importance but she fails to notice that 
the gazes fixed upon her are not admiring. She is ostentatiously dressed in a white dress 
with a flowing capelet, which is decorated with sparkling metallic buttons that run all the 
way down the front of the dress and along the sleeves. She wears large wispy feathers 
around her neck, at her sleeves, and perched on her hat, and she also carries a fur coat (fig. 
3 .19). Although Marlene Dietrich was known for a similar excessiveness in costume, 
48 See chap. 2, 61. 
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makeup and accessories in her screen roles, she was able to give a convincing performance 
of a theatrical elegance; however, Harlow as Lil fails miserably in her attempt to achieve 
this effect and instead appears ridiculous. 
This is partly due to her appearance (her round cheeks and dimpled chin connote a 
girlish innocence) but also in great part due to her mannerisms. With her energetic body 
movements and emotive facial expressions, Lil fails to blend elegantly into the 
sophisticated and restrained upper class mise-en-scene. She is not a languid and elegant 
vamp like Garbo or Dietrich. Thus in the scenes set at the graceful Lagendre house or in 
Lil and Bill's ornate new mansion Lil appears out of place. This visual sense of Lil is an 
outsider is reinforced in the film's narrative, which repeatedly stresses the refusal of the 
Wrenwood upper class to welcome Lil, a woman they view with distaste, into society. 
As well as her appearance, Lil's voice proves a hindrance to her social climbing 
and her masquerade of glamour. Harlow's uncultivated Kansas accent and the indecorous 
slang that colours her dialogue in this film are used to reinforce Lil's inescapable working 
class origins. During the studio era cultivated, almost British sounding, American accents 
were the norm, especially during the early 1930s when vocal coaches became crucial tools 
in teaching stars attractive and mannered articulation of the English language following the 
coming of sound. Harlow's accent, however, is unusual in that in most of her films it 
retains a strong regional twang and is decidedly uncultivated. As in Red Dust (Victor 
Fleming, 1932), where Harlow's character is introduced voice first (her proclamation "Hey! 
What's the idea?" comes from off-screen, suggesting what type of person the owner of the 
voice is likely to be before the viewer sees her), Harlow's strong American accent is 
played up in Red-Headed Woman. For example, in one scene, Gaestre (who is trying to 
avoid further romantic entanglement with his friend's wife) tries to hide from Lil when she 
visits him at his apartment, hoping that she will think he is out and leave him alone. Hiding 
outside on his balcony, cramped against the wall, the camera isolates Gaestre in a medium 
close-up as he jolts and cringes upon hearing Lil calling his name, "Chaaar-lieee," in her 
unmistakable loud, drawling voice. This reaction shot shows Gaestre reacting to the sound 
of Lil's voice as opposed to his visual recognition of her - he does not have to turn around 
to realize that Lil has found him. 
The film depicts Lil's endeavours to alter her voice as part of her cultivation of a 
glamorous self-image. In a humorous exchange Lil affects a posh accent while gushing to 
Sal about her plans to decorate her and Bill's new mansion, telling her friend "it really is 





'"charming!' Say, you're gettin' to talk like a pansy." Lil then reverts to her regular 
unsophisticated accent and vocabulary, as she laughingly concedes "alright, it's gonna be 
swell." Lil's efforts to present herself as possessing a stylish accent are not sustained as 
she consistently lapses back into her uncultivated manner of speaking whenever she is 
excited, drunk or angry. Consequently, her efforts to develop an elegant voice prove to be 
no more successful that her attempts to dress glamorously. 
The film's designation of Lil as a regular working class American girl serves to 
suggest the simplicity and unaffectedness that are characteristics of the all-American girl, 
as well as acting to render her actions more comprehensible. A writer for Photoplay 
explains that although Lil is an unsympathetic character, she does invite sympathy because 
"there is humanness combined with her badness," continuing, "you'll hate the girl in the 
film, but maybe you can sympathise just a little with her."49 Although the film does not 
explicitly invite the audience to sympathise with Lil, it is likely that her social climbing 
and unabashed gold-digging could be readily understood by Depression era audiences. 
William H. Young and Nancy K. Young give the unemployment figure for 1932 as 14 
million people, or 24 percent of the total workforce, illuminating the extent to which many 
Americans were struggling financially in the years following the Depression. 50 The theme 
of the small town American girl who takes to gold-digging because of the unpleasantness 
of her working class existence was a common one during the Depression. For example, it 
is a central theme in Baby Face (Alfred E. Green, 1933), a film starring Barbara Stanwyck, 
and The Girl from Missouri (Jack Conway, 1934), another Harlow film, which presents an 
updated version of Red-Headed Woman. 
In fact, an alignment with the working class came to be a significant feature of 
Harlow's star persona due to MGM's repeated casting of her in working class girl roles in 
films including Red Dust and China Seas (Tay Garnett, 1935), in which she plays 
prostitutes/kept women, Hold Your Man (Sam Wood, 1933), in which she plays the 
girlfriend of a con man, The Girl from Missouri, in which she plays a gold-digging chorus 
girl, Riffraff (I. Walter Ruben, 1936), in which she plays a cannery worker, and Wife vs. 
Secretary (Clarence Brown, 1936), in which she once again plays a secretary. In other 
films Harlow's characters have risen from the working class to the upper class either 
through a combination of work and luck, as in Reckless (Victor Fleming, 1935) and 
49 "What Red Hair Did To A Platinum Blonde," Photoplay, August 1932, 69 
50 William H. Young and Nancy K. Young, The 1930s (Westport, Connecticut/London: Greenwood Press, 
2002), xvi. 
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Bombshell (Victor Fleming, 1933), in which she plays a music hall star and a film star 
respectively, or through a prosperous marriage, as is the case in Dinner at Eight (George 
Cukor, 1933) and Personal Property (W.S. Van Dyke, 1937). Therefore she need not be a 
convincing member of the upper class. In Red-Headed Woman, as well these other films, 
Harlow's working class characters acknowledge the actuality of existence for many 
Americans in the aftermath of the Depression. 
Yet they also function on the level of escapism by depicting working class 
existence in a somewhat more optimistic light. Although her characters may be poor they 
are nonetheless attributed certain aspects of glamour, in keeping with Harlow's sexy image 
and her role as a carrier of consumer culture. Furthermore, although these films portray 
working class life as tough, in all of them she is eventually granted a happy ending: her 
characters are offered an escape from their difficult working class existences either in the 
form of love or money. Red-Headed Woman and the other films in which Harlow is 
depicted as having achieved wealth by traversing class barriers present the optimistic view 
that people could transcend their class ( although Harlow's characters did not always do 
this through respectable means). In this respect, the social climbing characters repeatedly 
played by Harlow represent the promise of social mobility, one of the key constituents of 
the American dream. 
Anita Loos and the Platinum Blonde Bombshell 
The platinum blonde bombshell trope, as it recurs in the writing of Anita Loos, is a 
third type that the film draws upon in its characterisation of Lil. The platinum blonde 
bombshell overlaps with the all-American girl type. This is because these are similar 
types - Loos' platinum blonde bombshell is essentially the all-American girl corrupted by 
consumerism. The platinum blonde bombshell type is most famously embodied by Lorelei 
Lee, the childlike but expensive to please protagonist of Loos' best-selling novel 
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes: The Illuminating Diary of a Professional Lady (1925).51 Loos 
had reprised the character of Lorelei in a sequel, But Gentlemen Marry Brunettes (1927), 
as well as working on the screenplays for a 1926 stage adaptation and a 1928 film version 






Anita Loos and Harlow as Lil. Promotional photograph for Red-Headed Woman, MGM, 1932. 
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of Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (directed by Malcolm St. Clair).52 Lorelei is all-American: 
she was born and raised in Little Rock, Arkansas, she is blonde-haired, pale-skinned and 
unmistakably Anglo-Saxon in appearance. Furthermore, she is proud of her country, 
blindly asserting the United States to be superior to all of the countries that she visits on 
her trip to Europe. Like the all-American girl stereotype, Lorelei is also attributed a 
childlike wholesomeness: she buys her hats from children's stores, loves to laugh and 
habitually uses childish language. Her insatiable desire for consumer objects, however, 
mars this sense of innocence and renders her dangerous to men. One of Lorelei's favourite 
activities while on a date with a man is shopping - which always entails her dates buying 
her expensive gifts - and she has a particular penchant for diamonds. Throughout the novel 
Lorelei is able to convince a string of men to part with thousands of dollars in gifts and 
lavish entertainment before cheerfully abandoning each of them for more prosperous 
lovers. 
In Red-Headed Woman, the use of a recognisably Anita Loos-esque platinum 
blonde bombshell type functions to render the simultaneous characterisation of Lil in 
relation to the vamp and all-American girl types somewhat less contradictory. The two 
types are able to be applied concurrently because both a destructive sexuality and all-
American-ness are crucial to Loos' imaginings of the platinum blonde type. Loos had been 
employed to write the script for Red-Headed Woman after F. Scott Fitzgerald had proven 
unsuccessful in his attempt to produce a screenplay based on the Katharine Brush novel (in 
her autobiography, Kiss Hollywood Goodbye, Loos claims that Fitzgerald had "tried to 
tum the silly book into a tone poem"). 53 
At this time, Gentlemen Prefer Blondes was a popular novel and MGM aimed to 
capitalize on Loos' success by heavily publicizing her involvement with the film. Loos' 
role is mentioned in most reviews of the film as well as in the updates from the studio 
printed in the newspapers during the film's production.54 In addition, a series of publicity 
photographs were circulated depicting Harlow and Loos together. In one such photograph 
(fig. 3.20) Loos and Harlow, who is costumed as Lil, are photographed in a humorous 
52 Anita Loos, But Gentlemen Marry Brunettes (London: Picador, 1982). 
Loos would later rework the type further - in 1949 she assisted with the stage production of Gentlemen 
Prefer Blondes. 
53 Anita Loos, Kiss Hollywood Goodbye (Middlesex: Penguin Books, 1979), 40. 
54 See, for example, "Red-Headed Woman," Variety, July 5, 1932, 14; "Across the Tracks," New York Times, 
July 1, 1932, 19; "Projection Jottings," New York Times, June 19, 1932, X3; and "Up From the Tracks," New 
York Times, July 10, 1932, X3. 
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tableau. Harlow smiles coyly at the viewer, while holding up a copy of Gentlemen Prefer 
Blondes, having crossed out the word "Blondes" with a marker and replaced it with "Red-
heads." Meanwhile, Loos stands behind the unsuspecting Harlow, posed as if she is about 
to hit her on the head with a bottle for her stupidity. The prominent placement of the book 
in this photograph, as well as the positioning of Lil/Harlow as the dumb heroine, suggest 
that viewers can hope to find similarities in plot between Red-Headed Woman and 
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes. Red-Headed Woman is not a genre film - at least it does not 
belong to any genre that contemporary film scholars have associated with Classical 
Hollywood. However, the references to Loos' novel (both within this image and the film 
itself) enable viewers to bring a set of expectations to the film that are shaped by the 
conventions associated with Loos' platinum blonde bombshell character trope. Although 
Harlow is cast as a redhead in the film, the opening scene depicts her dying her hair red 
and it was also widely publicised that she wore a wig while making the film, thus she was 
able to retain her strong association with the platinum blonde bombshell type. 55 
The platinum blonde bombshell type was a trope that would continually be asserted 
across Harlow's film and publicity texts for the rest of her career. Harlow's platinum 
blonde hair had been well promoted since soon after her performance in Hell's Angels first 
brought her celebrity status. While she was still contracted to Howard Hughes' Caddo 
Company, Hughes and his publicity team carried out extensive brainstorming attempting 
to devise a tag for Harlow that would be as effective as "The It Girl" had been for Clara 
Bow.56 They considered a range of options including "The Joy Girl," "The Passion Girl," 
"The Darling Cyclone," "Contagious Desire," "Blonde Fury," "Blonde Landslide," "White 
Flame," "Gentlemen's Weakness," "Birth of Dawn," "Winter's Sunshine" and "Blonde 
Sunshine," before settling on "The Platinum Blonde."57 Having decided on the Platinum 
Blonde as Harlow's new publicity moniker, Hughes then organised hundreds of Platinum 
Blonde fan clubs across the United States, organised a competition challenging 
hairdressers to match Harlow's hair colour and changed the title of Gallagher, the film 
Harlow was currently working on, to Platinum Blonde.58 In this way, her highly unusual, 
artificial hair colour was repeatedly used as a marker of individuality. 
55 Chapin Hall, "Various Happenings in Hollywood," New York Times, May 15, 1932, X3. 
56 Stenn, Bombshell: The Life and Death of Jean Harlow (New York/London: Doubleday, 1993), 66. 
57 Motion Picture News, December 27, 1930 and The Los Angeles Herald, December 28, 1930, Jean Harlow 
clippings file (Margaret Herrick Library). 






The Platinum Blonde label that Hughes attached to Harlow, however, was based 
primarily on her appearance (specifically her dyed hair), rather than acting as a defined 
type with a specific set of characteristics. Even the title of the film Platinum Blonde is 
rather arbitrary. This title does not have much relevance to the film's plot in which 
Harlow's character is an obstacle that temporarily keeps the central couple apart as 
opposed to a fully developed character. Furthermore, Hughes had had a habit of choosing 
to lend Harlow out to other studios instead of using her in his own films (for this reason 
one reviewer jokes that she should be called "the borrowed blonde"), thus diminishing his 
ability to shape her star image in relation to a type in a strategic and systematic manner. 59 
Red-Headed Woman, however, developed the Platinum Blonde tag by giving it a defined 
set of attributes, which Lil/Harlow shares with Lorelei. In this film, the first of her films to 
benefit from Loos' input and her first film as an MGM star, the elements that would 
characterise Harlow's platinum blonde bombshell for the rest of her career began to come 
together. Loos would continue to be a significant influence on Harlow's career after this 
film was completed - she went on to work on the screenplays for five of Harlow's films 
(Hold Your Man, The Girl.from Missouri, Riffraff and Saratoga [Jack Conway, 1937], as 
well as Red-Headed Woman). The Lorelei character is inflected the most strongly in Red-
Headed Woman and Loos' reimagining of this film for the post-Production Code era, The 
Girl.from Missouri. 
The artificiality of Lil, Lorelei and Harlow's hair colours reinforce the idea that in 
constructing an appealing "personality" one must resort to masquerade. In the 1930s the 
phenomenon of hair dying, and bleaching in particular, were still relatively new - and 
somewhat controversial. 60 In a 1931, Photoplay discussed Harlow's platinum hair and the 
way that she achieves it at length, cautioning readers "Don't Go Platinum Yet! Read 
Before You Dye!"61 Harlow is described as "the platinum bullet that shattered masculine 
life and honor."62 The writer explains that most women cannot pull off this hair colour. 
Readers are warned that in addition to involving an expensive and time consuming dying 
process that is bound to ruin hair and damage the scalp, it is necessary to be "highly 
modern," like Harlow, to wear this style.63 Furthermore, "[y Jou can't have platinum blonde 
hair and dress like ordinary folks. You must have expensive clothes to live up to that hair. 
59 Irene Thirer, New York Daily News review of Goldie, reprinted in Conway and Ricci, The Films of Jean 
Harlow, 53. 
60 Peiss, Hope in a Jar, 192-3. 
61 May Allerton, "Don't Go Platinum Yet! Read Before You Dye!" Photoplay, November 1931, 100. 
62 May Allerton, "Don't Go Platinum Yet! Read Before You Dye!" Photoplay, November 1931, 30. 





It is theatrical and spectacular."64 At the time, it was widely believed that there was a 
relationship between the hair colour chosen and the "type" of femininity a woman 
embodied. For example, Kathy Peiss has observed that potential employees tended to 
regard platinum blondes with suspicion due to a cultural distinction between the "immoral 
platinum blonde" and the "chaste brunette."65 The causal relationship between hair colour 
and character type is represented by Lorelei and Lil, as well as Harlow. In dying their hair 
white blonde, Lorelei and Harlow become platinum blonde bombshells, and, for Lil, the 
ability to change her hair colour enables her transformation into a vamp type. 
Susan Hegeman has identified the positioning of Lorelei as a seductress m 
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes as tied up with the theme of preformativity.66 Gentlemen Prefer 
Blondes is presented as Lorelei's diary and therefore the story is told via her first person 
narration. Hegeman discusses an incident mentioned by Lorelei in her diary, which took 
place some time prior to the events narrated in the novel's present, as suggestive that 
Lorelei is engaging in a masquerade. Lorelei tells the reader that while she was a teenager 
living in Little Rock, she had been taken to court for attempting to shoot her boss after he 
made a pass at her. Her lawyer managed to win over the judge by claiming her true 
wholesomeness and goodness. After the case, the judge took it upon himself to help 
Lorelei with her dreams of becoming a star by buying her a train ticket to Hollywood and 
by making her over as a star, suggesting that that she should adopt "Lorelei" as her stage 
name.67 As Hegeman observes, Judge Hibbard "remade [Lorelei] into the siren who lures 
men to their deaths" by naming her after a Rhine maiden of German folklore who sat on a 
rock and enticed sailors to their deaths. 68 For Hegeman this exemplifies Lorelei's 
problematic relationship to agency, raising the following question: "is she a sexual 
predator, or is she an innocent party; does she coax men into recklessness or is she the 
passive object of dangerous passions?"69 Lorelei competently maintains the masquerade 
that Judge Hibbard has chosen for her - at no point in her diary does she reveal her real 
name. 
Hegeman also notes that Loos herself partook in masquerade by constructing a 
"fanciful self-image" of herself as a flapper.70 Loos costumed herself in flapper costumes 
64 May Allerton, "Don't Go Platinum Yet! Read Before You Dye!" Photoplay, November 1931, 100. 
65 Peiss, Hope in a Jar, 192. 
66 Susan Hegeman, "Taking Blondes Seriously," American Literary History 7, no. 3 (1995): 525-54. 
67 Loos, Gentlemen Prefer Blondes, 48. 
68 Susan Hegeman, "Taking Blondes Seriously," American Literary History 7, no. 3 (1995): 534. 
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and presented herself as a youthful flapper girl to the press, even though she was already in 
her mid-thirties when Gentlemen Prefer Blondes was published. Lil's masquerade is more 
akin to Loos' own than Lorelei's, in that she has chosen and shaped it herself. The 
reappearance of the theme of masquerade in Loos' life and work suggests the degree to 
which an artificial, constructed personality was perceived to be crucial to social success 
during the twenties and thirties. 
Further aspects of the patently Anita Loos platinum blonde bombshell type that are 
used in Red-Headed Woman to soften the vamp type include the employment of comedy 
and an emphasis on female friendship. Like Loos' famous novel, Red-Headed Woman 
attempts to curb its wantonly destructive female protagonist through the adoption of a 
comic perspective. As Loos recounted in the 1970s, she and Irving Thalberg were 
concerned when viewers at the initial preview of Red-Headed Woman (a screening held for 
audience feedback) did not know whether or not to laugh at the film, which she had written 
as a comedy.71 This is not surprising, given that the appearance of a vamp character in 
films of the 1930s (as well as the preceding decades) could almost always be taken as a 
clue that at least some of the male characters presented, and often the vamp herself, were 
likely to meet tragic ends as a result of the vamp's dangerous behaviour. The vamp was 
habitually given dramatic rather than comic treatment, in films that invited audiences not 
to laugh at, but to be shocked by the vamp's careless destruction of ordered society. 
Realising that "a half-laugh is worse than none at all," Loos and Thalberg decided that 
Loos would script a prologue, which would immediately "tip the audience off that the 
movie's a comedy."72 The prologue, which references Gentlemen Prefer Blondes in its 
first line of dialogue, served its intended purpose. The audience at the film's second 
preview laughed from the moment they saw Lil placing a newspaper photograph of her 
boss in a "flashy dime-store garter" and did not stop until the end of the film. 73 
Throughout the film Lil is presented as an (often unknowing) object of comedy. 
The scene discussed above in which pedestrians gape at Lil as she drives past because of 
the ridiculousness of her attire is an example. Like Lorelei in Gentlemen Prefer Blondes, 
Lil is astute in her manipulation when it comes to money and men, but both characters are 
presented as dumb blondes in all other respects. The female protagonists' lack of 
intelligence is repeatedly used as a source of humour in both cases. Both Lorelei and Lil 
71 Loos, Kiss Hollywood Goodbye, 49. 
72 Loos, Kiss Hollywood Goodbye, 49. 





are lacking in formal education and cultivated taste, due to their working class origins. 
Before becoming a kept woman Lorelei, like Lil, worked as a secretary.74 A great part of 
the novel's humour derives from Lorelei's misspellings and incorrect usage of words 
whose meanings she has not understood ("I really look quite cute in my pink negligay," 
"So Piggie became quite intreeged," "The Eyefull Tower is devine").75 Likewise, Lil's bad 
grammar and undecorous use of slang make her a figure of comedy, as does her inability to 
project cultivated tastes (she plans to decorate her new house in an antique style but with 
"modernistic touches strewn all over," for example). Lil and Lorelei are both selfish in 
their pleasure-seeking and financially motivated behaviour, but they do not deliberately set 
out to be malicious. Rather, their stupidity and self-centredness happen to cause disorder in 
the lives of those they encounter, as well as many humorous situations. Because the 
reader/viewer is able to laugh at their silliness, Lorelei and Lil are not perceived as 
detestable characters. It must be noted, however, that Lil cannot be taken as light heartedly 
as Lorelei due to the film's use of the more balanced third-person perspective. This 
presents a contrast to Lorelei's diary, which is self-censored with the (not entirely 
successful) aim of concealing her true motivations and presenting herself as a virtuous 
person ("everybody says I am nothing but sunshine because everybody I come into contact 
with seems to become happy").76 In Lil's case, the condemnable vamp-ish aspects of her 
character are juxtaposed more dramatically with her girlishness, yet the film's comic tone 
serves to posit Lil as a parody of the vamp type, thus furthering the notion that Lil's 
vamping is merely a none-too-convincing masquerade. 
Significantly, both Lil and Lorelei, along with the various men that they have taken 
advantage of, eventually attain happy endings. In Gentlemen Prefer Blondes, Lorelei 
marries Henry H. Spofford, an older man who has made his fortune censoring films. 
Romantically, she is more interested in her scriptwriter than her husband, but she 
nonetheless convinces the oblivious Henry to fund her film career and makes him happy 
by finding his entire family jobs in the movie industry. She remains on speaking terms 
with her previous love interests, none of whom have been irreparably damaged by her 
treatment of them. She consoles Gus, one of her previous love interests/benefactors, with a 
promise that "I would always bow to him, if I saw him, and he could point me out to all his 
friends and tell them that it was he, Gus Eisman himself, who educated me up to my 
74 Loos, Gentlemen Prefer Blondes, 47-48. 
75 Loos, Gentlemen Prefer Blondes, 67, 69, 79. 






Lil and Sal as a screwball pair. Screen capture from Red-Headed Woman, MGM, 1932. 
Figure 3.22 
Lil and Sal enjoy a late night chat in this intimate two-shot. 





station." 77 Similarly, the epilogue of Red-Headed Woman, which (as an intertitle 
announces) is set in "Paris - two years later," depicts Lil accepting a large trophy as the 
owner of the winning racehorse. At her side is a rich Frenchman, who is evidently 
responsible for Lil's finding the financial means to own a racehorse, and Albert, her lover, 
is their chauffeur. Bill and his first wife, Irene, who are shown to be happily remarried, are 
also present, watching the race. Both endings stress that the prominent male characters 
have recovered from their experience of the platinum blonde bombshell, and thus Lorelei 
and Lil are revealed to be less ruinous than the plethora of cinematic vamps who are given 
gloomy and dramatic, rather than comic, treatment. 
Lil's interactions with her wisecracking friend Sal are another comic feature of 
Red-Headed Woman, and the film's focus on Lil's capacity for genuine female friendship 
also functions to soften the vamp type. The film situates Lil and Sal's friendship as akin to 
the relationship that exists between the central pair in screwball comedies. The two girls 
consistently trade wisecracks and fight light-heartedly. The following dialogue is typical of 
their manner of interacting: Sal tells Lil "you dropped your fur," Lil replies with affected 
nonchalance "oh, it's only a silver fox," "couldn't you get a gold one?" Sal quips, "yeah, 
well I might get this one plated," Lil retorts. In another scene, while Sal leans out the 
window to spy on Lil's dinner guests, Lil's chosen manner of getting her attention is by 
sharply kicking her on the behind (fig. 3.21). Yet in spite of their banter, their relationship 
is depicted as a positive, mutually beneficial one, which lacks the financial contingency 
and struggles for dominance that characterise all of Lil's heteroromantic relationships. Lil 
shares more scenes with Sal than she does with any of the various men with whom she is 
involved (Al, Bill, Gaerste and Albert). At the beginning of the film Sal and Lil are 
roommates. Even after Lil is married, Sal is always available to offer Lil advice. Lil 
consistently chooses Sal's company over that of her husband. Sal even follows Lil when 
she moves to New York - Lil accommodates her in Gaestre' s apartment, where she is 
living as his mistress. The girls' depth of affection for each other is highlighted through the 
repeated framing of Lil and Sal in intimate two-shots (fig. 3.22, for example). 
Lil and Sal's relationship is of a similar nature to the friendship that Lorelei and 
Dorothy (her friend, roommate and travel companion) enjoy in Gentlemen Prefer Blondes. 
Although Dorothy's views often clash with the materialistic Lorelei, the sharper minded 
and smart-mouthed brunette compliments her dumb blonde friend. As Lorelei's constant 








companion, Dorothy happily takes care of her and assists her in her schemes. Lorelei, in 
tum, helps Dorothy by inviting her to partake in the luxuries that she gains access to 
through her alliances with wealthy men. The emphasis on Lil's capacity for female 
friendship in Red-Headed Woman is somewhat unusual given that Harlow's film 
characters were frequently defined by their antagonistic relations with other females (this 
is also a feature of Red-Headed Woman as the film pits Lil against Bill's refined ex-wife, 
Irene). Love rivalries occur between Harlow's character and Mary Astor in Red Dust, 
Rosalind Russell in China Seas, and Myrna Loy in Wife vs. Secretary and Libeled Lady 
(Jack Conway, 1936), for example. In her on-screen interactions with these sophisticated 
brunettes her working class crassness is as much of a threat to the other woman in the love 
triangle as her association with predatory sexuality, with her class often being presented as 
an excuse for her sexual behaviour. In Red-Headed Woman, however, Lil and Sal enjoy a 
relationship of equality because they are both working class girls. The significance that 
this film attaches to female friendship, an aspect of Loos' influence, provides a means of 
depicting the good-natured side of Lil's personality that exists behind the masquerade she 
adopts to further her social climbing. 
Conclusion 
Red-Headed Woman's repeated recourse to the theme of masquerade enabled the 
casting of Jean Harlow, a thoroughly American girl, in the role of the transgressive vamp. 
Harlow is probably best remembered today for her risque pre-Code sexiness; however, as 
the clash between the wholesome all-American girl and the demonic vamp types in Red-
Headed Woman suggests, even in her pre-Code films her sexuality was articulated in a 
conflicted manner. In vacillating between the vamp, all-American girl and platinum blonde 
bombshell stereotypes in the characterisation of Lil, the film suggests the perceived 
potential of consumer culture (in particular the beauty industry) to break down the barriers 
and prejudices separating different classes and ethnicities. Through embracing consumer 
culture Lil is granted social mobility, and she is also able to toy with foreignness and 
transgress the restrictions associated with American womanhood to some degree. In 
simultaneously employing these three types, the film both critiques and celebrates 
consumer culture. While the platinum blonde bombshell is a type that is characterised by 








liberating means of self-transformation that has positive consequences for the female 
protagonist. Thus, the film presents two distinct views on consumer culture: the 
convenience and possibilities for self-improvement offered by consumer culture are 
highlighted, as is the potential destructiveness of consumer culture in leading the innocent 
astray. These are two opposing points of view that were passionately debated in the 1930s 














The Domestic Ideal and the Showcasing of Jean Harlow's "New 
Personality" in Personal Property and Saratoga 
By the premature end of her life and career, Harlow's screen persona had begun to 
shift away from the reckless hedonist that she embodied in Red-Headed Woman (Jack 
Conway, 1932) and other films of the early thirties. Personal Property (W.S. Van Dyke, 
1937) and Saratoga (Jack Conway, 1937) were the last films that Harlow made before her 
death in June 1937. In fact, she did not live to complete Saratoga and consequently a 
number sequences had to be filmed using a stand-in. Harlow's roles as refined socialites in 
Personal Property and Saratoga suggest that MGM had planned on developing her 
persona in a new direction before her unexpected death from uremic poisoning. I have 
chosen to examine the two films together because they are very similar in their 
subscription to generic conventions and because they seem to have the same sort of agenda 
in terms of instigating a change in Harlow's persona. A series of advance stills for 
Personal Property (fig. 4.1 is one of these), which were circulated to exhibitors and the 
press prior to the film's release, included a caption promising "Jean Harlow becomes a 
new personality."1 The text continues on to reveal that she will assume "a pensive and 
subdued air in this picture, as contrasted to some of the more blatant ladies she has 
portrayed."2 Both films do present a Jean Harlow who is more sophisticated and more 
refined in morals as well as mannerisms. The two films attempt to draw together the 
domestic ideal of the era and those strands of Harlow's persona that were very 
oppositional to this ideal. They do this by casting her in relation to the character trope of 
the socialite that was well established in 1930s Hollywood film (in particular, in the 
screwball comedy geme) as a character that existed on the periphery of the domestic 
sphere. Socialites who appeared in films of this decade were bound to the domestic sphere, 
yet their lifestyles did not require them to actually perform domestic labour. 
1 Caption on the back of MGM promotional stills for Personal Property. "Personal Property," MGM 
production stills file, Special Collections (Margaret Herrick Library). 
2 Caption on the back of MGM promotional stills for Personal Property. "Personal Property," MGM 




The 1930s Culture of Responsibility 
The domestic ideal held considerable sway for American women of the 1930s. As 
Glenna Matthews has argued, it thrived in the thirties even though the entrance of women 
into the workforce as well as the rise of consumer culture, which transformed the 
American home from a place of production to a site of consumption, had resulted in a 
devaluation of domesticity as "work."3 While women had been entering the workforce at a 
steady rate from the First World War, those women who did work were encouraged not to 
view their employment in relation to the concept of a career, but rather as a temporary 
interlude that would end on the occasion of their marriage.4 Furthermore, the types of jobs 
that were considered acceptable for women typically called upon them to use their 
supposedly innate maternal or wifely skills. A high number of women worked as domestic 
servants, for example.5 In education women were seen as suitable for work with children 
while men held the top administrative positions, and in health care female nurses and 
kitchen staff adopted nurturing roles, working below male doctors, hospital administrators 
and drug company executives. 6 Stenographers and shop-girls were called upon to 
demonstrate the wifely attribute of an attentive, caring and personable nature and they 
were also required to be well groomed and physically attractive in order to appeal to 
clients or customers. 7 The role of the stenographer was to assist and take care of her male 
boss during work hours, thus stenographers/secretaries were frequently conceptualised as a 
man's "work wife," as is the case in Harlow's film Wife vs. Secretary (Clarence Brown, 
1936). 
The domestic ideal was more prominent during the thirties than it had been in the 
twenties as it was frequently employed during the Depression to pressure women not to 
3 Glenna Matthews, "Just a Housewife": The Rise and Fall of Domesticity in America (New York/Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1987), 172-96. 
4 Marjorie Rosen, Popcorn Venus: Women, Movies and the American Dream (New York: Avon Books, 
1973), 154. Some scholars have argued that the number of women entering the workforce steadily increased 
from the First World War. See for example Mary P. Ryan, Womanhood in America (New York: New 
Viewpoints, 1975), 31 O; and Alan Dawley, Struggles for Justice: Social Responsibility and the Liberal State 
(Cambridge/London: Harvard University Press, 1991) 307. Lois Banner questions this assumption, 
observing that although the number of women who had jobs increased during the 1920s, this was primarily a 
reflection of America's population growth. She argues instead for that the proportion of working women 
remained stable, citing the statistic that 23 percent of American women were employed in 1920 and 24 
percent were employed in 1930. See Lois W. Banner, Women in Modern America: A Brief History (New 
York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1974), 155. At any rate, the percentage of working women was remained 
significantly higher than it was before the war throughout the twenties and thirties. 
5 Dawley, Struggles for Justice, 383. 
6 Dawley, Struggles for Justice, 308. 




work in order to save much-needed jobs for men.8 Ellen Wiley Todd has argued that the 
resistance to working women, along with the growing availability of new consumer 
technologies for the home, resulted in the widespread propagation in the media and 
advertising of the "professionalized homemaker" type. 9 The "professionalized 
homemaker" type idealized women as domestic goddesses. In addition, commentators 
often claimed that women had "weakened the moral fibre of the nation" and caused the 
Depression by subverting traditional gender norms, indulging in the 1920s spirit of 
hedonism and leaving the domestic sphere. 10 In fact, the pressure on working women to 
return to the domestic sphere was not simply ideological; during these years of financial 
difficulty, many employers adopted a policy of firing all of their married female workers 
and a good number of companies refused to hire women over thirty-five years of age. 11 
Furthermore, during the Depression years, many women aspired to marriage as a means of 
acquiring stability and security, which is hardly surprising given that in most cases 
employment could not offer any real financial security. 12 In the majority of jobs female 
workers were paid significantly less than males, and women were also offered fewer 
opportunities for promotion. 13 As Alan Dawley states, women's salaries were habitually 
kept below 60 percent of men's. 14 The extra contributions that married women were 
required to make to family life during these years of economic crisis, as well as the cultural 
emphasis on strengthening family values as a means of surviving the Depression, further 
reinforced the association between women and the domestic sphere. 15 
The strengthening of the domestic ideal during the Depression years was reflective 
of a general desire to return to conventional values that was frequently asserted in the 
1930s and which was manifested in multiple aspects of American culture. For example, as 
I mentioned in chapter 2, during the thirties women's fashions reverted to more restrictive 
styles, which were inspired by Victorian fashions. 16 Also, in 1934 the Hollywood industry 
8 Ellen Wiley Todd, The "New Woman" Revised: Painting and Gender Politics on Fourteenth Street 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993), 179-224. 
9 Wiley Todd, The "New Woman" Revised, 198,202. 
10 Banner, Women in Modern America, 186; and Wendy Kline, Building a Better Race: Gender, Sexuality 
and Eugenics from the Turn of the Century to the Baby Boom (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
2001), 123. 
11 Banner, Women in Modern America, 186-7. See also Susan Ware, Holding Their Own: American Women 
in the 1930s (Boston: Twayne Publishers, 1982), xii. 
12 Banner, Women in Modern America, 159. 
13 Banner, Women in Modern America, 196. Banner states that the differential between the hourly wages of 
unskilled male and female workers was 10.2 cents in 1929. See also Ryan, Womanhood in America, 307-10. 
14 Dawley, Struggles for Justice, 308. 
15 Ware, Holding Their Own, 16; and Kline, Building a Better Race, 96. 





responded to pressure from the Catholic Church and resolved to actively enforce the 1930 
Production Code, meaning that every movie released needed to have satisfied rigorous 
censorship criteria. 17 Scholars including Alan Dawley and Wendy Kline have explored a 
shift that occurred during the thirties away from the hedonistic "culture of individualism" 
that had characterised the 1920s, towards a new "culture of responsibility." 18 This culture 
of responsibility presented a means of surviving the Depression; it was hoped that if 
individuals were willing to sacrifice their individual desires for the greater good of society, 
American society would again prosper and its morals would be restored. 
Personal Property and Saratoga were made in 1937, by which point the 
Depression had endured for almost a decade and the roaring twenties were but a distant 
memory. Yet Harlow's persona remained, in some respects, a hangover from the jazz age, 
with strands of her star image remaining unchanged from the time of her first starring role 
in Hell's Angels (Howard Hughes) back in 1930. This is suggested by the more hedonistic 
aspects of her star persona, including: her unashamed sexuality, her association with 
pleasure-seeking screen characters, and her scandalous off-screen existence. Personal 
Property and Saratoga attempt to render Harlow's persona more respectable by anchoring 
her within the home and family, while still retaining elements of the gold-digger with a 
heart of gold type ( only these are relegated to the background rather than being highlighted 
in the way that they are in many of her earlier films). 19 Harlow's characters in Personal 
Property and Saratoga are indicative of the fate of the American modem woman as the 
thirties progressed. 
The insistent efforts to reshape Harlow's persona in line with the culture of 
responsibility are also manifest in the texts relating to her off-screen persona that were 
produced from 1936. In late 1935, Harlow dyed her famed platinum blonde hair a darker, 
more natural shade of blonde, which was called "brownette" in her publicity. Along with 
the change to a less flashy shade of hair, the fan magazines claimed that Harlow herself 
was experiencing some form of personal transformation. For example, a Motion Picture 
interview begins by pointing out a connection between Harlow's new hair and a difference 
in her manner and outlook: 
17 Gregory D. Black, "Hollywood Censored: The Production Code Administration and the Hollywood Film 
Industry, 1930-1940," Film History 3, no. 3, (1989): 167. 
18 Dawley, Struggles for Justice, 5; and Kline, Building a Better Race, 95. 
19 Personal Property review by The New York Post, reprinted in Michael Conway and Mark Ricci, The Films 
of Jean Harlow (New York: The Citadel Press, 1965), 153. 
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We also talked about her hair which is now a lightish golden brown. 
On the screen and off it casts a softer glow to her face. But that's a 
superficial thing, after all. The softer glow to her face is a reflection 
of a change going on inside of Jean Harlow, the young woman. It's 
something mental, and something of the spirit too. She is maturing. 
She is bridging admirably the first and second periods of her life 
and career. 20 
Similarly, a writer for Modern Screen observes 
She has changed her hair from the famed, sensational platinum 
blonde to a soft and lovely brownette - a conservative color. She is 
more subdued. She is more serious. There are those who say she 
looks a little sad. Others say she looks peaceful. There is something 
different about her, anyway.21 
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The fan magazine articles attribute Harlow's new respectability not to the changing times, 
but to her attainment of maturity as well as a new honesty in her publicity. The Modern 
Screen article claims that, up until now, the Harlow that fans had been encountering in the 
media was a creation that had been "manufactured by expert mythmakers," but now the 
"real" Harlow is being allowed to be revealed. 22 The writer surmises "I had the feeling that 
the Jean the fans think they know and the Jean her friends know were gradually drawing 
nearer together and were blending into one gentle and closely knit personality."23 Personal 
Property and Saratoga take up this task of drawing together Harlow's previous persona and 
her new, supposedly more authentic one while simultaneously attempting to reconcile her 
with the domestic ideal. 
Personal Property was based on the 1930 play The Man in Possession by H.M. 
Harwood. In the film, Harlow plays Crystal Wetherby, an American widow who is living in 
her late husband's mansion in London. Because her husband had died in debt, Crystal is 
being bothered by debt collectors. She now has a new fiance, Claude Dabney (Reginald 
Owen), the owner of a ladies underwear company, whom she wishes to marry in order to 
keep her house and sustain her lifestyle. She does not realise, however, that the Dabney 
business is doing badly; that, in fact, Claude is marrying her in the hope that her money 
will save his business. One night while out at the opera Crystal is followed home by 
Raymond Dabney (Robert Taylor), Claude's black sheep brother who has effectively been 
disowned by the family. Raymond meets a bailiff at Crystal's door and manages to get a 
20 Elza Schallert, "What Are Jean Harlow's Plans About MARRIAGE?" Motion Picture, November 1936, 
32. 
21 Faith Service, "Jean Harlow is Watching Her Step," Modern Screen, September 1936, 46. 
22 Faith Service, "Jean Harlow is Watching Her Step," Modern Screen, September 1936, 81. 




job as a sheriff's officer, which will enable him to stay in her house and ensure that she 
does not move any of her belongings. Initially, Crystal resents Raymond's presence and 
they fight, but after several days and she soon comes to enjoy his company. It becomes 
clear that Crystal and Raymond have romantic feelings for each other but they do not act 
on these feelings. Crystal is to give a dinner party for Claude and his family ( excepting 
Raymond, who Claude is ashamed of and has neglected to mention) and Raymond agrees 
to pose as a butler as a favour to her. The dinner party proves to be an awkward affair as 
Claude and Raymond are each angered by the other's presence in Crystal's life but they are 
unable to reveal that they know each other. The following day Claude pays Raymond to 
leave town before Crystal discovers who he is. Raymond starts a fight with Crystal about 
her marrying for money and then leaves. On the day of Claude and Crystal's wedding, 
Raymond reappears with the bailiff and some furniture removal men, who begin taking 
Crystal's furniture while she is upstairs getting ready for the ceremony. Raymond then tells 
Claude that Crystal has no money and Claude flees without saying "goodbye" to Crystal. 
Raymond asks the orchestra to play the wedding march anyway and Crystal comes down 
the staircase in her wedding dress and is surprised to see that Claude and her furniture are 
gone. Raymond explains that Claude is not going to marry her and she smiles joyously. 
Crystal and Raymond kiss while the wedding march plays in the background. 
The plot of Saratoga is quite similar. Again Harlow plays a socialite whose wealth 
is now threatened and again she attempts to marry for money but ultimately ends up with a 
less wealthy and decidedly less refined, however more charismatic, man instead. She plays 
Carol Clayton, daughter of a formerly wealthy Saratoga horse breeder, who must sell off 
his best breeding horses because of betting debts. She secures a marriage proposal from 
Hartley Madison (Walter Pigeon), a moneyed New York businessman. When Carol's 
father dies of a heart attack he leaves the deed to his farm to his bookie, Duke Bradley 
(Clark Gable), to cover his debts. Duke offers to give Carol the deed to the farm but Carol 
is determined to pay for it herself by marrying Hartley. Duke is attracted to Carol but she 
finds him infuriating and she manages to win a lot of money from him in horse bets. Duke 
attempts to win his money back by convincing Carol's fiance to place a large bet on a 
horse that he is certain will lose. At this point, Carol confesses to Duke that she loves him, 
but he brushes her off, telling her that he wants to see the outcome Hartley's bet. She is 
angry and hires a particularly rough jockey to ride the horse, hoping that Hartley will win 
and Duke will lose money. Duke finds out about her plan but refuses to change the bet. By 




turns out to be a surprise as Hartley's horse loses. In the film's final scene Carol chooses 
Duke over Hartley and is thus able to keep her father's farm and be with the man she truly 
loves. 
Harlow's (Dis)association with Domesticity 
Both of these films end with the promise of a fulfilling marriage for the socialite 
who had initially envisioned marriage purely as a business transaction. Interestingly, 
Harlow's own inability to achieve a fulfilling marriage was a significant feature of her own 
star persona. She had a fraught relationship with the concept of domesticity and with the 
concept of marriage, marriage and domesticity being one and the same in the Hollywood 
fan magazine discourses of the time. Although she does not explicitly disavow marriage 
and domesticity as Arletty does, Harlow's relationship to the concept of marriage is shaky 
and she is unable to embody the domestic ideal in a sustained manner. While Harlow 
would seem to be an unlikely star to be associated with the domestic ideal, domesticity is a 
recurrent theme across the various texts that shape her star image. Due to the pressures of 
the era on women, she is defined - in a somewhat contradictory manner - both by her 
failures as a domestic type and by her supposed enjoyment of domestic life. 
As I discussed in chapter two, in the types of screen roles that Harlow was best 
known for she played social types that were oppositional to the domestic ideal. These 
include the gangster's moll roles of her early career as well as her characterisations of a 
prostitute in Red Dust (Victor Fleming, 1932), a chorus girl in The Girl from Missouri 
(Jack Conway, 1934) and Suzy (George Fitzmaurice, 1936), and a kept mistress in China 
Seas (Tay Garnett, 1935).24 Furthermore, many aspects of Harlow's biography were at 
odds with the domestic ideal. She was married three times yet none of her marriages lasted. 
When she began her Hollywood career as a teenager, the fact that she was already a 
divorce was well publicized. For example, in October 1930 a Motion Picture feature on 
Harlow reported excitedly "[t]hey say ... that she was married at sixteen to a wealthy man 
from Chicago, and divorced at seventeen. They say ... men are crazy about her."25 Several 
early fan magazine biographies repeat the story of Harlow's elopement with Charles 
24 See chap. 2, 41-3. 
25 Nancy Pryor, "She Took a Joke ... And That is How Jean Harlow Became Famous," Motion Picture, 
October 1930, 77. See also, Thomas Talbott, "Meet the New Blonde," Screen/and, November 1930, 26-7, 
128. 
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Fremont McGrew, heir to a wealthy family, at sixteen. One Modern Screen article hints at 
her inadequacy as a wife at this young age. The writer describes Harlow's experience 
setting up house and engaging servants, explaining that "[h ]aving never done anything like 
this before (her mother had always attended to these details) she made a thorough botch of 
it."26 Her second marriage, to MGM employee Paul Bern, was even more infamous. After 
only two months of marriage, Bern committed suicide in their home, causing a media 
frenzy27 . In a third attempt at marriage, Harlow eloped with cameraman Hal Rossen. 28 This 
marriage ended in divorce, lasting only six months, with Harlow giving "jealousy on the 
part of Hal" as her reason for divorcing him. 29 After Harlow and Rossen's divorce, 
Modern Screen published an article that pondered "How Long Will Hollywood Protect 
Harlow?".30 The writer observes that, given Harlow's association with scandal, Hollywood 
"can only do so much to prolong admiration for the reckless one."31 In addition to her three 
failed marriages, Harlow was rumoured to have had numerous extramarital affairs with 
eligible men including Howard Hughes, a musician at the Cocoanut Grove and others.32 
The most widely speculated upon of these was her alleged affair with boxer Max Baer, 
which, it was rumoured, was the reason why his wife divorced him.33 In between her racy 
on-screen roles and the scandal she was associated with in her private life she gained, as 
contemporaneous fan magazine reporters worded it, a "reputation for high voltage sex 
appeal" and her name came to be "almost a synonym for sex." 34 
Although Harlow's screen roles and her tendency to provoke scandal rendered her 
an unlikely representative of the domestic ideal, MGM insisted on presenting her as 
possessing strong domestic inclinations in her publicity. Harlow's marriages provoked 
much fan magazine interest. The fan magazines eagerly printed the details of her marriages 
to Bern and Rossen, and during her marriages numerous interviews were printed quoting 
Harlow enthusing about her marital bliss. At the time of the announcement of her 
engagement to Bern, for example, Modern Screen quotes her as enthusing "[w]e are 
intensely happy and I think this will mark the beginning of real living and real life for 
26 Walter Ramsey, "The True Story of Jean Harlow," undated Modern Screen clipping, Lincoln Quarberg 
Collection, Folder 82 "Jean Harlow Clippings" (Margaret Herrick Library). 
27 See my discussion of the media coverage of Bern's suicide in chap. 2, 62-3. 
28 Walter Ramsey, "Jean Answers Your Questions About Marriage," Modern Screen, December 1933, 87. 
29 Rachel Benson, "How Long Will Hollywood Protect Harlow?" Modern Screen, August 1934, 42-3, 77. 
30 Rachel Benson, "How Long Will Hollywood Protect Harlow?" Modern Screen, August 1934, 42-3, 77. 
31 Benson, "How Long Will Hollywood Protect Harlow?" Modern Screen, August 1934, 43. 
32 Ruth Rankin, "Jean Battles a Sea of Rumors," Photoplay, April 1934, 32, 112-3. 
33 Dorothy Manners, "Stop Gossiping About Me ... !", Modern Screen, June 1934, 26. 
34 Nancy Pryor, "Joan, Jean and Connie- How Do They Rate with Women?" Movie Classic, June 1933, 67; 




me."35 Harlow similarly stated her enthusiasm for married life after her marriage to Rossen. 
In response to Modern Screen's questions about why she had again chosen to marry an 
older man, she is quoted as saying 
I wonder if anyone has sought the answer to our elopement in the 
simple little idea that I love Hal and that I want the security and 
happiness of a normal married life? To me, this is more important 
than anything else Hollywood can give. I truly and deeply love the 
man I have married- there aren't any other reasons.36 
For another fan magazine feature, which was printed soon after her marriage to Rossen, the 
journalist accompanied Harlow on a shopping trip to buy items for her trousseau. 37 The 
article is generously illustrated with several pages of glamorous photographs of Harlow 
wearing the honeymoon outfits that she supposedly purchased, including negligees, 
evening gowns, day dresses and outdoors ensembles. Here Harlow shares her advice on 
marriage, and is quoted as exclaiming 
You know, Virginia, I don't think men want their wives to be 
boyish or brilliant across the breakfast table. They want to leave for 
the day's work with a pretty, wholly feminine picture in mind. 
Fluttering-hands-about the-coffee-pot sort of thing - so you have to 
be sure your sleeves are as becoming as your neckline. Pink, my 
dear, that's the morning tonic that puts them in the mood to do 
battle against the world for the little woman! 38 
Even when discussing her failed marriages, Harlow is called upon to reassert her 
belief in the institution of marriage. For example in a 1936 Motion Picture interview 
Harlow discusses what her past experiences have taught her about marriage. 39 The 
interview suggests that Harlow has learnt from her three failed marriages and quotes her as 
saying "[s]ome girls come away from marriage with torn dreams ... disillusionment. I was 
left with a very rich heritage. A profound respect for men." 40 
The fan magazines also repeatedly assert Harlow's "natural" inclination towards 
and enjoyment of domestic work. For example, in a Modern Screen article entitled "As 
Harlow Sees Herself," Harlow expresses an enthusiasm for the role of the house-wife. She 
is quoted as saying 
35 Walter Ramsey, "Hollywood's Headline Romances," Modern Screen, September 1932, 87. 
36 Walter Ramsey, "Jean Answers Your Questions About Marriage," Modern Screen, December 1933, 87. 
37 Virginia T. Lane, "Jean Harlow's Trousseau," Modern Screen, January 1934, 24-7, 84-5. 
38 Virginia T. Lane, "Jean Harlow's Trousseau," Modern Screen, January 1934, 26. 
39 Elza Schallert, "What Are Jean Harlow's Plans About MARRIAGE?" Motion Picture, November 1936, 
32. 





"Candid" shot of Jean Harlow and Rosalind Russell sewing on the China Seas set. 
Reproduced in David Stenn, Bombshell: The Life and Death of Jean Harlow (New 






A "candid" photograph of Harlow in her kitchen. Courtesy of Jerry Ohlinger's Movie Material Store. 
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Illustrations from Lela Adams, The Spark Lid-top Gas Stove Cook Book of 1925 (Oakland, 
CA: Hammer Bray Co., 1925), 10-11. 




I am sure that I was not intended by Nature to be in the limelight. I 
was probably designed, originally, to remain in the firelight. I don't 
quite know what I was intended to be but the chances are that a 
little house-wife role, somewhere in Kansas, a member of the 
Saturday Current Events Class, the Country Club, with luck, would 
have been a more fitting milieu for me.41 
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Another interview includes the following quotation: "I'm home-conscious, if there's a 
phrase like that. I'd rather have a lovely home than any amount of jewels."42 
Her supposed maternal instinct is also a focus of her off-screen publicity, in spite 
of the fact that Harlow never had children. A 1933 Movie Classic interview states that for 
two months she has been volunteering at the Assistance League children's nursery every 
Tuesday and Friday from 8.30am until 6pm (this is rather unlikely given her busy daily 
routine at the studio that is detailed in other interviews).43 Similarly, a Screen Book 
Magazine interview discusses Harlow's love of children and her desire to have children of 
her own. She is quoted as musing "[i]t's a pretty important thing in a girl's life, isn't it? 
Marrying the man you love, wanting a baby, having one?"44 
"Candid" photos depicting Harlow going about day to day domestic tasks also 
featured often in the fan magazines. For example, in one publicity photo (fig. 4.2), taken 
on the set of China Seas, Harlow and Rosalind Russell are shown sitting with their legs 
elegantly crossed, engrossed in their sewing between scenes. The two stars appear as if 
they are attending a sewing circle (albeit a rather fashionably dressed one). Other "candid" 
photographs depict Harlow cooking, sewing or tending to her flower garden at home. In 
another typical example (fig. 4.3) she is shown, informally but fashionably dressed in a 
rather impractical white dress and white shoes, in the process of cooking a meal at her 
stove. This "candid" photograph of Harlow at her stove recalls the images circulated in 
cookbooks and home economics texts books of the interwar era, which supported the 
domestic ideal by suggesting that the modem woman could be both domestic and 
elegant/fashionable. The illustrations for the Spark Lid-top Gas Stove Cook Book of 1925 
(see figs. 4.4 and 4.5), for example, depict young women with bobbed hair and smartly 
dressed in fashionable clothes cooking at their Spark gas stoves. In drawing upon these 
41 Caroline S. Hoyt, "As Harlow Sees Herself," Modern Screen, February 1937, 84. 
42 Ben Maddox, "The Star Who Has No Enemies," Screen Book, July 1934, 80-81. 
43 Nancy Pryor, "Joan, Jean and Connie - How Do They Rate with Women?" Movie Classic, June 1933, 67. 
44 Marcella Burke, "The Inside Story of Jean Harlow's Whirlwind Romance," Screen Book Magazine, 
October 1932, 63. For a further example of the linking of Harlow to maternal desires see Helen Louise 
Walker, "I'm That Way," Silver Screen, April 1934, 25. 
Figure 4.6 
A "candid" promotional photograph of Jean Harlow at home. 
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accepted images of domesticity, the studio-produced publicity photographs depicting 
Harlow in her kitchen reinforce the supposed legitimacy of Harlow's domesticity. 
A further aspect of Harlow's domesticity that is emphasized in the fan magazines is 
her skill as a hostess. As Simon Dixon has noted in his study of the interplay between star 
persona and the representation of movie stars' homes in publicity texts, the photographic 
visit by fan magazine reporters to stars' homes was a common practice during the studio 
era.45 This is documented in the very self-reflective film, Bombshell (Victor Fleming, 
1933), in which Harlow plays a down-to-earth movie star. During these visits the stars 
were expected to give the reporter a tour of their home and to present the reporter with 
refreshments, or even lunch. Thus the resulting article and photographs often present proof 
of an actual occasion in which the star acted as a hostess. Several such articles testified to 
Harlow's skills as a hostess. For example, a reporter for Motion Picture magazine praises 
her house-keeping, observing that 
The environment of her home is comfortable, yet overall graceful. 
The decor may be tailored rather than frilly, but always somewhere 
in the scheme of things there will be satiny surfaces of delicate 
peach or pale ivory tones ... and sheerest linens with lace edges and 
frail monograms. She has a strong streak of the home-maker in her 
being. This she inherits from her mother.46 
Another reporter, having been fed by Harlow, declares that "[t]he food is superior at this 
bachelor girl's home, and so are the refreshments," and in another article Harlow and her 
mother share instructions on how to prepare their favourite cocktail party snacks with 
readers.47 Typically these articles that laud Harlow's skill as a hostess are accompanied by 
promotional photographs of her proudly posing in her beautiful home. In one such image 
Harlow, dressed in a glamorous evening gown, poses in the impeccably presented living 
room of her luxurious house (fig. 4.6). Seated decorously on an antique chair and 
addressing the beholder with her open and inviting (but not overtly sexual) body language 
and gaze, the effect of the image is that Harlow is entertaining the viewer in her home. 
The repeated alignment of the Harlow with the domestic ideal in her off-screen 
publicity was likely a strategy utilised to deflect the gossip and scandal that was associated 
with her. It may also have been a means of endearing her to American housewives, who, as 
45 Simon Dixon, "Ambiguous Ecologies: Stardom's Domestic Mise-en-Scene," Cinema Journal 42, no. 2 
(2003): 85. 
46 Elza Schallert, "What Are Jean Harlow's Plans About MARRIAGE?" Motion Picture, November 1936, 
72. 
47 Mark Dowling, "How Hollywood Bachelor Girls Entertain," Silverscreen, March 1936, 21; and Betty 
Boone, "Inside the Stars' Homes," Screen/and, October 1934, 10-11. 
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the liberal inclusion of recipes and sewing instructions in these publications suggests, 
represented a significant portion of the magazines' readership. The insistence on aligning 
such an unlikely candidate with domesticity is telling in terms of the cultural value that 
was placed on the domestic ideal during this decade. In highlighting Harlow's domesticity, 
these images follow the larger Depression era trend of media texts idealizing the 
"professionalized homemaker" as a desirable feminine type as a means of dissuading 
women from working, thus making more jobs available to men.48 
The Socialite Type and Decadence 
The casting of Harlow in relation to the socialite type in both Personal Property 
and Saratoga allowed the filmmakers to rehash some of the aspects of her established 
persona as a risque platinum blonde bombshell that opposed the domestic ideal. The 
socialite type was often associated with a certain decadence of lifestyle and morals during 
the 1930s, as is also the case today. As Marjorie Rosen has noted, during the Depression 
years the American public was particularly interested in the lives of the wealthy. She 
explains 
In the mid-thirties so desperate was the thirst for diversion that our 
absurd absorption with Hollywood's kings and queens intensified. 
Cafe society mesmerized. Clubs like El Morocco, Sherman 
Billingsley's Stork, the 21, all speakeasies during Prohibition, 
emerged post-1933 as chic watering spots where money gleamed 
and personalities glittered.49 
A number of young, wealthy females of the decade made headlines with their excessive 
and/or decadent lifestyles. Woolworth heiress Barbara Hutton married and divorced Prince 
Alexis Mdivani before marrying the Danish Count von Haugwitz-Reventlow. 50 Debutante 
Brenda Frazier was given a notoriously expensive $60,000 debut and was often 
photographed socialising with actors such as Douglas Fairbanks Jr. and Bruce Cabot.51 In 
1936, when twenty-one year heiress Ann Cooper Hewitt sued her mother for having her 
sterilized without her knowledge, speculation abounded in the media about Hewitt's 
alleged promiscuous behaviour preceding the operation, and it was rumoured that her 
48 Wiley Todd, The "New Woman" Revised, 198,202. 
49 Rosen, Popcorn Venus, 181. 
50 Rosen, Popcorn Venus, 181-2. 
51 Rosen, Popcorn Venus, 181. 
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mother had been motivated to prevent her from producing an heir so that she would 
receive her daughter's inheritance instead.52 Perhaps the most famous of all of the decade's 
wealthy heiresses was Wallis Warfield Simpson, a twice-divorced Baltimore socialite, who 
scandalised the world when her lover, King Edward VIII, abdicated his throne to marry 
her.53 In the thirties debutante balls were frequently reported upon in the press, with the 
elaborate displays of wealth, the names of the most prominent debutantes and the 
performances and ceremonies being described in detail. 54 Harlow herself had been typed as 
a decadent socialite in her early publicity produced by Howard Hughes' Caddo Company. 
In early publicity texts from 1930 her status as a socialite is inevitably mentioned in unison 
with her habit of wearing scandalously low-cut dresses and the fact that she was a 
seventeen-year-old divorcee.55 
Many films of the thirties perpetuated this stereotype of the socialite as frivolous or 
morally decadent. As Rosen has noted, a prominent subgenre amongst the "society 
maiden" films that proliferated during the decade was a body of films that focused on the 
depiction of wives of wealthy men who become bored with wealth and their hardworking 
but frequently absent husbands and indulge in extra-marital affairs.56 Films of this nature 
include Transgression (Herbert Brenon, 1931 ), Private Lives (Sidney Franklin, 1931 ), A 
Kiss Before the Mirror (James Whale, 1933), Riptide (Edmund Goulding, 1934) and 
Dodsworth (William Wyler, 1936). In such films the society maiden/socialite wife is 
portrayed not only as greedy for wealth, but also as possessing a "hyperactive libido."57 
These films suggest that having been given leisure (the socialite is not required to perform 
domestic labour), socialites are apt to live superficial and decadent lives. Rosen argues that 
the films are systematically unwilling to "probe the real source of feminine discontent and 
perhaps make precarious the status quo," by presenting the reality that in American society 
at this time there were few options available for women if they refused to adopt domestic 
roles.58 
52 Kline, Building a Better Race, 95-123. 
53 Rosen, Popcorn Venus, 181. 
54 See for example, "President Guest at Ft. Myer Circus," New York Times, April 2, 1937, 21. This article 
discusses President Roosevelt and his wife's attendance at a Fort Myer debutante party. As well as the 
presentation of the debutantes, certain debutantes did dance performances, and one rode a horse costumed as 
Lady Godiva in a blonde wig and very little else. 
55 Nancy Pryor, "She Took a Joke ... And That is How Jean Harlow Became Famous," Motion Picture, 
October 1930, 77; and Talbott, "Meet the New Blonde," Screen/and, November 1930, 26-7, 128. 
56 Rosen, Popcorn Venus, 185. 
57 Rosen, Popcorn Venus, 188. 




Harlow's socialites in Personal Property and Saratoga are also cast as decadent, 
although not to an extensive enough degree to render them unsympathetic. Both Crystal 
Wetherby and Carol Clayton enjoy living the high life and both embark on dalliances with 
men who are not their fiances - although in both cases the "affairs" are very chaste due to 
the Production Code's strict restrictions on the representation of adultery. In addition, the 
fact that neither has any qualms about marrying for money renders both Crystal and Carol 
morally suspect. Both films utilise elements of the gold-digger with a heart of gold 
character trope that Harlow was known for. As was the case with the gold-digger with a 
heart of gold characters that she often played earlier in her career, Carol and Crystal 
selfishly set out to dupe a rich man into marrying them. 
Yet, in spite of the moral dubiousness of this action, both characters prove 
themselves to have hearts of gold through their capacity for true love as well as their 
underlying motives for marrying for money. It is revealed part way through both films that 
the desire of Harlow's characters to achieve a financially prosperous marriage is not 
entirely selfish. In Personal Property, Crystal somehow needs to come up with enough 
money to prevent her house and possessions being repossessed because she has nowhere 
else to go, having no family in Britain. Furthermore, the film is careful to establish that the 
difficult situation that she now finds herself in is not her fault, unlike the earlier 1931 film 
version of the play, Man in Possession (Sam Wood), which blamed the female 
protagonist's excessive lifestyle for her financial predicament.59 In Personal Property the 
blame for Crystal's situation is placed on her financially irresponsible late husband, who 
was unable to leave her any money when he died. Similarly, in Saratoga, Carol is 
introduced as a socialite who loves living a luxurious life, but it is soon revealed that her 
primary reason for attempting to marry a rich man is that she wishes to supplement the 
ailing family fortune and buy back the family horse breeding farm, which her grandfather 
is strongly attached to. 
Like the other, less refined gold-digger with a heart of gold characters already 
played by Harlow, Crystal and Carol's opportunistic behaviour is primarily motivated by 
financial necessity. As was the case with the gold-digger with a heart of gold roles she had 
already played, these later Harlow films also allude to her character's humble origins as a 
means of absolving her of moral responsibility. In Personal Property, Crystal reveals in a 
conversation with Raymond that she comes from a small town in Iowa, where she lived 
59 Mick LaSalle, Complicated Women: Sex and Power in Pre-Code Hollywood (New York: Griffin, 2000), 
205. 
Figure 4.7 
Harlow makes her entrance 
in Personal Property (W.S. 
Van Dyke). Screen capture 
from Personal Property, 
MGM, 1937. 
Figure 4.8 
Harlow's first appearance in 
Saratoga (Jack Conway, 
1937). Screen capture from 
Saratoga, MGM, 1937. 
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with her working class family. She ended up in Britain because she won a one-way boat 
ticket to London by coming up with the best advertising slogan for a canned fish company. 
She then married her rich late husband because she could not afford to buy a return ticket. 
The situation is slightly different in Saratoga. In this film, Carol was born into a wealthy 
family; however, her family is characterised as a self-made wealthy family that has 
remained humble and whose members are not afraid to dirty their hands with physical 
labour. On several occasions, the other characters make mention of the fact that Carol used 
to be a down-to-earth girl, who enjoyed being around the stables until she got the idea into 
her head to marry a rich man and became, as her grandfather accuses her of being, "high 
and mighty." As in many of Harlow's films, her humble origins and lack of pretention 
somehow equate to a "heart of gold." 
In Personal Property and Saratoga, however, Harlow's crass gold-digger is toned 
down in favour of a new emphasis on elegant sophistication. In these films she is able to 
be convincing as a member of the upper-class, whereas her earlier gold-digger characters 
had consistently failed in their attempts to do this. A new elegance is apparent in Harlow's 
voice and mannerisms as well as her appearance. The new, elegant Harlow is quite 
dramatically introduced for the first time in her first scene in Personal Property. This is 
also the scene when Raymond meets Crystal and falls in love at first sight. He sits in the 
bar at an opera house, waiting restlessly for the show to start. It is likely that MGM hoped 
that the audience would share his restlessness waiting for Harlow to appear; especially 
seeing advance publicity for the film had promised that in this film Harlow would 
"become a new personality."60 When she finally appears eleven minutes into the film, the 
change in Harlow is indeed striking. The orchestral music in the background swells as she 
elegantly strides into the frame, smiling serenely and drawing Raymond's attention as well 
as that of the other patrons of the bar. She is dressed all in white, in an outfit that features 
simple lines but lush textures. She is elegantly covered from shoulders to toe in a draped 
lame opera coat, which shimmers subtly and is decorated at the shoulder by a jewelled 
broach (fig. 4.7). She carries a white fur and her purse is tucked neatly under one arm. "A 
champagne cocktail please," she politely asks the waiter in sophisticated, carefully 
modulated accent, which contrasts starkly with the harsh, uncultivated accent that Harlow 
was known for and which aptly suited her working class characters. She spends the rest of 
the scene sitting still and statuesque while coolly trying to deter Raymond's advances. 
6° Caption on the back of MGM promotional stills for Personal Property. "Personal Property," MGM stills 
file, Special Collections (Margaret Herrick Library). 
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She is introduced as a similar type of coolly elegant character in Saratoga. Carol's 
grandfather and Duke are talking when Carol telephones from London. Carol's grandfather 
tells Duke to answer the phone because he is not interested in talking to his granddaughter, 
who he says has become "high and mighty" while in Europe. Shots of Duke on the 
telephone are intercut with shots of Carol on the telephone, as she dismisses him 
condescendingly. She appears very much the debutante, wearing a pristine white dress 
with puffed sleeves and resting in the arms of her new fiance, who is very debonair in 
appearance (fig. 4.8). 
Reviewing Personal Property for The New York Times, Bosley Crowther 
commented that "Miss Harlow - sweeping or flouncing through expensive sets in that 
eternal negligee of hers - is positively the indignant lady of a Peter Arno drawing."61 Peter 
Arno was a cartoonist for The New Yorker during the late twenties and thirties who was 
best known for his satirical depictions of high society types in awkward social situations.62 
This comment suggests that Harlow's newly adopted elegance was found to be convincing. 
The mention of her "eternal negligee," however, draws attention to the way in which 
Personal Property and Saratoga utilise the socialite type and the associated discourse of 
elegance/luxury as a means of facilitating the repetition of another familiar and somewhat 
risque aspect of Harlow's persona: an emphasis on the explicitly sexualised body. 
Harlow's body was crucial to her persona, perhaps even more so than other female 
stars of the era. Her physicality was repeatedly emphasized in her star texts. As I 
mentioned in chapter two, pin-up photographs of her circulated profusely, and the fact that 
she had posed for nude photographs during her early career was well known. 63 She was 
believed to possess the ideal figure, as suggested by a Modern Screen competition titled "If 
You Would Have a Figure like Harlow," which invited readers to send in photos so that 
the magazine could judge which entrants' body most resembled Harlow's.64 Along with 
photographs of the winners, the magazine printed advice on specific exercises and diets 
that readers could use themselves in order to achieve a figure like Harlow's. Her tendency 
for wearing scandalously revealing costumes was also often commented upon in her star 
texts. A Modern Screen reporter claims to have seen Harlow at a cocktail party wearing a 
dress "cut so low that - well, every man in the room left his partner to hover around her," 
61 Personal Property review by The New York Times, reprinted in Conway and Ricci, The Films of Jean 
Harlow, 153-4. 
62 "Peter Arno," Encyclopcedia Britannica Online http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/35757/Peter-
Amo (accessed September 7, 2009). 
63 See chap. 2, 52-6. 
64 "If You Would Have a Figure like Harlow," Modern Screen, November 1935, 44-6, 67. 
Figure 4.09 
Harlow in her negligee in 
Saratoga. Screen capture from 
Saratoga, MGM, 1937. 
Figure 4.10 
Example of the costuming of 
Harlow in Personal Property. 
Screen capture from Personal 
Property, MGM, 1937. 
Figure 4.11 
Example of the costuming of 
Harlow in Saratoga. Screen 
capture from Saratoga, MGM, 
1937. 
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and a Hollywood Magazine reporter makes a point of mentioning that she wore no 
stockings while on her 1930 personal appearance tour of the America's major cities 
because "[t]hey would have shown underneath the dress, so closely was it moulded to her 
figure."65 Again and again her films find reason to display as much of her body as possible, 
given the mores of the time and, in the second half of her career, the restrictions of the 
Production Code. Her films show her in various states of undress with great frequency - be 
it bathing naked in a barrel in Red Dust, or wearing skimpy stage outfits in her chorus girl 
roles. 
In Personal Property and Saratoga, the socialite type was used as an excuse to 
costume Harlow in a series of revealing evening gowns and lacy negligees. Although the 
new association of Harlow with elegance, as well as the restrictions of the Production 
Code, meant that she could no longer be costumed in showgirl costumes or flimsy cotton 
dresses, many of her elegant and expensive-looking costumes in these films were 
nonetheless designed to display and draw attention to her ideal proportions. In both films, 
the socialite type justifies costume changes for almost every scene. The films on some 
level act as fashion shows, showcasing an ideal body in a range of expensive and highly 
fashionable costumes. The films also take pleasure in presenting Harlow "undressed" 
( although not to the extent that she was undressed in her pre-Code films) in a range of 
smart pyjamas and revealing negligees. Examples include the silky black pyjamas and 
sheer, white negligee worn with a fur wrap in Saratoga (fig. 4.9) and the tailored and 
body-skimming pyjama set that she wears in Personal Property. 
The films place Harlow's body on display, even when she is fully dressed. One 
reviewer of Personal Property applauded the way in which Harlow, 
hoydenish and coy in her own inimitable style[ ... ], wears some 
striking costumes which clearly convey the ideas which the 
designer had in mind. There is more of Harlow on display when 
she's all dressed up than some girls reveal in their step-ins.66 
Some of the elegant but revealing costumes worn by Harlow in Personal Property include 
a delicate and low cut white evening gown that is strapless except for sheer fabric draped 
over the shoulders (fig. 4.10), and a black day dress that is split at the front to reveal her 
leg up to her knee. This black dress is made out of a light and transparent fabric that skims 
65 Rachel Benson, "How Long Will Hollywood Protect Harlow?" Modern Screen, August 1934, 43; and 
Marcella Burke, "Jean Vamps a Nation!", Hollywood Magazine, undated clipping from 1930, "Jean Harlow 
Clippings," Lincoln Quarberg Collection, Folder 82 (Margaret Herrick Library). 
66 "Personal Property," Variety, April 21, 193 7. Personal Property Production File (Margaret Herrick 
Library). 
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the curves of her shapely body and reveals the white undergarments that she is wearing 
underneath. Examples of her costuming in Saratoga include a tightly fitting silver lame 
gown and a low-cut, transparent chiffon evening gown (fig. 4.11). 
In reiterating the emphasis on the sexualized body and the gold-digger with a heart 
of gold character trope, familiar aspects of Harlow's persona, Personal Property and 
Saratoga work to ensure that Harlow's large established fan-base will not be isolated by 
the recasting of Harlow as elegant and sophisticated. The watering down of the risque 
elements of Harlow's persona while retaining them on a seemingly innocuous level was 
also a means of representing sexuality in an industry that, under the influence of the 
Production Code, shied away from overt sexuality. 
The Screwball Socialite and Domesticity 
Although the socialite type did enable the films to reassert those risque aspects of 
Harlow's persona that had proven to be marketable, it was also a means of containing 
Harlow in the domestic sphere and curbing her risque persona. Although the 1930s 
socialite stereotype often did subvert the domestic ideal through her association with 
decadence as well as her refusal to carry out domestic labour, this was not the case when 
the socialite happened to be a screwball comedy heroine. When screwball comedies of the 
decade adopted socialite female protagonists, these women were usually securely anchored 
to the domestic sphere. Screwball comedies featured socialite/heiress female protagonists 
with great regularity. David R. Shumway has explained that this is because the world of 
the wealthy functions as a metaphor for the screwball comedy concept of marriage as a 
means of achieving "both complete desire and complete satisfaction. "67 In the screwball 
genre, the socialite/heroine is always defined by her relationship to the home due to the 
fact that her wealth is never her own - she has access to money only because of her 
familial relationship to a father, or, less commonly, a marital relationship to a husband 
(this is sometimes seen in the comedy of remarriage subgenre). The rich heiress of 
screwball comedy is often defined by her submissive, daughterly role and usually she must 
first resolve a conflict in her relationships with her father in order to achieve a happy 
marriage. In these types of films, the heiress daughter is portrayed as girlish and incapable 
67 David R. Shumway, "Screwball Comedies: Constructing Romance, Mystifying Marriage," Cinema 
Journal 30, no. 4 (1991): 10-11. 
Figure 4.12 
The patriarchal influences in 
Carol's life in Saratoga include 
(from left to right) her fiance, 
her father, her new love interest 
and her grandfather. Screen 
capture from Saratoga, MGM, 
1937. 
Figure 4.13 
Crystal forcibly contained within 
the domestic sphere in Personal 
Property. Screen capture from 
Personal Property, MGM, 1937. 
Figure 4.14 
Crystal hosts a dinner party in 
Personal Property. Screen 
capture from Personal 
Property, MGM, 1937. 
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of looking after herself due to her privileged existence. She is typically presented as the 
father's property, and the father is obsessed with protecting her as if this were the case. 
Examples of screwball comedies featuring heiresses that include father/daughter subplots 
include It Happened One Night (Frank Capra, 1934), Libelled Lady (Jack Conway, 1936), 
The Bride Comes Home (Wesley Ruggles, 1935), Cafe Society (Edward H. Griffith, 1939), 
Bluebeard's Eighth Wife (Ernst Lubitsch, 1938) and The Philadelphia Story (George 
Cukor, 1940), among others. 
The father/daughter plot is also seen in Saratoga, although in this case the 
grandfather takes over from the father as the patriarchal head of the family that Carol must 
reconcile with after the father dies early in the film. Under pressure from multiple 
patriarchal figures (her father, grandfather, fiance and new love interest - see fig. 4.12), 
Carol must prove that she remains a loyal daughterly figure, in spite of her grandfather's 
accusation that she has become "high and mighty." She does this by putting up a fierce 
fight to keep her family home and her grandfather's beloved horse breeding farm and by 
ultimately choosing the honest and hardworking man that her grandfather approves of 
rather than the aristocratic Hartley Madison. There is no such father figure in Personal 
Property, however, the rich and older dead husband represents a similar patriarchal head of 
the family. The conflict between Crystal and the patriarchal figure is not set out so 
explicitly in this film as it is in many screwball comedies, but it is established that Crystal 
owes her status as lady of the house, entrance into the world of the upper class, and taste 
for a privileged existence to him. 
Crystal's status as lady of the house and her reliance on her late husband's money 
and property (or what is left of it) binds her to the domestic sphere. In fact, the film 
literally contains her within the home. Due to the plot device of having Crystal watched by 
creditors, she is unable to freely move out of the domestic sphere. It is Raymond's job as a 
bailiff to stay in the house and watch her at all times to ensure that she does not shift any 
of her possessions out of the home. In the entire film, Crystal is only shown outside her 
house in one scene, the opera house scene, which takes place before Raymond moves in as 
a force of surveillance. Raymond is shown corning and going, traversing the private and 
public spheres; Crystal is denied this mobility. This is made explicit in the scene where 
Raymond tires of being a baliff in Crystal's home and leaves the house. She watches him 
leaving through the window, reaching out futilely to touch the glass like a beautiful 
fairytale princess locked in a tower (fig. 4.13). Crystal then makes a half-hearted attempt at 
Figure 4.15 
Carol and Duke's implied 
future in Saratoga. Screen 
capture from Saratoga, MGM, 
1937. 
Figure 4.16 
Carol's doctor affirms that 
she is a "normal" woman in 
Saratoga. Screen capture from 
Saratoga, MGM, 1937. 
Figure 4.17 
Crystal and Raymond 
bond over the housework 
in Personal Property. 




pursuing him, following him only as far as the front porch before stopping and going back 
inside the house. 
Although the socialite/heiress type is defined by the fact that she is not required to 
carry out paid or domestic labour, she is, once she is married, required to carry out a form 
of domestic labour in acting as hostess as is made apparent in Personal Property. Crystal's 
role as lady of the house is well established in the film. She is frequently shown instructing 
her servants (Clara her maid, and Raymond, who volunteers to be her butler for her dinner 
party) on the running of the household. Crystal is skilful in the role of hostess. This is 
established in one humorous scene in which she trains Raymond to be her butler by using 
role playing in order to instruct him on social etiquette. 
Significantly, the film's longest scene is a dinner party hosted by Crystal in her 
home, in which she entertains her wealthy friends, including her fiance and his ( and 
Raymond's) family (fig. 4.14). This lengthy scene, which lasts for almost half an hour, 
constitutes the film's second act (it must be recalled that the film was based on a three-act 
theatrical comedy). It functions as a turning point in the development of all of the main 
characters. The film stresses Crystal's abilities as a hostess as she continues to act politely 
and to look out for the comfort of each of her guests throughout the entire awkward dinner. 
This is not easy because the guests she has invited prove to be clashing personalities (these 
include a senile elderly man, a bratty socialite and a man with a chortling voice that is 
impossible to understand). Furthermore, conflict constantly threatens to explode between 
Raymond and Claude, who she does not realise are brothers. Crystal's motivation for 
hosting the dinner party is that she wishes to impress her finance and her prospective in-
laws and prove to them that she will be a good wife. She does her best at presenting herself 
as a favourable wife and daughter-in-law, and Claude's parents are satisfied with her 
abilities to run a home. This requirement that Harlow prove herself to be morally 
wholesome recurs in both her films and the publicity texts circulated on her off-screen life, 
and represents one of MGM's strategies in their attempts to reconcile the racy aspects of 
Harlow's persona with some of the conservative ideas that were influential in American 
culture at this time. 68 
Another generic feature of the screwball comedy that tended to relegate the heiress 
to the domestic sphere is the insistence on "reining in" the unruly female protagonist at the 
68 In many fan magazine features Harlow was called up to assert herself as morally wholesome in spite of the 
gossip she attracted. See, for example, Rankin, "Jean Battles a Sea of Rumors," Photoplay, April 1934, 32, 
112-3; and Dorothy Manners, "Stop Gossiping About Me ... !", Modern Screen, June 1934, 26-7, 93-4. 
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end of the film by forcing her to recognise and submit to the domination of the male love 
interest.69 In Personal Property and Saratoga, the lessons that Harlow's socialite must 
learn in order to achieve the happy ending are essentially the same: that snobbery is 
unflattering, that women should not be too flighty or strong-willed, and that one should 
marry for love rather than money. The process of taming the snobby socialite and 
encouraging her to feel emotion is one that both Raymond in Personal Property and Duke 
in Saratoga engage in from early in the films. They succeed in both films and Harlow's 
characters eventually begin to show a caring, down-to-earth side. 
The films give her characters' development of strong domestic inclinations as proof 
that they have fallen love with the right man - this being the charismatic and kind-hearted 
but poor man over the wooden, snobbish and superficial rich man. For example, a scene in 
Saratoga in which Carol and Duke play with one of his friends' twin babies together, 
which comes soon before she admits her love for him, is meant to suggest that such is their 
future (fig. 4.15). In another scene in this film, Carol goes to the doctor about her "nerves" 
(fig. 4.16), after being reprimanded by the various men in her life (her grandfather, her 
fiance and Duke) for her flightiness. The doctor explains that the reason for her nerves is 
that she is in love (with Duke, it is inferred, as Hartley does not inspire passionate 
reactions in her) and needs to be married as soon as possible. He tells her "you are a 
woman whose entire system is regulated by her emotions. You should be married now, and 
cooing contentedly in your dear little nest." Similarly, in Personal Property Raymond and 
Crystal open up to each other in a heart-to-heart conversation about their respective futures 
while doing the dishes, a chore that Crystal's maid would usually have done for her (fig. 
4.17). In linking Harlow's characters' process of falling in love with their enthusiasm for 
domesticity, the films redeem these characters by allowing them develop beyond the 
negative stereotype of the decadent, selfish socialite and towards the domestic ideal of the 
"professionalized housewife." 
Conclusion 
69 Kathleen Rowe, The Unruly Woman: Genders and the Genres of Laughter (Austin: University of Texas 
Press, 1995), 112. I have already discussed this generic convention as a feature of Harlow's films in chapter 
two. See page 44. 
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The trajectory of Harlow's persona from a gold-digger, "play-girl" and "love-'em-
and-leave-'em baby" towards respectability and domesticity, which Personal Property and 
Saratoga aim to convey, reflects the screwball comedy geme's theme of the taming of the 
unruly woman. 70 In the taming-of-the-socialite narratives of screwball comedies, the 
heroine's transformation is depicted as a process of learning to develop what was already 
there (thanks to the assistance of the male protagonist). In these films the socialite's early 
interactions with the male love interest are tailored to suggest that she has hidden wifely 
potential. The scene in which Carol and Duke play with the babies in Saratoga is an 
example. This was also the case with Harlow's persona, which, in spite of its pre-Code 
raciness, always had threads of the wholesome girl-next-door running through it. As Mick 
LaSalle has observed, Harlow's career was able to survive the changes that the adoption of 
the Production Code catalysed in the Hollywood industry, while the careers of other 
actresses, such as Ruth Chatterton, Mae West and Ann Dvorak, faded. 71 The careers of 
Karen Morley and Tallulah Bankhead were also affected by the Production Code. A 
significant reason why Harlow's career continued to flourish after the Production Code 
was instituted may be that the suggestion of wholesomeness was always one aspect of 
Harlow's appeal; this simply needed to be developed and intensified following the Code's 
adoption. While Mae West's persona relied upon overt, umepentant sexuality, the type that 
Harlow represented, the all-American girl with a bad reputation but a good heart, was a 
persona that could slot easily in to the screwball comedy geme after the adoption of the 
Code. The screwball comedy, a geme that became prolific during the Production Code 
years, was a geme that dealt in repressed sexuality and implied rather than overt eroticism. 
It is possible that Harlow would have become even more firmly aligned with the 
domestic ideal had she lived to be older than twenty-six. As it is, as her last two films as 
well as the focus on her new "brownette" personality in her publicity suggest, the 
intensified attempts to associate Harlow with respectability and domesticity during the last 
two years of her life were intended to suggest a new "maturity," as Harlow began the 
process of transforming from a young woman to a mature woman. 72 Significantly, she had 
been a teenager when she first established herself as a Hollywood actress during the years 
that bridged the twenties and the thirties. The change that occurred in Harlow's persona 
70 Virginia Maxwell, "The Curse of the Platinum Blonde," Street and Smith's Picture Play, May 1932, 17. 
71 LaSalle, Complicated Women, 209-10. 
72 See, for example, the following fan magazine articles, which explain the that the change in Harlow's 
persona is a consequence of her having reached maturity. Elza Schallert, "What Are Jean Harlow's Plans 
About MARRIAGE?" Motion Picture, November 1936, 32; and Faith Service, "Jean Harlow is Watching 
Her Step," Modern Screen, September 1936, 81. 
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and film roles, away from unruly flaming youth and towards a refined, sophisticated, and 
even domestically inclined, woman during the last years of her life mirrors the fate of 
many of the previous decade's flappers and self-styled "modern women" as they married 
and matured, the flapper being a youthful phenomenon. The change in the casting of 
Harlow that is apparent in her last two films also represents an attempt to move with the 
times as the Depression lingered and the values of the 1920s became increasingly foreign. 
Harlow's transition echoes the shift in feminine ideals that increased in motion throughout 
the thirties. This involved a move away from the modern woman and working girl who 
was free to pursue open pleasure-seeking and to explore individual expression that Harlow 




"A Star Who Is Not Like the Others"1: Arletty's Career and 
Promotional Persona During the 1930s 
With a youthful smile, a charming expression, something in the 
face that incites adventure, an Annabella or a Simone Simon gives 
to the French masses the encouragement of enthusiasm, the healthy 
colour of optimism. [ ... ]Modest, hard-working, rich in hope, 
French stars, while lacking an international audience, have 
managed to conquer the hearts of those 'at home,' at the four 
corners of a smiling country, who are glad to find again in each of 
these faces of the screen the unique reflection, the exquisite 
sentimentality, and the very soft perfume of the French woman.2 
The passage above, from a 1935 Cinemonde article in which the author examines 
the major differences between French female stars and the female stars produced by 
Hollywood, encapsulates the type of star that was considered to best represent the French 
feminine ideal during the 1930s. Although there are strong similarities between the French 
feminine ideal delineated here, and the all-American girl type that influenced Hollywood 
stardom, this article positions the specifically national French female star as distinct from 
the Hollywood female star. In contradistinction to the Hollywood star (who is described as 
frivolous, extravagant and characterised by artifice), the typical French star is described as 
"modest," "rich in hope," and "sentimental." Arletty in no way resembles this youthful, 
demure, wholesome, cheeringly optimistic and girlishly pretty creature. This chapter will 
explore how, during the thirties, Arletty represented an alternative form of stardom that 
was equally French. Arletty was emphatically cast as a Parisian in her publicity but, at the 
same time, she was presented as distinct from the romantic Simone Simon/ Annabella type 
of star through the repeated employment of notions of difference/eccentricity, anti-
domesticity and cultivated intellectualism in her star texts. These elements render Arletty 
as a modem woman, who is not afraid to break established moulds of femininity. Much of 
1 Marcel Blistein, "Une vedette qui n 'est pas comme !es autres," Cine-miroir, December 6, 1935, 782. 
2 "A vec un sourire jeune, un regard charm ant, quelque chose dans le visage qui incite a I' aventure, une 
Annabella ou une Simone Simon apportent aux foules de France, !'encouragement de l'enthousiasme, la 
saine couleur de l'optimisme. [ ... ] Modestes, besogneuses, riches en espoir, !es vedettes frans;aises sont 
parvenues, a defaut d'un public international, a conquerir !es cceurs de ceux que, 'chez nous,' aux quatre 
coins d'un pays souriant, se plaisant a retrouver en chacun des visages de l'ecran le reflet unique, la 
sentimentalite exquise, le parfum tres doux de la femme Frans;ais." 
M.M.B, "Beaute," Cinemonde, July 18, 1935, 572. Author's translation. 
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the scholarly work relating to Arletty, as well as many biographical texts devoted to her, 
focus their attention on her association with poetic realism from the late thirties through 
the mid-forties, thus dismissing the importance of her early film career. 3 I argue, however, 
that a significant reason why Arletty's status as star during the 1930s is considered to be 
ambiguous is not that she was not in the public eye throughout the decade, but rather the 
fact she clearly did not fit the romantic ideal of French femininity that was currently en 
vogue in the French cinema. 
While Arletty did not receive nearly as much attention in the movie fan magazines 
as the major French stars of the decade such as Danielle Darrieux, Annabella and Simone 
Simon, she was a well established vedette or celebrity during the 1930s. She acted in 31 
films during the thirties, sometimes occupying the role of leading lady, as in Un chi en qui 
rapporte (Jean Choux, 1931) and Mais n'te promene done pas toute nue (Felix Oudart, 
1936), but more often than not receiving third or fourth billing as a supporting actress but 
well-known name. In addition to this, she worked regularly on the Paris stage throughout 
the decade, appearing in between one and three plays a year every year from 1930 to 
193 8. 4 Arletty also had a consistent presence in the print media of the decade. As a fashion 
model her image was widely disseminated in fashion magazines. She was also remarked 
upon in columns printed in magazines such as Femina and Vogue with some regularity for 
her flare for fashion and because of her attendance at events open only to a privileged elite 
of celebrities. 5 Furthermore, she appeared in print endorsements for Lancel bags and 
3 Film scholars have primarily discussed Arletty in terms of her association with poetic realism in the late 
thirties and early forties, with Les Enfants du par ad is (Carne, 1945) being considered as the apex of her 
career and her other films made in the poetic realist vein, Hotel du Nord (Marcel Carne, 1938), Le Jour se 
!eve (Came, 1939) and Les Visiteurs du soir (Carne, 1942) being elevated as other highlights. Arletty 
features in larger discussions of poetic realism such as Dudley Andrew's Mists of Regret: Culture and 
Sensibility in Classic French Film (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1995) and Edward Baron Turk's 
Child of Paradise: Marcel Carne and the Golden Age of French Cinema (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 1989). Noel Burch and Genevieve Sellier encompass a broader range of films in their 
analysis of the ways in which gender relations were depicted across a range of films produced the French 
cinema of 1930-1956; yet, in terms of Arletty's career, their focus is her poetic realist films. They discuss 
only Arletty's roles in Hotel du Nord (Marcel Came, 1938), Le Jour se !eve (Carne, 1939), Les Visiteurs du 
soir (Carne, 1942) and Les En/ants du para dis. See Burch and Sellier, La Drole de guerre des sexes du 
cinemafranr;:ais 1930-1956 (Paris: Armand Colin, 2005). Keith Reader attempts to present a more detailed 
picture of her career, mentioning La Garr;:onne (Jean de Limur, 1936) and Circonstances attenuantes 
(Extenuating Circumstances, Jean Boyer, 1939). Yet ultimately his analysis hinges on the films that she 
made between 1938 and 1945 as well. See Reader, '"Mon cul est intersexual?': Arletty's performance of 
Gender," in Gender and French Cinema, ed. Alex Hughes and James S. Williams (Oxford/New York: Berg, 
2001), 63-76. 
4 "Pieces, revues ou operettes interpretees par Arletty," newspaper clipping, Arletty clippings file 1972-1977 
4 SW 7022 (Bibliotheque nationale de France). 
5 See, for example, the following Femina article on the 1929 Gala des Amis de la France: Martine Renier, 
"Prete a partir pour ... ", Femina, February 1929, 10. On Arletty's association with fashion, see also A.-R. 












Promotional portrait of Simone Simon. 
Figure 5.4 
Promotional portrait of Meg Lemonnier. 
Figure 5.5 
Promotional portrait of Josette Day . 
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Lucky Strike cigarettes.6 Also, from 1931, when she featured in her first starring role in Un 
chien qui rapporte, she participated frequently in the brief enquetes (inquiries) carried out 
by the cinema fan magazines Cinemonde and Cine-miroir on a regular basis. These aimed 
to provide fans with snippets of information on the tastes, opinions and activities of the 
stars. In these enquetes, the fan magazines considered Arletty to be of enough interest to 
the public to invite her, along with major French stars of the era, to respond in a few 
sentences to questions on subjects such as their vacation plans, which current films they 
would like to see, what they would do if they won the lottery, what their nightly rituals are 
after returning home, what their ideal screen roles would be, and who they would like to be 
paired with on the screen. While the questions typically asked in these enquetes are rather 
banal and the responses are often predictable, they do testify to Arletty's position as a 
celebrity: these enquetes are interesting only because it is celebrities who are answering 
the questions. It is such mundane trivia relating to the lives of stars that fans covet in 
constant attempts to bridge the ever present distance between celebrity and fan. 
Nonetheless, Arletty's star persona was clearly distinct from most of the other 
female film stars with whom she shared the pages of Cinemonde, Pour vous and Cine-
miroir. The romantic, idealised type of femininity praised in the Cinemonde article - the 
star whose youthful, healthy and sentimental beauty inspires enthusiasm in French men -
was personified by stars such as Danielle Darrieux (fig. 5.1), Annabella (fig. 5.2), Simone 
Simon (fig. 5.3), Meg Lemonnier (fig. 5.4) and Josette Day (fig. 5.5), who were often cast 
as ingenue types both on and off screen. For example, a Cinemonde reporter observes that 
Annabella is just like her screen characters, possessing a "questioning, infantile and 
touching pout" and a "naive grace."7 In another Cinemonde interview, Meg Lemonnier is 
described as a "young woman, very little-girlish in her simple blue dress. "8 Simlarly, 
Simone Simon is described by Cinemonde as having the "voice of a first communicant. "9 
Pour vous, January 21, 1937, 13; and Andre-R. Mauge, "La Mode feminine," Pour vous, January 29, 1932, 
13. 
6 Copies of these advertisements can be found in the section titled "PUBLICITES faites par Arletty" in the 
Arletty documentation file 4- ICO PER 899 at the Bibliotheque nationale de France. 
7 "cette moue interrogative, enfantine et touchante, cette grace naYve [ ... ]" 
Paulette Morache, "Une vedette dans la famille: Annabella," Cinemonde, February 22, 1934, 154. Author's 
translation. 
8 "la jeune femme, si jeune fille dans sa robe bleue toute simple [ ... ]" 
O.D.C, "Leur Intimite: chez Meg Lemonnier,"Cinemonde, January 7, 1932, 11. Author's translation. 
9 "sa voix de premiere communicante." 







This type of vivacious, charming and wholesome femininity also comes into play 
in the publicity circulated on the off-screen existence of many other female stars of the 
decade, including Viviane Romance, Mireille Balin, Edwidge Feuillere and Jacqueline 
Delubac, whose on-screen roles were not always so wholesome. For example, Remy 
Garrigues, interviewing Edwidge Feuillere for Cine-miroir in 1939 observes that, in spite 
of the femme forte ( or "strong woman") roles F euillere often represents on screen, in her 
off-scree~ life "she is completely gentle, almost too gentle."10 He asserts that "Edwidge 
Feuillere, who plays femme fatales, demonic spies and bloodthirsty vampires, is in reality 
made to play muse roles, that is to say Musset, because she is a romantic." 11 This careful 
positing of distance between the "real" Feuillere and the more threatening forms of 
femininity that she presents in her screen roles is typical of the French fan magazines' 
sustained attempts to present France's female stars as wholesome ingenue types. 
On multiple occasions, the fan magazines declare that various actresses, who have 
played vamps or otherwise subversive feminine roles on screen, have been cast against 
their true natures. For example, in one article Pour vous goes to great lengths to convince 
the reader that Lily Zevaco is not a femme fatale in real life. Zevaco is quoted as 
exclaiming 
My role in La Bande a Bouboule (Bouboule's Gang) was very 
tiring. I often had to force my nature, because this type of character 
is neither a type for which I feel I am made nor one which I wish to 
create in the future. They sometimes want to give me womanly, and 
even femme fatale, roles. However, look at me, and tell me ifl look 
like a "vamp."12 
10 "Elle est toute douceur, presque trop douce." 
Remy Garrigues, "Les Contradictions d'Edwige Feuillere: vamp, aventuriere et femme d'interieur," Cine-
miroir, February 21, 1939, 115. Author's translation . 
On Feuillere's association with the "femme forte" type in her screen roles see Noel Burch, "La Garce et le 
bas bleu," in Le Cinema au prisme des rapports de sexe, by Noel Burch and Genevieve Sellier (Paris: 
Librairie Philosophique, 2009), 50. 
11 "Edwige Feuillere, qui joue !es femmes fatales, les espionnes demoniaques, !es vampires assoiffees de 
sang, est en realite fait pour jouer !es roles de muse, pour dire du Musset, car elle est une romantique." 
Remy Garrigues, "Les contradictions d'Edwige Feuillere: vamp, aventuriere et femme d'interieur," Cine-
miroir, February 21, 1939, 115. Author's translation. 
12 "Mon role dans La Bande a Bouboule etait tres fatigant [ ... ]. Je dus souvent forcer ma nature, car ce genre 
du personnage n'est pas de ceux pour lesquels je me sens faite etj'aimerais creer dans l'avenir. On veut 
parfois me donner des roles de femme et meme de femme 'fatale.' Enfin, regardez-moi, et dites si j'ai !'air 
d'une 'vamp.'" 





The author then concurs that Zevaco could not possibly be a vamp because she has "a calm 
and smiling face" and a "luminous and honest gaze."13 Similarly, Cinemonde claims that 
Germaine Aussey does not resemble her on-screen persona at all. Aussey is quoted as 
saymg 
When my good, dear mama goes to screenings of my films, she 
despairs: "You are going to pass for a lost girl! You will never 
marry!" The truth is that the roles that they have given me are 
almost always in opposition to my nature. [ ... ] If only you knew 
that, on the contrary, I am sentimental, a "little blue flower" (gypsy 
music brings tears to my eyes ... I cry while watching the sea under 
the beautiful moonlight for ten minutes ... ) and I am not one bit 
shameless! I am scared ofmen. 14 
The popularity of this highly sentimentalized and girlish ideal of femininity in the 
French cinema of the thirties is tied up with the "crisis of masculinity" that characterised 
the decade. 15 Throughout the thirties traditional ideals of French masculinity were placed 
under threat and increasingly weakened by various social and political events. By the time 
the decade started, the very active presence of feminist groups campaigning for women to 
get the vote, as well as gan;onne fashion trend (liberating, masculinised attire for women), 
had called into question accepted gender norms. 16 Furthermore, French gender norms were 
perceived by many to have been destabilized by the processes of "Americanization" that 
had been occurring since the beginning of the twentieth century .17 The impact that these 
social factors had effected on French masculinity was increased by political events that 
occurred in the second half of the decade. Robin Bates explains that 
13
" Lily Zevaco a un visage calme et souriant. Son regard est lumineux et franc." 
Aline Bourgoin, "Lily Zevaco: se defend d'etre une femme fatale," Pour vous, 21 January, 1932, 4. Author's 
translation. 
14 "Quand ma bonne chere maman assiste a la presentation de mes films, elle est desesperee : 'Tu vas passer 
pour une fille perdue ! ... Tune te marierasjamais !. .. ' La verite c'est que !es roles qu'on me confie sont 
presque toujours a !'oppose de ma nature. [ ... ] Si vous saviez comme, au contraire, je suis sentimentale, 
'petite fleur bleu' (la musique tzigane me met des larmes aux yeux ... je pleure en regardant la mer dix 
minutes sous un beau clair de lune ... ) et pas effronte pour un sou! Les hommes me font peur." 
Benjamin Fainsilber, "Germaine Aussey," Cinemonde, September 27, 1934, 745. Author's translation. 
15 On the role of stars in navigating the "crisis of masculinity" during the thirties and into the forties see 
Ginette Vincendeau's work on Jean Gabin in Vincendeau, "Community, Nostalgia and the Spectacle of 
Masculinity," Screen 26 (1985): 18-36; and Vincendeau, Stars and Stardom in French Cinema (London: 
Continuum, 2000) 59-81. See also, Robin Bates, "Audiences on the Verge of a Fascist Breakdown: Male 
Anxieties and Late 1930s French Film," Cinema Journal 36, 3 (1997): 25-55; and Carrie Tarr, "L'etemel 
retour: Reflection of the Occupation's Crisis in French Masculinity?" SubStance 27, no. 3 (1998): 55-72. 
16 Christine Bard, Les Gar9onnes: modes et fantasmes des annees foll es (Paris: Flammarion, 1998). 
17 Mary Louise Roberts, Civilization without Sexes: Reconstructing Gender in Postwar France, 1917-1927 
(Chicago/London: University of Chicago Press, 1994), 68. Roberts observes that France was felt by many 
commentators to be undergoing "Americanization" due to the prevalence of American popular culture as 




[ ... ] the collapse of the Popular Front government, along with the 
failure of coalition democracy to formulate an adequate response to 
German militarism and fascism, created an intolerable 
psychological situation, pushing traditional gender tensions to 
crisis. 18 
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Bates posits Danielle Darrieux as an example of a star whose wholesome and childlike 
persona worked to reinforce the traditional notions of French masculinity that had been 
weakened by events of the thirties. 19 By positioning Darrieux as youthful, beautiful and 
inspirational (able to "restore men to their greatness") but also delicate and in need of 
protection, the film Katia (Maurice Tourneur, 193 8) functioned to reassert male virility 
and rejuvenate male audiences.20 
Eccentricity 
Arletty, however, was at no point promoted as an inspirational, wholesome woman 
who possessed the ability to restore French men to their greatness. She was associated 
more closely with the modern woman trope that contributed to the "crisis of masculinity," 
than the more conventionally feminine type of stardom that was as a reassuring response to 
this "crisis" (although her star texts do often work to contain and control her modern 
woman persona). Many of her films and publicity texts deliberately set her apart from 
other stars of the era (both French and Hollywood) through repeatedly delineating her 
persona in relation to the concept of eccentricity. Although, as Francesco Alberoni has 
argued, it is a prerequisite for stardom that an individual be perceived as unique and 
charismatic, in most instances this only goes as far as casting stars as superlatives of 
contemporaneous ideals.21 Arletty's difference, however, was remarked upon with greater 
regularity than was the case with other French stars. Many fan magazine profiles cite her 
difference as a striking aspect of her star person. For example, a 193 5 Cine-miroir feature 
starts and finishes with the phrase "she is not like anybody," with the author praising "her 
surprising personality, her dynamism" and asserting that she is "a star who is not like the 
18 Bates, "Audiences of the Verge," 26. More a more detailed discussion of these events see also, Dominque 
Borne and Henri Dubief, La Crise des annees 30: 1929-1938 (Paris: Editions du Seuil, 1989). 
19 Bates, "Audiences on the Verge," 25-55. 
20 Bates, "Audiences of the Verge," 28-33. 
21 Francesco Alberoni, "The Powerless Elite: Theory and Sociological Research on the Phenomenon of the 
Stars," in Sociology of Mass Communications, ed. Denis McQuail (London: Penguin, 1972), 75-98 
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others."22 Another article, written for Le Canard enchaine in 1939 and referring to the 
habitual casting of Arletty in bit parts, admires "these silhouettes that she marked with her 
unique personality."23 Similarly, a Cinemonde feature from 1938 asserts "Arletty is always 
Arletty."24 In yet another example, during a 1931 Pour vous interview Arletty herself 
proudly admits "I am - how would you say it? - a bit fanciful. "25 
One of the markers of Arletty's difference was her appearance. Her physical 
appearance was unconventional for the time and Arletty herself, as well as the various 
directors she worked with, used this to her advantage by deliberately cultivating in her 
filmic characters and publicity images an eccentric look that often verged on the bizarre. 
Tall and skinny, with small breasts, often unruly hair and a conspicuous gap between her 
top front teeth (which she called her grand ecart or "big gap" and resisted getting 
corrected until late in the thirties), Arletty lacked the softly curved elegance and 
symmetrical, classic beauty possessed by other stars of the era.26 Her unconventional 
appearance was remarked upon with great frequency in the fan magazines of the era. A 
Cinemonde review of Aventure a Paris (Adventure in Paris, Marc Allegret, 1936), for 
example, praised Arletty' s advantageous employment of her "very unique physicality." 27 
Her unique physical appearance is particularly apparent in certain glossy and 
professional glamour portraits of Arletty circulated during the early thirties, in which she 
does not look conventionally glamorous. In one such image (fig. 5.6), a particularly 
unglamorous glamour portrait that has been cropped around the head for inclusion in a fan 
magazine, utilizes the typical conventions of glamour portraiture in its depiction of Arletty. 
These include the bust format (complete with sensual bared shoulders), flattering high-key 
lighting, softening overexposure and the blank studio background. Arletty herself, however, 
22 "Elle n'est comme personne. [ ... ] Son etonnante personnalite, son dynamisme. [ ... ] Une vedette qui n'est 
pas comme les autres." 
Marcel Blistein, "Une vedette qui n'est pas comme les autres," Cine-miroir, December 6, 1935, 782. 
Author's translation. 
23 "Des silhouettes, qu'elle marquait de sa personnalite unique." 
Michel Duran, Le Canard enchaine, March 15, 1939, reprinted in Christian Gilles, Arletty: ou la liberte 
d'etre (Paris: Librairie Seguier, 1988), 149-50. Author's translation. 
J4 "Arletty est toujours Arletty." 
Benjamin Fainsilber, "Arletty: qui touma des obus toume aujourd'hui des films," Cinemonde, June 16, 1938, 
541. Author's translation. 
25 "Je suis, comment dire, un peu fantasque." 
Nino Frank, "Pourquoi Mlle Arletty ales cheveux en coup de vent," Pour vous, December 3, 1931, 4. 
Author's translation. 
26 Later in her life Arletty would tell how Frarn;oise Rosay advised her to get her teeth cosmetically corrected 
during the making of Pension Mimosas. See Denis Demonpion, Arletty (Paris: Flammarion, 1996), 127. 
27 "des moyens physiques tres particuliers." 
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does not resemble the typical subject of glamour portraiture. Her hair waves subtly but 
does not seem to have been styled. She does not appear to be wearing any makeup, which 
is consistent with her refusal to present herself as embodying the accepted cinematic ideal 
of feminine beauty that was exemplified by other French stars of the decade. As a result 
her eyebrows and eyelashes appear almost invisible under the bright studio lighting. Her 
lips are parted in a soft smile that clearly displays the gap between her front teeth. Usually 
glamour portraits of the classical era were very artificial, typically presenting their subjects 
as idealized and highly manicured beauties. Thus the seeming naturalness of this image is 
striking. The photograph does not attempt to hide Arletty's imperfections, and neither is 
she shy of displaying them as she fixes the beholder with a seductive gaze. Instead the 
image depicts her as possessing a unique quality of beauty that is entirely her own. 
Although Arletty did also pose fully made-up for more traditional glamour portraits (fig. 
5.7, for example), with her toothy smile and angular, lanky body she never really managed 
to convincingly portray the idealized and generalized beauty that was expected in this form 
of star portraiture. 
In addition to playing up her unique physical appearance, Arletty used fashion to 
actively cultivate an aspect of eccentricity. She displayed her unique style of dress at 
public events and this is also is also a feature of many of her screen roles. Recounting her 
rise to fame in a mid-1930s feature on her life and career, Arletty attributed her success as 
a model and actress to her chic particulier.28 From 1918, throughout the twenties and early 
1930s Arletty worked as a fashion model for major Parisian designers including Paul 
Poiret, Georges Fouquet and Chez Tiburce.29 Because of her work as a model she was 
exposed to and associated with avant-garde fashions and she incorporated many of the 
unusual items that she encountered as a model into her own sense of style. For example, 
she adopted Paul Poiret' s white turban as one of her own eccentric signature fashion items 
and was often photographed wearing it.30 The cutting edge fashions that she wore as a 
model are exemplified in the photographs of her that appeared in fashion magazines of the 
1920s. In one of these photographs ( fig. 5. 8), Arletty appears elegantly dressed in a 
modem and minimalist black outfit with bold circle-shaped accents. Her hat, unlike the 
tight-fitting cloche hats that were fashionable at the time, appears overly large due to the 
fashioning of the brim into a halo-like semi-circle, which extends outwards from her face. 
28 Arletty, "Mes Coups de Foudre: un aveu sans fards d'Arletty," Confessions, December 31, 1936, 21. 
29 Gilles, Arletty, 11; and Demonpion, Arletty, 60. 




Arletty as a fashion model, late 1920s. Courtesy of 
the Iconotheque at the Cinematheque fran~aise. 
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Arletty as a fashion model in the late 1920s. 
Reproduced in Pierre Monnier, Arletty (Paris: 
Stock. 1984). 4. 
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Figure 5.10 
Arletty dressed a la gar~onne in 
1936. Printed in Arletty, "Mes 
Coups de Foudre: Un Aveu Sans 
Fards d' Arletty," Confessions, 
December 31, 1936, 22. 
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The circular shape of her hat is mirrored by the exceptionally large round buttons that 
extend down the front of her dress. As a fashion model with a highly modern appearance, 
Arletty was also called upon to dress a la gar9onne in the new masculinised fashions (see, 
for example, fig. 5.9). She also appeared dressed a la gar9onne, in men's trousers and 
neckties, in her publicity photographs of the 1930s (see fig. 5.10). 
Her unusual choices of attire off-screen were much commented upon in the press. 
For example, a reporter attending the opening of a new Parisian cabaret observed that "an 
elegant and pretty young woman drew everybody's attention." He continues: 
It was thefantaisiste, Arletty, in grand evening wear, who seemed 
to wear a huge bow in her hair, like model little girls do. But this 
was not a ribbon, it was a wig of a new kind, in which the hair was 
arranged in puffy loops that resembled butterflies wings. 31 
The article is accompanied by a caricature that exaggerates Arletty's unusual attire by 
depicting her wearing an enormous, elaborately patterned butterfly in her bobbed hair. 
Her screen characters also tended to be costumed eccentrically, especially m 
contrast to the elegant but more reserved costuming of stars such as Annabella, Meg 
Lemonnier, Jacqueline Delubac, Daniele Parola and Josette Day with whom she shared the 
screen. In many of her films Arletty combines clothes that are made from busy ( often even 
garish) printed fabrics, with bizarre accessories and hairstyles. For example, in one of the 
stills featuring Arletty circulated for Enlevez-moi (Abduct Me, Leonce Perret, 1932, fig. 
5.11) she is costumed in a curly, peroxide blonde false fringe that contrasts dramatically 
with her own dark hair and a cardigan fashioned entirely out of black feathers, which she 
wears over a dress made from fabric featuring a large grapevine print. In A venture a Paris, 
she is costumed throughout in busy floral fabrics (see, for example, fig. 5.12), and in Hotel 
du Nord (fig. 5.13, Marcel Carne,1938) her costumes include one consisting of a loud 
checked skirt and matching waistcoat, worn with a black sweater that is decorated with 
fluffy white accents at the ends of the sleeves. 
The repeated costuming of Arletty in exuberantly patterned and textured clothing 
reflects the eccentric personalities of her characters and often functions to suggest her 
31 "Une jeune femme elegante et jolie attirait l' attention de tous. C' etait la fantaisiste Arletty, en grande 
toilette de soiree, qui semblait porter dans sa chevelure un grand nceud comme !es petites filles modeles. 
Mais ce n'etait point un ruban, c'etait une perruque nouveau genre, dont !es cheveux etaient arranges en 
coques bouffantes, pareilles a desailes de papillons." 
"Une nouvelle coiffure," unsourced press clipping (Arletty documentation file 4- ICO PER 899, 
Bibliotheque nationale de France). Author's translation. 
A "fantaisiste" was a label given to inventive actors who did not fit conventional types. 
·' 
Figure 5.11 
Promotional photograph for Enlevez-moi, Pathe-Natan, 1932. Courtesy of the Iconotheque at the 
Cinematheque fran~aise. 
Figure 5.12 
Promotional photograph for Aventure a 
Paris, L' Alliance Cinematographique 
Europeenne, 1936. Reproduced in 
Christian Gilles, Arletty: ou la liberte 
d'etre (Paris: Librairie Seguier, 1988), 
V. 
Figure 5.13 
Promotional photograph for Hotel du Nord, Imperial Film, Luca and Sedif Productions, 1938. Courtesy of the Iconotheque 
at the Cinematheque fran~aise. 
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Figure 5.14 
Promotional photograph for Les per/es de la couronne, Cineas, 1937. Reproduced in 
Christian Gilles, Arletty: ou la liberte d'etre (Paris: Librairie Seguier, 1988), XI. 
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Figure 5.15 
Promotional photograph for Aloha, le chant des iles, Compagnie Fran4raise de 
Distribution Cinematographique, 1937. Courtesy of the Iconotheque at the 
Cinematheque fran4raise. 






working class milieu characters' inventiveness with inexpensive clothing. The types of 
roles that she plays in her films reinforce her public persona as an eccentric. Some of the 
eccentric characters that Arletty personified in her films of the thirties include a 
temperamental kept woman with lavish tastes in Un soir de reveillon (Karl Anton, 1933), 
an openly lesbian music hall star in La Gar9onne (The Tomboy, Jean de Limur, 1936), a 
sprightly call girl in Je te con.fie ma femme (Rene Guissart, 1933), a self-assured and 
almost naked Queen of Abyssinia with her skin painted black in Les Perles de la couronne 
(fig. 5.14, The Pearls of the Crown, Sacha Guitry and Christian Jaque, 1937), a vapid and 
publicity hungry film star in Aloha, le chant des fies (fig. 5.15, Leon Mathot, 1937), a 
feisty but kind-hearted prostitute in Hotel du Nord, and the one female member of a gang 
of crooks in Fric-Frac (Claude Autant-Lara and Maurice Lehmann, 1939). In both Faisons 
un reve ... (Let Us do a Dream, Sacha Guitry, 1936) and Pension Mimoas (Jacques Feyder, 
193 5), she appears in just one scene, has only a few of lines of dialogue and plays 
characters who do not function to further the films' narratives in any way. yet these are 
memorable scenes because Arletty brings her unique persona to them. In Faisons un reve ... 
she plays a gossiping society woman and in Pension Mimoas (a role that was, as one 
reviewer noted "a very personal creation") she plays a parachutist who has vertigo.32 In 
these two films she does not so much play a role; rather she reiterates her eccentric public 
persona. She is used by the directors to bring a touch of eccentricity to the films. She also 
acts as a drawcard for audiences, as suggested by her status as fourth billed actor in 
Faisons un reve ... (under the three principal roles) in spite of the fact that she only appears 
momentarily. As her diverse selection of roles suggests, Arletty's career during the thirties 
lacked the consistency of other stars such as Vivianne Romance and Germaine Aussey, 
who repeatedly played femme fatales, Annabella, who played soulful ingenues, and 
Darrieux, who typically played gamines. Her diverse and eclectic screen roles functioned 
to further reinforce her association with the notion of eccentricity. 
Interestingly, Arletty played several ingenue roles in addition to the roles listed 
above, even though her worldly off-screen persona as the opposite of an innocent 
wallflower would seem to render such casting counterintuitive. Furthermore, her age made 
her an unlikely ingenue. She was already thirty two when she began her film career in 
1930, yet she continued to play ingenues until late in the decade. In Aventure a Paris, for 
32 "une creation tres personnelle." 
"Le Sourire et l'reil spirituel d' Arletty," unsourced press article from 1936, Arletty documentation file 4-
ICO PER 899 (Bibliotheque nationale de France). Author's translation. 
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example, she plays Daniele Parola's provincial cousin, who has come to Paris hoping to 
make it big as a singer/nightclub performer. In Le Mari reve (Roger Capellani, 1936), she 
plays one of two sisters who each fall in love with one of the identities of a man who is 
masquerading as two different men. In Messieurs les ronds-de-cuir (The Bureaucrats, 
Yves Mirande, 1937) she plays a young woman who lives with and is cared for by her 
sister and brother-in-law and who becomes infatuated with one of her brother-in-law's 
colleagues. The repeated casting of Arletty as ingenue can be explained in part by the 
French cinema's dependence on the theatre for much of its material during the thirties, 
with the ingenue being a recurrent character type in the Theatre de Boulevard. 33 
Nonetheless, Arletty does not fit the traditional innocent ingenue type neatly. Therefore in 
the films in which she is cast as an ingenue, comedy and blatantly absurd behaviour are 
employed in order to detract from the ridiculousness of casting her in such roles. Thus her 
ingenues are never straight, believable or naturalistic ingenues but always wacky ingenues. 
In all three of these films, Arletty's ingenues are not sweet and blushing but rather loud, 
hyperactive and boisterous in pursuing their love interests. 
As her ingenue parts as the cousin/sister/daughter of one of the main characters 
suggests, Arletty almost always played supporting roles rather than leading lady parts 
during this decade. Her supporting characters unfailingly occupy the screen as at least as 
attention grabbing, or often even more so, than the more conventional female leads who 
receive more screen time than she does. Often the leading actresses that she acts with 
conform to the youthful, wholesome and charming ideal of French femininity. For 
example in Hotel du Nord, Fric-Frac and Le Jour se leve (Daybreak, Marcel Came, 1939), 
Arletty's characters are explicitly placed in contrast with younger, traditional romantic 
ingenue types through the narrative device of the love triangle. The love triangle structure 
directly pits her against the ingenue and requires the male love interest to choose one of 
the women. Thus the films affirm only one type of femininity. Inevitably, the male 
characters come to choose the ingenue over Arletty's eccentric, reflecting the notion of 
Arletty as an alternative type of star. This positioning of Arletty as a contrasting type of 
femininity is also apparent in Un soir de reveillon, though this is less overt here because 
the love triangle structure is lacking. This film follows the romantic adventures of two 
friends, presenting the worldly and blase ArlettyNiviane as a distinct type of femininity to 
33 Colin Crisp, Genre, Myth and Convention in the French Cinema: 1929-1939 (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 2002), 247; and Jean-Pierre Jeancolas, Le Cinema des Franr;ais 1929-1944: 15 ans 




the girlish and virginal ingenue type represented by her friend, Ninon/Meg Lemonnier, 
who is the film's star. Significantly, Ninon/Lemonnier is able to be successfully integrated 
into marriage and heteronormativity and Viviane/Arletty is not. Critics did not always 
agree with theses films' attempts to present the romantic ingenue as preferable to Arletty's 
alternative and more worldly form of French femininity. As I shall discuss in chapter seven, 
the media responses to Hotel du Nord favoured Arletty over Annabella, even though 
Annabella was the film's star.34 
As well as her portrayal of character types that were distinct from the traditional, 
romantic ideal of French femininity, Arletty was perceived as eccentric because of her 
uniquely personal performance style. Her acting was frenetic, energetic and sometimes 
abrasive, but in a manner that appealed to audiences. As a Cinemonde reviewer of Un 
chien qui rapporte commented, her acting is "full of litheness and nervous elegance. "35 
This is a fitting description of Arletty's performance style in her films of the 1930s: she is 
all lanky body and long limbs, which she alternates between draping nonchalantly and 
moving about at a frantic pace. 
Another unique aspect of her performance style is her voice. When interviewed 
about the key to her success as a film star in 1935, Arletty told the Cinemonde reporter that 
she believed her voice to be an important factor in her screen success. She explains 
"sometimes, abruptly, I become very exuberant! My voice - you can judge it for yourself -
is often 'hoarse,' but all of the sudden: bang, some little high-pitched notes creep into it!"36 
In contrast to her fashionable image as a model, Arletty's voice was nasal and 
characterised by sharp modulations in pitch. She was also known for her creative use of 
working class argot or slang and retained a very strong titi parisien accent - an accent 
associated with working class Paris - throughout her career.37 After talking to Arletty, one 
reviewer commented on her accent and use of slang, remarking that "this is not a language 
to recommend, but coming from Arletty's mouth it is irresistible."38 In particular, Arletty's 
accent was played up in her characterisation as a working class crook and prostitute who is 
34 See chap. 7, 169-70. 
35 "pleine de souplesse et de nerveuse elegance." 
Un chien qui rapporte review, Cinemonde, January 7, 1932, 6. Author's translation. 
36 "Parfois, brusquement, je deviens tres exuberante! Ma voix, vous en jugez par vous-meme, est souvent 
'melecasse,' mais tout a coup: patatras, il s'y faufile quelques petites notes aigues!" 
Marcel Blitstein, "Enquete: a quoi attribuez-vous votre reussite a l' ecran ?", Cinemonde, May 31, 1934, 441. 
Author's translation. 
37 "Arletty: qui touma des obus toume aujourd'hui des films," Cinemonde, June 16, 1938, 541. 
38 "Ce n'est pas un langage a recommander, mais, dans la bouche d' Arletty, il est irresistible." 






good at heart in Fric-Frac. The distributors chose the film's use of slang as the main 
element of the film to be played up in its publicity. This is exemplified by the Fric-Frac 
press kit, which aims to "educate" middle class exhibitors and audiences in working class 
slang and contains a small "dictionary of argot for the use of Fric-Frac viewers." 39 The 
dictionary includes illustrated examples of phrases in argot to be used on posters and signs. 
Fan magazine articles on the film then reproduced entries from this dictionary of slang.40 
The press kit also suggests that exhibitors publicize the film by organizing a competition 
for the best critique of the film, which must be written entirely in argot. Arletty's brand of 
argot and her titi parisien accent were associated with the working class and set her apart 
from other French stars, the majority of whom came from bourgeois backgrounds and 
spoke with polished Parisian accents. The Cinemonde article on French, American and 
German stars discussed earlier made the claim that "the French star, 99 times out of 100, is 
a good petite-bourgeois girl." 41 This does seem to have been the case throughout the 
decade, as suggested by Colin Crisp's list of the top ten fan magazine discourses that were 
used to describe stars of this era. These discourses are entrenched with bourgeois values 
and include, for female stars, "childlike innocence" ("the ingenue, youthful, fresh-faced, 
gazing up with wide-eyed wonder on the world that is opening up before her") and 
"femininity" ("delighting in frilly things or in elegant fashions, frivolity, gaiety, only a 
woman can understand (1936-1944), women who are 'all woman."'42 
In keeping with her accent, many of the biographical materials circulated on 
Arletty emphasized her working class origins. Several biographical texts published in the 
fan magazines play up the fact that she was born and raised in Courbevoie, a working class 
suburb at the edge of Paris that was at the time known for its factories, and had to work to 
earn a living from a young age. In one autobiographical magazine feature, for example, she 
recounts her life story, recalling that "my family didn't possess a penny and I had to work 
instead of going to school," before going on to describe her jobs as a worker in a munitions 
factory during the First World War, and as a stenographer during the early twenties. 43 It is 
39 "Petit dictionnaire d'argot a !'usage des spectateurs de Fric-Frac" 
Fric-Frac plaquette de presentation, file 4- ICO- CIN- 10144 (Bibliotheque nationale de France). Author's 
translation. 
40 See, for example, "Fric-Frac ou comment Jes mauvaises frequentations menent au bonheur," Cinemonde, 
June 28, 1939, 8-10. 
41 "La vedette fran9aise, 99 fois sur 100, est une bonne petite bourgeoise." M.M.B, "Beaute," Cinemonde, 
July 18, 1935, 573. Author's translation. 
42 Crisp, Genre, Myth and Convention, 247. 
43 "Ma famille ne possedait pas un radis etje dus travailler au lieu d'aller au l'ecole." 







likely that the coding of Arletty as demotic ensured her success with working class 
audiences, a segment of French society who, as Jean-Pierre Jeancolas has observed, 
attended the cinema regularly due to the fact that movies were a much cheaper form of 
entertainment than the theatre.44 Yet Arletty's voice, which Cine-miroir described as "a 
curious voice, drawling, gavroche and mocking," was a factor that prevented her from 
playing traditional, romantic leading lady roles through most of the thirties.45 In the early 
forties, however, Arletty proved herself able to adopt a more elegant accent in her 
portrayal of Garance, the ultimate idealized and romantic French woman, in Les En/ants 
du paradis (Children of Paradise, Marcel Came, 1945). 
The eccentricity that Arletty deliberately cultivated for herself represents a more 
extreme form of difference than the standard fan and publicity discourses that consistently 
cast stars as special and unique. She represented an alternative to the bourgeois ideal of 
quiet and decorous femininity that was usually applied to French stars of the era, yet her 
association with fashion lent her a certain appeal for bourgeois audiences also. She 
possessed, as one reporter noted, "a faubourg accent and the chic of the Champs-
Elysees. "46 This seemingly contradictory combination of popular and bourgeois elements 
was a crucial feature of Arletty's eccentricity. 
Anti-domesticity 
Arletty was also presented as different/modem in the fan magazines due to her 
refusal to conform to the domestic ideal of the Reine du foyer or "Queen of the Hearth" 
that was still highly valued in French society.47 As was the case in the Hollywood fan 
Author's translation. 
On Arletty's working class upbringing see also Benjamin Fainsilber, "Arletty: qui touma des obus toume 
aujourd'hui des films," Cinemonde, June 16, 1938, 541; Remy Garrigues, "Arletty, Parisienne cent pour cent 
et professeur d'argot," Cine-miroir, May 26, 1939, 337; and the biography included in the Fric-Frac press 
kit/plaquette de presentation, file 4- ICO- CIN- 10144 (Bibliotheque nationale de France). 
44 Jeancolas, Le Cinema des Franr;ais, 156. 
45 "une curieuse voix, trainante, gavroche, moqueuse." 
Marcel Blistein, "Une vedette qui n'est pas comme !es autres," Cine-miroir, December 6, 1935, 782. 
Author's translation. 
"Gavroche" roughly translates as "rascal" in English. 
46 "!'accent des faubourgs et le chic des Champs-Elysees." 
Michel Duran, Le Canard enchaine, March 15, 1939, reprinted in Christian Gilles, Arletty: ou la liberte 
d'etre (Paris: Librairie Seguier, 1988), 149. Author's translation. 






magazines, the concepts of marriage and domesticity tended to be presented as 
synonymous in the French fan magazine discourse of the thirties. Arletty dissociated 
herself from both marriage and domesticity. She was outspoken in her refusal ever to get 
married, preferring to, as she put it, "keep my independence of a cat."48 In this respect, 
Arletty differed from most other female stars of the era, whom the fan magazines were 
able to cast in relation to the stereotype of the wife, at least for some of the decade. The 
French fan magazines were very concerned with marriages and confirmed engagements 
but tended to tactfully ignore all other forms of romantic relationship, as opposed to the 
Hollywood fan magazines of the era, which frequently speculated on the rumoured 
romantic entanglements of the stars. Thus the happy wife type recurs in French fan 
magazines of the decade. The French fan magazines were fascinated by the marriages and 
domestic lives of stars. They frequently contained interviews with married celebrities, 
which glorified marriage. The following article titles are typical: "The Joy of Living in a 
Pair: Annabella and Jean Murat," "Tell Us about Him: By Madame Noel-Noel," and "Gary 
Cooper Has Found the Woman of His Life."49 Articles supposedly written by married star 
couples were common. In these articles each member of the couple discussed their 
domestic bliss and their feelings for their partner as well as providing the reader with 
marital advice.so Another example of the French fan magazines' fascination with marriage 
is a 1937 Pour vous feature entitled "Wedding March," which is illustrated with film stills 
of stars in wedding dresses and which advises the reader on how to choose an elegant 
wedding dress.st 
The French fan magazines also habitually provided details on the domestic labour 
of female stars. A 1935 Cinemonde article entitled "Star Mums," for example, praised 
actresses such as Fran9oise Rosay, Blanche Montel, Renee St-Cyr, and Madeleine Renaud 
for their maternal skills.s2 The article explains that "[i]n spite of studio commitments, a 
hectic life and limited leisure time, maternal love will never lose its importance. Star 
48 "garder mon independance de chat." 
Benjamin Fainsilber, "Arletty: qui touma des obus toume aujourd'hui des films," Cinemonde, June 16, 1938, 
541. Author's translation. 
49 Annabella and Jean Murat, "Joie de vivre a deux: Annabella et Jean Murat," Pour vous, March 18, 1937, 5; 
Madame Noel-Noel, "Parlez-nous de Jui: par Madame Noel-Noel," Cinemonde, August 16, 1934, 659; and 
"Gary Cooper a trouve la femme de sa vie," Cinemonde, February 1, 1934, 82. 
50 See, for example, Benjamin Fainsilber, "Annabella nous dit: pourquoi j'aime Jean Murat/Jean Murat nous 
dit: pourquoij'aime Annabella," Cinemonde, June 28, 1934, 518-9; Franyoise Rosay and Jacques Feyder, 
"Parlez-nous de Jui: par Franyoise Rosay and Jacques Feyder," Cinemonde, August 9, 1934, 642-3; and 
Annabella and Murat, "Joie de vivre a deux," 5. 
51 Gisele de Biezville, "March nuptiale," Pour vous, March 11, 1937, 13. 







mums continue to find simple and pure joys m their children."53 Another article, an 
illustrated feature, depicts female stars going about their daily life. This article is entitled 
"At Home ... Leisure, Games and Work of the Stars," although it focuses primarily on the 
work aspect - assumedly in these cases domestic work is a pleasurable form of leisure in 
comparison to working at the studio.54 The illustrations included are "candid" photographs 
of Marlene Dietrich playing in a swimming pool with her daughter, Brigitte Helm at the 
stove cooking "excellent sauces," Raquel Torres preparing a Mexican dish, Marie Glory 
with curlers in her hair and Simone Cerdan playing the piano.55 The fan magazines also 
habitually commented on the house-keeping skills of female stars after visiting their homes 
for interviews. One Cinemonde reporter interviewing Meg Lemonnier, for example, 
praises her impeccable home and discusses her "passion for household linen."56 The writer 
exclaims: "While looking at Meg, I think of the people who pretend that women today 
don't love their homes. It's very funny!"57 
Arletty, however, was positioned as an anti-housewife. For example, Arletty, along 
with a number of other female stars including Paulette Dubost, Rose Lorraine, Alice Field, 
Jeanne Helbling, Nadine Picard and Marguerite Moreno entered a charity cooking 
competition, which was widely covered by the fan magazines. While the other stars proved 
to be good cooks, Arletty gleefully told one interviewer about her failure to cook flambeed 
bananas, telling him that it was "the consecration of a scandal!"58 "It was not eatable; you 
couldn't even look at it," she continues, "I had made a mess everywhere! They had to give 
me a pity prize."59 
53 "Malgre le studio, le vie trepidante, Jes loisirs restreints, !'amour maternal ne perdjamais ses droits. Les 
'vedettes mamans' retrouvent aupres de leurs enfants des joies simples et pures." 
Jean Mery, "Vedettes mamans," Cinemonde, July 18, 1935, 577. 
54 "Chez Elles ... Loisirs, jeux et travaux des vedettes," Pour vous, April 14, 1932, 7. Author's translation. 
See also, "Gourmandise," Cinemonde, February 4, 1932, 66. This is another photographic feature focusing 
on stars in the kitchen. 
55 "excellentes sauces." Author's translation. 
56 "passion du linge." 
O.D.C, "Leur Intimite," Cinemonde, January 7, 1932, 11. Author's translation. 
57 "Je pense, en regardent Meg, aux gens que pretendent que Jes femmes d'aujourd'hui n'aiment pas leur 
interieur. C'est bien drole!" 
O.D.C, "Leur Intimite," Cinemonde, January 7, 1932, 11. Author's translation. 
58 "la consecration d'un scandale!" 
Doringe, "Arletty vu par Arletty," Pour vous, November 1, 1939, 11. Author's translation. 
On the cooking competition see also Rene Manevy, "Quand elles font la cuisine," Cine-miroir, July 6, 1934, 
422; and "Elles savent aussi faire la cuisine," Cinemonde, 28 June, 1934, 515. 
59 "C'etait pas mangeable, pas meme regardable ... j'avais fait des taches partout! On a du me dormer un prix 
par pitie ... " 






Furthermore, Arletty was somewhat less wholesome than the Reine du Foyer type. 
Although her romantic entanglements were not discussed in the fan magazines, due to 
these publications' focus on marriage as the only legitimate sexual relation, Arletty was 
comfortable with nudity on-screen, causing her reputation to be called into question. 60 She 
appears topless in Un chien qui rapporte, Un soir de reveillon and Le Jour se !eve, she 
spends the entire of Mais n 'te promene done pas toute nue in states of undress, and in 
numerous of her films and glamour portraits she is clad only in skimpy negligees. She was 
also famously painted nude by MoYse Kisling in 1933. Furthermore, as Keith Reader has 
pointed out, Arletty was frequently associated with an androgynous sexuality that some 
audiences may have found shocking in her screen roles, in which she was granted a 
"masculine" assertiveness or appeared dressed a la garc;onne.61 Arletty addressed her 
risque reputation in one interview, which was then widely re-quoted in a number of 
different fan magazine and newspaper articles, asking her interviewer 
How does a good citizen and good family man like you dare to 
come to the home of a lost girl? Because I am a lost girl. My 
concierge looks at me sideways, my reputation is dreadful. I will 
never rise in the bourgeois esteem of the masses again; to 
everybody in my apartment, I am at the moment the little tart of the 
fifth arrondissement. I am philosophical and I content myself with 
my work. But all the same, luckily my conscience is pure. 62 
In talking candidly about the scandal with which she was associated, Arletty further 
separated herself from the Reine du foyer type, which was frequently used in the publicity 
produced for other stars to dispel any suggestion of scandal. The wife/Reine du foyer type 
was so predominant in the publicity circulated on French female stars that, as Judith Mayne 
60 Yet on occasion, Arletty chose to speak of her affairs herself, as she did when she wrote a biographical 
piece for the magazine Confessions. This magazine was less morally conservative and often more 
sensationalist than the movie fan magazines and invited celebrities (actors, politicians, sports people, people 
who had been in the news) to write and submit their own life stories as they chose to tell them. See Arletty, 
"Mes Coups de Foudre: un aveu sans fords d'Arletty," Confessions, December 31, 1936, 21. 
61 Keith Reader, "'Mon cul est intersexuel?': Arletty's performance of Gender," in Gender and French 
Cinema, ed. Alex Hughes and James S. Williams (Oxford/New York: Berg, 2001), 63-5. 
62 "Comment, vous, bon citoyen et bon pere de famille osez-vous venir chez une fille perdue? Car je suis une 
fille perdue. Ma concierge me re garde de travers, ma reputation est epouvantable. J e ne remonterai j amais 
dans l'estime bourgeoise des foules; pour tout le monde dans la maison, je suis a present la petite grue du 
cinquieme. Je suis philosophe, etje me contente demon emploi. Mais, tout de meme, heureusement que ma 
conscience est pure!" 
Remy Garrigues, "Arletty: la fantaisiste," Cine-miroir, 8 April, 1938, 211. Author's translation. 
As I shall discuss further in chapter six, the words "grue" and "poule" (which literally translate as "crane" 
and "hen") referred to a certain type of frivolous, morally dubious femininity. See pages 146-50. 
A lengthier, but very similar, version of this quote also appears in Minerva, 10 December, 1933, reprinted in 




has observed, the fan publications continued to enthusiastically present Darrieux as a 
domestically-inclined wife, in the midst of her divorce from Hemi Decoin.63 Mayne cites a 
Pour elle magazine article that neglects to mention the divorce, instead discussing her 
enjoyment of domesticity and presenting posed photographs of Darrieux playing with a 
baby as illustrations. 
Intellectualism 
Another way in which Arletty was presented as different from other French female 
stars of the thirties was her alignment with a worldly intellectualism. Her cultivation of an 
air of intellectualism worked to distinguish her from the simple, innocent ingenue type of 
stardom embodied by many other French stars. As is the case with her status as an 
eccentric, the notion of Arletty as an intellectual was one that she consistently cultivated 
herself. This is in keeping with Ginette Vincendeau's argument that all French stars are "to 
a large extent, masters of their own image compared with their American counterparts."64 
In interviews Arletty frequently described herself as intellectually curious. This is apparent 
in articles in which she describes her poor, working class existence as a teenager. In one 
autobiographical article Arletty states that even as a young woman working in a munitions 
factory she was interested in cultivating her mind: 
Without knowing exactly why, I wanted to elevate myself, to attain 
a level of education that my parents had not envisioned for me. My 
single ambition, at that stage of my life, was to understand. The 
rest- love, the declarations, the jewellery that I saw in the jewellers 
shop windows - left me indifferent. I have not changed much since. 
I possess a respectable library and rings and bracelets without great 
value. Not to say that they never offered me them, but that does not 
interest me.65 
63 Judith Mayne, "French Female Stardom in Crisis: A Case Study of Danielle Darrieux and The 
Occupation." Paper presented at the Studies in French Cinema conference, Paris, 26-27 March, 2010. 
64 Ginette Vincendeau, Stars and Stardom, 21. 
65 "Sans savoir exactement pourquoi, je voulais m' elever, atteindre un niveau d' instruction que mes parents 
ne prevoyaient pas. Ma seule ambition, a cette epoque de ma vie, etait de comprendre. Le reste, !'amour, Jes 
declarations, Jes bijoux que je reperais a la devanture des joailliers, me laissaient indifferent. J'ai pas 
beaucoup change depuis. Je possede une bibliotheque convenable, mais des bracelets et des bagues sans 
grande valeur. Non qu'on ne m'en aitjamais offert ... Mais i;:a ne m'interesse pas." 






Anne-Louis Girodet de Roussy-Trioson, Franrois-Rene de Chateaubriand, 
1811, oil on canvas, chateaux de Versailles et de Trianon. 
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The type of social mobility suggested in this passage recalls the common biographical 
narrative of the great artist/intellectual in French culture, whose difficult early life and hard 
work are presented as contributing to their eventual creative success. In describing the 
work that it took to get reach her current status as a successful actress (the article was 
published in 1936), Arletty casts herself as akin to the mythic figure of the "artist" who 
was a widely circulated and familiar trope of Frenchness in France and overseas during the 
thirties. During this decade Paris was recognised by the French and internationally as the 
world capital of modern art as well as a haven for a bohemian literary community.66 As 
Colin Crisp has argued, in both Hollywood and French films of the era "the French tended 
to emerge as sensitive and cultured aesthetes" in films that "directly or indirectly cast the 
French in a favourable light as cosmopolitans with an inherent appreciation of things 
cultural. "67 
In her processes of creating and describing her own off-screen persona, Arletty 
explicitly aligned herself with and displayed her knowledge of France's artistic, literary 
and cultural heritage. When she started working as a model she changed her name from 
Leonie Bathiat to Arletty, after a character in Guy de Maupassant's acclaimed novel Mont-
Oriol.68 Similarly, in a 1931 interview with Pour vous, she claimed that she had been 
inspired to cut her hair in her unique coup de vent or "windblown" style (a bob that 
appears unstyled except for tendrils of curls around the face), her signature hairstyle of the 
early thirties, after she saw a similar hairstyle depicted in a portrait of Chateaubriand. 69 
The portrait Arletty was referring to was likely Anne-Louis Girodet de Roussey-Trison' s 
painting of Chateaubriand, which depicts the writer with his curly hair blowing around his 
face in the wind (fig. 5.16). 
She also repeatedly gives reading as her favourite hobby in fan magazine features, 
and literature and art are subjects that she is keen to discuss with her interviewers in 
detail.70 She was proud of her library and art collection and frequently showed these to fan 
magazine writers. A Pour vous interviewer, invited into her home for an interview, 
introduces Arletty in this manner: 
66 Borne and Dubief, La Crise des annees 30, 273. 
67 Crisp, Genre, Myth and Convention, 44. 
68 Demonpion, Arletty, 60. 
69 Nino Frank, "Pourquoi Mlle Arletty a !es cheveux en coup de vent," Pour vous, December 3, 1931, 4. 
70 See, for example, Jean-Pierre Barrot, "Un nouveau personnage d' Arletty," Pour vous, 11 January, 1939, 
4; and Remy Garrigues, "Arletty: la fantaisiste, "Cine-miroir, April 8, 1938, 211. 
Light coloured walls, from which canvases and drawings by Utrillo, 
Dunoyer de Segonzac stand out. Lots of books, a witty atmosphere, 
and Arletty, very Parisian, tall, elegant.71 
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Similarly, a Cine-miroir reporter observed that "she is intelligent, educated, and on her 
table one sees books like Le Steele de Louis XIV, or La Bruyere's Caracteres."72 Yet 
another reporter, from Cinemonde, noticed Marie Laurencin paintings on her walls and 
issues of the literary journal La Nouvelle Revue franr;aise in her library.73 These fan 
magazine features reveal a deliberate effort on Arletty's part to impart her own intellectual 
nature. In selecting these books to place on her table the day of the Cine-miroir reporter's 
visit, she was making an overt statement about her off-screen persona. Through aligning 
herself with French history and its great artists and thinkers, Arletty proudly asserts not 
only her intelligence but also her own staunch Frenchness. 
The frequent imagining of Arletty as a great actress, who is concerned with honing 
her craft, rather than simply a film star, reinforced her air of intellectualism. Before she 
played her first film role in La Doucer d'aimer (The Sweetness of Loving, Rene Hervil) in 
1930, she was already a well established Parisian stage actress, having acted in at least one 
Theatre de Boulevard play every year since 1919. 74 She continued to work in the theatre 
regularly throughout the thirties, after beginning her film career. Her long established 
reputation as an actress is often cited in fan magazine profiles. Furthermore, reviews and 
other commentaries on her performances consistently glowingly praise her acting abilities. 
For example, she is described as possessing "veritable talent" and "extraordinary 
aptitudes" for realist roles by a reviewer of Le Jour se leve.75 Cine-miroir describes her as 
a "brilliant fantaisiste." Arletty' s star texts often described her as a fantaisiste, fantaisiste 
being a label that was given to actors who were perceived as creative and who did not fit 
conventional types. 76 
71 "Des murs clairs d'ou se detachent des toiles et des dessins d'Utrillo, de Dunoyer de Segonzac; beaucoup 
des livres, une atmosphere tres spirituelle, et Arletty, tres Parisienne, grande, elegante." 
Jean-Pierre Barrot, "Un nouveau personnage d'Arletty," Pour vous, 11 January, 1939, 4. Author's 
translation. 
72 "Elle est intelligente, instruite, et sur sa table !'on voit des livres comme Le Siecle de Louis XIV, ou les 
Caracteres de La Bruyere." 
Remy Garrigues, "Arletty: la fantaisiste," Cine-miroir, April 8, 1938, 211. Author's translation. 
73Benjamin Fainsilber, "Arletty: qui touma des obus toume aujourd'hui des films," Cinemonde, June 16, 
1938, 541. 
74 "Pieces, revues ou operettes interpretees par Arletty," newspaper clipping, Arletty clippings file 1972-1977 
4 SW 7022 (Bibliotheque nationale de France). 
75 "Le veritable talent.[ ... ] Des aptitudes extraordinaires." 
Le Jour se !eve plaquette de presentation, file 4- ICO- CIN- 10162 (Bibliotheque Nationale de France). 
Author's translation. 
76 "la brillante fantaisiste." 
J 
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In addition to this, one of her favourite topics of conversation in interviews is the 
specifics of film and theatre acting. Arletty repeatedly displayed her passion for acting and 
her knowledge of acting techniques. For example, in 1933 she wrote an article for the 
newspaper Excelsior, in which she described in some detail her process of getting into 
character, as well as the specifics of film acting. For Arletty, "animating an imaginary 
character is absolutely like animating a doll. It lies without life, or rather awaiting the life 
that we will give it with the help of the author."77 In another of many similar magazine 
features she speaks of her experiences as an actress and discusses the differences she 
perceives between theatre and cinema acting. She observes that, compared to the cinema, 
The theatre, it's something else: a game of tennis, we serve the ball 
backwards and forwards every night, every night. Nobody can 
make me believe that in the studios the actors relive the emotions 
that they bring to a role: the rhythm of work is too particular. One 
plays with cold blood. Oh well, me, I am for cold blood, like 
Diderot. 78 
By discussing her film career as mental and emotional work, Arletty reinforces the notion 
of herself as an intellectual and draws the fans' attention to the nuanced and carefully 
thought out nature of her performances. 
Arletty was also apt to assert her own involvement in the shaping of her career, 
persona and characters. This can be seen in interviews during which she discusses her 
process of preparing for a role, as she does in one Pour vous interview where she speaks of 
her characterisation and unique costumes in La Chaleur du sein (Jean Boyer, 1938). In this 
film she plays the youngest and most lively and eccentric of Michel Simon's character's 
three ex-wives. She points out that she herself "searched for rare details to dress this 
character."79 She was very outspoken in telling the press her ambitions for the direction 
that she hoped her screen career would go in. Her statement "I don't want to play stupid 
little tarts anymore" was printed in multiple magazines and she was very open in talking to 
"Une enquete: quand l'acteur est dans la salle," Cine-miroir, October 1, 1935, 696. Author's translation. 
77 "Animer un personnage de fantaisie c'est absolument comme animer une poupee ... II git sans vie ou plutot 
attendant la vie que nous Jui donnerons avec !'aide de !'auteur." 
Untitled article by Arletty, Excelsior, October 24, 1933, reprinted in Gilles, Arletty, 144-5. Author's 
translation. 
78 "Le theatre, c'est autre chose: unjeu de tennis, on se lance la balle, tous Jes soirs, tous Jes soirs. Personne 
ne me fera croire qu'au studio les acteurs revivent les emotions que comporte leur role: le rythme du travail 
est trop special. Onjoue de sang-froid: eh bien, moi, je suis pour le sang-froid, comme Diderot." 
Nino Frank, "Pourquoi Mlle Arletty a !es cheveux en coup de vent," Pour vous, December 3, 1931, 4. 
Author's translation. 
79 ''J'ai cherche des details rares pour habiller ce personnage." 






Moi"se Kisling, Nu d'Arletty, 1933, oil on canvas, Le Petit Palais, Geneva. Image courtesy of Le Petit 
Palais . 
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interviewers about her choices to accept or reject certain roles. 8° For example, she explains 
that she accepted the small role of the parachutist in Pension Mimosas because "it was 
neither conventional nor too schematic and also because Feyder was the director of the 
film," and on another occasion she takes pleasure in telling her interviewer that she has 
just refused a role because she has other cinematic projects that interest her more.81 In 
emphasizing her own control over various aspects of her onscreen characterisations and 
the larger shape of her star persona she posited herself as a creator, rather than merely a 
star who passively allows her onscreen and promotional image to be constructed by others. 
Arletty's work as a fashion model and as artist's model, however, would seem to 
detract from her presentation of herself as an artist/creator. During the thirties Arletty 
posed for portraits for Kees Van Dongen and Moi'se Kisling. In particular, the Kisling 
painting, a nude (Nu d'Arletty/Nude of Arletty, 1933, fig. 5.17), could not be more explicit 
in its positioning of her as an object. Kisling had been inspired to ask Arletty to pose for 
him after seeing her almost naked body in a scene in the 1933 theatrical production of Un 
soir de reveillon, in which she lounges in a bathtub with her breasts revealed. 82 Kisling, 
who rejected modernism for what Luc Le Chatelier has described as "a joyous and petit-
bourgeois new classicism," was already masterful at painting aesthetically pleasing female 
nudes when he painted the nude of Arletty. 83 He had already painted several nudes 
including Nu allonge/Lying Nude (1927), Nu allonge sur l'herbe/Nude Lying on the Grass 
(1930) and Nu assis/Seated Nude (c. 1925, a portrait of Kiki de Montparnasse). In many 
respects the nude of Arletty is a very traditional female nude. She lies on a divan, in a pose 
that implies passive sexual availability. With her nude body stretched out, one arm 
languidly outstretched behind her head in order to better display her breasts, she gazes at 
the beholder with her lips invitingly parted. Her pubic area is positioned centrally within 
80 "Jene veux plus jouer les petites grues stupides." 
Jean-Pierre Barrot, "Un nouveau personnage d' Arletty," Pour vous, 11 January, 1939, 4. Author's 
translation. 
For other variations of this quotation see Jean-Georges Auriol, "Arletty ne veut plus jouer les petits femmes 
stupides," Pour vous, February 21, 1935, 11; and Remy Garrigues, "Arletty: la fantaisiste," Cine-miroir, 8 
April, 193 8, 211. 
81 "Il n'etait ni conventionnel ni trop schematique et puis parce que Feyder etait le metteur en scene du film." 
Remy Garrigues, "Arletty: la fantaisiste," Cine-miroir, 8 April, 1938, 211. Author's translation. 
See also, Jean-Pierre Barrot, "Un nouveau personnage d' Arletty," Pour vous, 11 January, 1939, 4. 
82 Demonpion, Arletty, 115. 
83 "Un nouveau classicisme joyeux et petit-bourgeois." 
Luc Le Chatelier, "MoYse Kisling," Telerama, September 20, 2008 
http://www.telerama.fr/art/mo-sekisling%2C33496.php&w=arletty+moise+kisling&d= 
GBNH8ELURwM-&icp=l&.intl=nz (accessed May 21, 2009). Author's translation. 
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the composition and is clearly revealed due to her reclining pose. She lies on a 
multicoloured, rumpled sheet of floral printed fabric and some dark blue, satiny fabric 
printed with gold flowers hangs occupying the background of the painting. The textures of 
these draped and rumpled fabrics set off the flawless paleness of Arletty's skin and the 
outline of her naked body and contribute to the painting's sensual appeal. 
Although her face is highly stylized, the nude body brazenly displayed and 
portrayed is undoubtedly Arletty's body. Kisling has exaggerated the angularity of her 
body, thus presenting a stylized version of her famed tall, skinny and angular frame. Her 
left breast points directly upwards in a triangle, which is mirrored by another triangle 
formed by her bony, slightly raised left knee. Both of these triangles peak close to the 
painting's horizontal halfway point. More sharp triangles are formed by the underside of 
her right knee, the indent of her slender waist around her navel and the underside of her 
armpit. Furthermore, her entire body has been exaggeratedly elongated. Her neck, torso 
and legs are all depicted as impossibly long and slender and even her feet appear 
improbably long. There is no denying that this long, sprawling body, with all its sharp 
edges, is Arletty. 
While her willingness to position herself as object in posing for this nude does call 
into question her own constructed self-image as artist and creator, it does not necessarily 
invalidate it. In posing nude, Arletty displayed a certain brazen courageousness. She was 
participating in an established tradition of women belonging to bohemian circles posing 
nude in order to shock and subvert bourgeois notions of femininity. For example, Kiki de 
Montpamasse, the cafe concert singer, painter and actress, had infamously posed nude for 
many artists during the twenties, including Kisling, Man Ray and Tsuguharu Foujita 
among others. 84 Lee Miller, a photographer in her own right who often posed nude for her 
lover Man Ray is another example.85 The stories circulated about Arletty's posing sessions 
cast her as a member of a liberal, bohemian community. Talking about the process of 
painting the portrait after it had been completed, Kisling explained 
I am always in love with my models. With Arletty it was much 
worse; I had to come to terms with jealousy. Imagine! She was 
posing for a nude and all of her friends would come and entertain 
her. My studio was always full. 86 
84 Kiki de Montpamasse, Kiki's Memoirs (New York: Ecco, 1996), 139-148. 
85 See Whitney Chadwick, "Lee Miller's Two Bodies," in The Modern Woman Revisited: Paris Between the 
Wars, ed. Whitney Chadwick and Tirza True Latimer (New Jersey/London: Rutgers University Press, 2003), 
199-222. 
86 "Je suis toujours amoureux de mes modeles. Pour Arletty, c'etait bien pire;j'ai du conna1tre la jalousie. 




Van Dongen portrait of Arletty, 1931. 
Reproduced in Pierre Monnier, Arletty (Paris: 
Stock, 1984), 8. 
Figure 5. 20 
Figure 5.19 
Van Dongen portrait of Arletty, 1931. Reproduced in 
Christian Gilles, Arletty: ou la liberte d'etre (Paris: 
Librairie Seguier, 1988), I. 
Screen capture from Un chien qui rapporte, Cinea, Superfilm and Vox, 1932. Kees Van 









The other artworks that Arletty posed for during the 1930s, a series of three 
portraits by Van Dongen, belong to the more respectable tradition of portraiture of public 
figures and thus support her self-created persona as artist/creator in a less complex manner. 
All three images portray her as a distant and inaccessible public figure, an actress and 
celebrity rather than a complex individual. Two of the paintings are formal portrait busts of 
Arletty, which present her solemn and cropped at the shoulders against blank backgrounds 
as if she were a royal on a coin (figs. 5.18 and 5.19). The third is a full-length portrait of 
her in stage costume. The full-length portrait, La Belle Paule (1929, fig. 20), is particularly 
insistent in its presentation of her as an actress. This painting depicts her in character as 
Madame du Barry, wearing her wig and ornate period costume from Plus r;a change, a 
play she performed in 1929. 87 The painting presents Arletty similarly to the way that 
Joshua Reynolds portrayed Sarah Siddons in his famous portrait, Sarah Siddons as The 
Tragic Muse (1784/9), a work that became an influential model for the depiction of 
actresses. Both Arletty and Sarah Siddons are immersed in their fictional roles: they appear 
in their theatrical costumes, and their gestures and facial expressions are patently stagey 
and posed rather than naturalistic. In addition to their subjects' distant facial expressions, 
both paintings depict their subjects from distant visual perspectives, allowing their 
elaborate costumes to be displayed in their entirety. As a result of the distance posited 
between subject and beholder, the beholder cannot relate to these women as anything but 
actresses. The portraits reveal nothing about Sarah Siddons or Arletty's actual personalities 
and thus they simultaneously stress the skill that these women possess as actresses and 
reinforce their auras as idealized and unknowable public figures. 
The multiple painted portraits of Arletty are suggestive of the way in which she 
was embraced by the art world, both as a model/subject, and as somebody who was a 
participant in this world, even if her status as artist/creator was marginal. During the 
twenties and thirties Paris had an international reputation as the world capital of art and 
creativity, due to strong art and literary communities, which were constituted by French 
and expatriate artists. 88 In particular, Paris was an important centre for Modernist art. As 
Le Chatelier, "Moi'se Kisling," 
http://www.telerama.fr/art/mosekisling%2C33496.php&w=arletty+moise+kisling&d=GBNH8EL UR w M&ic 
p=l&.intl=nz 
Author's translation. 
87 Demonpion, Arletty, 96. 
88 For more on the place of women in the Paris art and literary scene of the first three decades of the 





the lifestyles of women artists who moved in Paris' artistic circles suggests, the Parisian 
modern woman was frequently aligned with the artistic/intellectual woman. Female artists 
who cultivated modern and intellectual personae in a similar manner to Arletty include the 
painter Tamara de Lempicka and the writer Colette. 89 Arletty was presented as a member 
of Paris' artistic community in the press. As well as her acquaintances with Kisling and 
Van Dongen, Arletty's acquaintances and friendships with other creative people including 
Colette, Jacques Prevert, Sasha Guitry and Elsa Schiaperelli were well documented in 
women's magazines such as Femina, which regularly covered events that were well 
attended by celebrities and other public figures. 90 Her public associations with creative 
types known for their work in the domains of literature, fashion, art, theatre and cinema 
work to reinforce the idea of Arletty as possessing intellectual sensibilities that she herself 
did her best to perpetuate. 
Conclusion 
Both Arletty's intellectual/artistic nature and her eccentricity were rendered as 
specifically Parisian qualities in her star texts, in spite of her difference from the 
wholesome, romantic brand of French star that was popular during the decade. With her 
titi parisien accent and her "chic of the Champs-Elysees," Arletty was categorically cast as 
specifically and authentically Parisian. She represented an appealing alternative to 
bourgeois French femininity embodied by the majority of France's female stars, yet 
Arletty was not coded as any less French than these other female stars. It is interesting that 
Arletty was able to be modern and alternative but also unmistakably French. This contrasts 
with the situation in Hollywood, were the most consistently modern female stars were 
"foreign" (Marlene Dietrich and Greta Garbo). Arletty stands out as different from both 
her fellow French stars and the Hollywood stars who also featured prominently in the 
French fan magazines - an intellectual persona such as the one that Arletty created in her 
Texas Press, 1986); and Whitney Chadwick and Tirza True Latimer, eds., The Modern Woman Revisited: 
Paris Between the Wars, (New Jersey/London: Rutgers University Press, 2003). 
89 On Colette and de Lempicka's use of the modem woman persona see Paula Birnbaum, "Painting the 
Perverse: Tamara de Lempicka and the Modem Woman Artist," in The Modern Woman Revisited: Paris 
Between the Wars, ed. Whitney Chadwick and Tirza True Latimer (New Jersey/London: Rutgers University 
Press, 2003), 95-108; and Isabelle de Courtivron, '"Never Admit!': Colette and the Freedom of Paradox," in 
The Modern Woman Revisited: Paris Between the Wars, ed. Whitney Chadwick and Tirza True Latimer 
(New Jersey/London: Rutgers University Press, 2003), 55-64. 









off-screen publicity would never have survived in the more rigid classical Hollywood star 
system. 
In presenting herself as an eccentric and an intellectual, but a proud Parisian, she 
asserted her complete separateness from Hollywood and America in a manner that was 
appealing to French audiences of the era, especially given the fears about 
"Americanization" that were frequently voiced during the decade. 91 Furthermore, in 
positioning herself as distinct from both Hollywood stars and other French stars, Arletty 
strove to shape her public persona in a manner that was consistent with her own self-image 
of herself as an individual. In this way she contrasts with Harlow, who is often argued by 
biographers to have been a victim of the public persona that was forced upon her. 92 In 
cultivating an eccentricity that enabled her in some respects to transcend established 
models of film stardom, Arletty actively participated in the construction of her own star 
persona to a degree that would have been impossible in the Hollywood studio system. 
Yet Arletty's difference, which was a facet of her resolute modernness, did keep 
her in the margins of the French star system. This was a culture that tended to regard the 
femme moderne with suspicion, as I shall explore further in the next chapter. It was not 
until the 1940s, when Marcel Came made Arletty over in relation to a glamorous, 
"timeless" ideal of femininity in Les Enfants du paradis (1945) - a change that also affected 
her publicity - that Arletty attained the level of stardom of Annabella or Danielle Darrieux. 
As an eccentric and a fantaisiste during the thirties, and as an actress who existed at the 
edges of the French star system, Arletty was permitted to transgress gender norms to a 
certain degree. Throughout the thirties, her directors alternated between celebrating her 
self-cultivated eccentricity and modernness, and attempting to fit her into more 
conventional moulds. 
91 Roberts, Civilization without Sexes, 68. 
92 This perspective became increasingly common after Harlow's death in 1937 and it is also the argument 
adopted by David Stenn, one of Harlow's recent biographers. David Stenn, Bombshell: The Life and Death 







Arletty as Modern Woman in Un chien qui rapporte 
Un chien qui rapporte (Jean Choux, 1931) negotiates the vanous discourses 
relating to the modem woman (la femme moderne) that were played out in France during 
the interwar years. This is first film for which Arletty received top billing and it is also the 
film that first brought her notice from cinema-going audiences (her celebrity had 
previously been as a fashion model and star of the Parisian Theatre de Boulevard). The 
film attempts to present Arletty's character, Josyane Plaisir, and by association Arletty 
herself, as a positive and sympathetic version of the modem woman, which would appeal 
to a French public that was highly suspicious of the modem woman. At this time, the 
stereotype of the modem woman was intertwined with the cultural trope of the New 
Woman in discussions and debates about the changing role of women in French society. 1 
As Tyler Stovall has observed, in 1920s and 1930s France, "the specter of the New 
Woman was more a cultural fear than a social reality." 2 While depraved New 
Woman/modem woman figures abounded in diverse media texts, the majority of French 
women did not behave in this way, remaining strongly influenced by the domestic ideal as 
well as the values of the Catholic Church.3 
Although she was largely an imaginary construct, the modem woman nonetheless 
caused a substantial moral panic. Victor Margueritte' s 1922 novel La Gar<;onne and the 
1936 film version directed by Jean de Limur (which features a blonde Arletty as a lesbian), 
for example, both present the liberated modem woman's behaviour as destructive and both 
texts caused a great amount of scandal. The film was authorised for exhibition only after 
censorship cuts and even then it provoked public protests and received much damning 
criticism.4 Clement Vautel's 1924 novel Madame ne veut pas d'enfant ("Madame doesn't 
want children") and the 1933 film adaptation are other notable examples of texts that 
1 Tyler Stovall, "The New Woman and the New Empire: Josephine Baker and Changing Views of 
Femininity in Interwar France," Scholar & Feminist Online 6.1-6.2 (2007 /2008). 
http://www.bamard.edu/sfonline/baker/stovall_02.htm (accessed January 5, 2009). 
2 Stovall, "The New Woman," page 1 
http://www.bamard.edu/sfonline/baker/stovall_ 02.htm 
3 Christine Bard, Les Femmes dans la societefram;aise au 20e siecle (Paris: Armand Colin, 2001), 34-58. 
4 Victor Margueritte, La Garr;:onne (Paris: Flammarion, 1925). For a discussion of the scandal caused by the 







portray the modern woman's lifestyle negatively. 5 The news media of this era also 
participated in the perpetuation of the modern woman as a negative stereotype. The 
modern woman featured frequently in satirical and often derogatory newspaper cartoons 
and in the sensationalised coverage of current events such as the Violette Nozieres case. 
The infamous Nozieres, a teenager from Paris who had been abused by her father, 
poisoned her parents and then ran away and reportedly spent a week living with various 
different men in Montmartre. 6 
Un chien qui rapporte, however, casts the modern woman in a somewhat more 
positive light. The film, which tells the story of a group of single girls who share a Paris 
apartment and enjoy the leisure activities that the city has to offer, seems - on a surface 
level - to present a celebratory perspective on the modern woman. In order to posit 
Arletty's character as a version of the modern woman that would be accepted by French 
audiences of the era, who were wary of the modern woman, the film aligns her with three 
variant types of the modern woman that audiences were likely to find familiar rather than 
shocking. These are: the modern woman as she was articulated in fashion magazines of the 
era, the poule, and the sentimental single girl. The film also adopts a strategy of placing of 
Arletty's character advantageously within a catalogue of modern women characters that 
includes several less appealing modern woman types. In celebrating Arletty's brand of 
modern woman, Un chi en qui rapporte presents an interesting counterpoint to Harlow's 
Red-Headed Woman (the films were released at roughly the same time), in which the 
American single girl has lost the innocent exuberance possessed by the flappers who 
featured in Hollywood films of the preceding decade and evolved into a threatening, 
destructive and morally reprehensible figure. 
The film was based on a 1924 Theatre de Boulevard comedy by Paul Armont and 
Marcel Gerbidon, and its plot plays out as follows. Josyane (Arletty) wants to find love so 
she rents a dog, Pantoufle, who has been trained to slip his leash and run up to the cars of 
unaccompanied men. The idea is that the men will read her address on Pantoufle's tag and 
return the dog, thus Josyane will have a selection of wealthy men to choose from. In this 
manner she meets and falls in love with Rene (Rene Lefevre), a young bank clerk who is 
5 For more information on these books as well as other novels of the interwar era which feature New Women 
as protagonists, see Clara Laurent, "Le Personnage de la femme modeme dans le cinema des annees trente" 
(Master 2, Universite Paris X - Nanterre, 2005-2006); and Laurent "Danielle Darrieux, la 'jeune femme 
modeme' du cinema frarn;:ais des annees 1930," BIFI, http://www.bifi.fr/public/ap/artic1e.php?id=292 
(accessed March 4, 2009). 
6 Stovall, "The New Woman," page 1 







handsome but not wealthy. They are happy together until Rene finds out about Josyane's 
technique of meeting him and leaves her, believing that she is using Pantoufle to take 
advantage of multiple men. Josyane is hurt and tries to move on by using Pantoufle to 
meet a rich man. Eventually Rene realizes that Josyane did not deceive him: that after 
meeting him she had stopped using Pantoufle to this end. Josyane and Rene reconcile and 
she chooses love over money. 
The Modern Woman 
In many respects Josyane, like Arletty, represents the quintessential jazz age 
modem woman, who was imagined in French popular culture and advertising texts of the 
1920s and the early 1930s as free, liberated and unabashed, in terms of both her behaviour 
and her body. Josyane smokes from a long cigarette holder, enjoys dancing and offers 
guests to her apartment gin cocktails mixed at her own personal bar. She roams the streets 
and parks of Paris freely with a group of like-minded single women and spends her days 
lounging languidly in cafes. The characterisation of Arletty as a modem woman in this 
film is in keeping with the employment of this type across her larger star persona: 
according to the fan magazines Arletty has "a phonograph ready to play" for dancing and 
she loves driving her car fast - "what joy, to feel you are flying!" she is quoted as 
exclaiming.7 The film takes up and utilizes the appealing aspects of Arletty's own star 
persona and self-image as a modem woman. Un chien qui rapporte intertextually 
references Arletty's larger persona in order to characterize Josyane as a modem woman in 
a manner that reinforces the similarities between actress and character. In Josyane's 
lavishly decorated apartment photographs of her dressed in extravagant fashions are 
displayed prominently, as well as two large painted portraits of her looking glamorous, 
testifying to her fashionability/modernness and theatrical lifestyle. In fact, these 
photographs seem to be images taken during Arletty's career as a fashion model, and the 
paintings are two of the portraits that Kees Van Dongen painted of Arletty. 
7 "Un phono pret a marcher." 
Nino Frank, "Pourquoi Mlle Arletty ales cheveux en coup de vent," Pour vous, December 3, 1931, 4. 
Author's translation. 
"Quelle joie de se sentir au volant!" 







Screen capture from Un chien qui rapporte, Cinea, Superfilm and Vox, 1932 . 
Figure 6.2 
Screen capture from Un chien qui rapporte, Cinea, Superfilm and Vox, 1932. 
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In Un chien qui rapporte Josyane/Arletty's association with the modern woman 
type is particularly apparent on the level of appearance, with her embodiment of the type 
owing a lot to the modern woman trope that was then current in the fashion industry. In 
accordance with the boyish garr;onne fashion trend, she wears her hair in a short bob and 
dresses with seemingly effortless chic in costumes that simultaneously display her angular 
body and allow her to move in an unrestrained manner. These include backless, tropical 
printed combinaisons pantalons ( or jumpsuits) and light, sheer white dresses 
conspicuously worn without undergarments (figs. 6.1 and 6.2). In terms of her physical 
appearance, Arletty is aptly cast as Josyane, the modern woman. Tall and slender with long 
legs, small breasts and a insouciant walk that emphasizes her thin legs and swinging 
kneecaps, Arletty/Josyane possesses the type of body that was perceived to be ideal for 
showcasing the new, androgynous fashions that promised to liberate the female body. In 
1930, Vogue described the ideal body type of the era, predicting that in the months to come 
"the silhouette, in spite of its elongated proportions, will retain a svelte, free and 
unrestrained allure." 8 The modern fashions that catered to this "unrestrained" body 
included Coco Chanel's simple, casual styles designed for women with active lifestyles.9 
The new fashions favoured clean lines, rather than curves, and thus fashion models with 
Arletty's body type came into vogue. Arletty's highly modern body differed dramatically 
from the bodies of the French female stars who were her contemporaries, who represented 
more romantic ideals of femininity. Annabella, Simone Simon and Vivianne Romance, for 
example, had voluptuous curves, and Danielle Darrieux and Meg Lemonnier had long, 
flowing hair. 
In Un chien qui rapporte Arletty's costumes directly evoke the modern woman 
type as she appeared in the French fashion industry during the late twenties and early 
thirties, a time when the rest of the world looked to French fashion designers as innovators 
of the latest fashions. The similarity between Arletty/Josyane' s costumes in the film and 
the new fashions that were being produced catering to women with "modern" sensibilities, 
using the modern woman as a character trope, is apparent when Josyane's clothes are 
compared to the fashions that featured in contemporaneous women's magazines. For 
example, as these Femina (figs. 6.3 and 6.4) illustrations of light crepe and jersey dresses 
from mid-1929 suggest, Josyane was skilled at imitating the modern woman as she 
8 "Predictions," Vogue, February 1930, 44. 
9 Mary Louise Roberts, Civilization without Sexes: Reconstructing Gender in Postwar France, 1917-1927 
(Chicago/London: University of Chicago Press, 1994), 68. On interwar fashions, see also Bard, Les Femmes 


















appeared in the world of French fashion (compare to Josyane's outfit in fig. 6.2 and 6.6). 
As well as possessing similar clothing, Josyane has the same confident, nonchalant manner 
of holding herself and the same tall, lanky body as the chic Femina modern woman, who is 
depicted walking a dog alone in a park. 
The film also links Arletty/Josyane with the modern woman of the fashion world 
by drawing attention to her fashion model physique, as well as evoking Arletty's own 
successful career as fashion model. The film does this by making a visual analogy between 
Josyane's ritual of leaving the house and the conventions of fashion house and department 
store modelling shows. In several sequences Josyane primps and prepares to go out before 
parading down the hallway in her highly manicured finery. Josyane is shown sashaying 
down the hallway in time to a non-diegetic musical soundtrack, like a confident model 
parading her fine clothing (fig. 6.5). Upon reaching the end of the hallway, Josyane pauses, 
swivels and adopts one of the standard poses of fashion modelling (fig. 6.6). She stands 
surveying herself in the hallway mirror, posed with both hands on her hips and one knee 
slightly extended, displaying the way in which the fabric of her skirt drapes, before doing a 
series of very professional looking turns. By thus evoking Arletty's prior career as a 
fashion model the film asserts Josyane's embodiment of the modern ideal of feminine 
beauty. 
Josyane's personification of the modern woman, however, is a primarily superficial 
one. Although she uses fashion to attain the outward appearance of a modern woman, her 
personality is much less subversive. She expresses no real ambition to be liberated and her 
desires (for love and money) are highly conventional. The modern woman and the 
associated androgynous fashion trend of the gan;onne were perceived to be threatening 
because they represented an abrupt break with previous ideals of femininity. The modern 
fashions, however, were not always as revolutionary as they appeared to be on a surface 
level. As Christine Bard has explained, although this look was sometimes used to 
exteriorise an independent lifestyle, many French women followed the fashion without 
wishing to be subversive. For example, Bard tells the story of one 20 year old "modiste" 
who bobbed her hair and dressed in the modern fashions outside of the home, but, afraid of 
her father's reaction to her "modernness," she fashioned a hairpiece out of the shorn hair to 
wear home to her parents' house every evening. 10 
10 Christine Bard, Les Garr;onnes: modes etfantasmes des anneesfolles (Paris: Flammarion, 1998), 46. 
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ThePoule 
A second type of femininity with which Josyane is aligned is the poule. Josyane is 
called a "poule de luxe" by her concierge's cheeky parrot. The word "poule," which 
literally translates as "little hen," like the modern woman, denoted a certain type of 
transgressive and titillating femininity. In the Le Petit Robert dictionary "une poule" is 
listed as a word that came to be recognised in French vocabulary around 1890, meaning 
either "a young woman of loose values" or "a man's mistress."11 In the world of 1930s 
French film, the word encompasses both meanings, specifically designating a superficial 
and ostentatious young female type who is kept, in lavish style, by a wealthy man (or men). 
Josyane is established as a poule through the story of her past that is narrated in Un chien 
qui rapporte. She begins the film a single woman who lives a life of luxury. The reason 
that she is a single woman, as Lebarazet (the man who rents Josyane the dog from) 
discovers when he first asks a waiter who Josyane is, is because she has recently had to 
break off her engagement. Josyane had been engaged to marry a rich automobile heir, but 
they were forced to separate because his family did not approve of her. She agrees to rent 
Pantoufle from Lebarazet because she now needs a new source of income. 
The stereotype of the poule is well defined in another Arletty film, Un soir de 
reveillon (Karl Anton, 1933). Un soir de reveillon, like Un chien qui rapporte, is based on 
a play written by Arrnont and Gerbidon. Again Arletty features as a similar character type 
and the two films are similar in tone. Here Arletty plays Vivianne, an eccentric young 
woman who is kept by a wealthy Englishman, and who is luxuriously costumed 
throughout in evening gowris, jewellery dripping with diamonds and satin and ostrich 
feather negligees. The film and play versions of Un soir de reveillon include a musical 
number entitled "Etre une poule," which became a popular song of the decade and was 
released in various different record versions. The song is sung by the main character, 
Monique (Meg Lemonnier), a well-bred young woman from a bourgeois family, who after 
being accidentally mistaken for a poule while visiting ArlettyNivianne (who is 
unashamedly a poule ), decides to amuse herself by keeping up the masquerade. She ends 
up finding love with a rich man, becoming his kept mistress before agreeing to marry him 
when her true identity is revealed. Monique sings the song in an early scene where she 
11 "Fille de mceurs legeres [ ... ] Maitresse d'un homme." 





imagines what it would be like to be a poule. She sings about watching poules in their 
finery and admiring how they have improved their station in life ("un change de vie"). She 
sings "to be a poule, a little poule. What a charming and seductive life!"12 The poules that 
Monique observes in the song parade around with self assurance and spunk, speaking 
slang ("argot") and proudly displaying their jewels. After seeing that these woman have 
the "most varied choice" available to them in terms of clothing, jewellery and leisure 
activities, Monique concludes that that this would be an "ideal career." 13 
The stereotype of the poule articulated in this song, as well as throughout Un soir 
de reveillon and Un chien qui rapporte, is that of a kept woman who has been able to 
transcend her working class origins. Because of their sexual transactions with wealthy men, 
poules have access to a more luxurious way of life, yet this is not really socially mobility. 
At least this is not social mobility in the same way that Jean Harlow films, and many other 
Hollywood films of the era, present it. For example, in Red-Headed Woman (Jack Conway, 
1932) and The Girl from Missouri (Jack Conway, 1934), Harlow's gold-digging characters 
eventually manage to infiltrate the upper class through marriage. The poule, however, is 
positioned more in terms of class transgression than social mobility; her material wealth 
separates her from working class women, but she cannot truly belong to bourgeois or 
upper class circles either because her unashamedly gaudy excess in attire and mannerisms 
as well as the moral dubiousness of her "profession" mean that she is distasteful to the 
upper classes. Thus poules are always marginal. This is suggested by the story of 
Josyane's dilemma of having had to break her engagement with the automobile heir in Un 
chien qui rapporte because his family did not approve of her. In the films and Theatre de 
Boulevard comedies of the 1930s, wealthy men typically do not marry their poules. The 
status of a poule, as wealthy man's mistress, is different to that of a wealthy man's wife. 
Because this is not a publically recognised alliance, a mistress does not assimilate the 
man's social status. 
While Harlow's gold-digger is always ultimately marriageable, the poule is rarely 
marriageable, and neither does the poule aspire to marriage or social acceptance by the 
upper classes in the same way. Susan Hayward has explained the proliferation of "kept 
women" as well as the lack of agency exercised by female characters in French cinema 
during this decade by observing that until 1938, when French women gained legal rights 
over their property, prostitution had been one of the only recourses not just for working 
12 "Etre une poule, une petite poule. Quelle vie charmante, et seduisante." Author's translation. 










Screen capture from Un chien qui rapporte, Cinea, Superfilm and Vox, 1932. 
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class women, but also for women of other economic classes. 14 For a poule, her relationship 
with a wealthy man is simply a job and thus she does not hope for it to bring either love or 
a socially advantageous marriage. Furthermore, being a poule involves the adoption of a 
hedonistic, "live for the moment" attitude. A poule does not need to work because she is 
lavishly provided for by men. Josyane's last name "Plaisir" (meaning "pleasure"), a name 
that she has chosen for herself, overtly reinforces her dedication to pleasure. Although 
Josyane's conversations with her friends in Un chien qui rapporte suggest that she at one 
time worked as a chorus girl, for the duration of the film she does not have a job, having 
become accustomed to being supported by her automobile heir. One can only make one's 
livelihood as a poule while one is young and attractive, yet poule characters are never 
shown to be concerned with saving their money for later, the type being characterised by a 
preference for a life of excess. 
The degree to which a poule's appearance is her livelihood is suggested by the 
close attention paid to Josyane and her friends' processes of preening or manipulating their 
appearance in Un chien qui rapporte. For example, Josyane is introduced negligee clad, 
busy primping, preparing for the day ahead. With the help of her maid, she brushes and 
coifs her hair, does her makeup and puts on her carefully chosen outfit for the day. This 
lengthy scene is very descriptive of Josyane's processes of beautifying herself. The tools 
that she uses ( a multitude of makeup brushes, powder puffs, manicure utensils, scissors, 
hair brushes and combs) are shown meticulously laid out on Josyane's desk in a medium 
close-up (fig. 6.7). The scene also includes a series of close-ups and extreme close-ups that 
depict in detail how she goes about aspects of her toilet such as cutting the tendrils of hair 
at the back of her neck that peak out underneath her short bob, powdering her neck, 
adjusting her stocking suspenders, applying lipstick to her mouth and putting eye shadow 
on her eyes (figs. 6.8-6.11 ). These exact same shots of Josyane applying her lipstick and 
eye-shadow are repeated in a later scene of the film, emphasizing the monotonous manner 
in which this process of becoming beautiful is part of her daily work routine. Given the 
importance of the poule 's appearance it would seem that this can only be a temporary form 
of employment and thus the poule suggests a much less optimistic fate than Harlow's 
marriageable gold-diggers. The eventual dilemma of the poule is suggested by the ending 
of Un soir de reveillon. The bourgeois Monique is able to give up her masquerade/game of 
being a poule and marry, but this is only possible because she was never really a poule. 






What is going to happen to Vivianne, the real poule, now that her rich Englishman has 
discarded her (having suspected her of being unfaithful) is left open and uncertain. 
The poule, with her dubious morals, may seem to be a shocking type. Yet, in 
actuality it was a familiar type for the French public. Although the word "poule" was still 
relatively new, the related type of the cocotte had been a fixture in Parisian Theatre de 
Boulevard comedies since the nineteenth century. Raphaelle Moine has argued that Sacha 
Guitry drew heavily on the female types characteristic of Theatre de Boulevard comedies 
in his representation of Jacqueline Delubac as "modem" in his films. 15 Likewise Un chien 
qui rapporte looks to Theatre de Boulevard conventions in its depiction of Arletty as a 
"modem" poule. The type of the cocotte or mistress who is kept by rich men features in 
plays such as the 1860 Le Voyage de Monsieur Perrichon, the 1866 La Vie Parisienne and 
the 1872 La Fille de Monsieur Angot, among many others. Therefore it was a type that 
French audiences knew well, had accepted as a character type and had long ceased to be 
shocked by. The French public's familiarity with the poule type is suggested by the Pour 
vous review of the film, which criticizes the screenwriters for their lack of creativity, 
claiming that "we fall again too quickly into the story of 'poules. "'16 The Theatre de 
Boulevard, the tradition to which the play version of Un chien qui rapporte belongs, and 
also a type of theatre with which Arletty herself was steadfastly associated in her stage 
career, aimed to provide light and entertaining theatre to a primarily bourgeois audience. 17 
Thus, while Theatre de Boulevard plays tend to make fun of sexual mores and bourgeois 
norms and behaviour, ultimately they do not seriously call these norms into question. 
Sacha Guitry's plays and films are well-known examples of this. Boulevard comedies 
could be somewhat risque but they aimed to titillate rather than to actually disturb or shock 
their audiences. Although she is dressed up in modem clothing, the character of Josyane is 
based on an old Theatre de Boulevard comedy type that had existed for decades, and thus 
her status as a modem woman can be called into question. Furthermore, Josyane is placed 
within a conventional narrative trajectory of romance that enables her to choose to retire 
from being a poule and choose a more socially acceptable lifestyle, thus redeeming herself 
15 Raphaelle Moine, "Faut-il eposer Jacqueline Delubac?", Doublejeu 3 (2006): 81. 
16 "Nous retombons trop vite dans l'histoire de 'poules."' 
Rene Bizet, "Un chien qui rapporte," Pour vous, January 7, 1932, 8. Author's translation. 
17 Arletty appeared in many Theatre de Boulevard comedies throughout the 1920s and 1930s. See Arletty 
and Michel Souvais, Je suis commeje suis ... (Paris: Vertiges du nord/Carrere, 1987), 67. She was also 
closely aligned with Theatre de Boulevard character tropes in her film career due to the fact that seventeen of 










through love. It is only once she has given up being a poule that, through renouncing 
wealth, she is able to find true love. 
The Sentimental Single Girl 
While she is shown enjoying her lifestyle as a poule and modern woman, Josyane 
is characterized as a woman who possesses a sentimental heart and ultimately aspires to 
heteroromantic monogamy. In an early scene she tells her friends of her desire to find a 
Prince Charming. When she explains that love and kindness are more important to her than 
a man's wealth, her friends express disbelief and she replies defensively "what do you 
want me to say? I'm a sentimentalist!"18 She also expresses her sentimentalism by singing 
"Creur de Parisienne" ( or Parisian Heart), a song that she particularly relates to about 
longing to find love. Josyane sings 
I look like somebody who sees la vie en rose 
But my heart dreams of other things 
To love, sincerely from my tender heart 
The one who could understand me 
And, if necessary, defend me 
To love, oh I wish that he would come 
The one who could soothe the pain 
Of my Parisian soul 19 
Josyane's wish comes true when she meets Rene. Nevertheless, because of the 
conventions of the three-act comedy and the fairytale, two forms of romance narrative that 
that shape the film, she must go through some emotional turmoil before she firmly 
achieves her happy ending. The play of Un chien qui rapporte was published with the 
subtitle "A modern fairytale in three acts and nine tableaux."20 Both the play and the film 
cast Josyane as a fairytale heroine who seeks love above all else and both utilise mise-en-
18 "Qu'est-ce que vous vouliez? Moi, je suis sentimentale." 
19 ''J'ai l'air de voir la vie en rose 
Mais mon cceur reve d'autre chose 
Aimer, sincerement de mon cceur tendre 
Celui qui pourrait me comprendre 
Et s'il le fallait me defendre 
Aimer, ahje veux qu'il vienne 
Celui qui bercera la peine 
De mon ame Parisienne" 
Author's translation. 
20 "Conte de fees modeme en trois actes et neuftableaux." 
Marcel Gerbidon and Paul Armont, Un chi en qui rapporte: conte de fees moderne en trois act es et neuf 









abime to incorporate a more traditional fairytale into the highly "modern" narrative. The 
magical fairytale aspect is reinforced visually through the filmmakers' play with the 
formal elements of cinema. The film includes many "tricks" such as slow and fast motion 
photography, stop motion photography, playing sections of the film backwards, flipping 
the film negative upside down, superimposition, repetition of the dialogue track, and 
slowing down and speeding up the soundtrack. This may, in part, be explained by the 
filmmakers' desire to experiment with the possibilities offered by the new medium of 
sound cinema; however, this also contributes to a sense of the filmic world as an 
otherworldly, fairytale world. The fairytale intertext that shapes the narrative is a fairytale 
read to them by Josyane's friend Alicette, which the characters refer to throughout the film. 
The fairytale is the story of Frizoline, a poor and ragged princess. One day a fairy appears 
and offers Frizoline a magic wand that grants wishes. Frizoline's endless wishes for 
beautiful clothes, a huge castle, jewels and other riches are all granted. The fairytale's 
ending is not revealed until the end of the film (when Alicette begins telling the story she 
forgets the ending and she does not recall it until the final scene), by which point Josyane 
has taken the exact same trajectory and learnt the same lessons as Frizoline. For the 
interim, the film reminds the viewer of the fairytale intertext by repeating mentioning to 
Josyane' s quest to find a Prince Charming ("Prince charmant") and by referring to 
Pantoufle as "magic" ("magie") or a "magician." Because their socializing function 
necessitates that fairytales be deeply moral, there is no question how Frizoline and 
Josyane's stories are going to end. Having abused the magic wand, Frizoline becomes 
lonely and terribly unhappy in spite of her riches. The fairy comes to her while she is 
crying and offers to return her happiness. They throw the magic wand away and Frizoline 
returns to her life as a poor but happy woman. 
The film's ending is as predictable as the fairytale. In fact the happy ending seems 
almost too easy. J osyane does not resist becoming part of a couple at all - the "battle of the 
sexes" that features in comedies such as La Regle du jeu (The Rules of the Game, Jean 
Renoir, 1939) and Quadrille (Sacha Guitry, 1938), among others, does not occur.21 Even 
in the original theatrical play of Un chien qui rapporte the romance narrative is 
significantly more complicated because Josyane has more lovers and a lot of swapping of 
lovers also goes on between the main characters, with this to-ing and fro-ing being 
presented humorously. In the film however, Josyane remains faithful to Rene and the 
21 See Noel Burch and Genevieve Sellier's discussion of La Regle dujeu in La Dr6le de guerre des sexes du 







happy ending comes about with a lot less complication. Having mistakenly believed that 
Josyane had been using Pantoufle to take advantage of many different men, Rene simply 
needs to apologise for misjudging her and the happy ending is achieved. Josyane accepts 
his apology instantly. She does not now, or at any other point in the film, resist embarking 
on a romance with Rene because it is made clear that he represents a wish fulfilled for the 
romantic Josyane. Josyane then affirms her sentimentalism by nonchalantly offering her 
heavy, diamond-encrusted bracelet so that she can get rid of the scheming Lebarazet and 
keep Pantoufle from being used for his selfish ends before beginning her life with Rene 
poor but "perfectly happy." 22 The typical romance narrative of film and theatrical 
comedies, which encompasses the stages of misunderstanding/conflict and resolution, is 
further simplified by the film's lack of concern for developing the Rene character as an 
emotionally/psychologically complex character in its focus on Josyane and her single girl 
friends. 
The fairytale intertext aside, the conventional ending is not unusual given that 
many French films of the 1930s depict the transformation of women who are modem in 
various respects into less subversive feminine types. As Bard explains, they do this by 
showing "sexually emancipated women at the summit of their professional success 
reverting to simple women in love."23 An example is the Danielle Darrieux film Un 
mauvais gar<;on (Jean Boyer and Raoul Ploquin, 1936). In this film Darrieux's character, 
Jacqueline, a recent graduate from law school, falls in love with an heir without realising 
that he is wealthy. Her father, who does not approve of his daughters ambitions to be a 
lawyer, has sent this man to pose as a crook needing legal assistance. After her beloved's 
wealth and social status are revealed she abandons her aspirations to be a lawyer in order 
to become a wife,_ in accordance with her father's scheme to marry her off. Similarly, in 
the 1936 film version of La Garc;onne (The Tomboy) the female protagonist (Marie Bell) 
is "saved" from her decadent lifestyle as a free-spirited furniture shop owner by true love 
and marriage. Although the ending of Un chien qui rapporte does not hinge around the 
22 "parfaitement heureux." Author's translation. 
23 "des femmes au sommet de leur reussite professionnelle, et sexuellement emancipees, redevenant de 
simples femmes amoureuses. " 
Bard, Les Femmes dans la societefranr;aise, 127. Author's translation. 
On the incompatibility of romance and female independence in French films of the 1930s see also Genevieve 






promise of marriage the way that Hollywood romantic comedies of the era tended to, the 
fact that Josyane emphatically chooses to give up money for love is significant. 
The film's ending confirms that Josyane is ultimately traditional in her values in 
spite of the liberated life she has enjoyed as a single girl. In sacrificing money to pursue 
her romance with Rene, she renounces her status as a single girl and the freedoms that this 
status had granted her. By stressing Josyane's sentimentality and romantic ambitions the 
film presents her as a socially acceptable version of the single woman who is not unlike 
the thousands of French women of the 1920s and early 1930s who remained single not as a 
subversive choice, but because the First World War had significantly reduced the country's 
male population.24 As a consequence of this demographic imbalance it was recognized that 
not all women would be able to find a husband and thus certain types of single women 
were tolerated, and even supported, within French society. Christine Bard estimates the 
number of women who remained single between the two World Wars as one in ten.25 An 
example of the French tolerance for single women during these years is the support that 
was voiced for single mothers, a falling birth rate having been another consequence of the 
war. Dominique Borne and Henri Dubief state that the number of births in France fell from 
755,000 in 1930 to 616,000 in 1938 and, in addition, from 1935 until the end of the decade 
the number of deaths was consistently higher than the number of births.26 Mary Louise 
Roberts has explained that because of the falling birth rate, a strong natalist sentiment was 
felt in France during the 1930s, with many natalists advocating single motherhood as a 
means of increasing the birth rate.27 Legal sanctions against the jille-mere ("teenaged 
mother") were softened and a number of feminists, natalists and doctors called for support 
for unmarried mothers and even campaigned for what Mary Louise Roberts describes as 
"planned, systematic, and state-funded single motherhood."28 Furthermore, many media 
and sociological texts expressed support for working women. They argued for the 
importance of training women to work given that the very real possibility of not being able 
to find a husband, or having to marry later in life, meant there was a strong likelihood that 
24 Dominque Borne and Henri Dubief, La Crise des annees 30: 1929-1938 (Paris: Editions du Seuil, 1989), 
199. 
25 Bard, Les Femmes dans la societefranr;;aise, "Les reines du foyer," 39. 
26 Borne and Dubief, La Crise des annees 30, 197. 
27 Roberts, Civilization without Sexes, 165-8. 
28 Roberts, Civilization without Sexes, 166. See also Bard, Les Femmes dans la societefranr;;aise, 56. In 
particular, Bard notes that in 1912 a law was created which authorised thorough research into the paternity of 
the children ofjille-meres, marking a departure from previous laws which cast the sole responsibility for the 
conception with the woman. Furthermore, she explains that during the thirties feminist groups and the Ligue 
des droits de !'Homme (League of Human Rights) campaigned for support for mothers no matter what the 






women of this era would need to work to support themselves.29 During these years new 
terms such as celebataire ("unmarried woman") and femme seule ("single woman") also 
began to be employed as less derogatory alternatives to the term vielle fille ("old maid"), 
suggesting a marked change in society's conceptualisation of the single woman. 
Although it was conceded that single life would be a reality for a number of women 
who reached marriageable age during the interwar era, being an unmarried woman 
remained largely undesirable. Women were encouraged to do their utmost to find a 
husband in spite of the odds. Manuals such as M.E. Fenouillet's L 'Art de trouver un mari: 
etude pratique et lumineuse de la plus grand difficulte sentimentale d'apres-guerre ("The 
Art of Finding a Husband: A Practical and Enlightening Study on the Greatest Sentimental 
Difficulty of the Post-War Years") and Edward Montier' s L 'Ide ale fiancee ("The Ideal 
Fiance") proliferated, promising to clue women into the proper techniques to employ in 
order to secure a marriage proposal.30 The Fete de Saint Catherine, a special day devoted 
to recognizing unmarried women, was still enthusiastically celebrated. On 25 November 
single women would don elaborate hats (the cap was part of the iconography associated 
with Saint Catherine) and gather together with their friends and relatives to pray to be 
married soon. Josyane, a character who lives a single woman's lifestyle but seeks and 
privileges love over everything else, fits the profile of the unwilling single woman, who, in 
contrast to the modern woman, was a prominent social type of the 1930s as well as being a 
recurrent literary and popular culture trope. 
Arletty's age also functions to cast Josyane as a sympathetic figure as an unwilling 
single woman. Arletty was thirty three when she made the film, which was old for a film 
actress according to the standards of the era. In the 1920s a prominent youth culture had 
emerged in France, as was the case in the United States. The young generation of the post-
war years questioned many cherished values of the older generation, thus the rebellious 
garc;onne and modern woman types are repeatedly imagined as youthful. The youthfulness 
of the French feminine ideal is suggested by the "incestuous father" ("pere incestueux") 
plot that Noel Burch and Genevieve Sellier identify as figuring in a major portion of 
France's cinematic output during the 1930s.31 These films paired middle-aged men with 
much younger female actresses, who were often even in their teens. As Christine Bard 
29 Bard, Les Femmes dans la societefram;aise, 76-7. 
30 M.E. Fenouillet, L 'Art de trouver un mari: etude pratique et lumineuse de la plus grand difficulte 
sentiment ale d'apres-guerre (Paris: Editions Montaigue, 1925); and Edward Montier, L 'Ideate jiancee 
(Paris: Editions mariage et famille, 1932). 
31 Burch and Sellier, La Dr6le de guerre des sexes, 23-48. 
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explains, it was widely believed that if a woman had not married by the time she reached 
25, she would probably not marry at all. 32 Although Arletty's age is not in particular 
highlighted in Un chien qui rapporte, she does appear older than the other single women 
that she shares an apartment with. In characterising Josyane as a sentimentalist, the film 
plays on the assumption this woman who is clearly older than 25 would be married by now 
if she had the choice. 
Un chien qui rapporte's Spectrum of Modern Women 
The film's positioning of the spunky and independent but ultimately romantic 
Josyane as an acceptable model of French femininity is emphasized when she is compared 
to the range of other, less appealing single woman types who feature in the film. The film 
contrasts Josyane with a selection of single woman types, who each embody some of the 
negative personality traits that the modem woman was frequently charged with. Different 
modern woman types that appear as counterpoints to Josyane in Un chien qui rapporte 
include an amazone, a gold-digging femme fatale/garce ("tart"), a bohemian and a vieille 
fille ("old maid"). 
The amazone is Odette (Laure Diana, fig. 6.12), a rich lesbian countess who enjoys 
dressing as a man (in an extreme version of the garc;onne style). Pantoufle brings her to 
Josyane's apartment, having seen her alone in her car and mistaken her for a man. In the 
early decades of the twentieth century the word "amazone" was commonly used to refer to 
lesbians who adopted male attire.33 This particular amazone suavely wears a men's riding 
costume. Odette's outfit of jodhpurs, a white shirt, riding boots and a tailored suit jacket 
with a white handkerchief elegantly peaking out of the front pocket, is meticulously 
accessorized with a striped necktie, a bowler hat, leather gloves, a riding crop and a 
monocle. The monocle had particular significance at this time as a symbol of lesbianism 
(and in particular a certain kind of mannish lesbianism), as suggested by the notoriousness 
that a bar named Le Monocle on Boulevard Edgar-Quinet enjoyed as Paris' best known 
lesbian nightclub.34 Although in the original play the Countess Odette was interested in 
men and was coded as more of an eccentric than an amazone, in the film Odette is 
32 Bard, Les Femmes dans la societefranr;aise, 39. 
33 Bard, Les Garr;onnes, 141. 







explicitly characterised as a lesbian. Odette flirts with Josyane and when Josyane 
conversationally asks her whether she has a boyfriend, Odette looks disgusted and spits out 
"Mademoiselle!" The film plays up this character's convincing resemblance to a man. 
Odette is introduced in a shot that depicts her only from mid-thigh downwards, flicking 
her riding crop past her boots with self assurance. It is not until the camera pans upwards, 
revealing her fine eyebrows and decidedly effeminate face that the viewer is clued into the 
fact that this is not a man. Rene then makes the same mistake as the viewer. Upon seeing 
Josyane's companion from a distance he storms into the room loudly raging about the 
presence of another man in his girlfriend's apartment. Then he gets close enough to see her 
more clearly and all three of them laugh at the ridiculousness of his reaction. This 
amazone's masculine assurance and aggressiveness, however, are not presented as positive 
character traits for a woman. Odette is not a sympathetic or admirable character. She 
proves to be cruel and vindictive, spending most of the scene in which she features 
strutting around Josyane' s apartment, making fun of her appearance and criticising her for 
her frivolousness. She then takes pleasure in telling Rene her conviction that Josyane has 
wronged him, laughing with amusement as Rene grows bewildered and upset. 
Another modem woman character who is completely without "feminine" softness 
and compassion is Josyane's friend Loulou Craquelin (Helene Hallier), a gold-digging 
femme fatale or garce/ "tart" (fig. 6.13). Loulou, an icy blonde who permanently wears a 
scowl and juggles a number of wealthy suitors, is cold and calculating and will go to any 
lengths to get money. Always financially motivated, Loulou uses men for the money that 
she can get out of them. When first introduced, Loulou is shown writing a list of men's 
names (Jean, Femand and Gustave) with sums of money next to them. In this manner she 
figures out how much money she will have to live on for the week to come. Having done 
this she frowns with dissatisfaction, this clearly not being enough money for her liking. 
Her strategic approach to men has potentially disastrous consequences as is shown in one 
scene in which Madame Gras, the concierge, imagines the disaster that might ensue if two 
of Loulou's lovers meet in the hallway outside her room. Loulou even deceives Josyane in 
her scheming to meet more men and consequently acquire more money. She steals 
Pantoufle in the middle of the night and hides him in her room so that she can use the dog 
for her own benefit. Her deceptive nature is eventually revealed to all and she slinks away, 
leaving the other characters to enjoy the happy ending. 
Alicette Paradis (Rose Lorraine, fig. 6.14), another of Josyane's friends, is a 













music at the conservatoire, practices the accordion while dreamily swaying to the music, 
loves books, tells her friends whimsical stories about lakes in the countryside, and wears 
long, flowing dresses that are reminiscent of nineteenth century fashions. While Alicette is 
portrayed much more sympathetically than Loulou and the amazone, she is presented as a 
dreamer who is out of touch with the world. She constantly seeks beauty while ignoring 
reality. For much of the film she is depicted lost in her music or entranced by the 
exaggerated dance-like movements of her own reflection in the mirror as she brushes her 
hair. 
Alicette's obsession with beauty contrasts with the priorities of a vieille jille or "old 
maid" who features prominently in one scene (fig. 6.15). The vieille jille spurns the 
trappings of feminine charm and beauty, seeming to be unconcerned with how she is 
regarded by the rest of the world. Plump and wearing horn-rimmed glasses, she sits alone 
at a cafe near the Bois de Boulogne indecorously sculling one pint of beer after another 
while failing to wipe the "moustache" of froth from her mouth. Her eschewal of the 
decorative role of femininity is presented as laughable. The film stresses her lack of 
concern with presenting herself as an object of beauty by alternating between shots of the 
vieille jille gulping her beer, shots of Josyane, Loulou and Alicette dressed up in their 
finery, giggling and adjusting their makeup and clothing, and shots showing swans in the 
park preening, with the vieille jille being the odd one out. The shots of Josyane and her 
friends and the vieille jille are presented as Lebarazet's scrutinizing point of view as he 
searches the cafe for an appealing woman to rent his dog to. He looks at the vieille jille 
with a disdain that the viewer is encouraged to share. 
In contrast to all of these different types of single/modem women, Josyane emerges 
as a positive version of the modern woman. She is charismatic, independent and pleasure-
seeking but she also has a heart and proves to enthusiastically subscribe to conventional 
values. Being the main protagonist, she is a more dynamic character, who is able to 
develop beyond the stereotype of the poule that she represents. Un chien qui rapporte 
deals in stereotypes, with the female characters discussed above each neatly representing 
one of a number of different stereotypes of modern femininity (the amazone, the femme 
fatalelgarce, the bohemian and the vieille jille), which were all broadly categorized under 
the umbrella terms of "New Woman" and "modern woman" in spite of each individual 
type's specific nuances and points of difference. Public discourses produced in 1930s 
France had a tendency to blur the boundaries between the modern woman and the diverse 







the modern woman provoked within French society. In her memoire de master 2 Clara 
Laurent has remarked that 
Confused sometimes with the well known "gan;onne," the modern 
woman type consistently blurs the contours. She traverses the 
frontiers between the feminine stereotypes of the poule, the strong 
woman, the femme fatale/vamp and the tragic young woman ... The 
designation effectively crystallises all of the fantasies linked to the 
changes in mores that began to occur from 1914: blurring of sexual 
identities, female sterility resulting from the new androgyny, 
unashamed sexual liberty ... The modern woman in this way seems 
to contaminate the entirety of the female sex. 35 
While the plethora of different character types who are cast as modern women in 
Un chien qui rapporte suggests French society's uncertainty about how to define the 
modern woman, in the film there is something more complex occurring than a simplistic 
blurring of all types of modern women into a single negative stereotype. Both the negative 
and the positive aspects of life as a single woman are considered. Although the film relies 
heavily on stereotypes, it does attempt to posit a picture of the plurality of single women's 
experiences rather than simply dismissing the New Woman as a negative, condemnable 
figure. 
The Early 1930s and Hedonism 
A significant reason why the film was able to present Arletty's hedonistic character 
in a relatively celebratory light is that the jubilant, and even decadent, celebrations of 
pleasure-seeking that prevailed during the 1920s lasted longer in France than in the United 
States, enduring well into the thirties. Un chi en qui rapporte ( 1931) was made before the 
American stock market crash of 1929 began to noticeably affect France. In the early 1930s, 
French industries (in particular the textile and automobile industries) were prospering and 
an optimistic mood prevailed. 36 A delay of several years occurred before the French 
economy started to suffer the effects of the American crash and it did not begin to be 
35 "Confondue parfois avec la bien connue 'gan;onne,' le type de la 'femme modeme' en deborde toutefois 
les contours. Elle brouille les frontieres entre les stereotypes feminins - 'poule,' 'femme forte,' 'femme 
fatale/vamp,' ou 'jeune femme tragique' ... La denomination cristallise en effet tousles fantasmes lies a 
!'apparition des changements dans Jes mceurs depuis 1914: brouillage des identites sexuees, sterilite feminine 
resultant de la nouvelle androgynie, liberte sexuelle ehontee ... La femme modeme semble ainsi contaminer 
dangereusement !'ensemble de la gent feminine." 
Laurent, "Le Personnage de la femme modeme," 63. Author's translation. 








recognised that France was experiencing an economic crisis (la crise) until late 1931 or 
1932. 37 In certain privileged segments of society the light-hearted attitudes of the 1920s 
lasted even longer. In an interview that took place late in her life, Arletty herself 
remembers that she did not feel the effects of the crash until 1935 or 1936. She comments 
that the crash meant 
[ ... ] the end of France as it was. After the crash, there were no 
more kept women. The ruin. Everything had gone to hell .. . 
Everything had rolled along alright until maybe 1935-36 ... From 
1918, the end of the war, until 1935, I loved that way of life.38 
During the years before the American stock market crash began to influence France 
a significant portion of the French population embraced the hedonistic pursuit of pleasure: 
fashion, theatre, the cinema, dancing, dinner and cocktail parties, cabarets, nightclubs and 
the cafe-concert, as well as alcohol and even drugs, all being common forms of recreation. 
Having largely recovered from the effects of the First World War, a sense of prosperity 
existed in France and a celebratory attitude reigned. However, these carefree attitudes were 
not perceived to be positive by all. Excessive consumption of alcohol by both males and 
females was believed by many reform groups and public figures to be a social problem, 
and opium, heroine, morphine and cocaine were costly and illegal but infamously easy to 
find in Paris.39 Christine Bard states that "the most pessimistic commentators perceived 
this interwar quality of hedonism as no less than the collapse of civilization. "40 
Yet Un chien qui rapporte does not adopt a condemning attitude. The film 
celebrates hedonism, in spite of its moralizing tone. Many scenes are based around 
drinking, dancing and enjoying social occasions and the Parisian cafe scene. The film 
valorises the pursuit of pleasure in its various forms - whether it is sought through love as 
is the case with Josyane, through art and imagination in Alicette's case, through money in 
Loulou's case, through eccentricity in the countess Odette's case, through alcohol in the 
vieille fi,lle's case, or through wacky business schemes in Lebarazet's case. The film relies 
on satire for its humour, but this is not a biting satire. The film makes fun of the characters 
37 Jean-Pierre Jeancolas argues that an economic decline was evident from 1932, while Dominque Borne and 
Henri Dubief argue that the effects of "la crise" were beginning to be felt after the devaluation of the pound 
in September 1931. See Jeancolas, Le Cinema desfranr;ais 1929-1934: 15 ans d'annees trente (Paris: 
Editions Stock, 1983), 18; and Borne and Dubief, La Crise des annees 30, 26. 
38 "La fin d'une France. Apres le krach, ya plus eu d'femmes entret'nues. La ruine. Tout a foutu !'camp ... 
<;a a p't- etre traine encore jusqu'en 1935-1936 ... De 1918, la fin d'la guerre, a 1935, j'ai adore cette vie-la." 
Denis Demonpion, Arletty (Paris: Flammarion, 1996), 108. Author's translation. 
39 Bard, Les Femmes dans la societefranr;aise, 123. 
40 "Les plus pessimistes voient dans cet apres-guerre une qualite d'hedoniste ni plus ni moins que 
l'ecroulement de la civilisation." 






as cultural stereotypes but it does so playfully. Although Josyane is rewarded for her 
choice of love over money, none of the characters - even the dubiously intentioned 
Loulou - are punished for the ways in which they seek pleasure. The diverse characters' 
frenetic pleasure-seeking, as well as the playful use of editing and camera trickery, 
contribute to the film's energy thus giving a sense of the bustling and entertaining nature 
of Parisian life in the early 193 Os. 
The attempt to adopt a celebratory approach to the modern woman and interwar 
hedonism demonstrated in Un chien qui rapporte contrasts with the perspective adopted by 
the film version of La Garc;onne that was made five years later. La Garc;onne also focuses 
on the metropolitan milieu of cafes, nightclubs and independent women. This film, 
however, depicts this world as a depraved one, which proves to be damaging and 
destructive for Monique (Marie Bell), the female protagonist. Monique begins the film a 
Darrieux-esque gamine, a sprightly and mischievous but wholesome teenager, who lives at 
a girls' boarding school. After being deceived by her fiance she resolves to begin a new 
life as a modern, liberated woman. This involves opening her own business, experimenting 
with alcohol and opium, and having a string of affairs with both men and women ( one of 
these being Arletty's character Ninquette, a forthright lesbian showgirl who gives her body 
freely). Monique's attempts at being a modern woman are depicted as self-destructive and 
she becomes bitter and unhappy. Eventually she is rescued from her unsavoury way of life 
when she finds love with Blanchet, a friend who had loved her back when she was at the 
girls' school. The tones of the two films differ dramatically. Un chien qui rapporte, a light 
comedy, is not interested in delving into the dismal and lacks the sombre tone of La 
Garc;onne. Furthermore, La Garc;onne does not consider any of the positive aspects of the 
modern woman's lifestyle, in contrast to Un chien qui rapporte, which vacillates between 
glamorizing the modern woman and her lifestyle and engaging measures to contain her. 
Conclusion 
Josyane and Arletty exist at the limits of how liberated women could be in 1930s 
French society and still function within this society. This was a society that remained very 
misogynistic, in spite of the efforts of very active feminist groups such as L'Union 






improve the situation for women.41 It must be recalled that women did not get the vote 
until 1944 and during the thirties they needed their husband's authorisation to carry out 
financial transactions or to obtain a passport.42 The modem woman and the associated 
gar9onne fashion trend were perceived to be threatening because they represented an 
abrupt break with previous ideals of femininity, as well as with the the ingenue and the 
Reine du foyer types that were still highly valued. A Vogue writer discussing the trend for 
short dresses, skinny bodies and bobbed hair in 1930, lamented the lack of femininity in 
the contemporary fashions, observing that women "are losing the figures of their sex, 
becoming slight and flat boys, comparable to Phidias' beautiful Ephebes."43 The manner in 
which Un chien qui rapporte plays with aspects of the modem woman, while using the 
familiar modem woman of the fashion world, the poule, and the sentimental single girl 
types to anchor her within the boundaries of society, is suggestive of the transitional state 
of French gender norms during the interwar years. The portrayal of Arletty in this film 
reveals that on some level the modem woman was believed to be an appealing type of 
femininity, in spite of the very real threat she was perceived as representing. The film 
celebrates Arletty's modem fashions and body type, as well as her free display of her body 
and her free-spirited pursuit of pleasure. The ambivalence that the changing and conflicted 
gender norms catalysed in French society could not easily be resolved. As Un chien qui 
rapporte suggests, the conflicts that the changing gender norms inspired are resolvable 
only in a fairytale scenario. 
41 Bard, Les Femmes dans la societefranr;aise, 90. 
42 Bard, Les Femmes dans la societefranr;aise, 43. 






The Influence of Hotel du Nord on Arletty's Screen Persona 
Director Marcel Carne's approach to Arletty's modernness in the film Hotel du 
Nord is significantly less optimistic than the celebratory perspective reflected in Un chien 
qui rapporte seven years earlier. Scholars discussing Marcel Carne or Poetic Realism as a 
body of films have tended to dismiss Hotel du Nord (Marcel Carne, 1938) as inferior to 
canonical Poetic Realist masterpieces such as Le Quai des brumes (Port of Shadows, 
Carne, 1938), Le Jour se leve (Daybreak, Carne, 1939) and La Bete humaine (The Human 
Beast, Jean Renoir, 1938). For example, in his study of the style of Poetic Realism, Dudley 
Andrew introduces Hotel du Nord as "a standard star vehicle, neither high nor lowbrow," 
which "was too patently a commercial venture full of compromises, little jokes, and lapses 
in taste to aim at the formal unity achieved by Le Quai des brumes."1 Claude Beylie has 
observed that the explanation often given for the alleged artistic weakness of Hotel du 
Nord in comparison to other Carne films is that it "lacks the mark of Jacques Prevert."2 
The great poet Prevert, who scripted the dialogue for several of Carne' s other films, was 
visiting the United States at the time when Hotel du Nord was being produced and 
therefore was unable to work on the film. 3 
This film was, however, a watershed in Arletty's career as a film star. After the 
release of the film, reviewers recognised her as having unquestionably made the transition 
from vedette (or celebrity) to star. Le Canard enchaine exclaimed enthusiastically 
Hotel du Nord has been her winning lottery ticket. Because it is not 
enough to have talent, you must also have a role. Arletty, this time, 
had one. She drew the maximum of truthfulness and humour from 
it. Now the producers fight over her. She now gets the salary of a 
star. Bravo! 4 
1 Dudley Andrew, Mists of Regret: Culture and Sensibility in Classic French Film (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1995), 3-4 . 
2 "11 y manque la patte de Jacques Prevert." 
Claude Bey lie, "Came le faubourien," L 'Avant-scene cinema (374): 1988, 3. Author's translation. 
3 Michel Marie, "Les cent sous de Nazarede," L 'Avant-scene cinema (374): 1988, 7. 
4 "Hotel du Nord a ete pour elle le billet de loterie qui gagne. Car ii ne suffit pas d'avoir du talent, ii faut 
aussi un role. Arletty, cette-fois-ci, l'avait. Elle en a tire le maximum de verite et de drolerie. Maintenant les 
producteurs se l'arrachent. Elle touche des appointements de star. Bravo!" 
Michel Duran, Le Canard enchaine, March 15, 1939, reprinted in Christian Gilles, Arletty: ou la liberte 





After Hotel du Nord the salary that she could command increased from 60,000 to 300,000 
francs per film and she began to be cast in leading lady roles with greater frequency. 5 The 
film, which marks the beginning of Arletty's association with the acclaimed director 
Marcel Carne and the style of Poetic Realism, represents both a break from her previous 
screen roles (the majority of which were Theatre de Boulevard comedy characters) and a 
continuation of it. Poetic realism brought a new, overt pessimism to Arletty's modernness 
as well as a toning down of this modernness. Arletty's trademark titi parisien accent, her 
clever use of working class slang and her unique, abrupt mannerisms are showcased 
advantageously in her portrayal of Raymonde the prostitute in Hotel du Nord. Yet her first 
foray into Poetic Realism also signals the beginning of a change in her screen persona, 
which would culminate in her attainment of a remote and "timeless" femininity in her later 
starring roles in the Carne films Les Enfants du paradis (Children of Paradise, Carne, 
1945) and Les Visiteurs du soir (The Devil's Envoys, Carne, 1942). 
These later films cast Arletty in relation to a "timeless" femininity by presenting 
her as embodying a femininity that is not of the contemporary era in which the films were 
made, yet does continue to have relevance in that era. While Les Visiteurs du soir and Les 
Enfants du paradis are set in different historical time periods (Les Visiteurs du soir is set in 
medieval times and Les Enfants du paradis is set in the 1820s), Arletty is cast in relation to 
the same distant, elegant femininity in both. It was these later roles as idealised, distant and 
"timeless" women that Roger Manvell had in mind when he referred to Arletty as "the 
Garbo of France."6 Manvell observes that 
In Arletty's case, it is interesting that there were to be two, quite 
different images on the screen - the fresh, carefree, witty plebeian 
woman of Fric-Frac, and the other-worldly image of mysterious, 
surpassing beauty for which she is mostly remembered as a film 
actress.7 
Considering that the changes that wracked French society at the end of the thirties 
it is hardly surprising that Arletty's modernness began to become less of an emphasis in 
her film roles from the late in this decade, and that her characters began to be marked by a 
more restrained, "timeless" femininity instead. The social turmoil of the late 1930s altered 
the ways in gender relations were inflected in films and other cultural texts. During the last 
years of the 1930s France was, as Edward Baron Turk has described it, "in a state of 
5 Edward Baron Turk, Child of Paradise: Marcel Carne and the Golden Age of French Cinema (Cambridge, 
MA: Harvard University Press, 1989), 144. 
6 Roger Manvell, Love Goddesses of the Movies (New York: Crescent Books, 1975), 80. 
7 Manvell, Love Goddesses of the Movies, 80. 
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internal chaos."8 The Popular Front government, which was formed in early 1936 and 
which had been "a movement of enthusiasm," fell in 1938, along with the second Blum 
regime.9 Furthermore, Europe teetered uncomfortably on the brink of war. France found 
itself powerless to prevent Germany's move on Czechoslovakia and after the Munich 
Agreements of September 193 8, which took place while Hotel du Nord was in production, 
it became apparent that the country was on the verge of war. 10 During these fraught 
months leading up to the beginning of World War II, concerns about the modern woman 
were subdued in French culture as France faced a different, and very daunting, set of 
threats. 
Debates about the modern woman became less prominent for two reasons: because 
the hedonistic attitudes of the twenties and the early years of the thirties were no longer 
prevalent, meaning that the lifestyles available to women altered, and because it was now 
masculinity rather than femininity that tended to be highlighted as a matter of concern. 
While the concern about the modern woman had centred on women's increased mobility in 
the public sphere and the femme moderne's alleged moral and sexual depravity as a 
consequence of an apparent desire held by women to be more like men, it was now the 
male gender that was coming under criticism. The "crisis of masculinity," which had been 
present throughout the decade on some level as the modern woman called traditional 
gender norms into question, dramatically intensified during these bleak months as France 
approached the war. Robin Bates has examined the ways in which anxieties about 
masculinity were played out in the French Cinema in the eighteen months leading up to the 
mobilization for World War II. 11 He argues that during this period France was "obsessed 
with male weakness" and explains that the powerful male leaders of other countries, Hitler, 
Franco and Mussolini, were making their presence felt on an international level, causing 
the French to "question their own leaders and their capacity for action." 12 
8 Baron Turk, Child of Paradise, 131. 
9 "un mouvement d'enthousiasme." 
Jean-Pierre Jeancolas, Le Cinema des Franr;ais 1929-1944: 15 ans d'annees trente (Paris: Editions Stock, 
1983), 189. Author's translation. 
For more on the Popular Front see also Dominique Borne and Henri Dubrief, La Crise des annees 30: J 29-
1938 (Paris Editions du Seuil, 1989), 117-137. 
10 Baron Turk, Child of Paradise, 132. 
11 Robin Bates, "Audiences on the Verge of a Fascist Breakdown: Male Anxieties and Late 1930s French 
Film," Cinema Journal 36, 3 (1997): 25-55. 













Hotel du Nord reflects the pessimism that was acutely felt in France during the late 
thirties. The film tells the story of a young, working class couple, Renee (Annabella) and 
Pierre (Jean-Pierre Aumont), who having been repeatedly mistreated by life, make a 
suicide pact. The film also follows the story of a parallel, decidedly less idealised couple 
constituted by Raymonde (Arletty), a prostitute, and Edmond (Louis Jouvet), her lover and 
pimp. In addition to following the fates of the two parallel couples, the film contains many 
subplots that revolve around the daily lives of the assorted working class boarders who live 
at the Hotel du Nord. These include: Lecouvreur and Louise (the caring hotel owner and 
his motherly wife, played by Andre Brunot and Jane Marken), Prosper (a lock-keeper at 
the Canal Saint-Martin who is also a proud blood donor, played by Bernard Blier), Ginette 
(Prosper's flirtatious and unfaithful wife, played by Paulette Dubost), Jeanne (the hotel 
maid who habitually ends up getting too involved in the lives of the people whose rooms 
she cleans, played by Raymone) and Adrien (a homosexual confectioner, played by 
Fran9ois Perier). 
The film's narrative revolves around the fate of Renee. Renee and Pierre come to 
the Hotel du Nord, planning to carry out their suicide pact. Their plan is thwarted when 
Pierre, having shot Renee, regrets doing so and loses the courage to shoot himself as they 
had planned. Edmond finds Pierre standing above Renee with a gun and tells him to flee. 
Eventually Renee is saved after being given a blood transfusion using Prosper' s blood. 
Pierre, however, has already turned himself into the police and been imprisoned. 
Raymonde is also jailed temporarily, when the policemen who come to the hotel to 
investigate the crime find that her identification papers are not in order ( a rigorous system 
for documenting and controlling Paris' prostitutes remained in place from 1800 until 1946, 
and the the insoumise, or unregistered prostitute, was a major concern for police ). 13 
After her release from the hospital, Renee returns to the Hotel du Nord to thank 
Louise, who had sent her gifts while she was recovering. Louise and Lecouvreur take pity 
on Renee, the poor orphan who has nobody now that Pierre is in jail, and offer her a job 
helping Jeanne, the maid. She accepts and manages to endear herself to all of the hotel's 
boarders with her kind nature. Meanwhile, Raymonde tells Edmond some information that 
she learnt while in prison: a former underworld accomplice of Edmond's, who Edmond 
13 Hollis Clayson, Painted Love: Prostitution in French Art of the Impressionist Era (Los Angeles: Getty 






had informed on, is returning to Paris to track him down and get his revenge. Edmond asks 
Raymonde to escape to the South of France with him. She accepts joyfully, as she loves 
Edmond and is eager to leave her bleak existence as a Parisian prostitute. Renee visits 
Pierre in jail but he is full of self-hatred and bitterly tells her that he never wants to see her 
again. Edmond, who has now fallen in love with Renee, tells Raymonde that they are not 
going on their trip anymore. It is Edmond who consoles Renee after Pierre's rejection. He 
tells her that she has changed him and convinces her to leave for the South with him, 
where they will board a ship and escape their miseries together overseas. 
Renee and Edmond get as far as Marseille, but at the last moment Renee changes 
her mind about getting on the ship with Edmond and flees back to Pierre in Paris, leaving 
Edmond alone. In Paris, Raymonde has told Edmond's former accomplice about his 
whereabouts and started an affair with one of the other boarders to pay Edmond back for 
hurting her. Also, Pierre has been released from prison. Renee finds him and they reconcile. 
She says her farewells to the residents of the Hotel du Nord and leaves to marry Pierre 
(although their future remains somewhat uncertain). Meanwhile Edmond, resigned to his 
fate, returns to Paris and the Hotel du Nord, knowing that his former accomplice is waiting 
there to kill him. 
As the ending of this film suggests, pervasive pessimism was a notable feature of 
Poetic Realism. Dudley Andrew has noted that it is difficult to discuss Poetic Realism as a 
genre or a movement as the words "Poetic Realism" did not enter into the vocabulary of its 
filmmakers. 14 Furthermore, the words "Poetic Realism" were not used in advertising for 
this style of films or the discourses of producers and distributers in the systematic way that 
labels such as "western," "musical," and "neorealist" were employed. 15 He argues, 
however, that this is a label that can be applied to a body of French films produced in the 
late 1930s and early 1940s that shared a certain group of conventions, and, in particular, a 
thematic consistency. Jean-Pierre Jeancolas has described Poetic Realism as 
[A] realism that for several years sought to find itself in a morbid, 
despairing dimension. Its success until the war reflected society, 
from its collective unconsciousness, presenting an image that is the 
inverse, the negative of both the optimism of spring 193 6 and the 
nationalist triumphalism of winter 1938-1939. 16 
14 Andrew, Mists of Regret, 11-12. 
15 Andrew, Mists of Regret, 11-12. 
16 "Un realisme que se cherchait depuis plusieurs annees dans une dimension morbide, desesperee, dont le 
succes jusqu'a la guerre renvoie de la societe, de son inconscient collectif une image qui est l 'envers, le 
negatif a la fois de l'optimisme du printemps 1936 et du triomphalisme nationaliste de l'hiver 1938-1939." 




Jeancolas identifies the major theme of these types of films as "life's a bitch, you cannot 
escape your destiny." 17 He observes that, in keeping with this pessimistic theme of 
hopelessness, Poetic Realist films are also marked by a unique aesthetic of "sober streets, 
ports, wet paving stones, the sad and beautiful music of Maurice Jaubert and the wailing of 
sirens through the mist. Sirens of boats that will not be taken, to Algiers or Le Havre."18 
The pessimism that was a characteristic feature of Poetic Realism worked to 
constrain the modernness that was a key element of Arletty's star persona as well as many 
of her screen roles. Because of the reoccurring Poetic Realist theme "you cannot escape 
your destiny," her character, Raymonde, is given no real ambitions or aspirations and she 
has no hope of social or personal mobility. While in Un chien qui rapporte (Jean Choux, 
1931) Josyane's modernness was in many respects a surface one, at least she was granted 
the freedom to seek pleasure as she wished, in keeping with the hedonistic attitudes of 
France during the early 1930s. As a poor street prostitute, rather than a poule de luxe, 
Raymonde has fewer options. Her only ambition in life is to survive on the meagre amount 
of money she is able to make walking the streets. When Edmond complains to her, "my 
life is not an existence," she replies "well, you think my existence is a life?"19 Although 
she retains her good nature and sharp wit, Raymonde's life as a prostitute is not a happy 
one. She describes the nature of her work to Jeanne, the maid, in frank terms: 
Usually at that time of night I'm pacing under the roof of the Metro 
station. A funny job, when you think about it at a distance. There 
are nights when I stay for twenty, twenty-five trains without finding 
a client. Because when I get bored I count the Metros that pass over 
my head. One day I beat my own record. 57 Metros I waited 
without seeing anybody. And yet it's a working station.20 
17 "La thematique, chienne de vie, on n'echappe pas a son destin." 
Jeancolas, Le Cinema des Franc;ais, 269. Author's translation. 
18 "L'esthetique, les rues sombres, les ports, les paves mouilles, la musique triste et belle de Maurice Jaubert 
et les mugissements embrumes des sirenes. Les sirenes des bateaux qu'on ne prend pas, a Alger ou au 
Havre." 
Jeancolas, Le Cinema des Franc;ais, 269. Author's translation. 
19 "Ma vie n'est pas une existence/ Ben tu crois que mon existence est une vie." 
Jacques Kermabon and Ariel Camacho, "Hotel du Nord de Marcel Came: decoupage plan a plan apres 
montage et textes des dialogues in extenso," L 'Avant-scene cinema (374): 1988, 30. Author's translation. 
20 "D'habitude a c't'heure-laj'fais les cent pas sous la voute du metro. Un dr6le de boulot quand on y pense 
a froid sans faire de temperature. II y a des soirs ou je reste vingt, vingt-cinq metros sans trouver un client. 
Paree que quandj'm'ennuie, j'compte les metros qui passent au-dessus de ma tete. Unjour j'ai battu mon 
propre record. Cinquante-sept metros que j'suis restee sans voir personnel Et pourtant c'est une station qui 
travaille." 
Kermabon and Camacho, "Hotel du Nord," 46. Author's translation. 
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Screen capture from Hotel du Nord, Imperial Film, Luca and Sedif Productions, 1938. 
Figure 7.4 




Raymonde is presented as the helpless victim of fate. Once in the film she is offered an 
opportunity for happiness when she agrees to leave with Edmond for the south of France, 
which she imagines as idyllic. He even buys the tickets, yet their trip does not eventuate as 
Renee returns to the Hotel du Nord and steals Edmond's heart from Raymonde. Inevitably 
Raymonde's wishes for love and the opportunity to escape from her job and the dreary 
environment in which she lives prove to be futile. For Edmond, the ingenue Renee is a 
more appealing romantic object than the "tarnished" Raymonde. 
The film relies heavily on the traditional virgin/whore dichotomy and in this 
respect the film's overall view on femininity is an old-fashioned one, under which 
Raymonde/ Arletty does not fare well. The film is structured by ongoing relations of 
contrast and intersection between the idealised, romantic couple and the underworld 
couple of the pimp and the prostitute, meaning that Renee/ Annabella and 
Raymonde/ Arletty are repeatedly emphasised as polar opposites. The two actresses possess 
contrasting physicalities. Annabella's hair is a very light shade of blonde while Arletty is 
raven-haired, Annabella's body is softly curving while Arletty's is skinny and angular, and 
Annabella has delicate and symmetrical facial features while Arletty possesses a less 
conventional beauty and irregular facial features ( see figs. 7 .1-7.4 ). The romantic beauty of 
Annabella's face is highlighted by subtle makeup, as well as the employment of soft focus 
and high key lighting in her close-ups (see fig. 7.1). Arletty, in contrast, wears dark make-
up and, not being the star of the film, she has fewer close-ups. When her face is shown in 
close-up, she is not given the soft focus star treatment (see, for example, fig. 7.2). 
Annabella is costumed as the ingenue her character is, in white ankle socks and flat shoes, 
pale coloured trenchcoats, butterfly broaches and simple, striped or polka dotted cotton 
dresses in light coloured fabrics (see fig. 7.3). Arletty, in contradistinction, wears black 
stockings, figure-skimming dresses, black silk lingerie worn with boisterously patterned 
floral robes, stiletto-heeled shoes and fur wraps (see fig. 7.4). Annabella's character is soft-
spoken and shy, while Arletty's character is loud, opinionated and has an abrasive voice. 
The film adopts a moralizing slant; as the plot plays out, Annabella's ingenue, the 
innocent, trusting orphan, fares better than Arletty's worldly prostitute. After being 
fortuitously rescued from death, Renee's wellbeing is protected by all inhabitants of the 
Hotel du Nord, whose affections she has won with her timid innocence. In the end Renee 
is reunited with her true love, Pierre, and they leave the Hotel du Nord to be married. The 
plot does not treat Raymonde nearly as well. She begins the film in an abusive relationship 









Then, having been cast aside by Edmond, the man she genuinely loves, she ends the film 
in the bed of Prosper, a slightly overweight man that she pities but does not love. While 
Renee, the innocent ingenue is saved and given a second chance at life and love, the film 
does not give Raymonde, the prostitute, any chances. Her situation has not improved by 
the film's end: she remains at the tawdry Hotel du Nord and it seems she is destined to 
spend her life passing from one man to another, never finding either true love or the 
financial stability to leave prostitution. 
While the film aimed to position Annabella on the positive side of the virgin/whore 
dichotomy, and Arletty's character as a less desirable option, the film was not uniformly 
received in this manner. Although Annabella was the film's star and Europe's biggest 
female star in terms of box-office draw at the time, the majority of reviewers were 
unimpressed by her characterisation and performance in this film. 21 A substantial number 
of reviewers asserted that they preferred Arletty's character to the "insipid" character 
played by Annabella.22 For example, a 1939 feature on Arletty makes the following remark: 
One is always happy to see a nice girl, a good friend type, full of 
talent (she has even more than that), who is funny without ever 
being vulgar, hit the jackpot. Arletty, star, you make up for 
Annabella a bit. 23 
Similarly, the Pour vous reviewer focuses on Arletty's performance rather than 
Annabella's, enthusing that her performance was "special" and "unbelievable." The 
reviewer admires the film's pairing of Arletty and Louis Jouvet as the underworld couple 
over the sentimental couple. The reviewer points out that, in contrast to Arletty and Jouvet, 
the "Annabella-Aumont team" enthusiastically offered on the film's poster is "truly 
piteous," continuing that they are "insipid lovers and we will never be able to be able to 
interest ourselves in their fate."24 
Following Carne's own claim, Michel Marie has argued that the reason that the 
underworld couple were received more favourably than the sentimental couple (in spite of 
the filmmaker's intentions), is that the screenwriter, Henri Jeanson, did not regard 
21 Baron Turk, Child of Paradise, 129. 
22 "Hotel du Nord," Pour vous, January 4, 1939, 12. 
23 "On est toujours content de voir une brave fille, une bonne copine, pleine du talent (elle en a encore plus 
que r;:a), drole sans jamais etre vulgaire, reussir a decrocher la timbale. Arletty star, r;:a vous console un peu 
d' Annabella." 
Duran, Le Canard enchaine, reprinted in Gilles, Arletty, 150. Author's translation. 
24 "Le team Annabella-Aumont. [ ... ] Ils sont vraiment piteux ces amoureux faibles, et nous ne pouvons 
jamais arriver a nous interesser a leur sort." 





Annabella and Jean-Pierre Aumont particularly highly as actors. Therefore, as Marie and 
Carne argue, while writing the script Jeanson engaged in a 
deliberate "botching" of the two principal stars' dialogue to the 
advantage of the two initially secondary characters, the prostitute 
and her pimp, who were much more "cinematic" in the eyes of the 
screenwriter. 25 
Marie notes that much of the dialogue that Jeanson scripted for the sentimental couple 
seems to be an ironic parody of the type of lyric and despairing dialogue that Prevert, 
Carne's usual collaborator, tended to write.26 Whatever the case, it is certain that the witty 
dialogue Jeanson scripted for Arletty lent her tarnished and morally dubious prostitute a 
certain warmth. The prostitute is rendered sympathetic in Hotel du Nord in such a manner 
as to align Arletty with the prostitute with a heart of gold character trope. 
The Prostitute with a Heart of Gold Stereotype 
The alignment of Arletty's character with this character trope was another means of 
toning down the modernness associated with her persona. The prostitute with a heart of 
gold type, which has its roots in eighteenth century French literature, was already well 
established in both French and Hollywood films by the late 1930s.27 For example, during 
the twenties Hollywood had produced three different film versions of Alexandre Dumas 
fils' La Dame aux camelias, followed by Camille (George Cukor) in 1936, another version 
of the play starring Greta Garbo. The type also featured in films including Red Dust 
(Victor Fleming, 1932), Gone with the Wind (Victor Fleming, 1939), and Stagecoach 
(John Ford, 1939), among others. In France the type featured in Angele (Marcel Pagnol, 
1934) and Jenny (Marcel Carne, 1936), having already been presented in La Dame aux 
camelias (Andre Calmettes and Henri Pouctal) in 1912. 
Ginette Vincendeau has argued that, among other influences, Poetic Realism 
developed out of and draws upon the nineteenth-century literary works of Balzac, Eugene 
25 "un 'baclage' delibere des dialogues des deux vedettes principales au profit de deux personnages au depart 
secondaires, la prostituee et son souteneur, beaucoup plus 'cinematographiques' aux yeux du dialoguiste." 
Marie, "Les Cent Sous de Nazarede," 7. Author's translation. 
26 Marie, "Les Cent Sous de Nazarede," 7. 
27 For more on the history of the depiction of prostitutes in the cinema see Russell Campbell, Marked 




Sue and Zola.28 The prostitute with a heart of gold was hardly a new cultural trope in the 
1930s, the prostitute having been a recurrent figure of fascination in French works of 
literature, art and theatre throughout the nineteenth century, to the point that the painted 
depiction of the prostitute had become a something of a cliche in France by 1900. 29 
Prostitutes feature prominently in the literary output of Zola, Balzac and Maupassant, the 
art of Manet, Cezanne and Degas ( among others), and in plays such as Alexandre Dumas 
fils' La Dame aux camelias (1852) and Le Demimonde (1855), and Victor Hugo's Marion 
de Lorme (1831 ). Charles Bernheimer has traced the origins of the specific archetype of 
the prostitute with a heart of gold back to Rousseau's story "The Loves of Milford 
Edouard Bromston," which was published as an appendix to La Nouvelle Heloise in 
1780.30 The story includes a character named Lauretta, a prostitute who becomes disgusted 
with her profession after falling in love with a client that she has been assigned. She enters 
a convent in order to reform herself for Edouard, her love, but eventually she realises that 
she will never be pure enough to marry him. Consequently, she virtuously resolves to 
sacrifice her happiness and never see Edouard again. 
Some well-known examples of the subsequent adoption of the prostitute with a 
heart of gold character trope by French authors are Balzac's Splendeurs et miseres des 
courtisanes (published in 184 7) and Maupassant's short stories, "Boule de suif' ( 1880) 
and "La Maison Tellier" (1881 ). 31 Esther, the heroine of Splendeurs et miseres des 
courtisanes is, like Lauretta, "a whore purified through love."32 She has a secret affair with 
Lucien, who she loves dearly; however, Lucien wishes to marry into society. Lucien and 
his friend Vautrin use the loyal Esther to get money out of a rich man, but she commits 
suicide after going through with the sexual exchange with this client. In Maupassant's 
stories, as Hollis Clayson has observed, "he made the prostitutes the only moral citizens of 
France circa 1870."33 "Boule de suif' tells the story of a prostitute nicknamed Boule de 
suif ( or Dumpling) who, during the Franco-Prussian War, is forced to sleep with a German 
officer so that she and her fellow French travellers, who are being held by the Germans, 
can go free. Eventually she agrees to do so, and is then snubbed by her "respectable" 
28 Ginette Vincendeau, The Companion to French Cinema (London: BFI Publishing, 1996), 116. 
29 Clayson, Painted Love, 5. 
3° Charles Bernheimer, Figures of Ill Repute: Representing Prostitution in Nineteenth-Century France 
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1989), 42. See also, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Oeuvres completes 
(Paris: Pleiade, 1964 ). 
31 Honore de Balzac, Splendeurs et miseres des courtisanes (Paris: Gamier, 1975); and Guy de Maupassant, 
Boule de suif and Other Stories, trans. H.N.P. Sloman (Harmondsworth, Middlesex: Penguin Books, 1946). 
32 Bernheimer, Figures of Ill Repute, 42. 







fellow French companions. "La Maison Tellier" is a more optimistic story about a group of 
prostitutes who attend a First Communion and highly enjoy spending time with the child 
and being inside a church. Clayson states that in these Maupassant stories 
the prostitute and her standard characteristics (she is fat, 
sentimental, religious, nostalgic, and emotionally volatile) function 
as levers with which to prize loose the bourgeois agenda of 
morality from its hypocritical underpinnings. 34 
While one of the aims of Poetic Realism was social realism, the prostitute with a 
heart of gold represented by Arletty/Raymonde in Hotel du Nord is more a cultural 
stereotype (and a somewhat old fashioned one at that) than a social type. 35 Raymonde is 
not purified by love and grand sacrifice as are Rousseau and Balzac's prostitutes; yet she 
does, nonetheless, represent a sympathetic depiction of a prostitute with a good heart. As a 
Pour Vous reporter reviewing the film noted, this role allowed Arletty to demonstrate "all 
that is human and soulful in her personality." 36The review goes on to observe that 
Raymonde is "a girl who is a bit cynical, a bit nonchalant, but who is, however, the 
incarnation of common sense in this heavy and troubled atmosphere."37 She has much in 
common with Maupassant's prostitutes with hearts of gold. Like the Maupassant archetype 
as identified by Clayson, Raymonde is sentimental, nostalgic, emotionally volatile and 
religious. Her sentimentality is demonstrated in the scene where she whimsically imagines 
her journey to the South of France with Edmond and embellishes the story for Jeanne. Her 
nostalgia is suggested when she remembers the best day of her life as the day she got to 
wear a new dress and take a boat trip to Charenton at eleven years old. Her emotional 
volatility is apparent when she launches into tirades after being arrested for not having her 
identification papers in order and again after Edmond tries to dump her. Although she is 
not characterised as especially religious, she does chastise Edmond to "respect religion" 
34 Clayson, Painted Love, 44. 
35 See Dudley Andrew's discussion of Poetic Realism's complex relationship to tradition notions ofrealism 
in Mists of Regret, 195-231. On the connection between Poetic Realism and social realism see also Colin 
Crisp, Genre, Myth and Convention in the French Cinema: 1929-1939 (Bloomington: Indiana University 
Press, 2002), 95-6. 
36 "ce qu'il avait d'humain et d'amer dans sa personnalite." 
Jean-Pierre Barrot, "Un nouveau personnage d' Arletty," Pour vous, January 11, 1939, 4. Author's 
translation. 
37 "Raymonde, une fille un peu desabusee, un peu nonchalante, mais qui est pourtant !'incarnation du bon 
sens dans cette atmosphere lourde et troublee." 







Screen capture from Hotel du Nord, Imperial Film, Luca and Sedif Productions, 1938 . 
Figure 7.6 
Edgar Degas, Repose, 1879-80 or 1876-77, monotype, Musee Picasso, Paris. Reproduced in Hollis 
Clayson, Painted Love: Prostitution in French Art of the Impressionist Era (Los Angeles: Getty 
Publications, 2003), 32. 
Figure 7.7 
Edgar Degas, Waiting for the Client, 1879-80 or 1876-77, monotype, Musee 
Picasso, Paris. Reproduced in Hollis Clayson, Painted Love: Prostitution in 
French Art of the Impressionist Era (Los Angeles: Getty Publications, 2003), 37. 
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Figure7. 8 
Edouard Manet, Nana, 1877, oil on canvas, Kunsthalle, Hamburg. 
Reproduced in Hollis Clayson, Painted Love: Prostitution in French Art of the 
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Figure 7.9 
Edouard Manet, Before the Mirror, 1876, oil on canvas, Guggenheim Museum, 
New York. Reproduced in Hollis Clayson, Painted Love: Prostitution in French 
Art of the Impressionist Era (Los Angeles: Getty Publications, 2003), 76. 
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Figure 7.10 
Edouard Manet, The Garter, 1878, oil on canvas, Ordrupgaard Collection, 
Copenhagen. Reproduced in Hollis Clayson, Painted Love: Prostitution in French Art of 
the Impressionist Era (Los Angeles: Getty Publications, 2003), 77. 
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when he is rude to Lucette, one of the boarders' daughters, on the day of her First 
Communion.38 
In spite of her difficult life, Raymonde retains her wit and her good nature. Her 
warm-hearted nature is established in the scene in which Raymonde is introduced. In this 
scene she is shown kindly interacting with Lucette, the little girl. Lucette comes to bring 
Raymonde a slice of her First Communion cake (fig. 7.5). Raymonde genuinely enjoys the 
girl's company, hugging her and calling her "mon petit" ("my little one"). Edmond, 
however, fails to be moved by Raymonde's demonstration of maternal inclinations and 
comments sarcastically, "what a touching scene. "39 In another scene, it is Raymonde that 
Prosper calls upon for advice when he is in despair after discovering that his wife has been 
having an affair with one of the other boarders. She does not hesitate to offer him a 
sympathetic ear, and later she begins an affair with this sad, overweight man out of 
sympathy for him. The film's portrayal of a sympathetic prostitute was well-received by 
the public, including ( as Arletty would claim later in life), a group of Parisian prostitutes. 
In the 1980s, Arletty told an interviewer that after the release of Hotel du Nord she was 
contacted by a group of prostitutes: 
If I dare to say so, I had rendered the profession sympathetically, 
with all of my petite femme roles (in any case, I would never have 
played trash). I went to a mass with them. Were they women of the 
world! 40 
As well as characterising Joysane in relation to the prostitute with a heart of gold 
literary type, which was employed with frequency during the nineteenth century, Hotel du 
Nord also draws from older art historical traditions for the depiction of prostitutes. The 
close attention paid to Arletty's dressing and undressing in several scenes reflects the 
fascination of Impressionist painters such as Edouard Manet, Edgar Degas and others with 
prostitutes in states of undress. The use of the brazen prostitute as subject enabled 
nineteenth century avant-garde painters to depict the naked female body in a range of 
poses that differ from the traditional poses utilised for idealised nudes. Works by these 
painters presented the prostitute in various permutations of partial nakedness. The 
following are but a few examples of the numerous depictions of the figure of the prostitute 
38 "Respecte la religion." Author's translation. 
39 "Tableau touchant." Author's translation. 
40 "Si j'ose dire, j'avais rendu la profession sympathique, avec tous mes roles de 'petite femme' (de toute 
maniere je n'aurais jamais joue une ordure). Je suis allee a une messe avec elles. Mais c'etaient des femmes 
du monde!" 
Christian Gilles, Arletty: ou la liberte d'etre (Paris: Librairie Seguier, 1988), 96. Author's translation. 
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Screen capture from Hotel du Nord, Imperial Film, Luca and Sedif Productions, 1938. 
Figure 7.13 
Screen capture from Hotel du Nord, Imperial Film, Luca and Sedif Productions, 1938. 
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Figure 7.14 
Screen capture from Hotel du Nord, Imperial Film, Luca and Sedif Productions, 1938. 
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m nineteenth century French painting. 41 Degas produced a series of monotypes of 
prostitutes in brothel settings during the 1870s in which his subjects appear in states of 
nudity. This series, which includes works such as Repose (ca. 1879-80 or 1876-77, fig. 7.6) 
and Waiting for the Client ( ca. 1879-80 or 187 6-77, fig. 7. 7), shows groups of prostitutes 
slouching and lounging in brothel salons while wearing nothing but negligees, or naked 
other than a pair of stockings, gloves, slippers, or a necklace. Manet's three paintings of 
prostitutes at their toilet, Nana (1877, fig. 7.8), Before The Mirror (1876, fig. 7.9), and The 
Garter (1878, fig. 7 .10), shocked and titillated when they were exhibited in the late 
1870s.42 All three of these paintings depict prostitutes wearing lingerie and nonchalantly 
displaying bare shoulders, backs, and even expansive cleavage and a nipple, in the case of 
The Garter. The paintings capture their subjects in the midst of their process of dressing. 
Standing in front of the mirror, Nana pauses with a powder-puff held up to her face and 
glances over her shoulder to meet the beholder's gaze. The subject of Before The Mirror is 
shown from behind as she pulls her corset strings tight while looking at her reflection in 
the mirror, and in The Garter the prostitute stares downwards at her knee while bending 
down to adjust her stocking (in doing so, she lets her large breasts fall out of her corset). 
The prototypical gestures of these Manet figures were subsequently represented again and 
again in visual depictions of prostitutes. 
The extended scenes of Arletty dressing and undressing in Hotel du Nord offer the 
viewer the same voyeuristic sense of watching a woman brazenly display her body in her 
lingerie. The film contains multiple scenes that show Arletty en dishabille, in her negligee. 
In the first scene in which she appears, Raymonde is in her room talking to Edmond and 
the child, Lucette, as she primps and prepares to go out. Here she wears a flowing and 
transparent floral dressing gown over a revealing black lacy negligee. Standing in front of 
the mirror, she pins up her hair, applies her makeup and puts on her dress as she carries out 
the conversation (figs. 7.11 and 7.12). Significantly, the hairstyle in which Arletty arranges 
her hair in this scene, and which she wears throughout the film, recalls the style worn by 
Manet's and Degas' prostitutes. She wears her hair piled up on top of her head, with a 
curly fringe at the front. This hairstyle reflects the trends of the late nineteenth century 
more than the 1930s. In a later scene, she wears the same lacy black negligee while the 
maid helps her pack her suitcase (fig. 7.13). In yet another scene, Raymonde tells 
41 I cannot engage in an indepth analysis of all paintings that belong to this tradition within the scope of this 
project. For more examples, see Clayson, Painted Love. 
42 For more on these three paintings, see Clayson's formal analysis and discussion of their reception. 




Promotional photograph for Tempete, 
Belgatos, 1940. 
Figure 7.16 
Promotional photograph for Le Jour 
se Leve, Sigma and Vauban 
Productions, 1939. Reproduced in 
Christian Gilles, Arletty: ou la Liberti 
d'etre (Paris: Librairie Seguier, 1988), 
XVIII. 
Figure 7.18 
Promotional photograph for Tempete, Belgatos, 1940. 
Reproduced in Christian Gilles, Arletty: ou la Liberti 




Edmond's former accomplice of Edmond's whereabouts, while dressing in her room. She 
is shown nonchalantly taking off her robe, revealing her body in her scanty black slip, 
before zipping herself into a dress and rolling her black stockings onto her legs one by one 
(figs. 7.14 and 7.15). 
These scenes are suggestive of the change Carne was effecting in Arletty's screen 
persona- a transformation from the youthful gamine/gar9onne type that she had embodied 
in her previous films, into a certain fetishized "older woman" type. Interestingly, Arletty is 
explicitly sexualized compared to the young and virginal Annabella. Russell Campbell has 
argued that in Hotel du Nord Arletty's prostitute character functions to "infuse an 
otherwise banal tale with the thrill of illicit sexuality."43 Arletty is repeatedly costumed in 
fetishized garments such as sheer black lace and satin negligees, black stockings and black 
stilettos in Hotel du Nord. These items of clothing simultaneously conceal and reveal her 
smooth, white skin. Her fetishized costumes - as well as the close attention paid to her 
processes of putting on and removing these garments - recall the representation of other 
fetishized older women Marlene Dietrich and Mae West in Hollywood films. Mae West, 
who was 39 when she appeared in her first film, was fetishistically costumed on screen in 
similar manner. West frequently wore corsets, feathers, lace and other Victorian-esque 
garments. Likewise, Dietrich, who was 29 when she first arrived in Hollywood in 1930 
and who was beginning to be cast as a fetishized older woman from the mid-thirties, was 
habitually costumed in dark stockings, stilettos, lace, feathers, ornate headdresses and 
sheer materials. In Arletty, West and Dietrich's cases, the fetishized older woman offers 
the viewer a decadent form of pleasure - these worldly women who display themselves 
willingly in fetish garments are clearly not "nice girls." 
After Hotel du Nord, the fetishized older woman type would also come into play in 
Arletty's subsequent films, including Le Jour se !eve (1939), Tempete (Thunder Over Paris, 
Dominique Bernard-Deschamps, 1940), Les Visiteurs du soir (1942), and Les Enfants du 
paradis (1945). This is apparent in stills from Le Jour se !eve and Tempete. In one still 
from Le Jour se !eve (fig. 7.16), for example, Arletty is depicted sitting on a chair, 
smoking a cigarette, with her legs outstretched provocatively. She wears a skimpy 
sequined and ruffled dance outfit, accessorised with black stockings, black high-heels and 
black elbow-length gloves. The stills from Tempete (figs. 7.17 and 7.18) show her 
costumed in a sheer satin and lace bodysuit worn with black stockings and in a black 







leather dress, which is cut to the midriff on one side of her torso, revealing a large portion 
of her transparent and lacy negligee. With this dress she wears black stockings and stilettos 
and a fox skin wrap around her neck. In both France and Hollywood, the fetishized older 
woman type was a means through which certain actresses could continue to have 
successful careers as desirable film stars, in spite of the general preference for youthful 
females manifest in both industries. Alternatively, older women could adopt warm and 
maternal screen personae as Franc;:oise Rosay did with success. Interestingly, both the 
maternal and the fetishized older women types are blended in Rosay's characterisation in 
Jenny (Marcel Carne, 1936). 
In the context of the 1930s, the fetishized older woman type embodied by these 
film stars was necessarily antithetical to the modern woman type due to the fact that the 
modern woman of the interwar era was almost always cast as youthful in both France and 
the United States. This fetishized older woman is not a modern woman because her 
intricate and fetishized costumes, which are designed for erotic appeal rather than comfort, 
differ from the fashions worn by the modern woman, which express freedom of movement. 
The excess of texture that is characteristic of West's, Dietrich's and Arletty's fetishized 
costumes is at odds with the simplicity and crisp lines that were a feature of the "modern" 
fashions popularised by Coco Chanel and others. Their ruffles, black stockings, elaborate 
headdresses, lacy underwear and corsets hark back to fashions worn by previous 
generations. Furthermore, the films in which West and Dietrich embody the type are 
usually set either in the past, or in some "foreign" location, in a manner that distances 
these women from everyday experience. 
Arletty and Comedy 
While the strategies of casting Arletty in relation to the prostitute with a heart of 
gold and fetishized older woman types, as well as the pessimism of the Poetic Realist style, 
worked to temper the modernness that was a strong feature of her star persona, this was not 
a complete and abrupt change as far as her star persona was concerned. The film utilised 
comedy in Arletty's characterisation as a bridge that unified her emerging persona as a 
timelessly feminine Poetic Realist heroine with her previous one as an eccentric and 
actress of the Theatre de Boulevard. Throughout the 1930s, Arletty's name was 




filmed adaptations, and because she enjoyed putting her wit to use in interviews. For 
example, in December 1933, Cine-miroir carried out an "enquete" or survey that asked 
several major French stars of the time what they would do if they won five million dollars. 
While the other respondents answered in earnest, Arletty joked with the interviewer. The 
interview was printed as follows: 
- If I won five million ... ! You are talking of a windfall! ... I would 
start by making a penniless family that I know well happy. 
- Who is this family? 
- Mine! ... 44 
Although Poetic Realism tended much more towards tragedy than comedy, Arletty 
brought a comic accent to the pessimistic Hotel du Nord. The casting of Arletty, an actress 
known for her comic abilities, as well as the witty dialogue scripted for her by Jeanson, 
worked to tone done the film's pessimism. Throughout the film, Raymonde is at the ready 
with a witty response in all situations. For example, when she is arrested for not having her 
identification papers in order, she wisecracks as she is being loaded into the police car, 
commenting "you could show off a bit more. A good catch is a good catch! "45 In another 
scene, Edmond reprimands her for not having put her personal belongings away in their 
correct places. She responds by observing that something else is "out of place" in the 
room - "a woman like me next to a guy like you."46 In yet another example, Raymonde 
consoles Prosper by offering him food but he protests that he doesn't "have the heart to 
eat."47 Raymonde replies jokingly, "the heart has nothing to do with your insides. You cry 
with your peepers, you eat with your mouth. Don't mix up the organs!"48 With her 
constant witticisms, Raymonde contrasts with the other central characters, Renee, Pierre, 
and the "fatalist" Edmond, who all dwell on their convictions that they are doomed to 
tragedy and tend to discuss their fate in poetic language. Raymonde's enthusiasm for using 
humour is suggestive of this character's ability to make the best of bad situations ( which is 
in keeping with the prostitute with a heart of gold stereotype). 
44 
"- Si je gagnais cinq millions!. .. Vous parlez d'une aubaine ! ... Je commencerais par faire lajoie d'une 
famille de fauches que je connais bien ! - Laquelle? - La mienne ! ... " 
Alain Beauvoir, "Un enquete: si vous gagniez cinq millions <lites qu'en feriez-vous?", Cine-miroir, 
December 22, 1933, 804. Author's translation. 
45 "Vous pouvez cn1ner. Pour une belle prise c'est une belle prise." 
Kermabon and Camacho, "Hotel du Nord," 38. Author's translation. 
46 "Pas a sa place. [ ... ] Une femme comme moi aupres d'un type comme toi." Author's translation. 
47 "Pas le creur a manger." Author's translation. 
48 "Le creur n'a rien a voir la-dedans. On pleure avec ses chasses, on mange avec sa bouche, melangez pas 
Jes organes!" 





Yet humour is also a means through which Arletty is allowed to retain her 
modernness on some level. Her adoption of humour is another aspect that sets her apart 
from dreamy, romantic Renee/ Annabella. Kathleen Rowe has persuasively argued that 
comedy can have subversive potential for women.49 Although the focus of her study is 
primarily comedy as a narrative structure - and this is certainly not the narrative structure 
that shapes Poetic Realism - Rowe's ideas are relevant because she also discusses larger 
issues relating to women, jokes and laughter. She argues that comedy is an 
"antiauthoritarian" mode. 50 In this respect, it is noteworthy that Raymonde uses comedy to 
express her displeasure at being arrested to the policemen. Rowe observes "the shock that 
may occur when women assume the position of joke-maker."51 She states: 
When men make jokes about women, they assert their already-
existing social power over them. When women make jokes about 
men, they invert - momentarily - the social hierarchy. 52 
Significantly, many ofRaymonde'sjokes are directed towards the sullen Edmond, or used 
as responses to his verbal abuse. 
The idea that humour can be used by women as a means of inverting social 
hierarchies has particular resonance for 1930s France as this was a culture that - at least on 
a bureaucratic level - tended towards misogyny. James F. MacMillan has argued that 
although women were legally disenfranchised in 1930s France (having not yet won the 
vote and being, in many respects, considered to be male properly by the law), there existed 
means for them to exercise an "indirect control."53 He discusses a possible "discrepancy 
between women's legal position and their ordinary everyday situation." 54 The 
demonstration of wit and intelligence was one way in which women could exercise 
indirect control. This is exemplified in a 1936 Cine-miroir feature that asked a selection of 
France's female stars whether they thought that women should get the vote. Amongst the 
respondents, there was an equal split between the stars who supported women getting the 
vote and those who deemed it unnecessary. One star, Vera Kon~ne, felt that it was not 
necessary for the laws to change because women were adept at using intelligence to 
demonstrate their status as "superior beings." Korene asserts 
49 Kathleen Rowe, The Unruly Woman: Genders and the Genres of Laughter (Austin: University of Texas 
Press, 1995). 
50 Rowe, The Unruly Woman, l O 1. 
51 Rowe, The Unruly Woman, 19. 
52 Rowe, The Unruly Woman, 19. 
53 James F. McMillan, Housewife or Harlot: The Place of Women in French Society 1870-1940 (Sussex: 
Harvester Press, 1981), 3. 





Women are such superior beings that they do not need a slip of 
cardboard - I am speaking of the voter's card - to make their 
intelligence understood. [ ... ] What do the laws matter? All that 
counts, in my opinion, is the moral freedom determined by 
intelligence. 55 
179 
It seems that some commentators of the thirties did find Arletty, a female 
comedian, threatening or subversive in the manner discussed by Rowe. Although France 
had many acclaimed male comic actors, including Michel Simon, Fernande!, Raimu and 
Sacha Gui try, female actors who specialised in comedy were much less common in the 
French cinema industry. While in 1930s Hollywood many actresses specialized in 
screwball comedy, French film actresses were primarily given dramatic roles. When they 
did appear in comedies, the comic acting was for the most part left to the male actors. This 
is apparent in Fric-Frac (Claude Autant-Lara, 1939), Un soir de reveillon (Karl Anton, 
1933) and Le Mari reve (Roger Capellani, 1936). In these films the female protagonists 
feature as idealised ingenues who are either presented as above the debasing form of 
comedy or who become the innocent victim of comedy (which is often instigated by the 
male protagonist) due to their simple-mindedness. Here, the male leads - and Arletty's 
eccentric supporting characters - are the sources of the films' comedy and wit. A 193 5 
Cine-miroir interviewer struggled to make sense of Arletty as a female comedian, 
introducing her in this manner: 
Generally, comic actors rely upon their physiques to be funny, and 
they allow themselves to be made ugly, even if nature has been 
kind to them. Arletty, she lets herself be pretty. In truth, she is not a 
comic. She is afantaisiste, with all that that type suggests - wit, 
originality, and a concern for going off the beaten path. 56 
This passage suggests a perceived conflict between skill as a comic performer and 
the role of the female actress as a beautiful and feminine object of desire, as well as an 
unwillingness to label Arletty as a comic. The press kit for Le Jour se leve, the second 
Poetic Realism film that Arletty appeared in, similarly suggests that comedy is unfeminine, 
stating 
55 "Les femmes sont des etres tellement superieures qu'elles n'ont pas besoin d'un bout de carton - je parle 
de la carte d' electeur - pour faire entendre leurs raisons. [ ... ] Qu 'importent al ors Jes lois ? Seu!, a mon a vis, 
compte l'affranchissement moral, dicte par !'intelligence." 
Paule Hutzler, "Avez-vous vote?" Cine-miroir, May 8, 1936, 294. Author's translation. 
56 "Une artiste comique se sert generalement de son physique pour etre drole, et s'enlaidit si la nature l'a 
comblee. Arletty, elle se permet d'etre jolie. II est vrai qu'elle n'est pas une comique. C'est un fantaisiste 
avec tout ce que cet emploi comporte d'originalite, d'esprit, de souci de sortir des sentiers battus." 





As soon as Marcel Came discovered her extraordinary aptitude for 
realist roles in Hotel du Nord, he decided to give her an even more 
important role in his next film. Here you will find her even more 
perfect, after shedding the banal comic effects. She expresses 
profoundly something played with her heart. Intensely woman, she 
shares truly felt emotion. 57 
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The writer then states that because she is not characterised in terms of comedy, as she had 
tended to be in her previous film roles, Le Jour se !eve allows her to "demonstrate here her 
sensitivity, tenderness and femininity." 58 These supposedly "feminine" qualities of 
sensitivity, tenderness and emotion were not attributes that Arletty had not previously been 
known for due to her association with Theatre de Boulevard comedy roles. They were, 
however, suggestive of the manner in which her screen persona would develop in the 
1940s, culminating in Les Enfants du paradis, her best known role as a highly 
romanticised, idealised woman. 
Conclusion 
In Hotel du Nord, Arletty is in something of a transitional phase, embodying both 
comedy and sensitivity/tenderness/emotion. It was only now - after having begun to mute 
her modernness and in favour of a sensitive, tender femininity - that she was able to 
emerge from the margins of the France's community of film stars and become one of the 
industry's major stars. It is likely that the pessimism that prevailed in the months leading 
up to the beginning of World War II, which provoked new anxieties in regards to gender, 
was a significant catalyst in bringing about this change. Nonetheless, it must also be 
considered that there were other specific factors that may have influenced the change in 
Arletty's star persona, in addition to the larger societal changes that were occurring. Firstly, 
Arletty was getting older (she was 40 when she made Hotel du Nord), making it difficult 
for her to continue embodying the youthful gamine/ gar9onne type of role that she had 
57 "Des que Marcel Came lui eut decouvert des aptitudes extraordinaires pour les roles realistes dans Hotel 
du Nord, il decida de lui donner un role encore plus important dans son prochain film. On la trouvera done 
ici plus parfaite encore, depouille des banals effets comiques. Elle exprime profondement quelque chose joue 
avec son cceur. Intensement femme, elle fait partager une emotion veritablement ressentie." 
Le Jour se !eve plaquette de presentation, file 4- ICO- CIN- 10162 (Bibliotheque nationale de France). 
Author's translation. 
58 "Elle fait preuve ici de sensibilite, de tendresse, de feminite." 






played in her films thus far. Another reason may have been a keenness on Arletty's part to 
change her onscreen persona. After all, as I have mentioned earlier, she had famously 
asserted to the press, "I don't want to play stupid little tarts anymore."59 On another 
occasion she had stated Balzac's La Cousine Bette as her ideal role. 60 The role of 
Raymonde in Hotel du Nord may have appealed to her as a more literary role. 
Came' s influence was surely another decisive factor. This film marked the 
beginning of Arletty's association with a director who had a tendency to present women in 
relation to simplistic and conventional feminine types. Edward Baron Turk argues that 
Rather than allow a Frarn;oise Rosay or a Michele Morgan to 
impose her unique personality, Came chose to straightjacket 
actresses according to an idiosyncratic, dualistic vision of women. 
The result was sometimes near-listless ingenue performances 
(Annabella, Jacqueline Laurent, Nicole Courcel), sometimes 
striking depictions of femmes fatales (Arletty, Nathalie Nattier).61 
Came was the first person in the film industry to invest in Arletty as a film star in a 
sustained manner. After her supporting role in Hotel du Nord, he then starred her in Le 
Jour se !eve, Les Visiteurs du soir, and finally, the glamorous role of Garance, the 
mysterious, beautiful and ultimately unattainable woman loved by the four male 
protagonists of Les En/ants du paradis. Having been adopted as Came's muse, Arletty's 
career as a film star flourished. Yet, perhaps it was the case that, in allowing her image to 
be shaped in relation to somebody else's vision, she relinquished the control that she had 
over her own persona. Arletty had been apt emphasize her own input in the trajectory of 
her career and persona and habitually discussed her decisions to accept or reject certain 
roles with interviewers, in keeping with her self-characterisation as an intellectual. 62 
Whether or not Arletty had the control over her roles and film career that she claimed to 
have had, it is true that from the beginning of her association with Came her career began 
to develop in a different direction. It is likely that Arletty recognised the opportunity to 
work with Came as a good career move; however, this did result in a toning down of the 
modernness/eccentricity that she had cultivated. Came's efforts to subdue her modernness 
in favour of sensitivity, tenderness and femininity are apparent in Hotel du Nord and Le 
Jour se !eve, and by the 1940s her modernness had been completely obscured and replaced 
59 "Jene veux plusjouer Jes petites grues stupides." 
Jean-Pierre Barrot, "Un nouveau personnage d' Arletty," Pour vous, 11 January, 1939, 4. Author's 
translation. 
60 Alain Beauvoir, "Une enquete: reves d'etoiles," Cine-miroir, December 15, 1933, 790. 
61 Baron Turk, Child of Paradise, 146. 




by an idealised, distant and "timeless" femininity in Les Visiteurs du soir and Les En/ants 
du paradis. The change that Carne was able to effect on Arletty's persona is suggestive of 
the influence of the director in the production of star images in the French classical 




The Place of Female Film Stars in France and the United States 
Analysis of the forms and trajectories that Arletty's and Harlow's personas took 
over the 1930s reveals similarities and differences in terms of the places that France and 
the United States carved out for femininity and female stars, both within their film 
industries and within their national cultures. Many of the similarities and differences that 
exist between Harlow and Arletty's personae can be tied to larger similarities and 
differences that existed between France and the United States in terms of their treatment of 
stars during the 1930s. The images of these two stars are suggestive of the role of film 
stars in articulating national identity during the 1930s, as well as the influence of an 
increasingly influential global consumer and mass culture on the types of stars that were 
produced by both industries. 1 The global mass and consumer cultures of the 1930s were 
not simply characterised by one-way processes of Americanization, as is often assumed -
although they can be seen to be tied up with Americanization in the French context. Rather, 
they were formed by processes of "multidirectional citation," to borrow The Modem Girl 
Around The World Research Group's term.2 A comparative look at how Harlow and 
Arletty's nationally inflected personae reflect and differ from each other, in terms of the 
tropes and conventions employed, indicates that French and Hollywood stars of this 
decade were both national products and subject to international trends. 
Harlow's status as representative of her culture and industry is undisputable; she 
was one of the most consistently popular and financially lucrative Hollywood stars of the 
1930s.3 Although Arletty was not one of France's biggest stars during the 1930s, her 
career and persona are, in many ways, representative of 1930s French culture and the 
1 For more on the prolific development of consumer culture during the early decades of the twentieth century 
see Jane Gaines and Michael Renov, eds., Quarterly Review of Film and Video: Female Representation and 
Consumer Culture 11, no. 1 (1989); and Don Slater, Consumer Culture and Modernity (Oxford: Polity Press, 
1997). 
2 Alys Eve Weinbaum, Lynn M. Thomas, Priti Ramamurthy, Uta G. Poiger and Madeleine Yuedong, eds., 
The Modern Girl Around the World: Consumption, Modernity, and Globalization (Duke University Press: 
Durham/London, 2008), 5-19. 
3 Harlow's films consistently reaped profits for MGM, even when they were not received well by critics. See 
the following Variety "Picture Grosses": Variety, July 19, 1932, 9-10; Variety, July 26, 1932, 6; Variety, 
October 22, 1932, 9; Variety, November 1, 1932, 8-9; Variety, November 8, 1932, 8-9; Variety, July 18, 
1933, 9-10; Variety, July 25, 1933, 8; Variety, August 7, 1934, 9-10; Variety, August 14, 1934, 13; Variety, 
April 24, 1935, 8-9; Variety, August 21, 1935, 8-9; Variety, January 15, 1936, 10-11; Variety, March 4, 





French film industry as it existed during this decade. Her persona was shaped by the 
French industry, and thus she is representative of some of the French industry's 
conventions and strategies regarding female stars at this time. She also had cultural 
resonance, as demonstrated by the wide circulation of her persona as a proudly French and 
specifically Parisian vedette throughout the entirety of the 1930s. 
Cultural Exchange and the Modern Woman 
Harlow and Arletty were both presented as nationally inflected modem women 
across a range of their star texts. The modem woman stereotype that impacted both the 
Hollywood and the French film industries is suggestive of the international cultural 
exchanges that were a consequence of the growing mass and consumer cultures. 
Hollywood had taken its cue for the modem woman's youthful and seemingly unrestrained 
signature sty le of dress from France, where the garc;onne fashion trend instigated by Coco 
Chanel, Jean Patou and others had made a substantial impact on international fashions. 4 In 
tum, French commentators blamed Americanization - and particularly Hollywood's 
influence - for new female liberties that young French women of the interwar era 
habitually indulged in such as listening to jazz music, wearing makeup and dancing 
provocative new dances such as the shimmy, the Charleston, and swing dancing. 5 Mary 
Louise Roberts sees the garc;onne as 
a symbol of the increasingly transnational nature of French gender 
norms and, more generally, a French culture increasingly patterned 
by ideas and practices imposed from beyond its borders.6 
The American influences listed above undoubtedly played a role in the shaping of the 
French modem woman type, the garc;onne; however, French culture was equally 
influential. As well as the significance of developments in French fashion, the type drew 
4 Sarah Berry, Screen Style: Fashion and Femininity in 1930s Hollywood (Minneapolis: University of 
Minnesota Press, 2000), 143. 
5 Mary Louise Roberts, Civilization Without Sexes: Reconstructing Gender in Postwar France, 1917-1927 
(Chicago/London: University of Chicago Press, 1994), 9; Christine Bard, Les Femmes dans la societe 
franc;aise du 20e siecle (Paris: HER/Armand Colin, 2001), 115; and Roberts, "Making the Modem Girl 
French: From New Woman to Eclaireuse," The Modern Girl Around the World: Consumption, Modernity, 
and Globalization, ed. Alys Eve Weinbaum, Lynn M. Thomas, Priti Ramamurthy, Uta G. Poiger and 
Madeleine Yuedong (Duke University Press: Durham/London, 2008), 92. 







its name from Margueritte's novel La Gar<;onne (1922).7 Given the diverse range of 
influences that formed the modern woman type in different cultures, it cannot be said that 
the modern woman originated in a single geographic location. The Modern Girl Around 
the World Research group have seen the "near simultaneous occurrence" of the figure of 
the modern woman made a in a number of different countries, as a symptom of 
globalization. 8 
The modern woman type is integral to both Arletty's and Harlow's personae, 
although the ways in which this type is engaged across their star images differs. In both 
cases the female star and modern woman types are imagined in relation to urban glamour. 
Arletty was indelibly associated with Paris - in particular Parisian haute couture and a 
bohemian community of Parisian artists and creative people. At the time Paris was 
renowned as a "modern" city due to its status as the fashion capital of the world, as well as 
its links with Modernism and modern art. As I have mentioned in chapter five, Arletty 
endeavoured to position herself as a member of this artistic community by casting herself 
as an intellectual in interviews, and her acquaintances with artists and other creative people 
including Colette, Jacques Prevert, Sacha Guitry, MoYse Kisling, Kees Van Dongen, 
Schiaperelli and others were well documented in the press. 9 Similarly, Harlow and other 
Hollywood female stars embodied the urban - in particular, Los Angeles and Hollywood. 
They did so by representing conspicuous consumption and by presenting a glamorous 
image of being up-to-date with the contemporaneous consumer commodities of beauty, 
fashion and home decoration. 10 Thus both Arletty and Harlow's star personae suggest that 
the city is the locus of modernness, change and up-to-the-moment trends. 
Another similarity between the modern women embodied by the two stars is that 
both actresses were attributed identities as working class girls. In Arletty's case, her actual 
working class origins were played up in her biographical materials. In Harlow's case, 
however, there was a marked dissonance between her biographical materials, which 
reported with relish the fact that she was an heiress, and her film texts, which consistently 
cast her as a crass working class girl. 11 Accent and slang were important features of both 
7 Victor Margueritte, La Garr;onne (Paris: Flammarion, 1925). 
8 Alys Eve Weinbaum, Lynn M. Thomas, Priti Ramamurthy, Uta G. Poiger and Madeleine Yuedong, The 
Modern Girl, 1-4. 
9 See chap. 5, 138-9. 
10 On conspicuous consumption see Richard Dyer, Stars (London: BFI Publishing, 1998), 38-9. Harlow 
represents conspicuous consumption in the publicity photographs which display her large houses in Beverly 
Hills, her swimming pool, her cars and her glamorous wardrobe. 








stars' images as working class girls. Harlow's uncultivated Midwestern twang and 
Arletty's titi parisien accent contrasted with the accents of the majority of their 
contemporaries, who possessed the clean, stagey and bourgeois-sounding accents that were 
sought out by filmmakers after the coming of sound. The coding of both actresses as 
working class reflected a larger change in the characterisation of the modem woman figure 
vis-a-vis her class identity. The New Woman/Gibson Girl, an earlier type of modem 
femininity that had been common from the turn of the century through the teens, and 
which sometimes overlaps with the modem woman, had been associated with bourgeois 
femininity. In contrast, the modem woman type that emerged in the 1920s (which was also 
labelled as a "garc;onne" and a flapper) and lingered through the thirties, was usually cast 
as a working class woman. 12 This class shift was reflective of the increased independence 
that women had gained through working outside of the home from the First World War, as 
well as the ways in which the new consumer culture had provided women of all classes 
access to "modem" fashions and lifestyles. As Mary Louise Roberts has noted, this new 
working class garc;onne figure "made class as a marker of identity increasingly 
complex."13 
An additional commonality between Harlow and Arletty's modem women is that 
they both suggest the apolitical modem woman that was in vogue during the twenties and 
thirties. While earlier versions of the type - in particular the New Woman - had been 
associated with a politically engaged feminism, the modem woman that emerged in the 
1920s did not necessarily actively subscribe to feminism. 14 Instead she was modem in her 
appearance and dress, as well her pursuit of forms of pleasure and mobility that had 
previously not been considered appropriate for women (this included activities such as 
going on unchaperoned dates, drinking, smoking and driving). Both Arletty's and 
Harlow's star texts tend to locate their modernity in their manner of dress. Neither star was 
apt to express feminist sentiments in their interviews. The fan magazine articles on Harlow 
focus primarily on her alleged romances and other scandals, her domestic life with her 
mother or her current husband, her screen roles, her fashion choices and her platinum 
blonde hair. The fan magazines on Arletty mainly focus upon her craft (her knowledge of 
film and theatre acting), her enjoyment of literature, her working class roots, and her status 
as fashion icon. Interviews that Arletty gave later in her life are suggestive of her status as 
12 Marsha Orgeron, "Making 'It' in Hollywood: Clara Bow, Fandom and Consumer Culture," Cinema 
Journal 42, no. 4 (2003): 81. 
13 Roberts, "Making the Modem Girl French," 77. 





an apolitical modern woman, in spite of the feminist campaigns for women to get the vote 
that were occurring in France throughout the thirties. In one interview she unabashedly 
admits "I have never voted in my life," asserting the position that "women don't need a 
voting slip to influence politics."15 In another she claims that while she sympathized with 
the Popular Front, she "never mixed work and politics."16 
Many of Arletty's and Harlow's star texts reinforce the degree to which the 
"modernness" of modern woman of the interwar years was tied up with surface appearance. 
As I have suggested earlier in my chapters on Red-Headed Woman (Jack Conway, 1932) 
and Un chien qui rapporte (Jean Choux, 1931), Arletty's and Harlow's star texts tended to 
present their modernness as a surface effect by locating their modernness primarily in their 
style of dress and makeup, while harking back to innocuous, nineteenth century tropes of 
femininity in their characterisation. In terms of her fashion choices, Arletty was associated 
with haute couture and the garr;onne style in various of her star texts. Harlow habitually 
wore versions of the latest consumer fashions, which presented less extreme versions of 
the garr;onne sty le. This is particularly noticeable in her screen roles as a working class 
woman. 
Arletty's fashion choices worked to reinforce the persona as modern woman (albeit 
an apolitical modern woman) that she cultivated for herself. Compared to other French 
stars of the era such as Danielle Darrieux, who, like Harlow, adopted the tamer consumer 
culture versions of the garr;onne style, Arletty's eccentric outfits stand out as more 
resolutely modern. Even though other French stars of the era may have worn modern 
clothing, this is generally presented not as anything more troubling than passive 
subscription to a fashion trend. As I have noted earlier, the majority of French female stars 
remained securely linked to the bourgeois ideals of the ingenue and the Reine du foyer in 
the fan magazines. 17 Arletty resisted this association. Her modern clothing is suggestive of 
a more committed adoption of a modern lifestyle, which in her case also included: attempts 
to educate herself in art and literature, belonging to a bohemian community of artists and 
thespians, a sustained preference for single life over marriage, and a desire to earn her own 
living. Arletty frequently stressed her need to work in order to support herself. For 
example, she told Cine-miroir that her real passion was the theatre and she only tried film 
15 "Je n'ai jamais vote de ma vie. [ ... ]Les femmes n'ont pas besoin de bulletin de vote pour influencer la 
politique." 
Denis Demonpion, Arletty (Paris: Flammarion, 1996), 135. Author's translation. 
16 "Je n'ai cependantjamais melange le metier et la politique." 
Christian Gilles, Arletty: ou la liberte d'etre (Paris: Librairie Seguier, 1988), 36. Author's translation. 




acting because she needed "to earn money," and other biographical features focus on the 
fact that she spent her teenage years working to support herself. 18 
Arletty is much like the author Colette in that both women drew heavily on the 
modem woman trope in their self-representations; yet both were invested in presenting 
themselves as socially acceptable versions of the trope at a time when the modem woman 
was regarded with much suspicion. Isabelle de Courtivron has observed that Colette was 
able to endear herself to a broad public by "deftly cultivating the freedom of paradox."19 
By doing so, she was able to "move within the spaces of marginality and those of social 
acceptability - as the latter was defined by the codes of a seemingly broad-minded, but in 
fact very conservative, French society."20 As de Courtivron notes, Colette's writing was 
characterised by traditional plots, yet it contained subversive themes.21 Colette was open 
about her lesbian relationships, yet she ultimately supported heterosexual marriage.22 She 
was financially independent, yet she did not support feminism ("liberated women are not 
women!"). 23 She alternated between cross-dressing and displaying her body for a male 
music hall audience in her "heterosexual demimondaine incarnation." 24 Like her 
acquaintance Colette, Arletty represented some of the subversive aspects of the modem 
woman (including financial independence, cultivated intellect, the brazen display of her 
body, a dissociation from the domestic ideal and a tendency to dress in masculinised attire); 
however, her persona was also influenced by conservative forces. Some of the 
conservative aspects of Arletty's persona were imposed upon her by male filmmakers (for 
example, the insistence on containing her within heteroromantic narratives), while others 
were reflective of Arletty's own concessions to conservatism (her apolitical stance, for 
example). Arletty's case suggests that although the modem woman type of the interwar era 
was generally characterised as apolitical, and many of the woman associated with this type 
supported this characterisation by declining to present themselves as politically engaged, 
18 "gagner de !'argent." 
Yvonne Feron, "Les debuts d'Arletty," Cine-miroir, April 2, 1937, 230. Author's translation. 
See also, "Arletty," Fric-Frac plaquette de presentation file 4- ICO- CIN- 10144 (Bibliotheque nationale de 
France). 
19 Isabelle de Courtivron, '"Never Admit!': Colette and the Freedom of Paradox," in The Modern Woman 
Revisited: Paris Between the Wars, ed. Whitney Chadwick and Tirza True Latimer (New Jersey/London: 
Rutgers University Press, 2003), 56. 
20 de Courtivron, "'Never Admit!"' 56. 
21 de Courtivron, "'Never Admit!"' 61. 
22 de Courtivron, "'Never Admit!"' 62-3. 
23"Les femmes libres ne sont pas des femmes!" 
de Courtivron, '"Never Admit!'" 62. Author's translation. 





this did not mean that women were disinterested in challenging traditional feminine roles 
in other ways. 
While Arletty's modern style of dress evokes other aspects of her modernness, the 
emphasis on Harlow's modernness/fashionability of dress and platinum blonde hairstyle in 
many of her star texts works to mask other aspects of her modernness that were potentially 
more subversive. Harlow is presented as up-to-date with the modern fashions in articles 
such as "Jean Harlow's Trousseau," which appeared in Modern Screen in 1934.25 In this 
feature, she models a selection of fashionable outfits, including boyish sporting and riding 
outfits and revealing negligees, which are allegedly her honeymoon attire. Although 
Harlow appears the image of the modern woman in the photographs, the article's text 
undermines this by focusing solely on her marriage to Harold Rossen and Harlow's marital 
advice to readers. In actuality, many aspects of Harlow's life were modern for the 1930s; 
however, her off-screen publicity does not focus on her modern lifestyle as Arletty's does. 
For example, Harlow's career enabled her to be financially independent, and even to 
support her mother and step-father.26 Yet the fan magazine articles do not make a point of 
this. Instead they suggest that Harlow is living with her mother because she is an innocent 
girl who needs mothering. 27 
Harlow also demonstrated her modernness by authoring a novel, Today is Tonight 
in 1933.28 This book, which was not published until the 1960s, was an attempt by Harlow 
to take control of her career. She had hoped that MGM would purchase the screen rights 
and make a film version, in which she would star as the female protagonist, Judy 
Lansdowne; however, the studio was not interested.29 Harlow's book tells the story of an 
upper class woman who virtuously takes care of her husband, Peter after he goes blind 
following a horse riding accident. Then Peter loses all his money after the stock market 
crash of 1929. Judy, concerned about her husband's delicate health, attempts to conceal 
from him the fact that he is now broke. She does this by taking a night job as a cabaret 
performer. In order to go to work every night without raising her blind husband's 
suspicions, she convinces him that night is day and day is night. Her husband, who is 
25 Virginia T. Lane, "Jean Harlow's Trousseau," Modern Screen, January 1934, 24-27, 84-5. 
26 David Stenn, Bombshell: The Life and Death of Jean Harlow (New York/London: Doubleday, 1993), 46. 
27 See chap. 2, 57. 
28 Jean Harlow, Today is Tonight (New York: Grove Press, 1965). There is some debate over whether 
Harlow authored Today is Tonight herself, or accepted a high degree of editing assistance from professional 
writers or screenwriters. See Arthur Landau's foreword to Today is Tonight (New York: Grove Press, 1965) 
and Stenn, Bombshell, 172-3. Nonetheless, she was, to some extent, involved in writing a manuscript for a 
novel. 




depressed after the accident and suspicious of her behaviour, treats her cruelly and she is 
tempted by his best friend. Nonetheless, she eventually proves her loyalty to her husband. 
The character of Judy Lansdowne would have represented something of a departure from 
Harlow's screen persona, while also retaining one crucial aspect of her star image - her 
sex appeal. The primary way in which the character differs from Harlow's screen roles is 
that Judy is a well-bred, blue-blooded wife, while Harlow almost exclusively embodied 
crass working class girls onscreen. The character is also significantly more virtuous than 
the other characters that Harlow had played when she wrote the novel in 1933. Yet the 
novel also supplies ample opportunity for the display of the famous Harlow body, such as 
a moonlit sex scene between Judy and Peter, and Judy's cabaret act as Lady Godiva on 
horseback. In the novel Harlow quite aptly blends the sex appeal that she was known for 
with the potential new persona of a woman with class. Possibly a significant reason why 
MGM was not interested in publishing the book or in producing a film version of it 
starring Harlow, is that the studio was not enthusiastic about Harlow's efforts to take 
control of her screen persona, or the possibility of changing her off-screen persona towards 
a literary type. 
In emphasizing her manner of dress as the locus of Harlow's modernness, her star 
texts locate her modernness in terms of her sexuality and sexual attractiveness. For the fan 
magazines, Harlow's sexuality was a continual topic of interest. They frequently titillated 
readers by discussing "rumours" of Harlow's sexual liaisons with numerous men, while at 
the same time insisting that she was actually a good girl, whose morals were beyond 
reproach. 3° Furthermore, Harlow was noted for a particularly risque style of dress. This 
can be seen in her pin-up photographs and her screen costumes, as I have discussed earlier, 
as well as in fan magazine discussions about her personality and reputation. A Screen/and 
article, for example, describes her tendency for wearing shockingly revealing clothing, as 
exemplified by her Hell's Angels (Howard Hughes, 1930) wardrobe, which included an 
"evening dress with no back and less front, that left her exposed almost in her torsal 
entirety. "31 In characterising Harlow's modernness primarily in terms of her nonchalant 
display of her body in the modern fashions, her star texts construct a modernness that is 
less threatening than texts that acknowledged her financial independence, intelligence or 
career aspirations would have been. In spite of Harlow's modern style of dress, her star 
30 See, for example, Dorothy Manners, "Stop Gossiping About Me ... !" Modern Screen, June 1934, 26-7, 93-4; 
and Ruth Rankin, "Jean Battles a Sea of Rumors," Photoplay, April 1934, 32, 112-3. 
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texts do not disrupt traditional gender relations as she remains a passive object, a body 
offered up to the male gaze. 
Harlow's star persona reflects changing perceptions on the relationship between 
dress and behaviour. According to Kathy Peiss, during the first two decades of the 
twentieth century, the nineteenth century belief that a woman's appearance reflected her 
inner virtue ( or lack of) was still strongly felt. 32 Peiss explains that in the nineteenth 
century natural and modest beauty was valued, and women who enhanced their appearance 
through makeup were perceived as decadent and deviant because makeup was associated 
with prostitution and moral vice. This idea that you could tell whether a woman was 
virtuous or not based on her appearance began to disintegrate in the 1920s along with the 
popularisation of makeup for women of all classes. 33 From the 1920s it was not too much 
of a stretch for the studios to expect the public to believe that a woman could dress 
provocatively, in a modem manner, but still subscribe to traditional values at heart. This 
dissociation between dress/appearance and virtue can be seen, for example, in the series of 
flapper films produced in the 1920s such as The Perfect Flapper (John Francis Dillon, 
1924), Flaming Youth (John Francis Dillon, 1923) and It (Clarence G. Badger, 1927), in 
which the fashionable and flighty flapper proves herself to be virtuous and moral. 34 It is 
also apparent in the same Screen/and article that describes Harlow's revealing Hell's 
Angels costumes with relish. The reporter explains that Harlow is "at the same time both 
voluptuous and innocent."35 
The Hollywood studios were very keen to cultivate this sort of surface sexuality as 
a containable sexuality across the star images and personae produced. The studios were 
influenced by pressure from conservative forces: from state censors and later from the 
Production Code administrators, as well as the vocal movie fans who wrote to the fan 
magazines.36 Consequently the Hollywood studios aimed to produce their films and stars 
as polysemic products that titillated and reflected "modem" attitudes relating to female 
sexuality, without scandalising conservative sectors of society.37 As I have discussed in 
32 Kathy Peiss, Hope in a Jar: The Making of America's Beauty Culture (New York: Henry Holt, 1998), 24-
7. 
33 Max Factor, who had hitherto catered to actors and actresses of the screen, released their first line of 
"Society Makeup," designed for everyday women, in 1920. See Peiss, Hope in a Jar, 101. 
34 For a more in-depth discussion Hollywood films dealing with flappers see Sara Ross, '"Good Little Bad 
Girls': Controversy and the Flapper Comedienne," Film History 13, no. 4 (2001): 409-10. 
35 Thomas Talbott, "Meet the New Blonde," Screenland, November 1930, 27. 
36 On movie censorship during the 1930s, see Vieira, Sin in Soft Focus, 7-19. 
37 See also Andrea Weiss' discussion of the Classical Hollywood studios' strategy of titillating the public by 







chapter two, the Hollywood studios actively engaged in the construction of their female 
stars as sexual and sexualised beings by circulating pin-up photographs and scripted gossip 
on their alleged romantic entanglements; however, the studios considered this emphasis on 
sexuality desirable only insofar as they could control and contain it by ensuring that the 
public did not perceive their stars to be transgressing received social norms.38 It is for this 
reason that studios habitually included morals clauses in star contracts and - as the texts 
relating to Harlow distributed to the media after Paul Bern's suicide demonstrate - were 
quick to engage in aggressive damage control when scandals did arise.39 
A heavy-handed employment of the domestic ideal in the star texts of female stars, 
such as that which characterised Harlow's star texts, was another way in which the 
Hollywood studios were able to contain and make palatable female sexuality and other 
aspects of particular stars' modernness. The Hollywood star system did include an array of 
female stars who were portrayed as "modem" in some way. Katherine Hepburn was 
outspoken and decidedly upper-class in a way that reflected the earlier New 
Woman/Gibson Girl type, Bette Davis was cast as tough and career-minded after her 
lawsuit against Warner Brothers (perhaps an attempt at damage control on that studio's 
behalf), and other stars such as Clara Bow and Joan Crawford, like Harlow, exhibited their 
bodies in "modem" fashions and were frequently portrayed onscreen as working class 
women who rejected conventional rules of social decorum.40 Yet although the star texts 
produced for this assortment of Hollywood stars did celebrate aspects of their modernness, 
these were eclipsed and rendered less threatening by other texts that securely placed them 
in the domestic sphere.41 At least this was the case with Hollywood's American stars. 
Foreign stars contracted to Hollywood studios (such as Greta Garbo and Marlene Dietrich) 
were not so insistently aligned with the domestic ideal; rather, these stars tended to be 
portrayed as decadent women existing outside of the norms of American society. One type 
of text that aligned Hollywood's American stars with the domestic ideal was the fan 
stars under disrepute. Andrea Weiss, "A Queer Feeling When I Look at You: Hollywood Stars and Lesbian 
Spectatorship in the 1930s," in Stardom: Industry of Desire, ed. Christine Gledhill (London/New York: 
Routledge, 2000), 283-99. 
38 See chap. 2, 52-6 and 61-4. 
39 See chap. 2, 62-3. 
40 On Bette Davis' persona, see Maria LaPlace, "Bette Davis and the Ideal of Consumption: A Look at Now 
Voyager," Wide Angle 6, no. 4: (1985), 34-43. 
41 On the interplay of the domestic ideal and independence across Bette Davis' persona, see LaPlace, "Bette 
Davis and the Ideal of Consumption," 38-9. See also the following Motion Picture article on Ginger Rogers, 
in which Rogers is quoted as saying "I think I really am a housewife at heart. Most girls are, if you strip off 
the cellophane wrapping of their professional lives." Gladys Hall, "Ginger Rogers asks - 'Did I Get what I 
Wanted from Life?"' Motion Picture, reprinted in Martin Levin, Hollywood and the Great Fan Magazines 






magazine interview that invited the reader into the stars' homes (often the kitchen was a 
focus), which was accompanied by domestic-themed publicity images. Others include fan 
magazine features that were preoccupied with marriages, engagements and married life ( or 
aspirations towards an idyllic married life centred around husband and home). Thus the 
star texts produced for Hollywood's female stars alternate, in an inconsistent manner, 
between celebrating the fashionable modern woman and glorifying traditional, domestic 
values. 
Arletty's association with the modern woman type was somewhat less fraught than 
Harlow's due to the fact that her star texts do not tend to vacillate between the 
domestic/wifely ideal and a "modern" femininity as Harlow's do. Arletty, a confirmed 
bachelorette, was more consistent in her adoption of the modern woman persona, at least 
in her off-screen publicity. Although (as I have discussed elsewhere) the majority of 
French female stars who were Arletty's contemporaries were cast in relation to the 
domestic ideal, Arletty was able to avoid this association and remain resolutely modern in 
her off-screen publicity.42 While the French fan magazines did not focus on Arletty's love 
affairs due to the predominance of the Reine du foyer ideal in these publications, as well as 
French culture and the French publicity industry's greater respect for the privacy of public 
figures, Arletty did provoke scandal with her willingness to pose nude on screen and for 
the Kisling portrait. 43 Thus, like Harlow, Arletty's sexuality was an aspect of her 
modernness. There was, however, no attempt by the industry to control or contain this 
scandal as was the case with Harlow; instead Arletty's off-screen persona as a modern 
woman was simply tolerated. 
While Arletty was not typical of French female stardom as she was more of a 
vedette than one of the industry's major stars during the thirties, her case does suggest that 
the French star system was more somewhat flexible than the Hollywood star system as it 
allowed self-created anomalies like Arletty to flourish. 44 Yet a look at Arletty in relation to 
42 See chapter five. 
43 Although the current French law protecting public figures from press intrusions was not passed until 1970, 
Helen Trouille has observed that the French judicial system has been concerned with an individual's right to 
privacy as far back as the 19th century. She cites the concept of the sanctity of the home (l'inviolabilite du 
domicile). See Hele Trouille, "Private Life and Public Image: Privacy Legislation in France," The 
International and Comparative Law Quarterly 49, no. 1 (2000), 199-208. 
On Arletty's scandalous reputation see Remy Garrigues, "Arletty: la fantaisiste," Cine-miroir, 8 April, 1938, 
21; and Minerva, 10 December, 1933, Christian Gilles, Arletty: ou la liberte d'etre (Paris: Librairie Seguier, 
1988), 147. 
44 It seems that there was no place for such anomalies in the Hollywood star system. Tallulah Bankhead, for 
example, rejected the domestic ideal, and was outspoken about her casual affairs as well as being resolutely 
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her contemporaries also suggests that the French film industry was, in general, less 
receptive to the modern woman. The modern woman type was quite mainstream in the 
Hollywood industry. This fashionability of the modern woman in 1930s Hollywood is 
apparent when the range of stars whose images were influenced by the type is considered 
(Harlow, Marlene Dietrich, Katharine Hepburn, Bette Davis, Clara Bow and Joan 
Crawford, for example); even if the emphasis in Hollywood was primarily on the 
superficial aspects of the modern woman type. In contrast, in the French industry Arletty 
was the only star to be cast as a modern woman with consistency in her off-screen 
publicity, suggesting that the modern woman remained a marginal figure in 1930s French 
cinema. 
Cultural Specificity and the National Star 
As well as being explicitly aligned with the trope of the modern woman, Harlow 
and Arletty also have in common their status as strongly national stars. Both were national 
stars in the sense that they were inextricably associated with their respective national 
cultures and national film industries; and because they represent distinct nationalities, the 
two stars' personae differ quite dramatically in many respects. Each actress was 
irrevocably linked to their national film industry. Harlow did not work outside of the 
Hollywood industry, and the iconography associated with the lifestyle of the Hollywood 
star (glamorous movie premieres, expensive houses, fun with fellow stars on the studio lot, 
sunshine and swimming pools) was imprinted on her persona. Arletty was also 
synonymous with her industry due to the fact that she made only francophone films, with 
the only films that she made outside of the French industry being three films that she made 
for UFA at the beginning of her career. Une idee folle (Max de Vaucorbeil, 1932), La Belle 
Aventure (Roger Le Bon and Reinhold Schilnzel) and La Guerre des valses (Ludwig 
Berger and Raoul Ploquin, 1933) were made in Germany, yet these were French language 
versions of German films, made with almost all-French casts. Therefore these films did not 
necessarily seem significantly less French than her other films. 
independent. Consequently, she was unable to forge a lasting Hollywood career, in spite of Paramount's best 
efforts from 1931-1932. See Joel Lobethal, Tallulah! The Life and Times of a Leading Lady (New York: 




While a tendency to work only in Hollywood was not particularly unusual for an 
American star, given their contractual obligations to the Hollywood studios, Arletty's 
allegiance to the French industry is more noteworthy. Many of France's other female stars 
of the era did go to Hollywood to try their luck, including Annabella, Danielle Darrieux, 
Simone Simon, Jacqueline Laurent, Mireille Balin, Micheline Cheirel, Germaine Aussey, 
Ketti Gallian and Michele Morgan. 45 Their departures and experiences discovering 
Hollywood were well publicized in the French fan magazines. 46 The French fan magazines 
demonstrated a consistent interest in how French expatriate stars were faring in Hollywood. 
The articles printed vacillate between asserting pride that French stars had been invited to 
Hollywood and expressing a fascination with the Los Angeles way of living, and damning 
Hollywood for its restrictiveness and uncreativeness. The first type of approach 
predominated when it seemed that French stars were faring well in Hollywood, and the 
second approach was often employed when French stars chose to return from Hollywood 
without achieving great success there. 
As well as representing their respective film industries, Arletty and Harlow were 
strongly identified with their nationalities through a specificity of location that 
characterised their star texts. Alastair Phillips has observed that during the classical era the 
French cinema and the ancillary texts relating to this industry were strongly influenced by 
ideas of local and national specificity. He writes: 
French audiences engaged with the cinema as a key site of 
nationally specific mass entertainment, spectacle and pleasure. It 
was also a period when official and popular explanation of the 
distinctive nature of the nation's cinema flourished in such diverse 
forums as the national fan press, new locally written film histories 
and the curatorial efforts of the Cinematheque fran9aise. 47 
This can be seen in Arletty's films Fric-Frac (Claude Autant-Lara and Maurice Lehmann, 
1939) and Circonstances attenuantes (Jean Boyer, 1939), which were publicised as 
containing up-to-the-moment French argot or slang.48 Furthermore, Arletty was repeatedly 
presented as quintessentially Parisian. According to the fan magazines, she "has a little 
45 For an overview of Annabella's Hollywood career, see Alastair Phillips, "Changing Bodies, Changing 
Voices: French Success and Failure in 1930s Hollywood," in Journeys of Desire: European Actors in 
Hollywood, ed. Alastair Phillips and Ginette Vincendeau (London: BFI Publishing, 2006), 85-94. 
46 See, for example, Annabella, "Annabella nous ecrit de Hollywood et nous envoie ses vreux," Pour vous, 
January 5, 1938, 2; Micheline Cheirel, "Mon carnet de voyage: par Micheline Cheirel," Pour vous, February 
2, 1938, 3; and Serge Veber, "Ah! <;a va moins bien," Pour vous, February 16, 1938, 2. 
47 Alastair Phillips, "Migration and Exile in the Classical Period," in The French Cinema Book, ed. Michael 
Temple and Michael Witt (London: BFI Publishing, 2004). 






Arletty emerging at home in Paris. Publicity photograph from the late 1930s. Courtesy of the 
Iconotheque at the Cinematheque frani;aise. 
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Parisian nose," "remains a girl from Paname, a faubourgian one hundred per cent" and is 
"100% Parisian: frank, spontaneous, not a prig."49 As I have mentioned earlier, her titi 
parisien accent and her sense of style are attributed to Paris, and her biographies play up 
the fact that she was born in Courbevoie, a then working class suburb of Paris. The 
references to Parisian locales that are scattered across her star texts reinforce the 
characterisation of her as Parisian. For example, it is stated that Arletty rented a flat on 
Boulevard Berthier when she began working as a model and moved to Auteuil in the 16th 
arrondissement after establishing herself as an actress, she wandered around Place d'Opera 
looking for her first job in the theatre, she enjoyed looking in at the gardens of the Ritz 
while working as a stenographer at the Ministere de la Justice on rue Cambon, and she has 
Champs-Elysees chic.50 A series of publicity photographs of Arletty taken during the late 
thirties also specifically locates her within Paris geography. She is photographed happy 
and at home in a range of quintessentially Paris locations: gazing down at the street from 
the wrought-iron balcony of a multi-storeyed white stone Parisian apartment, sitting by a 
statue in a manicured park and emerging from the Pont Neuf Metro station with the 
Samaritan department store occupying the background behind her (fig. 8.1).51 The photos 
have a distinct documentary feel: Arletty's poses appear spontaneous, she wears minimal 
makeup and informal clothing, areas of the images are out of focus and the blurred figures 
of passing pedestrians are visible. The effect of this series is that a photojournalist has 
followed Arletty while going about her day to day life in Paris. The images imply that 
Arletty is a Paris fixture along with the familiar Parisian locations represented. 
Similarly, Harlow's Kansas City roots were played up in those texts that aligned 
her with the all-American girl type (which I discuss in chapter two). One example is the 
(fictional) story of Harlow's discovery in a Kansas City soda shop that was widely 
49 "un petit nez de Paris." 
Yvonne Feron, "Les Debuts d' Arletty," Cine-miroir, April 2, 1937, 230. Author's translation. 
"Arletty qui est restee une fille de Paname, une faubourienne cent pour cent." 
Remy Garrigues, "Arletty, Parisienne cent pour cent et professeur d'argot," Cine-miroir, May 26, 1939, 337. 
Author's translation. 
"Parigote 100%: franche, spontanee, pas begueule." 
Alain Beauvoir, "Si vous gagniez cinq millions <lites qu'en feriez-vous?" Cine-miroir, December 5, 1933, 
804. Author's translation. 
50 Arletty, "Mes Coups de Foudre: un aveu sans fards d'Arletty," Confessions, December 31, 1936, 21; 
Benjamin Fainsilber, "Arletty: qui touma des obus toume aujourd'hui des films," Cinemonde, June 16, 1938, 
541; and Michel Duran, Le Canard enchaine, March 15, 1939, reprinted in Christian Gilles, Arletty: ou la 
liberte d'etre (Paris: Librairie Seguier, 1988), 149. 
51 Copies of these photographs are archived at the Iconotheque at the Cinematheque frarn;:aise ( file 
personalite: Arletty). 
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disseminated in the press.52 In her publicity, as well as certain of her films, her modest 
Kansas City origins are often used to suggest that she is a good girl a heart, in spite of the 
fact that she is now associated with a decadent, big city lifestyle. Similarly, in The Girl 
from Missouri (Jack Conway, 1934), her character's small town roots are used to suggest 
that she is ultimately decent and virtuous in spite of her attempts at gold-digging. The 
Kansas City Times, a newspaper produced in Harlow's home town, replicated the all-
American girl type that she was aligned with in her Hollywood texts enthusiastically. The 
many articles published on "home girl" Harlow in this paper combine anecdotes and 
statements prepared by the studio publicity departments with additional, specifically local 
information.53 A November 1930 article, for example, included the following description 
of Harlow's life growing up in Kansas City: 
She was born at 3344 Olive street, then moved to an address on 
Robert Gillham road when she was a child, then lived with her 
parents in a large home at Seventy-ninth street and Tracy avenue. 
Her first to sixth grades of schooling she got at the Barstow school, 
and her big thrills consisted of going down to the old Jacko' 
Lantern at Fortieth and Main streets for chocolate sodas, which she 
did as an every-noon routine. 54 
Harlow had a substantial hometown fan base in Kansas City, as suggested by the 
Variety box office surveys for her films. 55 In fact Harlow's films tended to do well at the 
box office across the various regions of the United States. 56 The domestic market was 
important to her popularity and bankability as a star, because, as the French response to her 
star image suggests, she may not have been pariticularly popular internationally. Harlow 
did not rank amongst the top stars of 1936 and 193 7 in surveys of exhibitors carried out by 
La cinematographie fram;aise. Perhaps unsurprisingly, French stars featured more 
predominantly in these surveys; yet they also featured the names of Hollywood stars who 
52 See chap. 2, 61. 
53 "Jean is a 'Home Girl,"' The Kansas City Times, December 8, 1931. 
Available at http://www.kansascity.com/2008/09/18/803128/jean-is-a-home-girl.html (accessed March 4, 
2010). 
54 "Jean Harlow is Home," The Kansas City Star, November 20, 1930. 
Available at http://www.kansascity.com/2008/09/18/803121/jean-harlow-is-home.html (accessed March 4, 
2010). 
55 The manager of Kansas City's Midland Theatre reported that "the crowds are flocking in to see K.C.'s 
own Jean Harlow, in 'Red Dust.'[ ... ] The opening was the best for any picture in weeks." See "Picture 
Grosses," Variety, November 1, 1932, 8. Two years later, the manager of the same theatre noted that "Kansas 
City's best known blonde, in 'The Girl from Missouri,' her home state, will lead all comers in grosses. 
Picture opened strong Friday with long lines in front of the box office." See "Picture Grosses," Variety, 
August 7, 1934, 9. 
56 Red Dust, for example, was a hit in New York, Los Angeles, Kansas City, Baltimore, Chicago, Pittsburgh, 
Seattle, Birmingham, Buffalo and Minneapolis. See the following Variety "Picture Grosses": October 22, 
1932, 8; November 1, 1932, 8-9; and November 8, 1932, 8-10. 
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were box office draws in France. These were: Greta Garbo, Marlene Dietrich, Shirley 
Temple, Jeanette MacDonald, Deanna Durbin, Claudette Colbert and Joan Crawford.57 In 
addition, Harlow did not feature as often as the stars on the above list in the French fan 
magazines. When she did appear the writers often misspelt her name inconsistently as 
"Jeanne" or "Joan" Harlow. 58 One reason why Harlow might have been less popular in 
France than she was in the United States was that she repeatedly reflected the negative 
international stereotype of the loud, crass American in her gold-digger roles. 
Arletty's appeal was also more national than international. This is partly because, 
while she was a vedette and familiar face in France due to her repeated appearances in 
films and in the press, she did not feature in enough roles as a top-billed actress during the 
thirties to achieve an international reputation as a star. It seems that many of her films of 
the 1930s were not seen outside France. Although foreign films were not widely screened 
in America during the 1930s due to the monopoly that the major Hollywood studios held 
over the American film industry, a fledgling art house cinema did exist, with certain small 
theatres in the major metropolitan centres specializing in exhibiting foreign and 
independent films (such as the Little Carnegie Playhouse, The 5th Avenue Playhouse, The 
Cinema de Paris and The Filmarte Theatre in New York). One can usually get a good 
sense of the foreign films that were screen in the United States by looking at the New York 
Times print advertisements for the local theatres and the New York Times film reviews. 
These sources suggest that only three of Arletty's films were screened in New York during 
the thirties: Un soir de reveillon (Karl Anton, 1933), Pension Mimosas (Jacques Feyder, 
1935) and Les Perles de la couronne (Sacha Guitry and Christian Jaque, 1937). 59 
Furthermore, the American reviews for these films do not mention Arletty's name or 
recognise her performance. As a comparison, the films of Danielle Darrieux, one of 
France's biggest stars, were much better represented. At least ten of Darrieux's French 
57 Pierre Billard, L 'Age classique du cinemafranr;ais: du cinema par/ant a la Nouvelle Vague (Paris: 
Flammarion, 1995), 662-3. 
58 See "Un gars:on manque: Joan Harlow," Cine-miroir, February 19, 1937, 119; and Jeanne Harlow, "Pour 
etre belle: les secrets de Jeanne Harlow," Pour vous, January 7, 1937, 13. 
59 "The Screen: Sacha Guitry Offers His Fictional Research on the Fabulous Pearls of the Crown at the 
Filmarte," New York Times, April 12, 1938, 26; Frank S. Nugent, "The Screen: Two From Abroad-
'Pension Mimosas' at The Cinema de Paris, and 'La Canzione de! Sole,"' New York Times, May 16, 1936, 
27; and Un soir de reveillon display ad, New York Times, January 18, 1935, 28. 
Le Jour se !eve (Marcel Came, 1939) and Hotel du Nord (Marcel Came, 1938) were also screened in New 
York eventually, but they were delayed until late 1940. See "Screen News Here and in Hollywood," New 
York Times, July 29, 1940, 10; and T.M.P., "At the Little Carnegie," New York Times, December 30, 1940, 
21. 
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films appeared in the New York art cinemas during the decade.60 Unlike Arletty, the 
reviews for Darrieux's films do single her out as a star actress, suggesting that she had at 
least a small following of foreign film enthusiasts in the United States before she came to 
Hollywood. It seems that Darrieux was a more exportable star than Arletty. It is not 
surprising that Arletty's films were not widely screened in the United States as her titi 
parisien accent and her use of Parisian working class slang are not easily understandable 
or translatable for non-native French speakers. 
Harlow and Arletty were successful as distinctly national stars who appealed 
primarily to a domestic audience because they represented nuanced, local forms of 
nationality. In this respect they were valued on an industry as well as a cultural level by 
their respective film industries and the cinema-going public. On an industry level they 
functioned as draws, bringing local and national audiences to the theatre to see their films. 
On a cultural level they played a crucial role in asserting national culture over the various 
perceived threats associated with an ever more globalized world. In addition, this aspect of 
the local also contributed an air of authenticity to their highly constructed star personae 
and rendered the two stars appealing by bringing the distant figure of the film star closer to 
the public. 
Common Representational Tropes of Stardom in the French and Hollywood 
Industries 
Close analysis of Arletty's and Harlow's star texts also reveals commonalities 
between the French and Hollywood classical industries in terms of the representational 
tropes commonly used in the portrayal of stars. The visual vocabulary of the promotional 
photographs that shaped the publicity personas of French stars was, to a large degree, 
based on the established Hollywood model of organizing and illustrating fan magazines. 
By the second decade of the twentieth century American movie star fans could choose 
60 See Mordaunt Hall, "The Screen: A French Farce," New York Times, September 28, 1932, 22; Andre 
Senwald, '"La Crise est Finie," A Buoyant Musical Photoplay from France," New York Times, March 14, 
1935, 18; Frank S. Nugent, "'Mayerling,' at The Filmarte," New York Times, September 14, 1937, 27; 
"Screen Calendar," New York Times, October 10, 1937; Frank S. Nugent, "The Screen," New York Times, 
November 27, 1937, 21; Frank S. Nugent, "The Screen," New York Times, September 8, 1938, 27; Frank S. 
Nugent, "The Screen," New York Times, September 19, 1939, 35; "The Screen Calendar," New York Times, 
November 27, 1938, 172; and Douglas W. Churchill, "Screen News Here and in Hollywood," New York 
Times, December 29, 1939, 11. 
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from a wide range of fan magazines. These included, among others, Photoplay ( established 
in 1911), Picture Play (1915), Motion Picture Classic (1915), Shadowland (1919), Movie 
Magazine (1915), Photo-play World (1917), and Picture Play Magazine (1915).61 The 
French fan magazines began to emerge slightly later and included Cine-miroir (1922), 
Cinemonde (1928), Pour vous (1928), Cine pour taus (1919), Cine-tele-revue (1919), 
Cinema (1927) and Cinemagazine (1921). 62 The French fan magazines seem to model 
themselves on the format established by the American magazines in conjunction with the 
Hollywood studios. Both American and French fan magazines are primarily constituted by 
illustrated interviews on individual stars, articles on general trends in stardom that consider 
a range of stars, interviews with filmmakers and other people associated with the film 
industry, news on films that are currently in production, news on the whereabouts and 
doings of stars, film reviews, fashion and beauty features, reader competitions and fan 
letters pages. 
One reason why the French and Hollywood fan magazines were so similar in 
format is that the French publications were heavily reliant on the Hollywood industry for 
their photographic illustrations. After receiving letters from readers complaining that the 
publication featured significantly more photographs of Hollywood stars than French stars, 
Cinemonde responded with an article entitled "The Piteous State of French Photos."63 The 
author argues that the French fan magazines are necessarily reliant on Hollywood 
promotional photographs because: 
Among the countless documents that we receive each week, good 
French documents are as rare as a man with clear common sense in 
parliament. THERE ARE NO GOOD FRENCH FILM PHOTOS. 
The sad truth, but the truth nonetheless.64 
61 Samantha Barbas, Movie Crazy: Fans, Stars and the Cult of Celebrity (New York: Palgrave, 2001), 24-5, 
87-9. The Margaret Herrick Library's Catalogue of periodicals is also illuminating in terms of the plethora of 
fan magazines available during the second decade of the twentieth century, through the classical era: 
http:// catalog. oscars. org/ cgi-bin/Pwebrecon. cgi ?DB= local&Page= First ( accessed March 8, 20 I O). 
62 More information about these periodicals can be found in the Paris Bibliotheque du Film's catalogue: 
http:/1195.115.141.14/expert/rep_perio/francais/alpha/alphal.html (accessed March 8, 2010). 
63 Jean-Michel Pages, "La Grande Pitie des photos frarn;aises," Cinemonde, February 14, 1935, 123. 
64 "Parmi !es innombrables documents que nous recevons chaque semaine, !es bonne documents franc;ais 
sont aussi rares qu'un homme de clair bon sens au Parlement ... IL N'Y A PAS DE BONNES PHOTOS 
FRAN<";AISES DU CINEMA. La triste verite, mais la verite, la voila" 




The writer goes on to explain that the French photographic studios simply have not 
mastered the techniques of "cinematic propaganda" as the Hollywood studio photographers 
have. 65 
Because of the French publications' liberal inclusion of Hollywood-produced 
photographs, the various gemes of promotional photograph circulated in the French and 
Hollywood magazines - as well as their associated conventions - are the same. The fan 
magazines of both nations are illustrated with film stills, glamour portraits, "candid" shots 
and pin-up photographs. In Hollywood, the film studios oversaw the production of all of 
these gemes of promotional photograph as well as the circulation of these images to 
various branches of the press. The production of promotional images of French stars, 
however, was considerably more dispersed. The fan magazines sourced images of French 
stars from: the production companies responsible for each individual film (who produced 
film stills, and "candid" on-set portraits), photographic studios such as Studio Harcourt 
and Photo d'Ora (where actors could get professional portraits taken), and from collections 
of images that the magazines' staff had taken themselves at interviews or public events. 
The professional photographic studios were primarily responsible for producing glamour 
portraits; however, they produced some "casual" and pin-up photographs also. 
As well as taking their cue from Hollywood in terms of the photographic 
conventions for the representation of film stars, the French industry, in some cases, looked 
to Hollywood star system for models of appealing personae for female actors. Susan 
Hayward has explained that Michele Morgan's image was modelled on the persona MGM 
created for Garbo as an enigmatic, unfathomable woman. 66 Garbo was one Hollywood star 
who was particularly popular in France, appearing with great regularly in the French fan 
magazines, whose reporters treated her with reverence. 67 Morgan emerged as a celebrity in 
the late 1930s, by which time Garbo's image as a mysterious, enigmatic woman was well 
established. Therefore filmmakers and fan magazine features on Morgan were able to draw 
from the thematics of Garbo's persona. These attempts to construct Morgan as a "French 
Garbo" were very successful as she became a major star in her own right.68 This borrowing 
from established star personae was a two way exchange. During the thirties, the Classical 
65 "propagande cinematographique." 
Jean-Michel Pages, "La Grande Pitie des photos fran9aises," Cinemonde, February 14, 1935, 123. Author's 
translation. 
66 Susan Hayward, French National Cinema (London/New York: Routledge, 2005), 176. See also, Roger 
Regent, "Une etoile est nee ... Michele Morgan: une ame, un visage," Pour vous, January 26, 1938, 3. 
67 See, for example, Rene Bizet, "Greta Garbo dans 'Romance,"' Pour vous, January 7, 1932, 8 
68 Hayward, French National Cinema, 176. 
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Hollywood studios actively sought to recruit stars who had already proven themselves in 
the French industry (and other foreign industries). This enabled the studios to draw from 
aspects of their established French star personae in forming their Hollywood personae, 
thus emiching the studio's range of stars and (it was hoped) retaining the European fan 
bases of these stars. 69 Danielle Darrieux, for example, is a gamine in both France and 
Hollywood. 
Darrieux' s case is suggestive of another instance of the exchange of representative 
tropes of femininity between the two industries: the Hollywood industry's absorption of 
European cultural tropes. Certain tropes of femininity that appear in Harlow's star texts are 
of distinctly European origin. These include the vamp and the prostitute/gold-digger with a 
heart of gold type. As I have discussed in chapter three, the vamp type that featured 
prominently in Harlow's early roles had its roots in earlier European representations in 
painting, the visual arts and literature (notably the tradition of the femme fatale). 70 
Interestingly, the prostitute with a heart of gold, a type that originated in eighteenth 
century French literature, featured prominently in both Harlow and Arletty's star texts (see 
my discussion in chapters two and five). In Harlow's star texts, however, the French type 
is Americanised and altered to fit her star personae, often being softened into a gold-digger 
with a heart of gold. The films featuring Arletty that engage this type - such as Hotel du 
Nord (Marcel Carne, 1938) and Le Jour se !eve (Daybreak, Carne, 1939)- tend to adopt a 
pessimistic perspective and present her as a doomed victim of fate, in keeping with the 
tragic dimension of the original literary type. 71 This is also reflective of the tendency of 
many 1930s French films to position female characters as lacking agency, in keeping with 
the lack of legal control that French women were granted over their own lives during this 
decade.72 In contradistinction, Harlow's films that draw upon this type habitually, such as 
Red Dust (Victor Fleming, 1932), The Girl from Missouri, Personal Property (W.S. Van 
Dyke, 193 7) - adopt a more optimistic perspective, inserting the trope into a comedic 
framework and often valorising the concept of social mobility. 73 Yet another trope that 
reoccurs in films and other discourses surrounding female stars in both industries is the 
ingenue type. By the 1930s, the ingenue type already had a long and well-known lineage in 
the theatre. While the type cannot be tied to one particular nation of origin, the use of the 
69 Ruth Vassey, "Foreign Parts: Hollywood's Global Distribution and the Representation of Ethnicity," 
American Quarterly 44, no. 4 (1992): 265. 
70 See chap. 3, 72-4. 
71 See chap. 7, 166-71. 
72 I discuss this in chapter six. See pages 14 7-8 and 160-1. 
73 For more on Harlow's embodiment of the concept of social mobility, see chap. 3, 81-2. 
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French word "ingenue" to describe the type in both English in French does suggest that it 
was strongly associated with French culture. 
The vamp and the ingenue were perhaps the two most commonly asserted 
representational tropes of female stardom during the classical eras of both French and 
Hollywood cinema. The two types exist in a dichotomy, with the vamp type being used to 
designate uncontainable and dangerous but highly sensual and alluring sexuality, and the 
ingenue label being applied to those stars who embody a wholesome, girlish national 
femininity. Both types recurred often in the films and the publicity produced by the French 
and Hollywood industries. The all-American girl is often coded as an ingenue in the 
Hollywood context, and the demure ingenue also corresponds with the bourgeois ideals of 
French femininity that heavily influenced the French star system, as I have discussed in 
chapter five. 74 In both star systems the vamp type was readily associated with foreign 
women. Examples include Marlene Dietrich, Greta Garbo, and Anna Sten in Hollywood, 
and the Romanian Elvire Popescu, the Slavic Vera Korene, the Spanish Maria Casares, and 
the Basque Marie Dea in France. 75 The type was also applied to non-foreign stars who 
were perceived to be transgressive in their social or sexual behaviour. Hollywood 
examples include Harlow, Clara Bow and Bette Davis. French vamps include, Simone 
Simon, Lily Zevaco and Germaine Aussey, stars who - according to the fan magazines -
played vamps on-screen yet were ingenue types in real life. In both the French and 
Hollywood industries, star images often vacillated between the vamp and the ingenue as 
did Harlow's sexy but all-American persona, which represented a (not always skilful) 
attempt at blending these two appealing types. Arletty was somehow able to transcend this 
dichotomy in her off-screen publicity, although she was cast as both ingenue and vamp 
types in her films. This is perhaps due to her self-created persona as an eccentric and a 
fantaisiste, as a woman who resists being cast in relation to established stereotypes. 
The engagement of older art historical, theatrical and literary tropes in both 
Arletty's and Harlow's star texts represent attempts to submerge these women's 
modernness by portraying them in relation to a supposedly "timeless" femininity. In the 
Hollywood context, however, the use of European cultural tropes went beyond this. This 
phenomenon was a partly a logical consequence of the migration of stars and filmmakers 
(such as Jacques Feyder, Claude Autant-Lara, Fritz Lang, Josef von Sternberg, Ernst 
74 See chap. 5, 117-20. 
75 For more on the vamp type in the Classical French cinema see Colin Crisp, Genre, Myth and Convention 
in the French Cinema: 1929-1939 (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2002), 4. 
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Lubitsch and others) from Europe to Hollywood. The drawing upon European high culture 
was also representative of a conscious effort on behalf of the Hollywood studios to render 
their products as respectable and artistic. 
The Differing Place of Female Stars in the French and Hollywood Industries 
Although the French and Hollywood industries did draw upon many of the same 
representational tropes in producing female star images, the two nationalities did carve out 
very different places for female actresses in their film industries. A significant difference 
between the French and Hollywood industries in terms of their treatment of stars is that 
while glamorous female stars were valued by the Hollywood studios at least as much as 
their male counterparts during the 1930s, female stars tended to be subordinate to male 
stars within the French classical industry. 76 Emanuel Levy's statistically-based study 
suggests that although males have historically dominated film stardom in the United States, 
the 1930s were unique in terms of the prominence of female stars. Levy examines the 129 
Hollywood stars who were polled as the top box-office attractions from the 1930s through 
the 1980s. His research reveals that the thirties was the decade when female stars featured 
most prominently, with female stars outnumbering males in the poll several years of this 
decade.77 
The situation was different in the French classical industry. Dudley Andrew 
explains that during this era "few [women] became dominant enough to have vehicles 
written specifically for them, and no woman in the French Cinema of the 1930s stood in a 
position capable of taking the industry in one or another direction, the way Jean Gabin or 
Raimu did."78 Noel Burch has observed that female stars only received top billing in five 
percent of French films made before 1940.79 In their study on gender relations in the 
classical French cinema, Noel Burch and Genevieve Sellier argue that an imbalance 
existed between male and female stars in terms of age, social prestige and power within 
the industry, as reflected in the "incestuous father" ("pere incestueux") phenomenon of the 
76 Hayward, French National Cinema, 161; and Dudley Andrew, Mists of Regret: Culture and Sensibility in 
Classic French Film (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1995), 125. 
77 Emanuel Levy, "The Democratic Elite: America's Movie Stars," Qualitative Sociology 12, no. 1 (1989): 
34. 
78 Andrew, Mists of Regret, 125. 
79 Noel Burch, "La Garce et le bas bleu," in Le Cinema au prisme des rapports de sexe, by Noel Burch and 
Genevieve Sellier (Paris: Librairie Philosophique, 2009), 49. 
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1930s.80 The "incestuous father" phenomenon refers to the common strategy of casting a 
youthful female star as the romantic lead, opposite a middle-aged male star. Burch and 
Sellier argue that French female stars tended to enjoy less power within the industry 
because they were younger and less prestigious than male stars, and they often had shorter 
careers.81 The relative prominence of female and male stars in the French and Hollywood 
industries is reflected by the cover images of each industry's fan magazines. The 
Hollywood fan magazines (Photoplay, Screenland, Movie Classic, Silver Screen, and 
others) almost exclusively feature female stars on their covers, while the French film 
magazines (Pour vous, Cinemonde, Cine-miroir) present a more even breakdown of males, 
females and on-screen couples on their covers. 
Another major difference between the French film industry and the Hollywood film 
industry is their treatment of star actors within film texts. In general, the Hollywood 
studios structured their films around two or three major stars as star vehicles. A common 
formula was to focus on the romantic pairing of a male and female lead. An example is 
Harlow and Gable in Red Dust - the two stars' names overshadow the films' title on the 
film posters (see fig. 8.2). Another common formula was a focus on three stars achieved 
through the adoption of some sort of triangular structure, as is seen with Harlow, Gable 
and Loy in Wife vs. Secretary (fig. 8.3, Clarence Brown, 1936). Within Classical 
Hollywood films, these two or three main stars feature in the most scenes in the film, they 
get most glamour close-ups and the most lavish costumes, as well as having their names 
played up in the film's publicity materials. In Classical Hollywood the supporting cast was 
typically not presented as holding any particular interest. In contrast, as Ginette 
Vincendeau has observed, in the French classical cinema, "[a]ttention is given to decor, 
atmosphere and to ensemble playing rather than to foregrounding individual stars."82 Even 
in Darrieux and Annabella's vehicles, these major stars do not receive substantially more 
screen time than the other actors with whom they share the screen. 
The French and Hollywood classical cinemas also differed in their treatment of 
stars due to the fact that in France the agency for shaping and constructing a given star's 
persona lay with more than one creative source. French stars were not property of one 
particular studio, as was the case in Hollywood. Consequently, French stars were able to 
80 Noel Burch and Genevieve Sellier, La Dr6le de guerre des sexes du cinemafranr;ais 1930-1956 (Paris: 
Armand Colin, 2005), 23-48. 
81 Burch and Sellier, La Dr6le de guerre des sexes, 30. 
82 Ginette Vincendeau, "The Art of Spectacle: The Aesthetics of Classical French Cinema," in The French 
Cinema Book, ed. Michael Temple and Michael Witt (London: British Film Institute, 2004), 146. 
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exercise more control over the shape of their careers. Because they were not tied by 
contract to one particular studio, French stars were free to work in foreign countries and 
return to the French industry when they wished. As well as the stars who went to 
Hollywood, who I have already mentioned, French stars also worked in England 
(Annabella, for example), and in Germany, where they made French-language versions of 
films produced by the thriving UFA studios (Arletty, Annabella, Madeleine Ozeray, 
Danielle Darrieux, Lucien Baroux, Rene Lefevre and others did this). Furthermore, while 
Hollywood stars of the era were required to embody whatever highly manufactured brand 
or persona their studio choose for them in their off-screen publicity, French stars were 
offered a degree of freedom to shape their off-screen personae in relation to their own self-
images. This is demonstrated by Arletty's creation of herself as an intellectual. In 
Hollywood the female intellectual was not a commercially successful type, as Samuel 
Goldwyn discovered in his failed attempts to market first Evelyn Lyn and then Anna Sten 
in relation to this type (both of these potential stars proved to be unsuccessful in 
Hollywood). 83 
Because the personae of most French stars lacked the sensationalized (but artificial) 
glitz and glamour that the Hollywood publicity departments were adept at creating, they 
may have seemed closer to the public than Hollywood stars. Vincendeau has argued that, 
historically, French stars have been perceived to be closer to the public than Hollywood 
stars because they are "less obviously characterised by conspicuous consumption."84 As 
Richard Dyer has discussed, stars present a paradox in that across their personae they are 
alternately represented as ordinary and extraordinary. 85 Conspicuous consumption - the 
embodiment of a glamorous lifestyle that includes lavish homes and the possession of 
elegant clothing and other consumer commodities - is one way in which the 
extraordinariness of Hollywood stars is suggested. In favouring ordinariness/naturalness 
over sensationalism/extraordinariness in their off-screen publicity, French stars were able 
to establish themselves as different from their Hollywood counterparts. 
Yet although French stars may have been offered greater freedom than Hollywood 
stars regarding their off-screen personae, many of the most successful French stars were 
nevertheless typecast in their on-screen roles. Examples include Annabella's screen 
persona as an ingenue, Danielle Darrieux's gamine, Viviane Romance's garce (or "tart" -
83 For more on Laye and Sten and their relationship to the concept of intellectualism see Ellen Pullar, "Anna 
Sten: Forgotten Star," (Master's Thesis, University ofOtago, 2007), 40-66. 
84 Vincendeau, Stars and Stardom, 19. 
85 Dyer, Stars, 43. 
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a version of the vamp), and Jean Gabin's working class hero. 86 For most of the thirties, 
Arletty's screen persona lacked this consistency - she played an eclectic range of 
characters, which reflected her cultivation of herself as an eccentric in her off-screen 
publicity. It was only from the late 1930s, after her association with Marcel Carne and 
Poetic Realism had been instigated, that she began to be frequently typed in relation to an 
elegant, "timeless," tragic and suffering femininity in her screen roles. 
The fact that many French actors established clearly defined and mythical screen 
personas through the practice of typecasting - even though they were not contracted to one 
studio who could ensure that they were presented in a unified manner - suggests that the 
director also played a significant role in shaping the personae of stars in the French context. 
The change that Carne was able to affect across Arletty's persona reveals that in the 
French classical industry the director had significantly more control over the presentation 
of stars than Hollywood directors did. Similarly, Marc Allegret directed several of Simone 
Simon's early films, and was an important influence in shaping her persona over the years 
in which she first emerged as a star. Harlow, however, a typical product of the Classical 
Hollywood star system, presented a stable screen persona that did not change according to 
the different directors she worked with. From the beginning of her association with MGM 
up until her untimely death, Harlow's screen roles repeatedly engaged some variation of 
the gold-digger with a heart of gold type, a type that interwove both the innocent and 
risque/sexual aspects of her off-screen persona. The directors of her films, whose authority 
was always secondary to that the studio executives, simply rehashed aspects of her pre-
existing star persona as it was constructed by the studio publicity department. Sometimes 
the directors of Harlow's films were not even credited, as was the case with Bombshell 
(Victor Fleming, 1933) and Hold Your Man (Sam Wood, 1933) - in these films the 
director's name is not acknowledged in the credits. Furthermore, Harlow's appearance and 
demeanour do not change significantly across different films made by different directors. 
Again and again her head is backlit to highlight her blonde hair, and again and again she is 
costumed in white outfits that compliment her light hair and skin. Although the Von 
Sternberg/Dietrich collaboration represents a rare case in which a director was granted a 
high degree of control over the screen personae of a Hollywood star, this Pygmalion sort 
of director-star relationship was regarded as an unusual and particularly European 
86 On Gabin's screen persona as a working class hero, see Vincendeau, "Jean Gabin: From Working Class 
Hero to Godfather," Stars and Stardom, 59-81. On Viviane Romance as a "garce" see Noel Burch and 
Genevieve Sellier, La Dr6le de guerre des sexes du cinemafranr;ais: 1930-1956 (Paris: Armand Colin, 
2005), 49. 
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phenomenon. 87 Interestingly Mauritz Stiller and Greta Garbo tried to institute a similar 
arrangement (MGM had summoned them to Hollywood together); however, this star-
director relationship was soon dismantled by studio, whose executives felt they knew 
better when it came to how to package Garbo's persona for American audiences. 88 
The agency granted to directors in the French system is in keeping with the value 
placed on the great male artist in French culture.89 It also supports the idea that auteurism 
existed before the term was popularized by the French New Wave filmmakers. 90 The fact 
that the French fan magazines regularly featured interviews with French directors, as well 
as stars, would support this notion.91 In contrast, the Hollywood studios elevated stars over 
directors, who were often treated as little more than anonymous and interchangeable 
salaried employees, and preferred not to emphasize any one individual as responsible for 
the mythic persona that equates to stardom. Rather, in the Classical Hollywood studio-
produced publicity, stars possess mythical personalities a priori. For example, according to 
the studio-produced discourse, Jean Harlow's persona as a quintessential all-American girl 
was already intact when she was (allegedly) discovered in a Kansas City soda shop. 92 
Similarly Garbo was apparently already mysterious, aloof and divine when she arrived in 
America. 93 This was asserted only after Garbo had established this persona, however. The 
fact that it is blatantly untrue is suggested by early Garbo publicity images produced by 
MGM, which reveal that the studio had in fact earlier experimented with a sporty persona 
for Garbo as they did not know what to make of her tall body and large hands and feet. 94 
Thus it can be seen that in Classical Hollywood, the star's personality was significantly 
more important than the director's personality, although this was not typically the case in 
the French classical industry. The different places and roles of female stars in the French 
and Hollywood classical industries, as well as the differing opportunities offered to them 
87 For more on the Von Sternberg/Dietrich collaboration see Gaylyn Studlar, In the Realm of Pleasure: Von 
Sternberg, Dietrich, and the Masochistic Aesthetic (New York: Columbia University Press, 1988). 
88 See Mark A. Vieira, Greta Garbo: A Cinematic Legacy (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 2005). 
89 Crisp, Genre, Myth and Convention, 44. 
90 Dimitri Vezyroglou, "Aux Sources de l'auteurisme frarn;:ais: posture artistique contre logique industrielle a 
l'heure de la 'premiere vague' du cinema frarn;:ais (1917-1924)." Paper presented at the Studies in French 
Cinema conference, Paris, 26-27 March, 2010. 
91 See, for example, Marcel Came, "Avant son depart pour l' Amerique Cinemonde a interviewe Jacques 
Feyder," Cinemonde, January 14, 1932, 19. 
92 See "Who's Who on the Screen," New York Times, July 3, 1932, X2; and "Jean Harlow is Home," The 
Kansas City Star, November 20, 1930. 
Available at http://www.kansascity.com/2008/09/I 8/803121/jean-harlow-is-home.html (accessed March 4, 
2010). 
93 See, for example, John Loder, "A Year in the Life of Garbo," Film Weekly, March 25, 1932, reprinted in 
Peter Haining, The Legend of Garbo (London: W.H. Allen, 1990), 148-53. 
94 One such "sporty" publicity photograph of Garbo is reproduced in Haining, The Legend of Garbo, 109. 
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and the differing restrictions imposed upon them, account for some of the differences that 
exist between French and Hollywood stars of the 1930s. 
Conclusion 
While the French and Hollywood classical industries were characterised by 
different conventions and organisational structures that affected the treatment of stars, the 
two industries did share many of the same representational tropes for the depiction of 
femininity. As Arletty's and Harlow's personae reveal, French and Hollywood stars of the 
1930s were shaped by both the national culture and larger international trends. The fact 
that both Harlow and Arletty's star personae were concurrently shaped in relation to the 
modern woman and other common representational tropes suggests that the growing mass 
and consumer cultures catalysed a high degree of cultural exchange globally during the 
thirties. 
It must also be noted that, in addition to the influence of prevalent international 
mass and consumer cultures, there was a high degree of exchange between the French and 
Hollywood film industries during the thirties, which may have contributed to some of the 
similarities between the two industries. As I have mentioned earlier, many French stars of 
the decade went to Hollywood to try their luck. Furthermore, as Pierre Billard has pointed 
out, several French directors (including Jacques Feyder and Claude Autant-Lara) used 
Hollywood as an apprenticeship into sound filmmaking by working for short periods of 
time in America and taking advantage of the expertise in producing sound films and the 
new technologies available in Hollywood before returning to France.95 Also, as Alastair 
Phillips has noted, during the years following the coming of sound the Hollywood industry 
"used France as staging post in the struggle for control of the lucrative market of Europe 
and its ancillary territories. "96 Paramount even established a unit devoted to the production 
of films in a number of European languages in Joinville, a suburb of Paris. The Hollywood 
studios were very eager to retain their international markets after the new sound 
technologies had made language barriers a problem. In addition to their technique of 
producing French language versions of Hollywood films for French audiences, the 
Hollywood studios watched the European film industries closely in order to keep tabs on 
95 Billard, L 'Age classique du cinemafranr;ais, 48-9. 
96 Phillips, "Migration and Exile," 103. 
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the successes of these competing industries. This is apparent in the Hollywood studios' 
"poaching" of successful French stars and directors, as well as their remaking of French 
films: Pepe le Mako (Julien Duvivier, 1937) was remade as Algiers (John Cromwell, 1938), 
Le Jour se leve (Marcel Carne, 1939) was remade as The Long Night (Anatole Litvak, 
1947), and La Chienne (Jean Renoir, 1931) was remade as Scarlet Street (Fritz Lang, 
1945). 
As well as having in common their reflection of the modern woman stereotype, 
Arletty and Harlow were both modern women in various aspects of their lives. Their 
personae reflect both the opportunities and limitations of being aligned with this type - as 
well as the opportunities and limitations associated with being a woman more broadly - in 
their distinct cultures and film industries. It is important to note that film stardom presents 
women with a particular lifestyle, which comes with its own privileges and constraints, 
and thus stars do not represent femininity in the same way that regular women do. To 
engage Richard Dyer's paradox, which conceptualises stars as both special/extraordinary 
and ordinary, Arletty and Harlow as extraordinary (i.e. not normal) individuals can push 
the boundaries of gender conventions more freely and with fewer consequences than 
regular women. Yet as representatives of the ordinary, as people who could conceivably 
exist in their respective societies ("an articulation of basic American [or] western values," 
as Dyer puts it), their modernness must also be curbed.97 Thus, the ways in which Harlow 
and Arletty were positioned in their respective film industries and national cultures are 
indicative of some of the positions offered to women in 1930s French and American 
society, as well as reflecting fears and ideals relating to the imagined place of women in 
society. 
Arletty and Harlow testify towards the intertwinement of stardom and culture, as 
well as the importance of film industry structures and conventions in shaping star personae. 
Their images are also suggestive of some of the ways in which film industries interact with 
and navigate culture. Arletty and Harlow are deliberately constructed ideals of 
fashionability, modernness, nationality and femininity; yet they also represent slippages 
from these ideals. As such, these two actresses provide an illuminating means of looking at 
both industry and culture, reinforcing the usefulness of studying stars. 
97 Dyer, Stars, 35. 
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Conclusion 
In examining the ways in which Harlow and Arletty were imagined in relation to 
the trope of the modern woman as well as various nationally specific types of femininity, I 
have discovered that in both cases the modern woman trope was held up as simultaneously 
compatible and incompatible with national ideals of femininity. The idea of these actresses 
as nationally inflected modern women was integral to both of their personae; however, as 
their star images suggest, reconciling national ideals and the tropes associated with the 
modern woman type was not a simple process during the thirties. 
Both stars were (and remain) indelibly associated with their nationalities - it is 
impossible to imagine either of them working outside their own national cinema or culture. 
Arletty was very French (specifically Parisian), with her titi parisien accent, her reputation 
for stylishness, her association with the art world and a bohemian lifestyle, her biography 
that emphasized her working class Courbevoie upbringing, her outspokenness ( or franc-
parler) and her tendency to express patriotic sentiments. 1 Similarly, Harlow was very 
American with her uncultivated Midwest accent, her embodiments of social mobility (a 
crucial facet of the American Dream), her alignment with the all-American girl stereotype 
and her persona as the wholesome girl from Kansas. In fact, the uncultivated brassiness of 
many of her screen roles even reflects the negative stereotype of the loud, crass American 
that is sometimes circulated internationally. Harlow's deliberately constructed persona as 
an American, as well as the blatancy of her Americanness, calls into question Ginette 
Vincendeau's argument that "while American stars tend towards the universal by virtue of 
their world exposure and the designs of Hollywood, French stars are de facto more 
'national. '"2 
Yet, as well as being representatives of the national, Harlow and Arletty were 
equally representative of the trope of the modern woman. Both were cast as modern 
women in terms of their sexualities, their associations with the working class figure of 
working woman, and their relationships to fashion and consumer culture. In addition, 
Arletty' s modern woman was also associated with intellectual curiosity and an 
1 For more on Arletty'sfranc-parler, see Keith Reader, "'Mon cul est intersexuel?': Arletty's performance of 
Gender," in Gender and French Cinema, ed. Alex Hughes and James S. Williams (Oxford/New York: Berg, 
2001), 63-76. 
2 Ginette Vincendeau, Stars and Stardom in French Cinema (London: Continuum, 2000), 31. 
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independent lifestyle. Arletty was able to be a highly modern and very French 
intellectual/eccentric in her publicity persona. Yet, as I have shown in my analyses of Un 
chien qui rapporte (Jean Choux, 1931) and Hotel du Nord (Marcel Carne, 1938) in 
chapters six and seven, her film texts consistently struggle to reconcile her Frenchness and 
her persona as a modern woman, habitually employing various strategies to contain and 
subdue her modernness. Likewise, Harlow's texts were consistently structured in order to 
present her as modern in her sexuality and appearance. On and off-screen, Harlow was 
presented as an instigator of modern fashions (including, notably, the trend for platinum 
blonde hair) and as a woman who possesses a liberated body and sexuality. Nonetheless, 
her films and publicity texts consistently undermine these aspects of modernness by 
engaging the theme of the masquerade/performance/mistaken identity and by 
enthusiastically aligning her with the domestic ideal. 
In both the French and the Hollywood contexts, the modern woman type and the 
domestic ideal of the housewife/Reine du foyer are presented as contradictory and 
irreconcilable. As my case studies of Harlow and Arletty have suggested, both the 
domestic ideal and the figure of the modern woman were tied up with national ideals in 
France and the United States. As modern woman, the national star is representative of up-
to-the moment trends of femininity - she is suggestive of the nation's modernness on a 
world scale. As an embodiment of the domestic ideal, however, the national star is 
representative of specific national ideologies relating to the place of the French/ American 
woman as angel of the hearth, an idea that was perpetuated in the 1930s by the eugenics 
movement in the United States and the pro-natalist movement in France (the eugenics and 
pro-natalist movements were invested in the continuation of the American or French 
"race" and culture). 3 The domestic ideal was also a means of signifying the 
wholesomeness of and down-to-earth nature of the national star - it is for this reason that it 
is hard to imagine Greta Garbo being cast as a domestic type in Hollywood. Thus the 
housewife and the modern woman represent two different nationally inflected discourses 
on femininity that do not come together neatly. 
3 For more on the influence of the eugenics movement in the United States during the 1930s, see Wendy 
Kline, Building a Better Race: Gender, Sexuality, and Eugenics from the Turn of the Centwy to the Baby 
Boom (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2001 ). On the pro-natalist movement in France see Elisa 
Camiscioli, "Producing Citizens, Reproducing the 'French Race': Immigration, Demography, and Pro-
Natalism in Early Twentieth-Century France," Gender and History 13, no. 3 (2001), 593-621; and Mary 
Louise Roberts, Civilization without Sexes: Reconstructing Gender in Postwar France, 1917-1927 
(Chicago/London: University of Chicago Press, 1994). 
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In both industries, the housewife/modern woman dichotomy is an important 
structural influence in the organisation of their star systems. In theory, there is no reason 
why a woman could not be a wife/mother and be a sexual being, with modem attitudes ( as 
many film stars of the era probably were in their private lives). Yet conservative ideas 
relating to femininity that circulated in both France and the United States in the 1930s 
meant that it was inconceivable for a popular film star to be presented in this manner. In 
fact this dichotomized relationship between sexuality/modernness and the domestic ideal is 
not easily reconcilable even today ( consider, for example, the constant criticisms of 
Angelina Jolie's maternal skills in the women's magazines). In the classical Hollywood 
context, the inconsistent employment of both the modem woman and housewife types was 
a feature of the personae of a number of American stars (including other successful stars 
such as Joan Crawford, Katharine Hepburn and Bette Davis, as well as Harlow). I argue 
that this was a contradiction that was deliberately cultivated by the studios - primarily the 
male studio executives - as a means of increasing the appeal of their female stars to a 
broad audience. This represents the "productive" sort of contradiction identified by 
Richard Dyer, which I have mentioned earlier, through which star images function to 
reconcile opposing social values.4 
In the classical French industry, the housewife/modem woman dichotomy is played 
out somewhat differently. While the publicity of Hollywood stars vacillated inconsistently 
between celebrating the modern woman type and celebrating the domestic ideal, French 
stars were almost exclusively presented as wholesome, domestically-inclined types in their 
off-screen publicity, although they could represent modern women in their screen 
performances. In this respect, Arletty represented an alternative to the normative model of 
French female stardom, as I have discussed in chapter five. In the French industry, the 
modern woman type featured significantly more frequently in film texts than she did in the 
fan magazines; however, as I have explained, (predominantly male) filmmakers were apt 
to employ means of containing, controlling and curbing the modern woman when she did 
occur on-screen. This is consistent with the shape of the French industry during the 1930s 
as orientated around male stars and male directors. 
The heavy-handed application of the domestic ideal in the French and Hollywood 
fan magazines of the 1930s is an area that warrants further research. The domestic ideal 
(which in both contexts tended to conflate the concepts of marriage and domesticity) did 
4 Richard Dyer, Stars (London: BFI Publishing, 1998), 26. See also, chap.I, 23-4; and chap. 2, 65. 
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influence the personae of the majority of female stars working in both industries. Yet its 
application across the personae of the female stars of these industries has yet to be 
considered in depth by scholars working in the field of star studies. One reason why the 
relationship of the domestic ideal to 1930s stardom has not been well studied is that this 
association of female film stars with domesticity is not consistent with the way that we 
remember stars of this era today. Today Harlow is widely remembered as she appears in 
her glamour portraits: dramatically coiffed and made-up, bathed in flattering chiaroscuro 
lighting, and wearing an elegant evening gown. The domestic ideal opposes contemporary 
notions about the hedonism of the early 1930s, as well as the glossy black and white 
glamour associated with stars of the thirties, and their relationship to the notion of 
conspicuous consumption. Hollywood stars, in particular, were associated with glamour 
and conspicuous consumption, although this is also true of French stars to some extent as 
their status as celebrities meant that they had access to glamorous fashions and attended 
glitzy media events and festivals. Also, the depiction of Isabelle Adjani's film star 
character in the recent film Bon Voyage (Jean-Paul Rappeneau, 2003) suggests that French 
stars of the 1930s have been remembered as glamorized. 
Both Harlow and Arletty are well remembered today, mostly for the more 
"modern" aspects of their personae - selectively filtered versions of their star personae 
continue to be circulated. They retain a place in popular imagination, as suggested by the 
number of popular biographies and magazine articles that continue to be produced on them, 
as well as the internet fan clubs devoted to each star. 5 This testifies to the enduring nature 
of Arletty's self-created, and Harlow's studio-created "modern" personae. 
5 A few of the internet fan clubs devoted to Harlow include "Jean Harlow: Hollywood's Original Blonde 
Bombshell," Yahoo!Groups, http://groups.yahoo.com/group/jeanharlow/ (accessed April 30, 2010); and 
"Jean Harlow," Facebook, http://www.facebook.com/home.php?#!/pages/Jean-
Har1ow/799555l9913?v=wall&ref=ts (accessed April 30, 2010). Some of the clubs devoted to Arletty 
include "Arletty," Facebook, http://www.facebook.com/home.php?#!/pages/Arletty/46609370927?ref=sgm 
(accessed April 30, 2010); "Atmosphere, atmosphere, est-ce que j'ai une gueule d'atmosphere?" Facebook, 
http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=22155281507&v=wall (accessed April 30,2010). 
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Timeline of Jean Harlow's Life and Career 
- 3 March 1911. Harlow was born Harlean Harlow Carpenter in Kansas City. Her father 
was a dentist and her mother was a housewife and socialite. 1 
- 1922. Harlean's parents divorce. She moves to Los Angeles with her mother in 1923.2 
- 1925. Harlean and her mother return to Kansas City after struggling financially in Los 
Angeles.3 
- 18 January 1927. Harleans's mother gets remarried to Marino Bello.4 
- 21 September 1927. Harlean elopes with the 20 year old heir Charles McGrew. She is 16 
years old. They are given a significant amount of money by his parents after their 
marriage, and they move to Los Angeles, where she enjoys life as a socialite.5 
- 1928. While waiting for a film extra friend at the Fox Studios, Harlow is spotted by a Fox 
employee and asked to do a screen test. Harlean gets work as an extra. She chooses 
"Jean Harlow" as her professional name, Jean Harlow being her mother's maiden 
name.6 
- 1928-9. Harlow plays bit parts in Fox silent films including Moran of the Marines (Frank 
R. Strayer) and The Unkissed Man (Leo McCarey), followed by larger parts the 
Laurel and Hardy short film Double Whoopee (Lewis R. Foster) and the Clara Bow 
film The Saturday Night Kid (A. Edward Sutherland).7 
- June 1929. McGrew and Harlow divorce. 8 
- October 1929. Howard Hughes is looking for a new female lead for Hell's Angels as the 
original star, Greta Nissen, has an accent deemed unsuitable for sound film. Harlow 
auditions and gets the part. She then signs a contract with Hughes. 9 
- 1930. Hell's Angels (Howard Hughes) is released. 10 
- 1931. Harlow acts in the films The Secret Six (George W. Hill), The Public Enemy 
(William A. Wellman), Iron Man (Tod Browning), Goldie (Benjamin Stoloff) and 
Platinum Blonde (Frank Capra). 11 
1 David Stenn, Bombshell: The Life and Death of Jean Harlow (New York: Bentam Doubleday Dell 
Publishing, 1993), 7-9. 
2 Stenn, Bombshell, 14-15. 
3 Stenn, Bombshell, 17. 
4 Stenn, Bombshell, 25. 
5 Stenn, Bombshell, 25-26. 
6 Stenn, Bombshell, 27-30. 
7 Stenn, Bombshell, 30-33. 
8 Stenn, Bombshell, 30-33. 
9 Stenn, Bombshell, 34-8. 





- 1932. Harlow acts in the films Three Wise Girls (William Beaudine) and The Beast of the 
City (Charles Brabin). 12 
- 30 April 1932. Harlow signs a contract with MGM, who had been impressed by her 
performance in The Beast of the City, a film which they had loaned her from Hughes 
for. Her first films under contract to MGM are Red-Headed Woman (Jack Conway) 
and Red Dust (Victor Fleming). 13 
- 2 July 1932. Harlow marries MGM Executive Paul Bem. 14 
- 5 September 1932. Paul Bern commits suicide in their home. A media frenzy ensues. 15 
-1933. Harlow acts in Hold Your Man (Sam Wood), Dinner at Eight (George Cukor) and 
Bombshell (Victor Fleming). 16 
- 18 September 1933. Harlow elopes with Harold Rossen, another MGM studio 
executive. 17 
- 1933. Harlow writes a manuscript for a novel entitled Today is Tonight, hoping that 
MGM will purchase the rights to the book and cast her in the movie version. MGM 
are not interested. 18 
-1934. Harlow acts in the film The Girlfrom Missouri (Jack Conway and Sam Wood). 19 
- 11 March 1934. Rossen and Harlow divorce.20 
- Mid-1934. Harlow begins a romantic relationship with actor William Powell, which 
continues to be much commented upon in the fan magazines until her death.21 
- 1935. Harlow acts in the films Reckless (Victor Fleming) and China Seas (Tay 
Gamett).22 
11 Stenn, Bombshell, 54-7. 
12 Stenn, Bombshell, 67-71. 
13 Stenn, Bombshell, 73-5. 
14 Stenn, Bombshell, 73-4. 
15 Stenn, "Who Killed Paul Bern?", Bombshell, 105-35. 
16 "Hold Your Man," The Internet Movie Database, http://www. imdb. com/title/tt0024 l 30/ ( accessed April 
30, 2010); "Dinner at Eight," The Internet Movie Database, http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0023948/ (accessed 
April 30, 20 IO); and "Bombshell," The Internet Movie Database, http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0023825/ 
(accessed April 30, 2010). 
17 Stenn, Bombshell, 160-4. 
18 Jean Harlow, Today is Tonight (New York: Grove Press, 1965); and Stenn, Bombshell, 172-3. 
19 "The Girl from Missouri," The Internet Movie Database, http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0025 l 73/ (accessed 
April 30, 2010). 
20 Stenn, Bombshell, 174. 
21 Stenn, Bombshell, 175-7. 
22 "Reckless," The Internet Movie Database, http://www.imdb.com/title/tt00269l4/ (accessed April 30, 
2010); and "China Seas," The Internet Movie Database, http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0026205/ (accessed 
April 30, 2010); "Suzy," The Internet Movie Database, http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0028330/ (accessed 






- 1936. Harlow acts in the films Riffrajf(J. Walter Ruben), Wife vs. Secretary (Clarence 
Brown), Suzy (George Fitzmaurice) and Libeled Lady (Jack Conway).23 
- 1937. Harlow acts in the films Personal Property (W.S. Van Dyke) and Saratoga (Jack 
Conway).24 
- Harlow becomes sick during the filming of Saratoga in late May and is sent home to rest. 
On the ih of June 1937 she dies of uremic poisoning. William Powell pays for a 
lavish tomb for her and Saratoga is completed with the use of a double.25 
(accessed April 30, 2010). 
23 "Riffraff," Internet Movie Database, http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0026932/ (accessed April 30,201 O); 
"Wife vs. Secretary," Internet Movie Database, http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0028505/ (accessed April 30, 
2010). 
24 "Personal Property," Internet Movie Database, http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0029395/ (accessed April 30, 
2010); and "Saratoga," Internet Movie Database, http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0029516/ (accessed April 30, 
2010). 






Timeline of Arletty's Life and Career 
- 15 May 1898. Arletty is born Leonie Maria Julia Bathiat in Courbevoie, Paris. Her 
parents are Marie Bathiat, a laundry woman, and Michel Bathiat, an employee 
of Tramways de Paris. 1 
- 1914. Leonie takes a stenography course. She starts work as a secretary for the 
Ministere de la Justice in 1915.2 
- 2 December 1916. Leonie's father dies in tramway accident, leaving the family 
impoverished. Leonie and her mother go to work in a munitions factory. 3 
- 1919. After the war is over, Leonie gets another job as a secretary, for Schneider du 
Creusot, a company that sells weapons. 4 
- mid-1919. Arletty is approached in the street by Paul Guillaume, an art dealer, who 
proposes that she try her luck as an artist's model or actress. He gives her two 
letters of recommendation - one for the theatre des Capucines, and one for 
l'Odeon. She auditions for Capucines and is successful. 5 She adopts the stage 
name "Arletty."6 
- The first play that she appears in is C. G. T Roi, a musical revue. She continues to 
work in the theatre regularly throughout the 1920s and 193 Os ( acting primarily 
in comedies and musical revues), and sporadically in the 1940s and 1960s.7 
- Arletty also starts working as a fashion model in 1919. She models for fashion 
designers including Paul Poiret, Georges Fouquet and Chez Tiburce 8 
- 1929. Arletty poses for Van Dongen's La Belle Poule.9 
- 1930. Out of curiosity for the new medium of sound cinema, Arletty accepts a small 
part in La Douceur d'aimer (Rene Hervil). 10 
- 1931. Arletty poses for two further portraits for Van Dongen. She also acts in Un 
chien qui rapporte (Jean Choux), her first starring role in the cinema. 11 
1 Denis Demonpion, Arletty (Paris: Flammarion, 1996), 19, 21-22. 
2 Demonpion, Arletty, 38-42. 
3 Demonpion, Arletty, 43, 45. 
4 Demonpion, Arletty, 47. 
5 Demonpion, Arletty, 71. 
6 Demonpion, Arletty, 71. 
7 Demonpion, Arletty, 71. 
8 Christian Gilles, Arletty ou la liberte d'etre (Paris: Librairie Seguier, 1988), 11; and Demonpion, Arletty, 
59. 
9 Demonpion, Arletty, 97. 
10 Demonpion, Arletty, 112. 




-1932. Arletty acts in the films Une ideefolle (Max de Vaucorbeil), La Belle 
Aventure (Roger Le Bon and Reinhold Schtinzel), and Enlevez-moi (Leonce 
Perret). 12 
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- 1933. Arletty poses for MoYse Kisling's Nu d'Arletty. 13 She also acts in the films 
Mademoiselle Josette, ma femme (Andre Berthomieu), La Guerre des valses 
(Ludwig Berger and Raoul Ploquin), Je te confie ma femme (Rene Guissart -
Arletty is the top-billed actress) and Un soir de reveillon (Karl Anton). 14 
- 1934. Arletty acts in the film Le Voyage de Monsieur Perrichon (Jean Tarride -
Arletty is the top-billed actress). 15 
- 1935. Arletty acts in the films Pension Mimosas (Jacques Feyder), Lafille de 
Madame Angot (Jean Bemard-Derosne). She also has a starring role inAmants 
et voleurs (Raymond Bemard). 16 
- 1936. Arletty acts in the films Mais n'te promene done pas toute nue (Leo Joannon 
- Arletty receives top billing), Le Vertige (Paul Schiller), Le Mari reve (Roger 
Capellani), Feu la mere de madame (Germain Fried - Arletty receives top 
billing), La Gar<;onne (Jean de Limur), Aventure a Paris (Marc Allegret) and 
Faisons un reve ... (Sacha Guitry). 17 
- 1937. Arletty acts in the films Mirages (Alexandre Ryder - Arletty receives top 
billing), Messieurs !es ronds-de-cuir (Yves Mirande), Les Perles de la 
couronne (Sacha Guitry), Desire (Sacha Guitry) and Aloha, le chant des fies 
(Leon Mathot-Arletty receives top billing). 18 
- 1938. Arletty acts in the films La Chaleur du sein (Jean Boyer - Arletty is the top-
billed actress), Le petite chose (Maurice Cloche -Arletty is the top-billed 
actress) and Hotel du Nord (Marcel Came). After her success in Hotel du Nord, 
Arletty's salary increases from 60,000 to 300,000 francs. 19 
- 1939. Arletty acts in the films Le Jour se !eve (Marcel Came), Fric-Frac (Maurice 
Lehmann -Arletty is the top-billed actress) and Circonstances attenuantes 
(Jean Boyer).20 
- 1940. Arletty acts in the film Tempete (Dominique Bernard-Deschamps).21 
12 Gilles, Arletty OU la liberte d'etre, 166-8. 
13 Demonpion, Arletty, 115. 
14 Gilles, Arletty ou la liberte d'etre, 166-9. 
15 Gilles, Arletty OU la liberte d'etre, 171. 
16 Gilles, Arletty OU la liberte d'etre, 173-4. 
17 Gilles, Arletty OU la liberte d'etre, 175-7. 
18 Gilles, Arletty OU la liberte d'etre, 177-9. 
19 Gilles, Arletty ou la liberte d'etre, 181-2; and Edward Baron Turk, '"Atmosphere, Atmosphere,"' Child of 
Paradise: Marcel Carne and the Golden Age of French Cinema (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 
1989), 144. 
20 Gilles, Arletty ou la liberte d'etre, 183-4. 






- 1941. Arletty acts in the film Madame Sans-Gene (Roger Richebe). 22 
- 1942. Arletty acts in the films La Loi du 21 juin 1907 (Sacha Guitry), La Femme 
que j 'ai le plus aimee (Robert Vemay), Bolero (Jean Boyer), L 'Amant de 
Borneo (Jean-Pierre Feydeau and Rene Le Henaff) and Les Visiteurs du soir 
(Marcel Came).23 
- After the Liberation in 1945, Arletty is tried for having an affair with a German 
officer Hans Jurgen Soehring during the Second World War. She faces harsh 
public criticism. She is given home detention after an imprisonment period of 
several days and cannot make any films for 18 months. 24 
- 1946. Arletty poses for portraits for Marie Laurencin and Georges Braques.25 
- 1948. Arletty poses for a portrait for Matisse.26 She also appears in the film 
Madame et ses peaux-rouges (Serge T. de Laroche ).27 
- 1949. Arletty appears in the film Portrait d'un assassin (Bernard-Roland). She also 
receives critical acclaim for her starring role in a stage version of Streetcar 
Named Desire at the Theatre Edouard VII. 28 
- 1950. Arletty appears in the film Georges Braque (Andre Bureau).29 
- 1951. Arletty appears in the film Gibier de potence (Roger Richebe).30 
- 1953. Arletty appears in the film Le Pere de Mademoiselle (Marcel L'Herbier).31 
- 1954. Arletty appears in the films Le Grand Jeu (Robert Siodmak), L 'Air de Paris 
(Marcel Came) and Huis clos (Jacqueline Audry).32 
- 1956. Arletty appears in the film Mon Cure chez !es pauvres (Henri Diamant-
Berger). 33 
- 1957. Arletty appears in the film Vacances explosives! (Christian Stengel).34 
- 1958. Arletty makes an appearance as a guest star in the film Le Passager 
clandestin (Ralph Habib and Lee Robinson). She also appears in Et ta soeur 
22 Gilles, Arletty ou la liberte d'etre, 185. 
23 Gilles, Arletty ou la liberte d'etre, 186-7. 
24 Demonpion, Arletty, 313-5. 
25 Demonpion, Arletty, 309. 
26 Demonpion, Arletty, 343. 
27 Gilles, Arletty OU la liberte d'etre, 189. 
28 Gilles, Arletty ou la liberte d'etre, 190-1. 
29 Gilles, Arletty OU la liberte d'etre, 191. 
30 Gilles, Arletty au la liberte d'etre, 191. 
31 Gilles, Arletty ou la liberte d'etre, 193. 
32 Gilles, Arletty ou la liberte d'etre, 193-4. 
33 Gilles, Arletty ou la liberte d'etre, 195. 














(Maurice Delbez), Un drole de dimanche (Marc Allegret) and Maxime (Henri 
Verneuil).35 
- 1959. Arletty is the narrator for the short film Les Primitifs du XIIIe (Pierre 
Guilbaud).36 
- 1962. Arletty appears in the films La Loi des hommes (Charles Gerard), La 
Gamberge (Norbert Carbonnaux), Les Petits Matins (Jacqueline Audry) and 
The Longest Day (Ken Annakin, Andrew Marton and Bernhard Wicki). She 
also acts in a stage version of Un otage at the theatre de l'Odeon.37 
- 1963. Arletty appears in the films Tempo di Roma (Denys de La Patelliere) and Le 
voyage a Biarritz (Gilles Grangier).38 
- 1966. Arletty acts in Jean Cocteau's stage version of Les Monstres sacres at the 
Theatre des Ambassadeurs.39 
- November 1966. Arletty goes partially blind.40 
- 1967. Arletty narrates the film Dina chez les rois (Dominique Delouche).41 
- 1971. Arletty publishes her autobiography, La Defense.42 
- 1987. Arletty collaborates with Michel Souvais to produce another autobiography 
entitled Je suis comme je suis.43 
- 23 July 1992. Arletty dies in her sleep, aged 94. 1000 fans came to pay tribute to 
her when her coffin passed by the Hotel du Nord in a hearse.44 
35 Gilles, Arletty ou la liberte d'etre, 196-8. 
36 Gilles, Arletty OU la liberte d'etre, 198. 
37 Gilles, Arletty ou la liberte d'etre, 199-200. 
38 Gilles, Arletty ou la liberte d'etre, 199-202. 
39 Gilles, Arletty OU la liberte d'etre, 203. 
40 Demonpion, Arletty, 399-402. 
41 Gilles, Arletty ou la liberte d'etre, 199-203. 
42 Arletty, La Defense (Paris: Editions de la Table ronde, 1971). 
43 Arletty and Michel Souvais, Je suis commeje suis (Paris: Editions Vertiges du Nord, 1987). 
44 Demonpion, Arletty, 432; and Gerard Bon, "Mourners Bid Farewell to Arletty at Hotel du Nord," Reuters 
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